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Preface

The rapid technological advances of the last quarter of a century have dramatically
changed surgery. Advances in imaging and technology have made it safer, less invasive,
and more effective. In neurosurgery, these advances have been driven by the delicate and
complex nature of the nervous system and the need to perform surgical procedures with
sufficient precision to leave surrounding neural tissue unharmed. They have culminated in
the concept of “minimally invasive neurosurgery.” Colloquially, many have referred to
these newer surgical techniques as “bloodless surgery,” but no conventional surgery is truly
bloodless and the term is really a misnomer. Minimally invasive surgery attempts to deal
with complex problems in a way that minimizes both blood loss and trauma to the normal
tissues, including the skull and spine, muscular elements supporting the nervous system,
and of course nerves themselves. Minimally invasive techniques are defined by two
fundamental prerequisites: a precise definition of the operative anatomy, and a minimally
invasive surgical corridor to the target. Minimally invasive techniques are now being used
to treat tumors, vascular lesions, hydrocephalus, craniosynostosis, spinal disorders, and
many other neurosurgical disorders.

Advances in imaging of the central nervous system have been crucial, and the
widespread use of computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
is one of the primary innovations that allow the application of minimally invasive
techniques to neurosurgery. With precise definition of anatomy in the brain and spine,
the surgeon can now have more confidence in approaching lesions in the central nervous
system while avoiding the normal tissue in the vicinity. Advances in both anatomical
and functional MRI permit reliable presurgical and intraoperative brain mapping to
resect lesions accurately while sparing eloquent areas. These achievements have made
surgery safer and less traumatic and hospital stays shorter. They have also opened the
door to novel strategies; for instance, MRI techniques such as spectroscopy offer the
possibility of replacing surgery with imaging in the diagnosis of certain brain lesions,
and CT and MRI angiography has often replaced intravascular angiograms in the
diagnosis of vascular lesions.

Minimally invasive therapy of the brain embodies techniques that achieve results
comparable to traditional surgical procedures via small access incisions, penetrating
beams, or catheters navigated through the blood stream. The term “minimally invasive
surgery” became popular in general surgery with the development of modern
endoscopic techniques that allowed procedures such as cholecystectomy to be
performed through small access incisions. Endoscopy continues to change our approach
to many neurosurgical disorders; however, in neurosurgery there has been a develop-
ment of many other minimally invasive techniques as well. Image-guided surgery
including intraoperative imaging has revolutionized the way we approach many lesions.
Conformal radiation, laser hyperthermia, and focused ultrasound are leading to a
rethinking of techniques for addressing brain lesions. Interventional radiology often
allows an “insider’s” approach to vascular lesions via the arterial or venous system as
opposed to a standard craniotomy approach.
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In Minimally Invasive Neurosurgery we review the impact of these new technologies in
creating the contemporary revolution in minimally invasive neurosurgery. We feel honored
to have the participation of many of the world’s experts in their fields in completing this
project. Part I is dedicated to the cutting edge techniques and technology available to
neurosurgeons today. This includes a thorough discussion of neurosurgical endoscopic
equipment, one of the mainstays of minimally invasive surgery. Experts in the field of
radiology discuss magnetic resonance imaging with an emphasis on MR principles, as well
as advanced techniques including spectroscopy, functional imaging, and brain mapping.
Significant emphasis is also placed on the application of image navigation directly in the
operating room, using both preoperative and intraoperative systems. Endovascular
approaches to vascular disease, including arteriovenous malformations, aneurysms, and
atherosclerotic disease, are extensively reviewed. Next, novel approaches, including
radiofrequency, radiosurgery, and thermal therapy, are discussed. Finally, the minimally
invasive techniques that allow “molecular neurosurgery,” including gene and viral vectors
and local delivery systems, are reviewed.

In Part II experts in the neurosurgical fields of pediatrics, vasculature, tumors, spine,
peripheral nerves, and trauma discuss how they use minimally invasive techniques in
their practice. This two part approach is meant to give both in-depth familiarity with
the technologies and then a practical “how to” approach to their uses.

We hope that you will find Minimally Invasive Neurosurgery informative, cutting
edge, and applicable to your practice as minimally invasive techniques continue to
revolutionize neurosurgery. We are grateful to all those who have contributed to this
book, in their writing or in other less tangible ways.

Mark R. Proctor, MD

Peter M. Black, MD, PhD
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1
Endoscopic Techniques, Equipment, and Optics

Liliana C. Goumnerova, MD

INTRODUCTION

Neuroendoscopy has rapidly established itself as an important field of neu-
rosurgery. This became possible with technical developments in the field of
endoscopy allowing the application of this technique to neurosurgery. In addi-
tion, the minimally invasive nature of endoscopy and the associated overall
minimal morbidity have made neuroendoscopy an accepted and rapidly devel-
oping modality in neurosurgery with many potential areas of application.
However, as with any new field, it requires skills that are not always intuitive
to the neurosurgeon who is not trained in endoscopic techniques. It also relies
on the development of new technology specifically designed for neurosurgical
applications and procedures. Therefore, in addition to technology develop-
ment, neurosurgeons need to be specially trained in endoscopy to apply it cor-
rectly and with the minimal morbidity it allows. This chapter reviews some of
the issues regarding neuroendoscopic equipment, its appropriate selection, and
the different applications of Neuroendoscopy.

HISTORY

The first endoscopic neurosurgical procedure was performed by Lespinasse
in 1910. Although not a neurosurgeon but a urologist, he successfully per-
formed endoscopy via burr holes with choroid plexus coagulation in two chil-
dren with hydrocephalus. He never published this procedure, although he
reported on it at a local surgical society meeting (1).

The first neurosurgeon to perform a third ventriculostomy was Mixter (2),
who combined ventriculoscopy with that procedure in 1923 in an attempt to
treat hydrocephalus. However, this procedure was abandoned mainly because
of the lack of adequate diagnostic techniques and also because of technical
issues related to the endoscopes.

Not until the development of better endoscopes, improved imaging tech-
niques in neuroradiology, better understanding of neurophysiology, and
knowledge of microsurgical anatomy did neuroendoscopy reestablish itself in
neurosurgery.
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The reintroduction of endoscopy in Neurosurgery occurred in the second
half of the 20th century (3,4) and consisted of the use of flexible endoscopes as
assistive devices in microsurgery, primarily to improve visualization and also
to perform a biopsy of an intraventricular tumor.

Currently, endoscopy is performed for spinal disease (disc removal and
exploration of the spinal subarachnoid spaces), for peripheral nerve surgery
(carpal tunnel syndrome), for craniosynostosis (endoscope-assisted strip
craniectomy), and in the treatment of a variety of intracranial disorders (e.g.,
hydrocephalus, cysts, intraventricular brain tumors, intraparenchymal hemor-
rhage, aneurysm clipping). This list of diseases and neurosurgical conditions
treated by endoscopy will most certainly expand with the growing experience
of neurosurgeons and with the refinement of the current endoscopic equipment
for specific applications.

EQUIPMENT

Endoscopes can be divided into two groups: flexible/steerable endoscopes
or ventriculoscopes and rigid endoscopes. A number of systems are on the
market, and this review is not intended to serve as an endorsement of any spe-
cific system. In addition to the actual endoscope, light sources, cameras and
monitors for viewing while the procedure is performed, instruments for use
with the endoscope, and a number of holding devices to immobilize the endo-
scopes are integral parts of the system. The procedures can be recorded with
some of the newer digital imaging technologies available for neurosurgical
procedures, as well as with VHS tapes; recording is advisable for most proce-
dures.

Flexible Endoscopes

These endoscopes are similar to the standard bronchoscopes and rely on flex-
ible fiberoptic illumination. The endoscopes are comprised of a number of glass
fibers that are incorporated into a plastic sheath. The size of the fiber bundle
determines the resolution of images. The endoscopes have up to 180° of free-
dom of movement at the distal tip of the endoscope, depending on the manu-
facturer. This occurs at the last 3–5 cm of length of the endoscope. The
endoscopes are fitted with at least one working channel, which can also serve
as a site for fluid egress and irrigation throughout the procedure. Work-
ing instruments, consisting of biopsy forceps, graspers, and scissors, are avail-
able and are also flexible in their design and construction. The available steer-
able endoscopes range in size from 1 to 15 mm outer diameter depending on
the number of fibers within them. The main disadvantage of flexible endo-
scopes is that their optics are worse than those of the rigid endoscopes. They
cannot be autoclaved and must be gas-sterilized, which limits their longevity.
In addition, frequent use can damage the fiber bundle, which further decreases
image resolution. Their advantage is that they can be used to navigate in the
ventricular system and around corners when used as an assist-device during
microsurgical operations.
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Rigid Endoscopes

Rigid endoscopes utilize rod lens telescopes and therefore have superior
optics in comparison with the flexible endoscopes; as a result, they have
become the most frequently utilized endoscopes in neurosurgery. The endo-
scopes consist of a lens, an illumination glass fiber, and a metal shaft that
houses the lens and light fiber. There are two main designs: a sheath with a sin-
gle channel for the endoscope and an endoscopic sheath with multiple separate
channels for instruments in addition to the lens and light fiber. The rod lens sys-
tem that is utilized in neuroendoscopy was invented by Hopkins and therefore
is also referred to as the Hopkins system.

Rigid endoscopes come in a variety of sizes and lengths of shafts. The design
of the lens can also allow for viewing angles of 0°, 30°, 70°, or 110°, thus allow-
ing one to look straight forward, to the side, and also to the back. Rigid endo-
scopes can be autoclaved, are reusable, and are less fragile than flexible
endoscopes. Their disadvantage is their rigidity; one cannot maneuver them in
the intraventricular or intracranial spaces as freely as the flexible endoscopes.
Therefore, with rigid endoscopy, it is crucial to plan the entry burr hole in such
a location as to allow for the greatest freedom of movement without endanger-
ing any neurovascular structures.

Both flexible and rigid systems require immobilization of the endoscope so
that the surgeons’ hands are free to use instruments throughout the procedure.
There are systems that allow fixation of any endoscope to the operating room
table via mechanical or pneumatic devices. Some may be fitted or attached to
the head holder or the stereotactic head frame with specially designed adapters.
In addition, with the newly developed frameless navigation systems, the rigid
endoscopes can also be registered and the images can be merged (5–8). These
fixation devices are of crucial importance: the endoscope must be rigidly immo-
bilized throughout the procedure without endangering the patient. They also
need to be minimally intrusive and not restrict the surgeon’s ability to manipu-
late instruments and the actual endoscope.

Flexible endoscopes require an introducer/trocar with a shaft, and a number
of sizes are available for the different sizes of endoscopes. Usually, one utilizes
a shaft that is slightly larger than the outer diameter of the endoscope so that
there is some cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) egress around the endoscope, providing
an additional outlet in case the working channel is occupied by an instrument.
Frequently, these introducers have peel-away shafts that allow endoscopically
guided placement of catheters, in either the ventricles or the cysts.

Rigid endoscopes may have a trocar as part of their system or are designed
with a blunt tip to the shaft to allow for introduction without a trocar. Again,
their sizes vary to allow for the different sizes of endoscopes. Most rigid endo-
scopes have at least two working channels, and some of the newer designs
incorporate up to four channels (both for rigid instruments and for irrigation).
The choice of an endoscope with one common channel or multiple channels
depends to some extent on the procedure to be performed; a recent review by
Kehler et al. (9) summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of both designs.
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A number of instruments have been developed for use in endoscopy and
consist of trocars, biopsy forceps (different sizes), grasping forceps, scissors,
and both monopolar and bipolar coagulation tips. These instruments also have
different angled tips allowing for more flexibility and for specialized applica-
tions. Balloon catheters are also utilized for dilation of the various fenestrations
performed endoscopically; the most commonly used catheters are the Fogarty
balloon catheters. Some lasers are also used with endoscopes (Nd-Yag),
although with limited application (10,11).

Visualization with an endoscope requires fluid-filled spaces; any bleeding or
spillage of tumor or cyst content may obscure the view. Therefore, irrigation is
very important for clearing of the CSF spaces and can also be used to dilate the
ventricular spaces so as to allow more movement of the endoscope within
them.

Irrigation can be performed either continuously or via pulse/bolus injection
throughout the procedure. This is the most helpful maneuver if bleeding is
encountered during endoscopy; usually irrigation is continued until the bleed-
ing is stopped and the CSF is clear. The solution utilized can be either lactated
Ringer’s solution or normal saline. It is important to monitor the amount of
fluid injected/irrigated and the amount of fluid that has drained out so as to
avoid a potential increase in intracranial pressure or pressure on the floor of the
third ventricle. In addition, continuous confirmation of the anatomy and posi-
tion by visualization of the endoscope and the landmarks can be accomplished
in this manner and can avoid potentially serious complications (12). New meth-
ods of orientation within the ventricular system are being developed in case
bleeding is encountered and the normal anatomic landmarks are lost. One new
approach is connection of an optical position measurement system to the endo-
scope that allows for coupling of digitized endoscopic images to the accurate
endoscopic position. In cases of bleeding, the previously set landmarks and the
overlay of the images allows the surgeon to navigate within the operative field
based on virtual images and to perform a procedure. This is still an experimen-
tal technique but clearly has the potential to be a helpful tool in neuroen-
doscopy (13).

All endoscopes require a light source, and these are generally universally
available but require filters to avoid the hot infrared spectrum. Observation of
the procedure requires a camera, monitor, and video system, which often incor-
porates recording systems. Monitors need to be positioned so that the surgeon,
the assistant, and the operating room personnel can all view them. The cameras
require gas sterilization and therefore can be either sterile or draped in a special
plastic sheath so that their longevity is increased. Documentation of all endo-
scopic procedures is preferable and should be performed either on VHS tapes
or digitally, as with the newer imaging technologies.

TECHNIQUES

All endoscopic procedures are performed under general anesthesia inde-
pendent of patient age or disease. The anesthetic agents are chosen based on the
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presence or absence of increased intracranial pressure. Anticonvulsants are not
routinely administered.

For procedures that require an anterior approach through a frontal burr hole,
the patient is positioned supine and the head is immobilized in a rigid or semi-
rigid fashion. For routine endoscopic third ventriculostomy (ETV), the patient’s
head is placed in a gel doughnut. The neck is slightly flexed to allow a direct
trajectory into the third ventricle through the foramen of Monro and lateral ven-
tricle. Modifications of this technique have been introduced so that one can also
approach the posterior aspect of the third ventricle through an anterior burr
hole.

For procedures requiring a posterior approach, the patient is positioned so
that the head is lateral and the sagittal suture is parallel to the floor. This may
require rigid fixation such as the Mayfield head holder or some other similar
device or placement on a cerebellar head rest. This allows for ease of orientation
and recognition of the normal anatomy, which is crucial in endoscopy.
Approaches may be modified based on the patient’s disease and medical con-
dition.

All endoscopic procedures rely on the presence of fluid-filled spaces for
adequate visualization ,and therefore irrigation is essential to endoscopy. A
number of authors have advocated continuous irrigation throughout any endo-
scopic procedure, but related complications have been described in the litera-
ture (12,14,15), and therefore one has to be cautious and judicious in the use of
continuous irrigation. The choice of fluid has also been a matter of discussion;
generally Ringer’s lactate has been recommended, although normal saline is
equally safe as long as there is constant irrigation of the fluid through the CSF
spaces.

Preoperative Assessment and Evaluation

Preoperative evaluation and planning for endoscopy requires magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) of the brain. This information provides adequate visuali-
zation of the intraventricular spaces, allows assessment of the size of the
ventricles, and gives information as to the possible location of obstruction in the
CSF spaces or the location of the cyst or tumor to be treated. On occasion, a con-
trast-enhanced dye study with injection of contrast into the ventricular system
may provide more information regarding the communication between the ven-
tricles, which can then lead to the appropriate choice of endoscopic procedure
and endoscope. Computed tomography (CT) imaging of the brain alone is not
sufficient prior to performing an endoscopic procedure unless there is a previ-
ous MRI of the brain and the CT scan is obtained only to document an increase
in the ventricles, such as in a case of shunt malfunction in which an ETV is
being considered.

If endoscopy is being performed in an attempt to remove a brain tumor, pro-
visions need to be made for conversion of the procedure to an open craniotomy
prior to the beginning of the operation (choice of incision, position, and immo-
bilization of the head and appropriate consent).
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Entry Sites for Endoscopy

The placement of the burr hole is dependent on the disease and the goals of
surgery: is the fenestration (e.g., ETV) going to be accompanied by biopsy of an
intraventricular tumor in a different location, will there be placement of an
intraventricular device, will there be intraoperative microsurgery in addition to
the endoscopy, and so on? 

The approaches are generally via a frontal burr hole, which allows access to
the frontal horns of the lateral ventricles, the foramen of Monro, and the third
ventricle, or through a posterior occipital burr hole, which is usually utilized for
lesions in the posterior aspect of the lateral ventricles and in the quadrigeminal
cistern area. Burr holes placed in the forehead have also been recommended for
approaches to the posterior part of the third ventricle and pineal area, as well
as for aqueductoplasties. Laterally placed burr holes in the frontal area are uti-
lized for septostomies and approaches to the midportion of the lateral ventri-
cles. In some cases, more than one burr hole may be necessary, with a second
endoscope or ventricular catheter placed for localization or additional illumi-
nation. Colloid cysts generally require two burr holes for adequate visualiza-
tion and illumination, and the recent development of endoscopic resection of
hypothalamic lesions also requires two burr holes.

Flexible Endoscopy

Flexible endoscopy is utilized for fenestration of multiloculated ventricles
for which navigation in more than one ventricular space will be required. The
choice of anterior or posterior approach depends on the patient’s condition
and ventricular anatomy. It is often helpful to have a second ventricular
catheter placed as a guide, as the ventricular anatomy is frequently very abnor-
mal and some of the normal landmarks may be distorted. This is especially
true in patients who have had prior intraventricular hemorrhage or infection
or have had long-standing shunts with previous revisions. Intraoperative
imaging with ultrasound or frameless navigation to correlate the position of
the endoscope with the ventricular anatomy is extremely helpful to ensure that
the goals of surgery have been met. Flexible endoscopy can also be used to
biopsy tumors or lesions in the posterior part of the third ventricle when the
third ventricle is small or the placement of the burr hole does not allow the
angulation of the rigid endoscope. Biopsy specimens with the flexible instru-
ments are very small, and one requires experienced neuropathologists in such
cases.

Rigid Endoscopy

Rigid endoscopy is the preferred method for most primary intracranial endo-
scopic procedures. The most common procedure is the ETV, which is performed
via a frontal burr hole. As with all endoscopic procedures, the most important
aspect is to identify normal anatomy and orient oneself. Once the normal
anatomy is confirmed, the procedure is performed. Obscuration of the land-
marks and lack of identification of the normal anatomy are contraindications to
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performing this procedure as the potential for serious neurovascular injury is
great. Some authors have suggested utilization of additional imaging tech-
niques to guide the endoscope accurately into the lateral ventricle or to predict
the location of the basilar artery and the other vascular structures around the
floor of the third ventricle (16,17). One such system incorporates a sono probe
at the tip of a catheter that is placed in the rigid endoscope sheath. It requires
experience by the user and facility with interpretation of both endoscopic and
ultrasound images but has potential in the treatment of multicystic hydro-
cephalus and may have more indications as future refinements to the technology
are made. Contact ultrasonic probes have also been described as the method to
make the perforation through the floor of the third ventricle (18). Long-term
safety data on this procedure are not available yet, and it is not known whether
there are any injuries to the vessels from this probe. 

Contact lasers have been used but are not recommended because of the
potential of injury to the basilar artery and perforating vessels in the vicinity. 

Rigid endoscopes are also the preferred endoscope for the fenestration of
suprasellar arachnoid cysts and for the fenestration of intraventricular arach-
noid cysts. The same principles of orientation and confirmation of anatomic
landmarks apply here as with any endoscopic procedure.

Tumor biopsies can be performed with sufficiently large samples for tissue
analysis. However, apart from colloid cyst removals, there are no documented
cases of complete tumor resection performed entirely endoscopically, and it is
primarily used as an assistive device. Because of the small size of the tumor
samples with the endoscopic biopsy forceps, multiple samples usually need to
be obtained. Large samples cannot be removed in one piece because of the
small diameter of the working channel of the sheath, and another option is to
remove the entire endoscope and sheath while holding on to the specimen
itself. This has the disadvantage of removing and replacing the endoscope and
sheath and the potential for additional injury to the brain.

Endoscopic imaging is becoming incorporated in aneurysm clipping and
tumor resection when an open craniotomy with microsurgical resection is being
performed (19–22). A diagnostic endoscope with a sheath that has only one
channel or no working channels is utilized, with different angles allowing for
side views or a backward view. In these situations, it is very important that the
endoscopist be familiar with the anatomy, orientation, and different images
from the different angles of the endoscope since lack of familiarity will lead to
misinterpretation of the images. 

Endoscopes are investigated for use in the removal of intraparenchymal
hemorrhage (13,23) and intraparenchymal tumors (Manwaring, 2002, personal
communication). These applications are still in development, although with the
integration of frameless neuronavigation into the endoscopy system, there
appears to be some potential application of endoscopy in these cases. So far, 
the only tumors that have been biopsied and resected have been intraventricu-
lar tumors or tumors in the thalamus or walls of the ventricles so that the endo-
scope can have access to the tumor itself. 
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ENDOSCOPY FOR SPINAL AND OTHER PROCEDURES

Endoscopy has also been introduced in spinal surgery as a way to remove
herniated spinal disks or fragments (24,25). The endoscopes and techniques are
different from those for intracranial procedures, although the same principles
apply—knowledge of anatomy, size of scope with regard to size of area of inter-
est, bleeding, and visualization. The limiting factors are the size of the endo-
scopes and entry sites as well as adequacy of visualization/bleeding.

Endoscopy is also used in peripheral nerve surgery (26), although there are
some controversies regarding its application for that condition.

FUTURE OF ENDOSCOPY

Endoscopy has clearly gained a place as an important tool in the armamen-
tarium of neurosurgeons. The technical limitations seen in the beginning of the
development of this field are being addressed, and a number of systems are
available that will allow a neurosurgeon to perform the appropriate procedure.
It is important to understand the limitations and advantages of all the systems
so that one can make the correct choice of instruments and procedure. Knowl-
edge of anatomy and orientation to the endoscopic images is crucial for the safe
performance of these procedures. Appropriate preoperative evaluation of the
anatomy with MRI is essential, and intraoperative assistance with frameless
navigation systems and intraoperative visualization are very helpful and
important adjuncts to the procedure. All these allow this procedure to fulfill its
promise as a minimally invasive procedure with minimal morbidity to the
patient and superior results.

Future developments will be technical and will incorporate imaging, the abil-
ity to perform endoscopy during microneurosurgical procedures with greater
ease, and the ability to deliver drugs, clip aneurysms, remove brain tumors, and
so on through a minimally invasive procedure.
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MR Imaging of the Central Nervous System

Liangge Hsu, MD

INTRODUCTION

The development of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has vastly altered
the field of radiology, particularly neuroradiology and by extension to a certain
degree the practice of neurology and neurosurgery. Unlike the rapid imple-
mentation of X-rays after they were discovered by Wilhelm Roentgen in 1895, it
took more than 40 yr before the clinical application of nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) principles was realized. The fundamentals of NMR were first out-
lined by a Dutch physicist named G. J. Gorter in 1936 (1,2) and refined by Bloch
and Purcell in 1946 (3,4) but it was not until 1973 when Lauterbur (5) suggested
using magnetic field gradients and NMR to encode position information that
the current clinical use of NMR medical imaging was established. Still, it
required many years of contributions from the basic science fields of physics,
chemistry, and engineering before the development and subsequent implemen-
tation of the clinical scanners that we use today.

Technical Setup of the Magnet

Every clinical imaging MR magnet requires a minimum of five coils for oper-
ation. The most important is the main gradient (in the z direction, along the
length of the bore) with a field of B0 that lines up all the hydrogen proton spins
at Larmor frequency, which is defined as the product of field strength (B) and
the gyromagnetic constant of the proton (γ). The Larmor frequency of the water
proton (chosen because of its abundance in body tissue) is dependent on the
magnetic field strength, calculated as 42.57 MHz at 1 T and 63.86 MHz at 1.5 T.
Magnetic field strength is invariably described in Gauss (G, smaller field) and
Tesla (T, larger field) where 1 T =10,000 G. To give a perspective on the scale, the
earth’s magnetic field is measured at approx 0.5 G. The goal of the magnet is for
B0 to give a spatial homogeneity of approx 10 ppm/40-cm sphere and tempo-
ral stability of 0.1 ppm/h.

The other four coils include a set of three orthogonal (z or slice-select, y or
phase-encoding, x or frequency-encoding) gradients that can be turned on and
off, which gives each proton spin a different time dependence that is essential
for position encoding. The last coil is the radiofrequency (RF) coil, which
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provides a uniform low-amplitude magnetic field near the Larmor frequency
that can be switched on and off for excitation (short burst of RF at 0.1–10 kW for
a few milliseconds) and for receiving or readout of signals (free induction decay
10–1000 ms) (6–8).

Other varieties of more specialized RF coils include surface coils (placed
close to the anatomical site), which are often smaller receive-only coils tailored
to specific anatomical regions such as the orbit, temporal mandibular joint,
extremities, and spine for increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and at the same
time using the larger body RF coil as transmitter. Phase-array coils are in
essence multiple surface coils assembled to give an improved SNR but able to
cover a larger area or field of view often used in the setting of total spine imag-
ing (9). The design of the orthogonal gradient coils is such that they are per-
pendicular to B0 (except the z gradient), the most common being the quadrature
configuration that yields an increase in SNR of the square root of 2.

During the early years, the permanent and resistive magnetic materials used
were limited by their tremendous weight (tons) and inability to sustain a homo-
geneous magnetic field. Most, if not all, of the current mid- to high-field mag-
nets (0.5–4 T) are made from superconducting alloys (niobium–titanium) that
are wound into a coil configuration and whereby the magnetic field is gener-
ated by an electric current that passes through these coils. To maintain a tem-
perature below the transition temperature of the superconducting alloy (10°K),
liquid helium at 4°K is circulated around the coil while at the same time further
buffering with the ambient temperature is accomplished by circulating liquid
nitrogen at 77°K within the outer layer (10) (Fig. 1).

All magnetic fields are generated from electric currents and electric fields sec-
ondary to either changing electric current or charge accumulation. The mag-
netic field that a proton experiences depends on the cumulative sum of fields
from all five coils. Coil design and configuration, the materials used in the man-
ufacture of the magnet, electrical conductivity, and heat generated (by gradient
coils) are a few of the variables that contribute to the imperfection of the field
homogeneity and magnet inefficiency. In addition, eddy currents are often gen-
erated from the support material, RF coils, and at times even the mere presence
of the patient within the magnet. These eddy currents in turn can be corrected
by shimming or shielding via smaller coils that have opposite flowing electric
current (11,12).

Background of Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Unlike conventional X-rays, MRI is not a transmission technique but rather a
technology whereby signal is generated from proton spins (primarily in cellu-
lar water and lipid and not DNA, protein, or bone) that have been perturbed
from equilibrium. The voltage generated is secondary to the spin magnetization
that is proportional to the static magnetic field strength and spin density. The
tissue contrast thus generated results from small differences in tissue water con-
centration under nonequilibrium conditions. The term spin relaxation consists of
both the time necessary for the spins to return to the equilibrium state and the
transfer of energy among themselves and the surrounding environment.
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Two independent but simultaneous spin magnetization processes have been
described: T1, or so-called longitudinal/spin-lattice, and T2, or transverse/
spin-spin relaxations. After an RF pulse stimulation, the proton nuclei absorbs
energy to move to an excited state which, in order to return to the ground state,
energy needs to be transferred to neighboring nuclei or paramagnetic ions and
molecules that are fluctuating or precessing at the same Larmor frequency. This
energy transfer can occur between the nuclei of the same (intramolecular) or
different molecules (intermolecular). A short T1 (300–500 ms) suggests an effi-
cient energy transfer whereby there is approx 67% signal recovery in that
period (Fig. 2). Lipid is a medium-sized molecule that tumbles at a rate closest
to the Larmor frequency of bound water, thus possessing a short T1, and
appears as bright signal on T1-weighted images. Free water tumbles too fast
and large molecules too slow, both thereby exhibiting long T1 relaxation, lead-
ing to low signal on T1 images. 

In contrast to spin-lattice relaxation, transverse magnetization describes the
rate of loss of magnetic phase coherence secondary to magnetic field (local
environment) imperfections in which not all nuclei are precessing at the same
frequency. Larger molecules are more efficient at T2 relaxation (~67% signal loss
in that period) with faster signal loss, whereas free water (like cerebrospinal
fluid [CSF]) has longer T2 (ms to s) and therefore exhibits bright signal on T2-
weighted images (Fig. 3). Unlike T1 relaxation, transverse magnetization is
independent of external field strength. The term proton density is merely a reflec-
tion of the number of proton spins in a particular region where the imaging
parameters reflect neither T1 nor T2 weighting, i.e., long TR (repetition time)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a common setup of a shielded high-field superconduct-
ing magnet. RF, radiofrequency.
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but short TE (echo time), both of which will be discussed in more detail later in
the chapter. (13)

IMAGE ACQUISITION

In understanding the concept behind T1 and T2 relaxation of the proton
spins, it is perhaps time to discuss how the MR signal is formed and converted
to an actual image. It is a complex process involving multiple parameters such
as tissue T1 and T2 properties, strength of gradients, time and strength of the
RF pulse, TR, and TE, all of which determine the final MR signal. The raw data
acquired in k-space subsequently undergo a mathematical process called
Fourier (2D or 3D) transformation to generate the final images.

Fig. 2. Longitudinal magnetization returns to equilibrium with time constant T1. The
T1 contrast between tissue A and B is greatest at short TR (600 ms) and TE.

Fig. 3. The transverse magnetization decays to zero with time constant T2: a long TR
and TE (80 ms) will maximize the tissue contrast.
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Any atomic nucleus that consists of an odd number of protons or neutrons
such as 1H, 13C, 23Na, 19F, and 31P will have a net nuclear spin that acts like a
small bar magnet aligned along the axis of the spinning nucleus. In the steady
state the proton can only be in two equivalent energy states, either “up” or
“down.” As these protons randomly distribute themselves in the absence of an
external magnetic field, these spins cancel each other out, leaving no net mag-
netism. If an external magnetic field (B0) is present, a very small percentage of
the protons will favor lining up with this external field, the sum of which gen-
erates a small net magnetization or vector M. It is this vector that is perturbed
by a second RF field B1 (applied perpendicular to B0) that causes the spins to
precess around this axis (Fig. 4A,B). The RF field is time varying in a sinusoidal
pattern, and the frequency needs to be identical to the Larmor frequency of the
spins in order to excite them. The Larmor frequency of the spins, as described
before, is dependent on the gyromagnetic ratio and magnetic field strength. The
rate and angle of precession of M is determined by the strength of B1 and length
of the pulse as B1 is turned on and off. One often comes across an RF pulse rep-
resented by the precession angle that it causes, such as 90° and 180° in the clas-
sic spin-echo pulse sequence.

Fig. 4. (A) Magnetization vector M precesses toward the transverse (x–y) plane after
RF pulse that generates a field of B1 that is perpendicular to B0. (B) View of the M vec-
tor after a 90° RF pulse with the observer within the rotating frame. (C) As the spin
magnetization returns to equilibrium, the M vector can be split and viewed as two com-
ponents whereby, if not for signal loss from phase coherence, the two components will
return at the same rate.
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After the RF pulse or B1 field has been turned off, the M vector or cumula-
tive spins will again try to align back along B0 axis, and it is this precession of
magnetization to return to the equilibrium state that forms the MR signal. It is
important to point out that it is best to view the M vector as having two com-
ponents: the longitudinal (parallel to B0 or z-axis) and the transverse (perpen-
dicular to Bo or in the x–y plane), with the latter being the only component that
contributes to the measured MR signal (Fig. 4C).

The T1 contrast in tissues is caused by the different local environment that
the spins experience, whereas the transverse decay is slightly more complex:
its decay is comprised of three components. The first is owing to T1 relaxation:
the transverse portion decreases at the same time as the longitudinal vector
returns to its original position. The other two causes of transverse magnetiza-
tion decay are owing to both static and nonstatic magnetic field inhomo-
geneities; the former is caused by magnet design or materials used that cause
different magnetic susceptibilities. This slight difference in local fields causes
the nuclear spins to precess at a slightly different rate (though constant fre-
quency as the inhomogeneity is constant) and thus lose phase coherence,
(dephasing)/or fanning out to cancel each other. This form of signal loss also
known as T2* decay; it can be reversed by applying a second refocusing RF
pulse (180°) in the transverse plane to rephase such spins (Fig. 5). An analogy
would be if different runners at constant but variable speeds set off say for 5
min; they then reverse direction and after another 5 min they will all end up
back at the starting line at the same time. This is exactly what a spin-echo or
spin-warp pulse sequence does consisting of a 90° RF pulse followed by 180°
pulse just before the echo is recorded. Unlike those previously mentioned, the
nonstatic inhomogeneities are microscopic and irreversible owing to the neigh-
boring molecules that are in constant and variable motion, causing the spins to
experience random frequency and changing fields over time. This and the
reduction of transverse component owing to the T1 relaxation process are
exponential and are described by T2, whereas the reversible loss as mentioned
before is represented by T2* (Fig. 6).

The precessing vector M thus creates a time-varying magnetic field that
will induce a voltage across a closed-looped wire according to Faraday’s law.
The intensity of the voltage (which is also the MR signal) is proportional to
the magnitude of the net transverse magnetization vector and will be sinu-
soidal and also at Larmor frequency. It is appropriate here to illustrate again
a classic pulse sequence called the spin echo or 90–180° or Carr-Purcell pulse.
The terms TR and TE are also introduced: in a conventional spin-echo pulse
sequence, TR is the repetition time or the time between two 90° pulses,
whereas TE is the time during which the echo or data is collected after the
180° pulse. This acquisition of data is often represented by five lines, three for
each of the x', y', and z-gradients, one for the RF pulse, and the last for read-
out of data (Fig. 7). The z-gradient (parallel to B0) is also the slice-select gra-
dient and is turned on at the same time as the 90° RF pulse. The z-gradient
goes from the negative and then passes through zero and onto a positive slope
where only the protons at a certain location along the z-axis with a local Lar-
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mor frequency matching the RF pulse will be excited (Fig. 8). The RF pulse is
designed to consist of a defined range of frequencies that also corresponds to
the slice thickness. By changing the RF frequency, different slices can be
excited along the z-axis. The z-gradient is turned on at the same time as the
90° RF pulse, whereas the phase-encoding y-gradient is activated between 
the 90° and 180° RF pulse. The strength of the y-gradient is sequentially
stepped up for each 90–180° encoding step, again usually from large negative
to large positive values.

Fig. 5. (A) In the spin-echo sequence, a 90° RF pulse brings the M vector into the x–y
plane. Different components of the transverse magnetization precess at slightly different
rates owing to static/local field inhomogeneities. These will dephase (B) and cancel each
other, resulting in a net zero vector if not for the 180° RF pulse that rephases them (C).

Fig. 6. T2* reflects the decay of echoes themselves with signal loss from both static
and dynamic inhomogeneities. T2 decay represents the overall amplitude decay of the
spin echo via dynamic inhomogeneities.
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After the 90° pulse as the spins precess and undergo relaxation, the signal
generated needs to be encoded in such a way as to reflect their spatial position
accurately within the imaged tissue. Two techniques called frequency and phase
encoding are employed for this purpose, with the x-direction often assigned as
the frequency or readout gradient and the y-axis as phase-encoding gradient.
The understanding of the readout x-gradient is similar to that of the aforemen-
tioned z-gradient whereby the spins further to the right of the gradient will
have a higher frequency than the more left-sided ones and will fall into position

Fig. 7. A basic spin-warp or 90–180° pulse sequence. RF, radiofrequency pulse; z, the
slice-select gradient; y, the phase encoding gradient; x, the frequency-encoding gradient.

Fig. 8. Any one of the x, y, or z linear gradients causes the magnetic field to be a func-
tion of position along this axis. The different positions of a and b allow each to experi-
ence a slightly different local magnetic field, with b at slightly higher frequency.
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accordingly along this axis. Even though the x-position can be sorted out by dif-
ferent frequencies, that still leaves a whole column along the y-axis that all have
the same frequency and are therefore unable to be differentiated into their indi-
vidual positions. To circumvent this, the y-gradient is turned on very briefly
and then shut off after the 90° RF pulse but before the 180° and readout step.
This causes the spins to undergo an extra positive or negative rotation depend-
ing on their position and leading to a shift of phase or angle of the vector (Fig. 9).
In order for Fourier transformation to resolve and localize each voxel in the
y-axis, this step has to be repeated many times (corresponding to the number of
y pixels or the matrix size in the final image, often in multiples of 128 such as
256 or 512, and so on), with a minimum of 128 times while using a different
y-gradient strength each time (14).

It is also necessary at this time to introduce the concept of k-space, a mathe-
matical construct or the Fourier transformation data plane that illustrates the
spatial frequency of a process spread out in space with a sinusoidal shape and
consisting of signal pattern at different spatial frequencies. Spatial frequency is
therefore measured in cycles per unit length and is what a phase-encoding gra-
dient pulse imposes on the spin vectors. In other words the k-space is a 2D array
of raw data with the data placed one line at a time during each readout pulse
for each different y-gradient. A very important point to note is that there is not
a one-to-one correlation between a point in k-space and the final image. Every
point in k-space contributes to every pixel of the image and vice versa. It also
turns out that the points at the edges of k-space determine resolution or sharp-
ness of the image whereas the points near the center of k-space are responsible
for the brightness or contrast of the final image (Fig. 10). The number of phase-
encoding steps (y-gradient) determines the number of lines in k-space, the value
of the steps contributes to the closeness of the lines, and the maximum (positive

Fig. 9. Illustration of the effects of a transient gradient on the angle or phase of the
vector magnetization. After the gradient is briefly turned on and off, there is a tempo-
rary increase in frequency; when the field returns to B0, the frequency returns to the
original value but with a 90° phase shift.
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or negative) value defines the size of k-space. The length or duration of the line
in k-space is proportional to the product of duration and strength of the read-
out or x-gradient.

The way that the data points are filled in k-space and the order in which they
are filled can also be manipulated by the way the pulse sequence is designed
and thus allows one to control the resolution and contrast of the image
acquired. There is also a direct one-to-one relationship between data points in
k-space and gradient strength. A larger negative or positive gradient fills the
lower left and upper right edges of k-space, respectively, contributing to higher
resolution of the image. A large k-space also gives the image a higher resolution,
but if only the central part of k-space is filled the resolution will decrease. After
the filling of k-space, 2D or sometimes 3D Fourier transformation can be per-
formed to give the final MR image (15).

From the above discussion, one notes that the time to fill k-space will equal
N × TR × NEX where N is the number of phase-encoding steps, TR the repeti-
tion time, and NEX the number of times the slice is sampled. The essence of
MRI and pulse sequence design is the balancing and optimizing of the amount
of imaging time and final image quality. A shorter acquisition time will mini-
mize the potential for patient motion, increase throughput, and decreases strain
on the gradient coils. All the different pulse sequences that are discussed in the
following sections such as fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), fat
suppression, diffusion, perfusion, fast scan, MR angiogram (MRA), and MR
venogram (MRV) are designed to optimize certain data acquisitions but often
also come with the penalty of time.

IMAGING SEQUENCES

Besides the basic conventional spin-echo T1 (TR: 400–600 ms; TE: 15–30 ms)
and T2 (TR: 2500–8000 ms; TE: 90–120 ms) weighted imaging, a whole variety
of specially designed pulse sequences are also available and tailored toward
answering specific questions or gathering clinically relevant information. At
our institution, every brain MRI includes T1, T2, FLAIR, and diffusion pulse

Fig. 10. In k-space kx and ky define the spatial frequency; the center of k-space con-
tributes to contrast, whereas the periphery contributes to the resolution of the final
image.
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sequences. Other additional sequences include postcontrast T1 (for infectious
and inflammatory causes or tumor), gradient echo (GRE)/susceptibility (for
hemorrhage and in the case of the cervical spine for its myelographic effect), fat
suppression, MRA, or MRV (for stroke and sinus thrombosis) and in selected
cases such as multiple sclerosis the use of magnetization transfer (MT) imaging.
Fast scan techniques such as fast spin-echo (FSE) and echoplanar imaging (EPI)
are also employed under appropriate situations that require very short TR and
TE times such as in dynamic/perfusion and functional MRI. MR spectroscopy
and functional MR are discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

Inversion Recovery (FLAIR)/Fat Suppression (STIR)

Inversion recovery is a technique making use of the difference in T1 recovery
of tissue protons, especially water and fat, thus also representing one of the ways
to suppress fat. Very simply, the sequence design consists of a nonselective 180°
RF pulse followed by the regular slice-selective 90–180° spin-echo pulses. This
initial 180° pulse cause the main vector to flip 180° from the original vertical posi-
tion that then starts to recover/relax. As different tissue protons recover and
cross the zero line at different times, the timing of when to record the echo or read
out determines whether water or fat will give a signal. The time it takes for the
relaxing proton to traverse the zero line or inflection point is designated as TI or
inversion time (Fig. 11). In other words, the FLAIR sequence is in effect a water
suppression technique as the echo is acquired at TI of CSF (~2000 ms). Only “nor-
mal” water will show loss of signal, as in CSF or nonproteinaceous cyst. Patho-
logical increases in water content such as cytotoxic or vasogenic edema and
demyelinating processes will appear as high signal areas on FLAIR. One can
therefore recognize the advantage of such a sequence to facilitate the ease of
identifying small lesions, especially those that are in proximity to CSF, as in the
case of multiple sclerosis and white matter disease (16,17) (Figs. 12 and 13).

Fig. 11. Following a 180° inversion pulse, tissues A and B have different rates of T1
recovery and cross the zero signal (inflection point) at different times (TI).
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Fig. 12. FLAIR image of the brain shows distinctive plaques in the periventricular
white matter in a patient with multiple sclerosis.

If the data is acquired after a period of approx 160 ms (TI of fat), a fat-sup-
pressed image will ensue, a sequence also known as short tau inversion recov-
ery (STIR). As in the case of most MR sequences, it is almost always a tradeoff
in which the inversion technique costs time and is particularly sensitive to CSF
and other motion artifacts. This, therefore, necessitates a more cautious inter-
pretation of abnormal signal on FLAIR imaging; at the same time, different
techniques have also been proposed to correct such artifacts (18). Other meth-
ods of fat suppression are also available including opposite phased imaging
and frequency-selective saturation. The former applies to a gradient-echo pulse
sequence whereby the relative phases of water and fat protons change from suc-
cessive echo times owing to their different resonant frequencies. When they are
in phase, their signals are additive; when they are out of phase, the signal from
the pixel reflects their difference, and the contribution from fat is essentially
cancelled. This method is more useful for small fatty containing lesions. (19)
(Fig. 14). In contrast, frequency-selective saturation is a method used for large
areas of fat whereby a slice-selective RF pulse with a value the same as the res-
onance frequency of lipid is applied followed immediately by a spoiling gradi-
ent pulse to dephase all the selected lipid signal. Fat suppression is especially
useful in orbit imaging and in the differentiation of fat-containing lesions (Figs.
15 and 16). Another important clinical use of fat suppression is in the setting of
arterial dissection: T1 with a fat suppression technique facilitates the visualiza-
tion of bright signal blood within the vessel wall that is surrounded by high-
signal fatty tissue (Fig. 17).
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Diffusion

The diffusion-sensitive sequence exploits the normal microscopic brownian
motion (random thermal molecular movement) of free water in living tissues.
The rate of diffusion of a molecule over a short distance is determined by the
diffusion coefficient D measured in square centimeters per second. Owing to
the difficulty in distinguishing non-energy-dependent vs energy-dependent
transport mechanisms in living tissue, the term apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) is used. Diffusion-weighted images are acquired using a pair of sequen-
tial equal strength but opposite polarity gradient pulses employed before and
after the 180° degree of a standard spin-echo pulse sequence (first described by
Stejskal and Tanner in 1968). After the first gradient pulse, motion causes spins
to acquire a phase shift that the second gradient pulse (a spacing of 40–60 ms)
cannot fully correct or rephase to the original position, thus causing significant
signal loss. In other words, for a stationary molecule, the second gradient pulse

Fig. 13. T2 weighted (bottom) compared to FLAIR (top) images illustrate the better
ease of localization of white matter disease against a grayer background of the latter.
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will completely put it back to the original state as if no extra pulse gradients
were ever applied.

The timing and strength of these gradient pulses determine the b value fac-
tor (amount of diffusion weighting): the signal loss is proportional to the expo-
nent of –bD according to the Stejskal and Tanner equation (20). The ADC at each
voxel can then be calculated by measuring signal intensity using two different
b values (often with b = 0, i.e., without diffusion weighting, and b = 1000). Clin-
ically, three sets of images are available, an ADC map (restricted diffusion or
low ADC as in acute stroke shows signal loss), a b = 0 map serving as a baseline
signal because the diffusion pulse sequence is slightly T2 weighted, and diffu-
sion-weighted images (DWIs; b = 1000) in which truly restricted areas appear
bright against a gray background). The most mobile water molecules such as in
CSF and cysts will have the most signal loss and will appear bright on ADC
(high diffusion coefficient) and b = 0 maps but as low signal on the b = 1000
images. Both ADC and b = 0 maps are useful to rule out the T2 “shine-through”

Fig. 14. Fat suppression (top right and bottom) of a small, high-signal left IAC lesion
on noncontrast T1 images consistent with a lipoma.
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Fig. 15. T1, T2, and fat suppression images (left to right) of a lumbar sacral intradural
lipoma (L4–S1).

Fig. 16. Coronal T1 postcontrast fat saturation image of the orbit shows enhancement
of the right optic nerve secondary to optic neuritis.
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phenomenon, whereby an area with increased T2 signal may appear bright on
diffusion images. If the area is truly restricted, the ADC map will show a corre-
sponding dark signal and the b = 0 map should show a less bright area than the
b = 1000 image. As a reference the ADCs of CSF, gray matter, and white matter
are 2.7, 0.8, and 0.6 × 10–5 cm2/sec respectively (21) (Fig. 18).

In acute infarct, restricted diffusion can be seen as early as 30 min after onset
of symptoms and remains bright on DWI for 10–11 d from the event. The cause
of low ADC in acute ischemia is not well understood although the two most
prevalent theories include the loss of critical perfusion causing failure of the
sodium ATP pump with subsequent shifting of extracellular water to the intra-
cellular compartment thereby reflecting a relative loss of free water in the tissue
and therefore relative restriction. Alternatively, a loss of function of intracellular
organelles may lead to the loss of normal orderly “streamlined” intracellular
transport and thus cause a relative increased restriction. As infarction evolves,
the ADC in the affected area becomes elevated over time and in fact goes above
the normal level. This so-called pseudo-normalization presents as an area of
subacute to chronic infarct that appears as a normal signal on DWI (22). In other
words, infarcted areas remain as high signal on b = 1000 images for about 10–12
d from the precipitating event. Old infarct appears as CSF or low signal on dif-
fusion images (Fig. 19). Although diffusion imaging is most useful in diagnos-
ing acute infarction, many other diseases can also show some degree of
restricted diffusion. Any process that causes cytotoxic edema such as herpes

Fig. 17. Increased signal within the right vertebral artery (left) and the wall (bright
cresentic area) of the right internal carotid artery (right) on T1 fat saturation images con-
sistent with dissection.
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encephalitis, Creutzfeld–Jakob disease (23), diffuse axonal injury (Figs. 20–22),
or increased viscosity and cellular matrix such as in abcess and epidermoid cyst
will all demonstrate increased signal on DWI (24,25) (Figs. 23 and 24).

The diffusivity of water at a given point can also be described by a 3 × 3
matrix of numbers or “tensor” (D), as water mobility is independent in three
dimensions (Fig. 25). Water diffusion in free liquid is the same in all directions
and is therefore termed isotropic. In tissue, especially the brain, water mobility
may be preferential in one direction such as along the axon in white matter
tracts, which is known as anisotropic diffusion. The white matter tracts them-

Fig. 18. Diffusion-weighted (b = 1000), b = 0, ADC, and FLAIR images (clockwise
from upper left) of an acute right thalamic infarct.
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Fig. 20. FLAIR, diffusion-weighted (b = 1000), and postcontrast T1 images (clockwise
from top left) of bilateral cingular and insular involvement of herpes encephalitis.

Fig. 19. Subacute to chronic right and acute left cerebellar infarct on diffusion-
weighted (b = 1000; left image) and T2 images (right image). 
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Fig. 21. Restricted diffusion (bottom) of
bilateral basal ganglia secondary to the spo-
radic form of Creutzfeld-Jakob disease.

Fig. 22. Restricted diffusion in left midbrain, bifrontal, splenial, and parietal areas in
diffuse axonal injury (clockwise from top left).
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Fig. 23. Axial T2, postcontrast T1, and diffusion-weighted images (clockwise from
top left) of a typical brain abcess of the right frontal lobe.

selves can also be oriented in various directions in space. Accordingly, a mini-
mal of six different non-coplanar direction measurements is necessary to deter-
mine the tensor elements owing to the existence of six independent variables.
In clinical practice, most scanners are equipped to perform the “trace” of diffu-
sion tensor by acquiring DWIs in three directions and averaging these to give
trace-weighted diffusion images. In other words, the diffusion tensor informa-
tion can be applied in two ways; along the scalar aspect, the values can be
combined to give indices reflecting the degree of anisotropy, whereas in the
directional aspect, orientations of the principal diffusion axis allow the infer-
ence of the orderly microstructure of tissues such as myocardial fibers and
white matter tracts in the brain. The latter has the potential of mapping white
matter tracts in diseased CNS conditions or even more so in the setting for pre-
and intraoperative evaluation of the proximity of essential white matter tracts
to brain tumors (26) (Fig. 26).
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Fig. 25. The tensor matrix consists of nine components; practically, only six are used
because Dzx Dyx and Dzy are the same as Dxz Dxy and Dyz. The “trace” of the tensor can
be represented by Dxx Dyy and Dzz.

Fig. 24. Low signal on diffusion of right cerebellar pontine (CP) angle arachnoid cyst
(left, top) compared with high signal right epidermoid (right, top) with their respective
postcontrast images (bottom).
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Flow (MRA and MRV)

One of the main advantages of MR over other imaging modalities is the
ability to evaluate flow (blood or CSF) in a noninvasive manner with or with-
out the need for contrast agents. Moving spins exhibit two properties that are
fundamental to the understanding of flow effects in MRI. Time of flight
describes the position change of spins as they move in and out of the imaging
volume (slice or pixel) during the pulse sequence, i.e., the effect of time
elapsed between RF labeling and sampling of moving spin magnetization
(Fig. 27). Time-of-flight effects can result in either signal increase or decrease
depending on the pulse sequence’s repetition time, the T1 of flowing fluid
and stationary tissue, the velocity of the fluid, and slice thickness. The aim is
to maximize the signal of the flowing spins and minimize the stationary back-
ground tissue signal. 

When spins within the voxel are repeatedly excited and the TR (time between
two 90° pulse) is shorter than the T1 of stationary tissue, there will be very lit-
tle contribution of tissue signal, as there is not sufficient time for longitudinal
relaxation and recovery of magnetization vector for the next RF pulse. In con-
trast, for the fully relaxed or unsaturated inflowing spins that have not been
excited and are moving into the volume between 180° and the next 90° RF
pulse, much signal will be generated. The proportion of unsaturated vs satu-

Fig. 26. Tensor diffusion representation of white matter fiber tracts along the
corpus callosum and cortical spinal tract as they are deviated by a deep right frontal
tumor. 
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rated spins will then ultimately determine the final average signal within the
pixel volume. The relationship among the slice thickness, TR, and velocity is
described by the formula Vmax = slice thickness/TR where Vmax represents the
maximum inflowing velocity that completely replaces the slice with fresh spins
at TR and therefore generates the most signal. A velocity too low or a slice too
thick will result in a higher proportion of saturated spins and therefore
decreased overall signal. For a velocity greater than Vmax, there will be a loss of
signals, as more unsaturated spins are exiting than entering the slice between
the 90° and 180° RF pulse. This is particularly important in spin-echo
sequences: both 90° and 180° RF pulse are slice selective, and a 90° “pulsed”
spin that exits the slice before the 180° RF pulse will therefore not give a signal.
In addition, a longer TE will also favor signal loss as the spins are more likely
to have left the imaging volume (27,28).

In contrast to spin echo, gradient-echo sequences (Fig. 28) operate within the
T2* envelope where the signal is generated by gradient reversal that is non-slice
selective. Any spin that has been excited during the initial slice or slab excita-
tion will give a signal even after it has traveled out of the imaging volume. In

Fig. 27. In the time-of-flight (TOF) technique, the maximum signal results from an
inflowing velocity that completely replaces the imaging slice with fresh or unsaturated
spins.

Fig. 28. A basic gradient-echo pulse sequence design.
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other words, gradient-echo imaging maximizes the high signal of incoming
spins while minimizing the outflow signal loss. The flip angle (α) is important
in gradient-echo imaging, in which a larger angle contributes to more effective
saturation of stationary spins, especially those with longer T1 magnetization
(Fig. 29). One should also note that when flow velocity is not constant or cyclic,
there would be loss (and less often gain) in signal owing to turbulence in both
CSF (Fig. 30) and vascular flow.

Besides TOF, the other property that is important in understanding flow in
MRI is phase shift effects owing to the phase changes that the spin experi-
ences as it moves through magnetic gradients. There can be signal loss caused
by cancellation of signal from phase dispersion from different spin velocities,
signal increase at even-numbered echoes, and artifacts such as ghosting
caused by misregistration of phase shifts from velocity changes. Normally, in
stationary tissue the net phase shift caused by the gradients (except the
phase-encoding direction) is zero, as the gradients are symmetrical in
strength and duration and spins are refocused by the 180° RF pulse in spin-
echo sequences. When flowing spins have the same velocity, the phase shift
is uniform within the voxel, and signals actually add together constructively.
Variable velocities owing to acceleration or direction change produce a net
signal loss caused by phase spread or dispersion. There can also be a tempo-
ral variation such as in the respiratory and cardiac cycle, in which more rapid
flow in systole causes more intravoxel dephasing and therefore more signal
loss. One can almost assume that in turbulent or complex flow there will be

Fig. 29. (A–C) In gradient echo, the size of the flip angle affects the degree of longi-
tudinal magnetization, loss being greater with larger angles. The resulting partially
recovered magnetization vector then becomes the “starting” vector for the next pulse.
This is particularly applicable in the steady-state gradient-echo sequence.
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lack of signal from phase dispersion, often occurring at sites such as the
carotid bulb, the siphon, or sites of vessel tortuosity (Fig. 31). Various meth-
ods have been employed to counteract such higher order motion including
gradient moment nulling, creating different gradient waveforms and timing,
and employing respiratory and cardiac gating; these techniques are beyond
the scope of this chapter (27,29).

MRA and MRV are made possible by means of exploitation of the TOF and
phase shift properties mentioned above. The TOF method is based on longitu-
dinal magnetization and in and out flow effects; the other method is the phase-
encoding technique. In TOF, we have already discussed that the TR is kept short
to minimize the background signal although tissues with very short T1 such
as fat or methemoglobin in subacute hemorrhage will cause “shine-through”
(Fig. 32). This is often noted on TOF MRA source images, in which the orbital
and subcutaneous fat appears bright and is “cut out” on postprocessing images
to give the illusion that only the vessels of interest were imaged (Fig. 33). It is
thus imperative to note that the TOF technique is really a measure of signal
from spins with short T1 or unsaturated spins and is therefore an indirect meas-
urement of flow. This is in contrast to the phase-encoding technique, which

Fig. 30. CSF flow artifact along the posterior aspect of the T-spine on T2 images man-
ifested as multiple amorphous areas of decreased signal within the CSF that is not sub-
stantiated on T1 images (left). Unilateral and often bilateral increased or decreased oval
area of signal abnormality within the lateral ventricles caused by flow artifact from CSF
traversing the foramen of Monro (right).
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Fig. 31. Bilateral subtle loss of flow signal at the carotid bulb and petrous carotid on
TOF MRA owing to flow turbulence.

Fig. 32. 3D TOF image of the circle of Willis shows “shine-through” of subcutaneous
and intraorbital fat as well as a large right subdural hematoma owing to the short T1
effects of fat and subacute blood.
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shares the same basis as the previously mentioned technique of phase encoding
along the y-axis. The only difference is that instead of position data acquired
along the y-direction, velocity is encoded. This is achieved by applying two
equal and opposite sign gradient pulses (bipolar pulses) whereby the phase
shift in stationary tissue is effectively cancelled out and only moving spins will
show a phase shift proportional to the distance traveled (Fig. 34). In other
words, a single gradient pulse measures the spin position at the center of the
pulse, and a bipolar gradient measures the distance traveled between the cen-
ters over time. The major drawback of this technique, which actually measures

Fig. 33. Normal 3D TOF MRA of the circle of Willis before and after postprocessing.

Fig. 34. A simplified version of a 3D phase-contrast MRA pulse sequence. rf, radiofre-
quency.
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velocity and is therefore a direct measurement of flow, compared with TOF, is
that three dataset acquisitions are necessary in three orthogonal directions,
therefore tripling the imaging time (30). The advantage of this technique is that
it is a true measure of velocity and is invaluable in distinguishing slow flow
from thrombus (in which short T1 thrombus and slow flow will appear as high
signal on TOF) and that it is also the method used for CSF flow study primarily
for determining shunt placement for patients suspected of normal pressure
hydrocephalus (31) (Fig. 35).

Even with the various advantages of the phase-contrast technique, TOF
remains the method of choice for most MR vascular flow studies (not CSF flow)
primarily because of the time-saving factor. As one can expect, this method
does not distinguish the direction of flow and therefore both arterial and
venous flow will be depicted on the images. To obtain only arterial (MRA) or
venous (MRV) flow, a saturation band is used that is essentially a thin slab of
gradient that is turned on and placed proximal to the direction of the flow that
one wants to suppress. The flowing spins are therefore saturated before enter-
ing the imaging volume and will not contribute to any signal formation. For
MRV, the saturation band will be placed proximal to the common carotid arter-
ies; for MRA, it is deployed at the cranial end of the head to suppress venous
spins that flow in the caudal direction.

Both 2D and 3D TOF techniques can be employed for MRA; each has its
strength and weaknesses. Two-dimensional TOF (Fig. 36) is essentially made up
of sequential thin slices oriented perpendicular to the flow of the vessel.
Because of the thickness of the slices, 2D TOF is sensitive to slow flow (appli-
cable for evaluation of carotid stenosis) but requires maximum gradient
strength and thus pays the price of longer TE and greater susceptibility to spin
dephasing. In comparison, 3D TOF consists of a relatively thick slab that allows

Fig. 35. Example of a CSF flow study using the phase contrast technique to determine
whether there is increased flow through the aqueduct. rf, radiofrequency.
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for better SNR, a shorter TE, and less intravoxel dephasing (Fig. 37). On the
other hand, the drawback is the risk of insensitivity to slow flow conditions: by
the time the spin has traveled from one end of the slab to the other it has already
become saturated. Clinically, 3D TOF of the circle of Willis is used mostly for the
diagnosis and screening of aneurysms and vascular malformations; 2D TOF
MRA or MRV is employed for evaluation of carotid bifurcation stenosis and
suspected cases of venous sinus thrombosis, respectively (Figs. 38–40).

Both TOF methods are also inherently insensitive to the problem of in-plane
flow, i.e., flow that is parallel to the imaging plane. To counteract this, the

Fig. 36. A typical 2D TOF pulse sequence.

Fig. 37. 2D (left) and 3D (right) TOF MRA of the neck showing less intravoxel
dephasing or signal loss at the carotid bulb in the latter, avoiding potential erroneous
diagnosis of carotid artery stenosis.
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administration of gadolinium DTPA a contrast agent that shortens T1, is used
to strengthen the signal from the longitudinal relaxation of blood as it remains
within the circulation. This also permits the acquisition of data in the coronal or
sagittal or other oblique planes, allowing for more coverage with fewer slices
and less time (for example, from the aortic arch all the way to the intracranial
vessels with the source images acquired in the coronal plane) and eliminating
the issue of in-plane flow (Fig. 41). One of the occasional disadvantages of con-
trast MRA is that the indiscriminant T1 shortening results in a technique that

Fig. 38. 3D TOF MRA of the circle of Willis depicting right middle cerebral artery
bifurcation and basilar tip aneurysms in two different patients (left and right).

Fig. 39. Source and reconstructed 2D TOF images of a normal MR venogram in three
orthogonal planes (clockwise from top left).
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emphasizes the opacification of the vessel and in essence (like computed tom-
ography angiogram) may decrease the functional aspect of MRA. In other
words, if there is high-grade stenosis at the carotid bifurcation, there is often
decreased flow signal distally, especially for the intracranial vessels in the non-
contrast setting. With the T1 shortening effect of gadolinium, these intracranial
vessels may show signal, thereby underestimating the severity of disease. In
addition, as contrast flows into the venous system, the timing of the bolus
administration and data acquisition becomes crucial in the success or failure of
the study (Fig. 42). Various methods such as contrast test bolus, varying gradi-
ent shapes, and k-space sampling have been developed to counteract these
problems. Ultimately one needs to be cautious in the interpretation of these dif-
ferent methods of flow data acquisition, as in addition to the aforementioned
factors, artifacts or signal loss from the pulsatile, tortuous, and calcified or dis-
eased nature of the vessels can further confound the overall picture (32,33).

Fast MR Imaging

The advantages of fast MRI in the clinical setting are evident to any clinician
or radiologist who has dealt with a patient who cannot keep still within the
scanner. Various techniques have been developed the most commonly encoun-
tered being GRE or fast GRE (Fig. 43), FSE, and EPI. In GRE, the lack of a 180°
refocusing pulse is the main difference from a conventional spin echo sequence.
Instead of an RF refocusing pulse, the signal is formed by gradient pulse with
the MR signal decaying as a function of T2*. In other words, rather than T2

Fig. 40. Axial CT (high attenuation), T1 noncontrast MR (high signal), and 2D TOF
MRV images of a right lateral sinus thrombosis (clockwise from top left).
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Fig. 41. Normal 3D TOF coronally acquired reconstructed contrast MRA of the arch
and neck and most of circle of the Willis (left). High-grade stenosis of the left proximal
internal carotid artery and proximal right common carotid artery at the takeoff from the
arch, resulting in functionally decreased flow signal of the distal right internal carotid
artery in a different patient (right).

Fig. 42. Coronal postcontrast 3D TOF MRA of the neck demonstrating the conse-
quence of missed timing of contrast bolus resulting in an uninterpretable image owing
to overlapping of the arterial and venous phases.
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decay GRE works within a much smaller envelope (Fig. 6): for a T2-weighted
GRE image the TE will be 35 ms instead of 80 ms. As illustrated in Fig. 28, a
frequency-encoding gradient lobe (with half the area) first dephases the trans-
verse magnetization followed by a second gradient lobe with opposite polarity,
thus rewinding the spins phases. In GRE, the RF pulse used is often less than
90° in order to conserve the longitudinal magnetization for subsequent excita-
tion, as the TR is short. This flip angle thus serves as another parameter to
optimize the image contrast; having a small angle has essentially the same
effect on tissue contrast as decreasing TR. For a T1-weighted GRE, a larger flip
angle (60°) is used, whereas a smaller one is used for T2 weighted imaging
(15°). The TE and flip angle therefore also determine tissue contrast, with the
exception that when TR is extremely short (30 ms) a steady-state phenomenon
comes into play owing to the presence of residual transverse magnetization that
is recycled into the subsequent excitation.

To make the scanning even faster, one can further decreases TR (8–10 ms with
5–15° flip angles) or acquire more than one set of data per excitation. As one can
predict, with the shorter time comes the penalty of poor SNR, image contrast,
and saturation. The shorter time also means that more signal is acquired from
pulses early in the echo train than later. This in turn allows for the influence of
k-space sampling on image contrast whereby if the central k-space is sampled
during the stronger signal from the earlier echo train, the resulting image will
have better contrast but poorer resolution.

Both FSE and EPI accomplish imaging in a short period by acquiring more
datasets per excitation. A basic EPI obtains all the data for an image in a single
excitation about 35–50 ms and is essentially a gradient-echo sequence. An RF
pulse is turned on at the same time as the slice-select gradient to generate mag-
netization in a single slice. The frequency gradient is then turned on, alternat-
ing in polarity as the echo train is generated (Fig. 44). For the filling of k-space
for each of these echoes, the phase-encoding gradient is turned on very briefly
(blipped) starting from the maximum negative value and again with alternat-

Fig. 43. Diagram of a 3D fast gradient echo sequence. rf, radiofrequency.
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ing polarity for each blip (Fig. 45A). In other words, the whole k-space is filled
after a single shot of this echo train; 128 phase-encoding steps will require an
echo train of 128 echoes. In order for the echo train to be shorter than T2* decay,
the hardware demands stronger and faster gradients than the standard MR
fare, resulting in expensive upgrades. Various different modifications of a basic
EPI sequence have been developed including variations of k-space filling to
save more time but minimizing image degradation. 

FSE is in essence the spin-echo version of EPI. Again, it starts with a 90°
pulse, but the pulse sequence in FSE is followed by a train of 180° pulses, unlike
conventional spin echo (CSE) with its subsequent 90–180° pulses consisting of
one phase encoding each. This in turn generates a train of spin echoes each with
an independent phase encoding (Fig. 46). For example, in a CSE sequence with
four echoes, each echo is phase-encoded in the same way and is stored in sep-
arate memory locations with four images generated after reconstruction. In FSE
with a four-echo train length (ETL), each echo is phase-encoded differently with
all the data placed into the same memory location, thus generating a single

Fig. 44. Basic echo planar (EPI) pulse design. rf, radiofrequency.

Fig. 45. (A,B) Diagram of filling of lines in k-space in EPI and FSE sequence consist-
ing of four echo train lengths respectively.
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image (Fig. 45B). The scan time for FSE, however, will only be a fourth that of
CSE. To perform independent phase-encoding for each echo, before each read-
out gradient, a phase encoding gradient imparts phase prep, if you will, to the
transverse magnetization. Then immediately after readout, a second gradient of
equal and opposite amplitude rewinds it back to zero for the next prep gradi-
ent. (Fig. 46). As there are contributions from various TEs, the final contrast of
the image is determined by the TE of the echo that fills the center part of k-space
(Fig. 10). The scanner tries to match the echo that is closest to the desired TE
(selected by the operator) and maps it to the center of k-space. On the images,
the difference between CSE and FSE includes less susceptibility to metal and
blood products in an FSE sequence as well as fat remaining relatively bright on
FSE T2 images (34–36).

MR Perfusion

As mentioned above, functional MR is primarily discussed in Chapter 4,
although MR perfusion will be touched on briefly here. Unlike MRA or MRV,
which essentially deal with bulk flow, MR perfusion focuses more on the tissue
level or microscopic blood flow. A contrast agent such as gadolinium DTPA is
used in MR perfusion for its T2 (T2*) effects, which causes signal loss in the area
of perfusion owing to dephasing of spins from the susceptibility effect of the
contrast bolus as it rapidly traverses the capillary beds (37). Relative rather than
true cerebral blood volume (CBV) maps are constructed using the tracer kinetic
principle, as the arterial input function is not usually measured. Integration of
a signal time curve is performed for each voxel: the signal loss is dependent on
the contrast concentration and density of vessels per volume of tissue. An
actual quantification of CBV can be accomplished by applying arterial input
function at a region of interest over a major blood vessel such as the middle
cerebral artery. Semiquantitative cerebral blood flow can also be computed by
applying deconvolution methods to simultaneous tissue and vessel concentra-
tion time curves, with the latter acquired by the indicator dilution theory.

Fig. 46. Basic FSE sequence. rf, radiofrequency.
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For MR perfusion fast MRI techniques are used including gradient echo, EPI,
and FSE sequences. The latter has the advantage in tumor perfusion imaging as
it is more sensitive to microvasculature, unlike GRE imaging, which often
incorporates artifact from surrounding larger vessels. The change in T2 relax-
ation rate, or dR2 is defined as –ln(S/S0)/TE, where S is the signal intensity and
S0 the baseline signal. This dR2 vs time curve for every pixel is then mathemat-
ically integrated to generate the relative (r)CBV map (Fig. 47). The main clinical
application of perfusion is in the setting of stroke, in which the dR2 vs time
curve can be used to calculate time to peak (TTP), mean transit time (MTT), rel-
ative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) and relative cerebral blood flow (rCBF).
From these parameters one hopes to derive information or perhaps a threshold
whereby viable ischemic tissue can be salvaged (the penumbra region where
there is mismatch of diffusion and perfusion). In an area of infarct, one would
expect a slower rise or shallower slope of the curve, slower TTP and MTT, and
decreased rCBF (38).

One of the major limitations of this MR perfusion technique occurs in areas
that are leaky or necrotic or that have extensive breakdown of the blood–brain
barrier. The more direct contact of contrast with tissue vs that within capillaries
accentuates the T1 effects of gadolinium, thus counteracting T2 effects and
resulting in erroneous lower rCBV. This is especially problematic in the tumor
setting when one is attempting to derive information on the more vascular or
aggressive portion of the tumor or to differentiate tumor growth from treatment
changes. Even though numerous methods have been used to correct this prob-
lem (such as a corrective algorithm, a presaturation of leaky areas with a small
amount of preinjected dose of contrast, use of stronger T2 effect contrast agents,

Fig. 47. Perfusion imaging demonstrating a plot of signal loss curve against time. On
the left, the bottom curve shows normally perfused tissue and the top curve represents
ischemic tissue with decreased and delayed signal loss owing to decreased delivery of
contrast agent. The right diagram illustrates the area “under” the signal curve, which is
integrated to calculate the relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV).
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and lessening the T1 effect by increasing TR and decreasing flip angle), the leak-
age problem has still not been successfully eliminated. Other remedies include
noncontrast spin-labeled pulse sequences that tag the incoming spins using RF
pulse that are subsequently imaged downstream. These spin-labeled inversion
recovery EPI sequences carry their own set of drawbacks. Because of limitations
from both hardware and software and because of cost–benefit issues, MR per-
fusion has not been as clinically successful as MR diffusion and is not a routine
clinical tool at this time. Further investigation is necessary before MR perfusion
can become an accurate means of determining high metabolic areas within
tumor or the differentiation of active tumor from treatment changes (39).

Magnetization Transfer

The MT technique is often used to increase the contrast between the back-
ground and regions of interest. Very simply, a pulsed or continuous off-resonance
low-power RF pulse is applied to saturate the bounded hydrogen protons in
proteins and/or macromolecules. Because of the chemical exchange of these
bounded protons with free water protons, some of this saturation will be trans-
ferred and exchanged by bulk water, thus causing a decrease in MR signal of
the water/background (Figs. 48 and 49). The rate of this proton MT can be
quantified pixel by pixel (40). In other words, the MT contrast is a reflection of
the efficiency of such proton exchange that can be altered in pathological states
such as multiple sclerosis in which all imaging sequences may appear normal
to the eye but will have abnormal measured MT ratios (41).

ARTIFACTS

As with other imaging modalities and especially with MR, the many vari-
ables that contribute to the complexity of image acquisition also make the imag-
ing susceptible to artifacts. These can be caused by field or frequency shifts,
aliasing or sampling error, instrument irregularities, and motion from the
patient. Chemical shift is the most recognized example of artifact owing to fre-
quency shift. As was discussed in earlier sections, the proton resonates at a spe-

Fig. 48. Theory behind magnetization transfer showing exchange of off-resonant pro-
ton with free water proton as a means to suppress background.
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cific frequency that is dependent on the strength of the external field and its
local environment. It is the interactions with the surrounding local molecules
that causes chemical shift, most noticably between that of water and fat. The
hydrogen proton of the water molecule has a slightly different electron or mag-
netic shielding than those of the methylene group in fatty acids; therefore a
small precessional frequency shift results. In a 1.5-T magnet this chemical shift
of 3.5 ppm translates approximately into a separation of 224 Hz that is detected
in the frequency-encoding or readout direction (42).

This chemical shift between water and fat manifests on imaging as spatial
misregistration whereby as the imager is centered at water frequency, fat will be
mapped at a slightly different site than its true spatial location, being most obvi-
ous at a water–fat interface such as the orbit and kidney. When the chemical
shift misregistration is equal to or more than the size of a pixel, a dark or bright
band will appear at the interface. The dark band on the lower frequency side of
the interface is caused by shifting of fat proton to a lower frequency and away
from the fat–water interface. On the higher frequency side of the interface, a
bright band appears owing to the resulting overlapping water and lipid signals
(Figs. 50 and 51). There are several ways to minimize this effect including
changing the frequency-encoding direction, the field of view, or the bandwidth
or employing fat suppression techniques. On the other hand, the chemical shift
artifact itself can be exploited to clinical advantage to identify fat containing
central nervous system lesions such as teratomas and dermoids (Fig. 52) and in
differentiating fat from other high-signal T1 substances.

Aliasing or sampling error is best exemplified by truncation artifact/edge
ringing and image foldover. The truncation phenomenon occurs when there is

Fig. 49. Axial T1 noncontrast MR of the brain (left) with corresponding magnetiza-
tion transfer image (right) at the same level showing suppression of the background
with slightly better distinction of gray and white matter. Note also the CSF flow artifact
of high signal at the foramen of Monro.
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Fig. 50. Chemical shift artifact depicted by the difference of 224 Hz between water
and fat in a 1.5-T magnet. The shifting of fat to a lower frequency causes a thin band of
signal loss at the fat–water interface and a similar band of high signal at the higher fre-
quency water–fat interface.

Fig. 51. Typical appearance of a thin band of signal loss at the rightward fat–kidney
and corresponding brighter band at the leftward kidney–fat interface secondary to
fat–water chemical shift artifact. Frequency encoding is in the left to right direction.
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a discontinuity in a function as it jumps abruptly from one value to another.
This applies to a step function in a Fourier series: the function has a constant
value until it reaches the point at which it jumps suddenly to another constant
value. When the Fourier series consists of such a function represented by a
finite number of terms, broad oscillations will occur about the point of abrupt
change or truncation. The oscillations are squeezed closer as the number of
terms increases. In other words, the step-like changes in signal intensities can-
not be accurately portrayed by the limited bandwidth of the Fourier series. On
imaging, this is most evident during spine imaging by alternating parallel light
and dark lines or ripples conforming to the anatomical contour owing to the
abrupt signal variations from sharp edges such as fluid/soft tissue/bony inter-
face (43) (Fig. 53).

Image foldover or wraparound is caused by too small a field of view (FOV).
To facilitate data reconstruction, the space outside the FOV is filled by identical
copies of data from within. In other words, when the object is larger than the
FOV, there will be spillover, appearing as wraparound (Fig. 54). To counteract
this problem, one has to make sure either that the object to be imaged is com-
pletely included within the FOV or that the frequency- or phase-encoding data
are oversampled, to create an image that is twice the size, with the portions of
the image outside the selected FOV discarded. On gradient images, a “zebra”

Fig. 52. Axial noncontrast T1 image of a dermoid ruptured into the CSF space, again
showing a thin band of signal loss at the bottom of the lesion as the frequency direction
is in the anterior–posterior direction as opposed to left to right as in Fig. 51.
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pattern is created owing to interference between the aliased parts and the main
image.

Artifacts caused by instrument or hardware malfunction include magnetic
inhomogeneity with signal dropoff (from faulty shielding or foreign material on
or within the patient), data clipping and spikes, broadband noise, and ghosting
owing to temporal instability, just to mention a few. Inhomogeneity leads to

Fig. 53. Sagittal T2 image of the cervical spine illustrating the multiple parallel lines
of a Gibbs artifact that mimic a linear intramedullary increased signal abnormality.

Fig. 54. Foldover or wraparound artifact that obscures the normal anatomy in the
brain (left) and cervical spine (right).
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distortion of the image geometry that is particularly relevant in fat suppression
imaging as this method depends on the frequency offset of fat and water within
a homogeneous field. The inhomogeneous field broadens both the fat and
water peaks, causing overlap and blurring.

Ghosting can be caused by any motion or suboptimal pulse sequence design
of gradient profile owing to flow-related phase shifts. Periodic motion from the
respiratory or cardiac cycle or arterial pulsatile flow can cause displacement
and mismapping of spins along the phase encoding gradient. On imaging they
appear as a series of “ghosts” conforming to the shape of the structure of
motion along the phase-encoding axis (Fig. 55). On the other hand, this artifact
can be exploited in the clinical setting to identify aneurysms: their periodic pul-
sations will give rise to ghosting, thus differentiating them from calcification or
bony structures (Fig. 56). Various solutions to this issue have been proposed,
including respiratory and cardiac gating, patient sedation, switching phase-
and frequency-encoding direction, and fast scanning techniques. Flow artifact
from CSF pulsation has previously been discussed.

Foreign material either inside or outside the patient can also contribute to
signal and image distortion owing to the susceptibility phenomenon, whereby
a material is partially magnetized when placed within a magnetic field. These
include metallic objects, dental ware, cosmetics that contain ferromagnetic
material, tattoos, bullets, or medical devices (Figs. 57–59). MR-compatible mate-
rials may torque or heat up during scanning, rendering them unsafe even if
they do not cause significant distortion of the image. It is therefore imperative

Fig. 55. Ghosting artifact in the neck represented by parallel “ghosts” of pulsating
structures such as the internal carotid arteries and CSF-filled thecal sac in the spinal
canal.
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Fig. 56. Pulsation artifact aiding in the diagnosis of a right cavernous carotid aneurysm
on noncontrast T1 MR image.

Fig. 57. Artifacts from metallic hooks (left), surgical spine instrumentation (middle),
and a denture (right) that distort normal anatomy on MR images.
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Fig. 58. Sequential depiction of an inverted U-shaped bright signal in dental artifact
that goes anteriorly to posteriorly as the images progress from the skull base to the con-
vexity (left to right, top to bottom).

Fig. 59. An apparent loss of flow signal of the left middle cerebral artery owing to an
aneurysm clip artifact rather than occlusion of the vessel seen here on MRA (left) and
T2 MR images (right).
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that all patients be prescreened for potential foreign material within or on them
before they are placed into the scanner. Gradient sequences are more sensitive
to such artifacts than spin-echo sequences because of the lack of a 180° refocus-
ing RF pulse. Again the susceptibility phenomenon can be exploited: a gradient
sequence increases sensitivity to small foci of mineralization, cavernomas, and
hemorrhage, because of their paramagnetic properties, which allows them to
“bloom,” appearing as an area of signal void with the extent of the area being
exaggerated compared with the actual size of the abnormality (44) (Figs. 60–62).

HEMORRHAGE

The appearance of hematoma on MRI depends on the oxidized state of the
hemoglobin and iron and whether it is within or outside the erythrocyte, which
in turn translates into factors such as age, location, and source of the hematoma.
The term magnetic susceptibility describes the magnetic response or induced
magnetic field that a substance generates when placed in a constant magnetic
field. A diamagnetic material generates a weak field that is opposite to the
applied field, whereas a paramagnetic substance produces an augmented
induced field in the same direction as the applied one. Oxyhemoglobin like most
body tissue, is diamagnetic with iron in the ferrous state (Fe2+); deoxy (Fe2+)/
methemoglobin (ferric/Fe3+) and hemosiderin (Fe3+) are all paramagnetic (45).

The varying signals of hemorrhage on T1 and T2 imaging are explained by
the relaxitivity (proximity of water proton and availability of unpaired elec-
trons of iron) and susceptibility of the various stages and compartments of
hemoglobin within an evolving hematoma. The relaxitivity effects of the
dipole–dipole interactions with a paramagnetic substance are better detected
on short TR and TE, i.e., T1-weighted images, with more efficient relaxation
generating a higher signal. In contrast, the selective T2 susceptibility signal loss

Fig. 60. Gradient-echo pulse sequence showing loss of signal from susceptibility at
the air bone interface as well as bringing out the mineralization signal loss of the basal
ganglia bilaterally.
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Fig. 61. Axial noncontrast computed tomography (top left), T2-weighted (top right),
gradient-echo (bottom left), and postcontrast T1 (bottom right) MR images showing a
calcified large left medial temporal lobe cavernoma. Note that other, smaller lesions
including the right periatrial area are only apparent on gradient-echo or susceptibility
sequence.

that was earlier termed irreversible nonstatic inhomogeneity does not affect T1
and cannot be corrected with the 180° RF pulse of the spin-echo sequence. In the
context of hematoma, this T2 loss is owing to frequency variations produced by
diffusing water molecules into and out of erythrocytes, resulting in phase inco-
herence and dispersing of spin signals. In terms of the selection of pulse
sequence for imaging of hematoma, gradient echo is the most sensitive, with
“blooming” caused by paramagnetic properties; one should be aware that the
area of signal loss is in fact larger than the actual size of the hemorrhage. Fast
EPI in either the spin-echo or the gradient mode is also sensitive to the suscep-
tibility effects of hemorrhage, followed by CSE; FSE is the least sensitive among
the various sequences.

In hyperacute hematoma (within the first few hours), the iron within the red
blood cell (RBC) is in the ferrous state, with six paired electrons, thus rendering
oxyhemoglobin diamagnetic without either relaxativity or susceptibility. On T1
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it appears as iso- or slightly hypointense to the brain probably because of the
protein content and high signal on T2 owing to a lack of signal loss from sus-
ceptibility. In the clinical setting, it is rare to encounter hematoma at this stage;
it is much more common to detect hemorrhage in the acute (deoxyhe-
mogloblin–hours to days) and subacute (methemoglobin–days to months)
stages. A hematoma causes compression of surrounding tissue, decreasing per-
fusion and oxygen delivery and leading to deoxygenation, thus converting the
heme ferrous ion from a six-ligand system to a five-ligand system consisting of
four unpaired electrons and rendering it paramagnetic. As this ferrous ion in a
quaternary structure is still screened from water molecules by the globin pro-
tein, dipole–dipole relaxation cannot occur and therefore the hematoma remains
iso/hypointense on T1 images. On the other hand, the packaging of deoxyhe-
moglobin within RBC causes susceptibility variations within the RBC compared

Fig. 62. Numerous small hemorrhagic foci in the brainstem, splenium of corpus cal-
losum, and gray–white junctions on gradient-echo images in a patient with diffuse
axonal injury.
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with the extracellular plasma thus resulting in signal loss on T2 images. In fact,
the hypointensity on T1 is actually owing to T2 shortening. With retraction of
the clot, protein is also known to promote both T1 and T2 relaxation. In other
words deoxyhemoglobin exhibits susceptibility but not relaxativity properties
(46–48) (Fig. 63).

As the metabolic status of the hematoma further declines to the subacute
stage, deoxyhemoglobin is converted to methemoglobin: the iron is in the fer-
ric state with one unpaired electron. This paramagnetic center is now also
accessible to water protons, therefore promoting both T1 and T2 relaxation.
Methemoglobin will appear as bright signal on T1 images; the T2 appearance
depends on whether there has been lysis of the RBC. In the early subacute stage
(first several days to a week), intracellular methemoglobin is still experiencing
the same packaging susceptibility effects mentioned for deoxyhemoglobin and
will therefore manifest as low signal (like air) on T2 images (Fig. 64). After cell
lysis one would then expect the extracellular methemoglobin to allow dipolar
relaxation to occur, thereby shortening both T1 and T2 relaxation times. On T1
it remains high signal; in fact, the T1 effect dominates at this stage, and with the
lack of packaging susceptibility effect extracellular methemoglobin actually
appears as high signal on T2 (Fig. 65). As more RBCs are lysed within the
hematoma, it also becomes a very high-proton-density area with the released
iron chelated by proteins such as lactoferrin and transferrin, all of which remain
paramagnetic (49).

Fig. 63. Axial noncontrast T1 (top left), T2 (top right), and gradient-echo (bottom)
images of acute hemorrhage at the oxy–deoxyhemogloblin stage being isointense to
brain on T1 and iso- to hypointense on T2.
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Eventually the iron is stored in ferritin with excess iron in the form of hemo-
siderin, forming aggregates that are paramagnetic and inaccessible to water
molecules, whereby they do not have relaxivity but retain susceptibility effects.
Hemosiderin will thus appear hypointense on both T1 and T2 images. This is
also what one often observes at the outer margins of hematoma where the iron
from breakdown products of methemoglobin accumulates as hemosiderin in

Fig. 64. Increased T1 (left) and decreased T2 (right) signal representing intracellular
methemoglobin from a patient with subacute pontine hemorrhage.

Fig. 65. Axial T1 (left) and T2 (right) images both of which show increased signal at
the left posterior basal ganglia from hypertensive bleed secondary to extracellular
methemoglobin.
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macrophages or glial cells (Fig. 66). From this discussion, one would expect the
different stages to evolve from the center of the hematoma to the periphery,
from oxyhemoglobin to deoxyhemoglobin to methemoglobin (intra- to extra-
cellular), and finally to the chronic stage of hemosiderin. It is important to point
out that these stages of hematoma apply to parenchymal bleed; hemorrhage in
other compartments of central nervous system such as the subarachoid space
and extraaxial locations will follow a different temporal evolution. This is
partly owing to the different oxygen tensions in these nonparenchymal loca-
tions, which are suboptimal for the conversion of oxyhemoglobin to deoxyhe-
moglobin to methemoglobin (46,47) (Fig. 67).

Subpial deposition of hemosiderin can arise from recurrent or chronic sub-
arachnoid hemorrhage from tumor or vascular lesions that can appear as a thin
dark line of “etching” along the surface of the brain and spinal cord (50).
(Fig. 68) Another clinically important situation is the differentiation of a simple
hematoma from one with an underlying cause such as a tumor or vascular
lesion. A markedly heterogenous collection of signals owing to different stages
of bleed that are not in the expected orderly concentric distribution, delayed
evolution of blood products, a disrupted, absent, or irregular hypointense outer
rim, and persistent surrounding edema all suggest an underlying lesion espe-
cially applicable to tumor (51) (Fig. 69). For some tumor and vascular lesions
such as cavernoma, it is sometimes necessary to wait until the hematoma has
resolved before the underlying lesion can be observed. Overall, a T2* suscepti-
bility pulse sequence is used to detect small foci of hemorrhage whatever the
cause that otherwise may be missed on all the other available MR pulse
sequences (Figs. 61, 62, and 70).

Fig. 66. Same patient as in Fig. 65 with older left anterior basal ganglia bleed show-
ing CSF-like signal on T1 (left) and T2 (right) with a peripheral rim of dark hemosiderin.
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CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

Finally, besides the basic commonly used MR sequences for brain imaging
already discussed, under certain clinical situations other different parameters
are employed that are tailored to the site of anatomical interest or intrinsic prop-
erties of the area imaged. Examples include imaging of the internal auditory
canal, cranial nerves, leptomeninges, and pituitary gland: thin sections (3 mm)
in various orthogonal planes and various contrast agents are used (Figs. 71–74).
Occasionally when one is attempting to locate a small pituitary microadenoma
or for bringing out early enhancing areas within a tumor to facilitate a better
biopsy or resection, dynamic imaging can be applied with fast imaging to mon-
itor contrast delivery to these areas of interest. For seizures, 3D volume coronal
spoiled GRASS (SPGR) and FLAIR sequences are added to the basic protocol for
better detection of small temporal tumors or mesial temporal sclerosis (Fig. 75).

Fig. 67. A large right subdural hematoma with a more inhomogeneous mixture of
signal owing to different stages of hemorrhage and differences of oxygenation. (T1, left;
T2, right)
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Fig. 68. Hemosiderosis with a thin line of dark “etching” along the brainstem owing
to chronic hemorrhage from a distal spinal ependymoma that bled.

Fig. 69. Axial noncontrast computed tomography (top left), T2 (right), and postcon-
trast (bottom left) T1 MR images demonstrate a hemorrhagic renal metastasis with
inhomogeneous signal (with blood fluid level top right) that does not follow the con-
centric temporal evolution pattern of simple hematoma.
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For spinal imaging, STIR sequences are currently often used in the setting of
trauma for detecting subtle fractures and ligamentous injuries (Figs. 76 and 77).
Phase-array capability also allows imaging of the entire spine in a short period
to access abnormalities in all (epi- and intradural and intramedullary) spinal
compartments (Figs. 78–80). In addition, both MRA and diffusion techniques can
be utilized for the diagnosis of spinal arterial venous malformations and spinal
cord infarcts, although within certain limitations (Figs. 81 and 82).

In summary, this has been a brief discussion of some of the fundamentals of
MRI and its clinical applications. The emphasis and the future of MRI will be

Fig. 70. Axial gradient-echo/susceptibility images of subarachnoid and intraventric-
ular bleed.

Fig. 71. Coronal (left) and axial (right) thin-section (3-mm) postcontrast images
showing an enhancing right intracanalicular acoustic schwannoma.
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Fig. 72. Axial postcontrast T1 images illustrating bilateral enhancement of cranial
nerves III (left) and V (right) in a patient with lymphoma.

Fig. 73. Diffuse leptomeningeal enhancement on computed tomography (top left),
sagittal (top right), and axial (bottom) T1 MR images in a breast cancer patient.
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geared toward even more powerful magnets for faster scanning, higher image
resolution, and perhaps combination with newer MR contrast agents (MIONs,
which are small, iron oxide-based nanomolecules), with the ultimate goal of
molecular imaging for diagnostic, monitoring, and therapeutic purposes. Cur-
rently, high-field (3–9 T) imaging is still in the early stages, especially the very
high fields that are mostly used in the experimental setting. They do have the
potential of providing much better resolution for tensor diffusion imaging of
white matter tracts, in MRA imaging of smaller distal vasculatures, and also

Fig. 74. Sagittal (left) and coronal (right) thin-section (3-mm) images through the
pituitary gland illustrating delayed enhancement of a right microadenoma.

Fig. 75. Coronal FLAIR MR images of mesial temporal sclerosis with an enlarged left
temporal horn (left) and increased signal of the left hippocampus (right).
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Fig. 76. Computed tomography (left) and sagittal STIR (right) images of the cervical
spine showing a subtle C6 vertebral body and spinous process fractures with marked
increased signal of the paraspinal soft tissue and interspinous ligaments (C2–C6).

Fig. 77. Axial computed tomography (left) and sagittal STIR (right) MR images
revealing fractures of C5 and C6 vertebral bodies with increased marrow signal consis-
tent with edema and loss of normal dark linear integrity of the posterior longitudinal
ligament and abnormal cord signal all consistent with traumatic injury.
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Fig. 78. Sagittal T2 (left) and axial postcontrast (right) MR images show bony metasta-
sis to mid thoracic spine with enhancing epidural component causing cord compression.

Fig. 79. Sagittal (left) and axial T2 (right) MR images in a patient with arachnoiditis
seen here with clumping of the nerve roots and an almost “empty sac” appearance (bot-
tom right).
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Fig. 80. Sagittal (left) and axial T2 (right) images show an elongated increased intra-
medullary signal lesion that follows the CSF on all pulse sequences, consistent with cer-
vical thoracic syringohydromyelia.

Fig. 81. Sagittal T2 (left, middle) and TOF (right) MRA of the spine depicting abnor-
mal intramedullary T2 signal of the distal cord with multiple serpiginous flow voids and
corresponding flow signal on MRA consistent with a spinal arteriovenous malformation.
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especially in functional MR, spectroscopy, and perfusion applications. The lat-
ter is reflected in the ability of high-field MR scanners to image a slice of tissue
in 3–4 ms; in other words, the entire brain can be imaged in 1 s compared with
approx 10 slices/s in a 1.5-T magnet. Other advantages of high-field imaging
include an increase in SNR and the fact that it allows the use of a lower dose of
contrast agent to achieve the same effect. On the other hand, the main draw-
backs of high-field magnets are the increased sensitivity to susceptibility effects,
especially at the bone/air/soft tissue interface and the higher energy deposi-
tion to body tissues.
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3
Proton MR Spectroscopy

Amir A. Zamani, MD

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) has been in use in bio-
chemistry labs for more than 50 yr. In its earlier years, it was used primarily for
in vitro chemical analysis of small samples. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
is a powerful imaging technique that combines exquisite sensitivity to soft tis-
sue contrast with the ability to demonstrate anatomy in many different planes
and projections. MRS as a technique for in vivo sampling of biological tissue
provides another piece of information, revealing the biochemical changes
occurring in the pathological region. The advantages of MRS in comparison
with other techniques that provide metabolic information (such as positron
emission tomography [PET] or single-photon emission computed tomography
[SPECT]) lies in the fact that MRS can be obtained during the same session as
MRI. With newer MRS techniques it is possible to sample the entire lesion and
its surroundings and cross-reference them to MR images; this enables us to
obtain spectra belonging to many small region of the lesion (generally about 1
cm3). The spectra obtained with this whole brain technique can be compared
with spectra obtained from the same exact location after therapeutic interven-
tion, thus allowing us to see the effect of certain therapeutic interventions.

MRS can be used in differentiation of similar-appearing pathology (infarct
from tumor, tumor from abscess). In certain pathological conditions the MR
spectrum is virtually diagnostic. Moller-Hartmann et al. (1) report that added
information provided by spectroscopy led to approx 15% more correct diag-
noses and 6% fewer incorrect diagnoses.

In our current discussion, we consider only proton MRS. Sodium, carbon,
and phosphorus MRS have yet to find wide clinical application.

PHYSICS OF SPECTROSCOPY

Spectroscopy is based on chemical shifts. A proton (hydrogen nucleus) in a
magnetic field (for example, 1.5 T) has a precession frequency governed by
Larmor’s equation (64 MHz at 1.5 T). In fact, the local magnetic field experi-
enced by the proton is not exactly the same as the external magnetic field. This
is because the adjacent orbiting charged particles (for example, electrons)
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produce their own magnetic field, which add to, or subtract from, the external
magnetic field. Thus the resonance frequency of a proton is different (shifted)
from what is expected in the given external field. The degree of shift, expressed
in parts per million (ppm), depends on the chemical structure of the material.
For example, the chemical shift of a proton in the radical –CH3 is different from
that of a proton in the radical –CH2–.

Like conventional MRI, imaging in MRS begins with the MR signal. Radio
waves at an exact frequency will cause the protons in the magnetic field to go
to higher energy levels. These higher energy levels are unstable, and protons
give up the extra energy in the form of a signal, the amplitude of which dimin-
ishes with time (free induction decay). In order to produce spectra on which the
differences in chemical shifts are recorded, the received MR signal is subjected
to Fourier transform to change it from a plot of intensity vs time to a plot of
intensity vs frequency (change from time domain to frequency domain). To
ensure that the shifts in frequency reflect different chemical structures only, one
has to ensure the homogeneity of the external magnetic field over the imaging
region. Indeed, ensuring that the magnetic field is homogenous is key to obtain-
ing good spectra (2).

To obtain spectra from important metabolites in the brain, it is essential to
suppress signal generated by water. In biological specimens the concentration
of water is 1000–10,000 times greater than that of these metabolites; thus its sig-
nal, if not suppressed, will overwhelm the spectrum. A variety of water sup-
pression techniques are available.

From what has been said so far, it is clear that successful spectroscopy
depends on good suppression of water as well as achieving external field
homogeneity (2). The process of doing both has been simplified in most mod-
ern scanners by performing a prescan. At the end of this, the imager measures
the degree of water suppression as well the homogeneity of the field. If these
are satisfactory, the actual acquisition of spectra is allowed to begin.

Contrast enhancement is an essential part of MR evaluation of many lesions.
Spectroscopy usually begins after this enhancement. Does this process change
the spectra in a way detrimental to identification of the peaks? The effects of
enhancement on spectra are subject to much debate, but overall it is believed
that in most instances, these effects are negligible.

The important metabolites detected by MRS include N-acetyl aspartate
(NAA), creatine, choline, lactate, myoinositol, and mobile lipids (3,4).

NAA is a marker of neuronal population and function, and this metabolite in
adult brain is confined to neurons. Whenever neurons die (for example, in
ischemic infarction) or are displaced by other elements (for example, in tumors),
the NAA peak is diminished.

Creatine is in constant equilibrium with phosphocreatine and is a marker of
oxidative metabolism of the cells. The concentration of creatine is tightly regu-
lated and is not easily affected by disease processes. For this reason, it acts as a
yardstick against which other peaks are measured. Brain does not produce its
creatine; it is transported to the brain from liver and kidney.
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A choline peak at 3.2 ppm is a combination of multiple metabolites (free
choline, phosphocholine, phosphatidyl choline, and glycerophosphocholine).
Some of these metabolites are degradation products of cell membranes; some
others are metabolites used in the synthesis of membranes. Because of increases
in cell membrane turnover, the choline peak is elevated in all brain tumors.
Many investigators point to a high choline/creatine ratio as nonspecific spec-
troscopic evidence of neoplasia.

Lactate is normally produced in small amounts. These small amounts are
usually undetected by MRS. Whenever the glucose metabolism becomes essen-
tially anaerobic, lactate in detectable amounts is produced. Lactate at 1.3 ppm
is a doublet peak at TE of 140 ms. With a TE of 40 ms, the lactate peak is all
entirely above the baseline. This change with different TEs is essential in posi-
tive identification of the lactate peak.

Plasma membrane lipids are seen in conditions associated with necrosis. The
peak owing to these may extend over a large segment of the spectrum and over-
laps the lactate peak. They do not have the characteristic doublet appearance of
lactate and become far less noticeable with a longer TE (for example, 270 ms).

Glutamate is an abundant amino acid and a metabolite related to detoxifica-
tion of ammonia. It is also an excitatory neurotransmitter.

Myoinositol at 3.6 ppm is a cerebral osmolyte. It may be a degradation prod-
uct of myelin and possibly a marker for glial cells. 

NORMAL SPECTRUM

The postprocessing of data produces spectra with a typical appearance,
although there are some variations related to the age of the patient and the site
of sampling (Fig. 1). The NAA peak at 2.00 ppm is the dominant peak; the
choline peak at 3.2 ppm and the creatine peak at 3.0 ppm are almost half as tall
as the NAA peak. There is no lactate peak. Myoinositol at 3.6 ppm and gluta-
mate peaks may be discernible.

PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Infarction

One of the common questions encountered is differentiation of an infarct
from a tumor. Some tumors such as low-grade astrocytomas and anaplastic
astrocytomas may have an appearance similar to an infarct and can be erro-
neously diagnosed as infarcts under these conditions. Correct diagnosis can be
aided by obtaining spectroscopy. Another scenario is development of an infarct
around the time of resection of a tumor. Apparently, this is not uncommon;
some authorities believe the incidence of this event to be as high as 10%. In
these situations, positive identification of an infarct can usually be accom-
plished with diffusion-weighted imaging. Spectroscopy can also be helpful.

Neurons are very sensitive to ischemia. As soon as delivery of oxygen and
nutrients ceases, anaerobic glycolysis takes over. As a result, lactate is produced
and is easily detectable by spectroscopy by its characteristic doublet appear-
ance at 1.3 ppm. 
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Soon after this (in about 30–60 min), the NAA peak begins to diminish (6).
Loss of neurons is irreversible, and as a result, the NAA peak remains low while
the lactate peak gradually diminishes only to increase again in the subacute and
chronic stages because of migration of macrophages that are naturally rich in
lactate. Figure 2 demonstrates an acute infarct. Figure 3 demonstrates a tumor
that was erroneously diagnosed as an infarct initially. MRS revealed the true
nature of the lesion. 

Brain Tumors

According to some authors, spectroscopy is abnormal in every case of brain
tumor. This is probably too optimistic, as every practitioner of MRS will testify. It
is safe to state that spectroscopy is abnormal in the great majority of brain tumors.

Tumors of the brain are either extraaxial or intraaxial and in each case, they
replace the normal neuronal population. As expected, there is a reduction in
NAA. Some tumors show spectra in which there is a peak at 2.0 ppm. This is
probably because they contain material structurally akin to NAA. NAA is
strictly confined to adult neurons.

Tumors also cause a large peak of choline, apparently caused by rapid
turnover of cell membranes with accumulation of material used in the synthe-
sis of membranes, or material generated by degradation of cell membranes. A
high peak of choline is seen in both intraaxial and extraaxial tumors. In the
intraaxial tumors, it can be seen in both tumors of glial origin and others, for
example, metastases and lymphomas. A high choline peak, however, is not con-
fined to neoplastic conditions and can be seen in other diseases, for example in

Fig. 1. Normal spectrum. chol, choline; Cr, creatine; NAA, N-acetyl aspartate.
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demyelinating plaques of tumefactive multiple sclerosis (see Demyelinating
Disease following). Among gliomas, the choline peak may be higher in anaplas-
tic astrocytomas than glioblastomas. One important observation made by many
investigators is that in tumors, the site with the highest choline peak does not
necessarily correspond to the site of enhancement; this site may reside outside
the enhancing portion of the lesion. This fact is potentially significant in choos-
ing an appropriate site for biopsy.

Lactate peak and mobile lipid peaks are seen in more malignant tumors and
in those with necrosis. The cystic spaces within a tumor are high in lactate. One
note of caution is that even in more benign lesions, after a therapeutic inter-
vention (radiation and/or surgery) a lactate peak may appear (7–10).

Different portions of tumor may have different spectroscopic signatures.
Tumors tend to be inhomogeneous, and a complete spectroscopic picture can-
not be obtained with single-voxel spectroscopy, hence the need to develop 2D
and 3D spectroscopy methods that are more complicated. In many centers,
these are fairly routine now, and with 3D volume spectroscopy, the entire brain
can be sampled in less than 20 min.

Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate spectroscopy of a glioma and a meningioma,
respectively.

The spectra produced by metastases, lymphomas, and malignant gliomas
may be quite similar. It is noteworthy that spectra obtained in peritumoral
regions in glioma show increased choline. This increased choline is not seen in
peritumoral regions of metastases (11). Castillo et al. (12) report that myoinositol

Fig. 2. (A) Right basal ganglionic acute infarct. (B) The corresponding single-voxel
spectroscopy shows decreased N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) and a prominent lactate (LAC)
peak. A TE of 40 ms was used.
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Fig. 3. Medulloblastoma of left cerebellum. (A) A left cerebellar lesion with sharply
defined margins and a quadrilateral shape, suggesting an infarct. Note mild mass effect
in the fourth ventricle. (B) Corresponding spectra from a multivoxel study with a TE of
140 ms shows increased choline (chol), a depressed N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) peak, and
a small lactate (LAC) peak. The spectra are strongly in favor of a neoplastic process.
Compare with surrounding normal voxels, for example, voxel #9 in the bottom right.
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Fig. 4. (A) A large hemispheric tumor with mass effect. (B) MR spectroscopy shows
elevated choline, decreased NAA, and a lactate peak.
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Fig. 5. Spectroscopy of a meningioma. (A) A posterior fossa meningioma. (B) Spec-
troscopy demonstrates increased choline (Cho), and decreased N-acetyl aspartate
(NAA). An alanine (Ala) peak is an inconsistent finding in meningiomas.
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is present in all tumors arising from the central nervous system and is absent in
metastases. With anaplastic astrocytomas and glioblastomas, there is a trend
toward lower myoinositol levels compared with those of low-grade astrocy-
tomas (12). In addition, within the glial family of tumors, it is not currently
possible to differentiate between different cell lines, for example, between oligo-
dendrogliomas and astrocytomas.

Radiation Necrosis

Perhaps the purest form of brain radiation necrosis can be seen in patients
with head and neck cancer whose brain is injured because of its proximity to the
primary site of tumor. Such brain lesions may be seen in temporal and frontal
lobes. Radiation necrosis produces a rather flat spectrum because of reduction
in the amount of NAA and choline. Lactate may be seen, however. Several
investigators have shown that in severe radiation necrosis there may be an ele-
vated choline peak. This choline peak makes differentiation of recurrent tumor
from radiation necrosis difficult (13).

Abscesses and Other Infections

Necrotic tissue seen in some tumors has a different spectroscopic signature
compared with that seen in pyogenic infections. Several investigators have
shown this, both in vitro and in vivo. Bacteria producing pyogenic infections
possess enzymes that are capable of breaking proteins into amino acids. Identi-
fication of cytosolic amino acids (leucine, isoleucine, and valine) by spectroscopy
is essential in appreciating the pyogenic nature of a lesion. These amino acids
produce a peak at 0.9 ppm (14). This peak, upright when spectroscopy is
obtained with a TE of about 40 ms, becomes inverted with a TE of 140 ms. Sev-
eral authors have shown a similar appearance with cysticercosis. Besides these
amino acids, lactate and acetate may be seen. Figure 6 shows spectroscopy of a
pyogenic abscess.

Tuberculous infections lack such amino acids. Lipids and lactate may be seen.
Herpes simplex encephalitis causes significant reduction of NAA and a lactate
peak. With AIDS encephalitis, there is an irreversible loss of NAA (15).

Demyelinating Disease

In active lesions (those with enhancement), there is a mild elevation of
choline, and a lactate/lipid peak may be seen (16,17). A highly elevated, tower-
ing choline peak may be seen in some case of fulminant demyelination (5).
Because of similarities with brain tumors, MRS may not be able to differentiate
the two. Decreased NAA is a bad sign that (along with T1 black holes, and low
magnetization transfer ratio) may signal loss of neurons and poor prognosis.

Epilepsy

The role of spectroscopy in evaluation of patients with medically refractory
seizure is controversial. Currently, scalp electroencephalography and tailored MR
can be used effectively to localize lesions and help with lateralization. In a certain
percentage of patients, these strategies may fail or may provide discordant
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results. In these patients PET imaging, SPECT imaging, and MRS can be used
(18). Several studies have demonstrated a reduction in the choline-to-NAA ratio
in the temporal lobes responsible for seizure. Achten et al. (19) have found the
NAA/chol+Cr ratio to be even more helpful than PET in lateralization. Capiz-

Fig. 6. (A) MRS of a well-defined lesion with a thin rim of contrast enhancement and
surrounding edema. Spectroscopy was accomplished with TEs of 40 and 140 ms. (B)
Note reversal of the peak belonging to cytosolic amino acids (Aminoa) at 0.9 ppm when
TE is switched from 40 to 140 ms. This lesion was a nocardia brain abscess. Lac, lactate.
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zano et al. (20) report that in patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy, in the
ipsilateral hippocampus the absolute NAA was 18.5% lower compared with
that in the contralateral side. Asserting that metabolic changes can be found in
other parts of the temporal lobe and brain, these authors found that lateraliza-
tion could improve if whole temporal lobe data, rather than hippocampal data,
were employed (20). Also, a lactate peak may be seen in the immediate postic-
tal period in the responsible temporal lobe and in lesser amounts in the con-
tralateral temporal lobe. Whether these observations will lead to universal
employment of MRS in the evaluation of patients with refractory seizures
remains to be seen.
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Functional Brain Mapping Options 

for Minimally Invasive Neurosurgery

Alexandra J. Golby, MD and Kathleen A. McConnell, MD

INTRODUCTION

Minimally invasive intracranial neurosurgery depends on the ability to local-
ize accurately the operative target and its relationship to any neighboring elo-
quent areas. There are several methods of mapping cortical function, including
the intracarotid amytal injection test (IAT or Wada test), positron emission
tomography (PET), magnetoencephalography (MEG), direct electro-cortical sti-
mulation (ECS), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), and functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI). Some of these tests (PET, FMRI, and MEG) are
activation techniques, meaning they demonstrate brain activation, which occurs
when the subject performs a particular behavioral task. In contrast, the tests tra-
ditionally used for the determination of eloquent cortex (ECS, IAT) are essen-
tially deactivation techniques, meaning that a temporary brain lesion is created
pharmacologically or electrically and behavioral effects are measured. Deacti-
vation studies are well suited to the pre-resection evaluation of cortical function
because they mimic the effects of resection of the tissue; however, their use is
limited by their invasiveness. Transcranial magnetic stimulation is a promising
and relatively less invasive deactivation technique that can be performed
through an intact skull. 

Each brain mapping modality offers different strengths and weaknesses in
terms of spatial and temporal resolution, repeatability, and invasiveness. Many
of these techniques are relatively new and unexplored; however, they promise
to offer far more options in terms of functional mapping to neurosurgeons and
their patients. It is likely that the most accurate and useful information will
eventually be gained by combining techniques that are complementary. For
example, the excellent spatial resolution of fMRI can be integrated with the fine
temporal resolution obtained with MEG to get more information than with
either technique alone. Combining these techniques with frameless stereotactic
neuronavigation and coregistration of datasets will allow the integration of
data from different modalities. Not only will this provide useful complemen-
tary information but this effort will also allow the cross-validation of methods
that depend on different physiologic signals. 
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INACTIVATION METHODS

Intracarotid Amytal Testing 

The IAT was originally developed to determine language dominance in pre-
operative epilepsy patients who were candidates for temporal lobectomy (1).
The IAT remains the current gold standard technique for presurgical determi-
nation of language dominance, especially in patients who are suspected of
mixed or unusual language dominance. The IAT involves catheterization of the
internal carotid artery and injection of sodium amobarbital, which anesthetizes
those regions of the cerebral hemisphere supplied by the carotid artery while
the patient undergoes a battery of neuropsychological tests. After the appear-
ance of contralateral hemiparesis indicating hemispheric anesthetization, sev-
eral tests of language and memory function are rapidly administered. Failure in
a cognitive domain indicates that it is supported by the hemisphere that was
injected.

Although the IAT was developed as a test of language dominance, its use has
been extended to testing for memory competence of the medial temporal struc-
tures and in the preoperative determination of language dominance in patients
with pathological processes other than epilepsy. Patients who have an anom-
alous circle of Willis, which may result in contralateral injection and anesthesia
of the opposite hemisphere, may have inaccurate results from the test. The IAT is
also limited in its ability to make fine distinctions in neurocognitive abilities.
Both the time constraints imposed by the temporary nature of the induced cere-
bral anesthesia and the practical constraints imposed by having to test the patient
in an angiography suite limit the scope and sensitivity of neuropsychiatric test-
ing that can reasonably be accomplished. The IAT is able to predict lateralization
of memory and language functions but cannot localize these functions within the
hemisphere. Its use is restricted to determining language dominance patterns
and predicting and avoiding global amnesia in patients who cannot support
memory with the contralateral mesial temporal lobe (MTL) (2). However, the
validity of the Wada test in predicting postoperative memory deficits has been
questioned based both on anatomic grounds (in most people the MTL is perfused
by the posterior cerebral artery and not by the internal carotid artery) and on
clinical outcomes (3,4). This invasive procedure carries a 0.6–1% risk of stroke
related to the catheterization (5) as well as puncture site complications in 0.5–10%
(6). In addition, the test is quite stressful to patients owing to the temporary
hemiparesis and cognitive testing procedures required during the procedure. 

Electrocortical Stimulation 

Direct ECS testing remains the gold standard method for mapping brain
function in preparation for surgical resection. For simple motor mapping, intra-
operative cortical stimulation may be performed with the patient under general
anesthesia but without muscular paralysis. In this case, low-frequency stimula-
tion causes muscular contractions when they are delivered to the motor cortex.
The motor strip may also be localized using somatosensory evoked potentials
(SSEPs) and determining the region of phase reversal, although this method is
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not suited to detailed evaluation of motor function and somatotopy. To test lan-
guage functions, however, it is necessary that the patient remain awake and
able to perform certain tasks such as counting or naming. Meanwhile the sur-
geon stimulates the cortical surface, inducing a transient disruption in function
that mimics the effects of actual resection. This technique requires a wide cran-
iotomy, which exposes the tumor and adjacent eloquent cortical regions sus-
pected of being jeopardized by the resection. 

There are special anesthetic, surgical, and neuropsychological considerations
when one is performing intraoperative cortical mapping. Awake craniotomy
for language mapping is typically performed using a combination of local anes-
thetic field block and short-acting general agents to induce a rapidly reversible
hypnotic state. Once the  scalp, skull, and dura are opened and the cortical sur-
face exposed, the surgeon localizes the tumor either grossly or with the aid of
neuronavigation or ultrasound and marks the boundaries using sterile surface
markers. During the cortical stimulation testing, the patient is awake and asked
to perform simple tests such as counting or moving fingers to command while
the surgeon stimulates the cortical surface using bipolar stimulating electrodes
with a 5-mm tip separation. Stimulation parameters are typically set at 60-Hz
biphasic square wave pulses (1 ms/phase) with variable peak-to-peak current
amplitudes between 2 and 10 mA. The surgeon first maps the relevant somato-
sensory cortical regions by eliciting sensory or motor responses in the face and
hand. To map language areas, the surgeon asks the patient to count or name
objects and records those areas in which cortical stimulation induces speech
arrest or other error. In their study of 40 patients undergoing removal of
gliomas in the dominant temporal lobe, Haglund et al. (7) reported that for
patients without language deficits preoperatively, 87% had no deficits postop-
eratively using the above methods. Most surgeons feel that a reasonably safe
limit of resection is to allow a 1-cm margin around cortical areas that appear to
be functionally eloquent.

In spite of the excellent spatial and temporal resolution of this technique for
cortical mapping, the most obvious drawback is that it requires a craniotomy.
This technique, therefore, does not allow for presurgical planning, but is reserved
for intraoperative assessment and confirmation of results obtained from preop-
erative studies. ECS mapping also requires that the patient be able to cooperate
in performing these tasks during an awake craniotomy. Most children and some
adults are unable to tolerate being awake for such a procedure. Even cooperative
patients may have trouble maintaining task performance over the course of the
investigation. Awake craniotomy generally requires dedicated and specially
trained neuroanesthesia support and a sufficient caseload to provide training
and expertise and hence may not be available in many centers. Cortical stimula-
tion testing is also limited by  the difficulty of examining the sulcal depths,
which comprise as much as two-thirds of the cortical surface (8), the deep struc-
tures of the mesial temporal lobe, or the underlying white matter. For example,
it is not uncommon for patients who have undergone cortical mapping and
resection respecting the boundaries of the eloquent cortex to be left nevertheless
with neurological deficits secondary to damage to associated white matter tracts. 
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ECS can also be performed extraoperatively. This option is used primarily for
epilepsy surgery for the mapping of the seizure focus through the chronic
(~1 wk) implantation of intracranial electrodes. During this period, cortical
stimulation for the determination of eloquent cortex is usually also performed.
In order to pursue intracranial electrode placement, there must be sufficient
evidence to limit the possible sites of epileptogenesis. On the basis of the scalp
electroencephalogram (EEG) and other data, sites are selected for implantation
with either depth or subdural electrodes. Depth electrodes are implanted using
stereotactic guidance and are most commonly used to monitor the medial tem-
poral lobe structures. Subdural electrodes, arranged in grids and strips, may be
used to record from large areas of cortex including intrahemispheric or sub-
temporal locations. 

Each technique has its strengths and limitations in terms of risk, accessible
brain areas, and ease of placement, making individualized determination of the
appropriate method important (9). In both cases, the electrodes can be used to
stimulate as well as record, thereby allowing extraoperative functional map-
ping (10). When indicated, this technique has the advantage of allowing signif-
icant time and a sufficiently relaxed and cooperative patient to allow detailed
cognitive testing. However, this technique, like intraoperative ECS, can only
sample from limited regions and is therefore not suitable for certain investiga-
tions. Because of the necessity of an additional operative session and risks of
hemorrhage, infection, or cerebral edema in 1–2 % of patients, this technique
has limited indications. In addition, the need for intracranial recording has
declined as other less invasive preoperative studies have been developed and
validated that allow patients to proceed directly to resective surgery without
this step.

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 

TMS uses electromagnetic energy to stimulate cortical neurons through the
intact skull. Combined with a frameless stereotactic system, it has the potential
to map brain function in a manner similar to ECS but without the risk of cran-
iotomy. The TMS apparatus consists of a power supply that charges a large
bank of capacitors, which are then rapidly discharged through a circular or fig-
ure-eight coil; the charged coil produces a powerful and focal magnetic field
pulse on the order of 1–2 T. The TMS pulses are typically 200 μs in duration, and
the power is concentrated in a band around 5 kHz, well below the frequencies
at which body-related field attenuation occurs (11).Therefore, the electromag-
netic energy of the TMS pulse is able to pass unimpeded through the scalp and
skull to the cortical surface or to deeper structures. On the cellular level, mag-
netic stimulation by TMS functions very much like electrical stimulation with
ECS. The resting membrane potential of excitable cellular membranes is main-
tained at about –70 mV by the relative intra- and extracellular concentrations of
Na+, K+ and Cl– ions maintained by the Na–K pump and passive diffusion.
Moving a charge across this membrane, either directly with electrical stimula-
tion or indirectly by magnetic stimulation, creates a transmembrane potential.
If this potential reaches about –40 mV, it triggers an action potential in the tar-
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get neurons and causes motor or sensory responses if the TMS is targeted to
sensorimotor regions or speech arrest if the TMS is directed to language
regions.

The use of TMS for brain mapping is still in the very early stages of devel-
opment. In 1998, Krings et al. (12) examined the motor cortical representation
of 12 muscles of the trunk and upper and lower extremities of 18 healthy con-
trols using TMS combined with a frameless stereotactic system (FSS), allowing
the investigators to orient their stimulation sites to the central sulcus rather
than to less precise bony landmarks. They observed distinct but overlapping
areas of muscle representation for each of these 12 muscles. The also found that
the cortical maps changed with increasing stimulus intensity: more muscles
became excitable, motor-evoked potential (MEP) amplitude increased, size of
the responsive area increased, and latency of the MEP decreased. In 1999,
Boroojerdi et al. (13), again using the combination of TMS with FSS, investi-
gated whether the accepted anatomical landmarks on cross-sectional imaging
for the location of the intrinsic hand muscles (hand knob shaped like an omega)
correlated with the functional areas for hand as mapped by TMS. In all four
healthy controls, they observed that the centers of gravity for each MEP elicited
by transcranial electric stimuli fell within the anatomical area predicted by the
hand-knob gyral configuration and also fell within the area of fMRI activation
produced by voluntary hand clenching. 

TMS has also been shown to be useful for mapping in the preoperative set-
ting. Krings et al. (14) observed good correlation between the stereotactic TMS
motor maps of two patients with tumors near the central sulcus and the corre-
sponding intraoperative motor maps produced using ECS. More recently, the
same group has examined the efficacy of using TMS–FSS to map motor func-
tion in patients with mass lesions near the central sulcus as compared with
motor maps produced using fMRI (15). In their cohort of 10 patients they
observed that the peak parenchymal fMRI activation and the cortical area
where TMS elicited the maximum MEPs averaged within 0.6 cm of each other,
thus demonstrating that even in cases of diseased brain, TMS and fMRI, despite
having entirely different physiologic bases, yield concordant (although not
identical) results.

TMS may also become a useful method for the preoperative assessment of
cortical language organization, however, significant obstacles and outstanding
questions remain. Michelucci et al. (16) performed an early study using TMS to
determine language dominance in 14 patients with epilepsy. They obtained
results that were concordant with hand preference in only half of the patients,
concluding that TMS lacked sensitivity. At that time, it was also not uncommon
for TMS to cause significant undesirable side effects such as seizures or tran-
sient neurologic deficits. Epstein et al. (17) in a review of TMS studies for lan-
guage mapping, reported that TMS appeared to lead to speech arrest when
performed over the facial motor cortex rather than over Broca’s area. This sug-
gests that the mechanism behind TMS-induced speech arrest is not a true apha-
sia but rather a disruption of motor function. In a later study, they also found
that language lateralization by TMS did not replicate Wada test results and that
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right hemisphere or bilateral lateralization were unexpectedly prevalent in the
TMS results (18). In addition, there is currently an incomplete understanding of
the effects of TMS on cognitive cortical areas, as some stimulation paradigms
cause inhibition of function, whereas others appear to facilitate function (19).
Based on these findings, a clinical role for TMS language mapping is not yet
fully established. There is, however, ongoing interest in refining this technique.
For example, Knecht et al. (20) have demonstrated that language function dis-
ruption by unilateral TMS is less severe in individuals with more bilateral lan-
guage representation by functional imaging. These results suggest that a more
distributed cortical language representation may be protective in cases of brain
damage.

TMS is a promising modality for surgical planning because, like ECS, it mim-
ics the effect of resection but can be performed noninvasively and repeatedly.
The use of TMS as a tool for mapping brain function is still very much in its
infancy. Although the electromagnetic pulse generated by TMS is very focal, it
is still difficult to determine exactly where on the cortex the pulse is targeted,
although the continued development of the combination of TMS with frameless
stereotactic neuronavigation devices promises to ameliorate this difficulty
somewhat. As with fMRI, it also remains to be seen what effects medications,
aging, tumor infiltration, or other patient variables will have on an individual’s
response to TMS Finally, as is the case with many other brain mapping tech-
niques, TMS requires costly special equipment and dedicated personnel.

ACTIVATION METHODS

Magnetoencephalography

MEG is a noninvasive method of measuring brain activity by measuring the
magnetic fields that accompany neuronal activity. Neural activity can be
described as the generation and propagation of ion currents. The longitudinal
current flow generated by several thousands of neurons firing synchronously
can be detected at the scalp surface using a biomagnetometer. Unlike fMRI,
which measures brain function indirectly by imaging cerebral vascular
response to neuronal activity, MEG is based on electrical activity akin to EEG.
Like EEG, MEG has excellent temporal resolution on the order of 1 ms. Unlike
surface EEG, however, the MEG signal is not attenuated by the skull and scalp
and has an excellent spatial resolution of approx 2 mm (21).  MEG data are
gathered using a biomagnetometer made up of wire induction coils arranged in
an array covering the entire head. The magnetic fields produced by neural
activity induce electric currents in these coils and can be used to reconstruct an
image of the distribution of evoked neural electrical activity of brain function in
real time. Magnetic source imaging is the coregistration of MEG data to a struc-
tural image to facilitate the anatomic–functional correlations and to incorporate
this information into stereotactic neuronavigation systems (22).

MEG scanners require dedicated personnel as well as magnetic and radio-
frequency-shielded rooms similar to those for conventional MRI. MEG is
extremely vulnerable to environmental magnetic noise including the earth’s
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magnetic field and the magnetically noisy environment in hospitals. Currently,
MEG scanners are very expensive (>$2 million capital equipment costs) and
have limited availability. Their use at this time is mainly restricted to centers
pursuing research programs.

In neurosurgical practice MEG is used primarily in the presurgical evalua-
tion of epilepsy patients to localize epileptogenic foci as well as functional areas
that must be preserved during resection. For practical reasons, MEG scans are
limited to interictal observations, but several studies have reported good corre-
spondence between MEG recorded interictal spikes and seizure foci. Minassian
et al. (23) reported, in a series of 11 children with neocortical epilepsy, a strong
regional correspondence between the location of MEG-identified interictal
spikes and ictal activity confirmed by subdural grid electrode recordings. Whe-
less et al. (24) compared the accuracy of MEG for locating seizure activity with
MRI, scalp video EEG, and interictal and ictal subdural grid electrode record-
ing as determined by each method’s ability to predict the clinical success of sur-
gical resection. They found that MEG was second only to ictal grids and strips
in predicting a positive surgical outcome but made no direct comparison
between the anatomic location of seizure foci determined by each method (24).
Mamelak et al. (25) compared MEG interictal data to intracranial electrode
monitoring in 23 epilepsy patients. They found that MEG accurately localized
seizure foci to the correct lobe and was therefore useful in guiding the place-
ment of subdural electrodes, particularly in neocortical epilepsy (25).

MEG is also routinely used not only for identification of epileptogenic foci
but also for functional mapping of sensorimotor cortex (26). MEG functional
mapping of the auditory and visual cortex has also been performed. MEG task
design is similar to the blocked design of fMRI experiments in that a stimulus
is presented multiple times in alternating patterns of task and rest. The result-
ing evoked neuromagnetic signals are then averaged over several epochs to
separate the signal produced by a focal population of active neurons from
background activity.  Identification of the central sulcus is most frequently
achieved using passive sensory tasks such as electrical stimulation of the
median nerve or tactile or vibratory stimulation of the hand and lower lip or
tongue. Motor mapping is less common because MEG data acquisition requires
smooth, well-controlled hand movements such as flexion and extension of one
or more digits of the hand, which can be difficult for patients to perform. 

The neurosurgical use of MEG has more recently expanded to stereotactic
and image-guided surgery to aid in the safe resection of lesions threatening
eloquent cortex (27,28). Several studies report good correlation between prop-
erative MEG functional data and intraoperative maps of sensory- and motor-
evoked potentials and electrocortical mapping (29–33). Several groups have
merged functional MEG data with anatomic data in order to locate functional
cortex near and within cortical lesions including arteriovenous malformations,
gliomas, and brain metastases. Rezai et al. reported a technique of integrating
MEG functional mapping data for both motor and sensory tasks into a stereo-
tactic database for use intraoperatively as well as for preoperative planning.
Their system combined MEG data with computed tomography (CT) scans,
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MRIs, and digital angiography in an interactive stereotactic system and was
used in 10 patients undergoing surgical resection of lesions involving the sen-
sorimotor cortex. Similarly, McDonald et al. (34) report the successful combina-
tion of both fMRI and MEG data into a frameless stereotactic system that also
incorporates digital registration of cortical stimulation sites. These techniques
allow the simultaneous viewing of both structural and functional brain
anatomy and their spatial relationship to brain lesions, which may allow the
surgeon to resect more aggressively without violating functional cortical areas. 

Positron Emission Tomography 

PET was the primary functional imaging modality used in neuroscience
research prior to fMRI and was the basis for the development of in vivo map-
ping studies of human functional cognitive anatomy. Positron emission tomog-
raphy for functional mapping involves injecting a radioactive tracer, usually
150water, during the performance of both a behavioral task of interest and a con-
trol task. When brain areas are activated by a given task, there is a consequent
increase in local cerebral blood flow. By comparing tracer uptake during the
two conditions on a voxel-by-voxel basis, it is possible to make inferences about
which regions are activated by performance of the task. PET may also be used
to quantify resting or ictal metabolic activity; for these purposes a radioisotope
with a longer half-life such as 18-fluorodeoxy glucose (FDG) is used.

The physiologic basis and methodology of PET are analogous to those of
fMRI. In comparison with fMRI, however, PET has a relatively poor signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). That is, the signal of interest is only minimally distinguish-
able from background activity, or noise, generally requiring averaging of scans
across multiple subjects or sessions in order to make a statistically significant
observation about task-driven increases in metabolic activity for a given brain
region. This low SNR makes PET a poor method for the presurgical mapping of
an individual patient. Additionally, the spatial and temporal resolution of PET
is only moderate. PET also requires the injection of radioactive tracers, making
it an invasive procedure. This restricts the number and duration of PET scans
on the same subject in order to avoid excessive radiation exposure and makes
PET unsuitable in children and certain other populations. 

Certain limitations intrinsic to PET constrain its use as a method to map com-
plex task-related brain function. Since PET depends on the systemic distribution,
half-life, and metabolic binding of its radioligand to its target pathway, PET is
limited to examining those functions that can be sustained for several minutes,
giving it very poor temporal resolution. The spatial resolution of PET is also quite
limited owing to camera limitations and SNR-imposed limits on voxel size.
Despite these limitations, PET has been used, and continues to be used, in many
studies of brain function in both healthy subjects and patients. The extensive
experience with PET as an activation test of brain function has also aided in the
rapid development of fMRI as a technique owing to similarities in study design,
analysis, statistical methodology, and interpretation (see fMRI section next).

PET has been used successfully in many brain mapping studies including
investigation of somatosensory and motor function, vision, language (35), and
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memory and learning (36–38). Patient studies have investigated the effects of
various pathological conditions (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease [39–41]) as well as
changes that accompany recovery of function (42–44). PET has been used to
perform preoperative mapping of primary somatosensory motor cortex, lan-
guage areas, and visual cortex (45). However, because of the aforementioned
limitations, PET has generally been supplanted by fMRI in preoperative evalu-
ation of eloquent cortex. 

PET may also be used to examine metabolic abnormalities for the preopera-
tive determination of seizure onset localization using FDG PET to quantify glu-
cose metabolism (46,47). Interictally, regions of relative hypometabolism
correlate highly with areas of epileptogenic tissue. The high sensitivity of PET
is able to detect areas of hypometabolism that appear structurally normal on
MRI and that may even demonstrate no histopathological abnormalities after
resection. Ictal studies involve injecting the radioligand during a seizure, which
may demonstrate hypermetabolism (although single-photon emission tomog-
raphy [SPECT] is more commonly used in this setting owing to its relative sim-
plicity). In the presurgical evaluation of candidates for epilepsy surgery, FDG
PET data are combined with clinical information, scalp EEG, and structural
MRI (1) to detect the appropriate side for anterior temporal lobectomy, (2) to
select intracranial areas for microelectrode recording or grid placement if
extracranial EEG provides insufficient localizing evidence, and (3) to establish
the prognosis for seizure control following anterior temporal lobectomy (48,49).

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging

fMRI is an emerging noninvasive brain mapping technique. It has been used
extensively in cognitive science to study the brain basis of neurologic processes
and is becoming more integrated into clinical practice as methodological issues
are resolved and experience is accumulated across multiple centers. A major
difference between fMRI (or PET) studies and IAT, intraoperative ECS, and
TMS is that the former are tests of activation with certain tasks, whereas the lat-
ter are based on performance failure during brain inactivation. Inactivation
tests are the standard for presurgical planning because they mimic the effects of
surgical resection. Unfortunately, except for TMS, these techniques are highly
invasive. Also, inactivation tests are not as amenable to the study of normal
physiology or to task specificity as activation tests. Moreover, they do not allow
detailed information to be available prior to surgery. Other issues include the
inability to investigate the sulcal depths as well as underlying white matter
tracts. fMRI has the potential to provide useful information on all these fronts
non-invasively and preoperatively. Validation of the utility and accuracy of
fMRI activation tasks in surgical planning is a major goal of fMRI research
efforts. 

Technique

Functional MRI localizes neural activity by measuring its correlate, regional
cerebral blood flow. The most commonly used technique is blood oxygen level-
dependent (BOLD) contrast imaging. When brain regions are activated during
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the performance of any activity, a neurally mediated vasodilation of capillaries
and postcapillary venules occurs. This results in a relative increase in the ratio
of oxygenated to deoxygenated hemoglobin owing to blood flow oversupply
relative to increased neuronal utilization of oxygen (50). Because of the differ-
ent magnetic properties of deoxyhemoglobin (paramagnetic) and oxyhemoglo-
bin (diamagnetic), it is possible to measure these changes as alterations in the
BOLD signal intensity on T2*-weighted images (51,52). Pixels whose signal
intensity varies with the timing of stimulus presentation (with appropriate
hemodynamic delay) represent activation by the task (53,54). Statistical infer-
ences are made using correlation coefficients, statistical parametric mapping
(SPM), or other methods to find those areas whose activity varies with the task
paradigm. This information may then be overlaid on anatomic images forming
functional maps. fMRI has spatial and temporal resolution far in excess of Wada
or PET studies, particularly when using high field strengths (55). Moreover,
fMRI is noninvasive and readily repeatable, as opposed to cortical stimulation
testing. Patients can be studied sequentially, allowing the impact of surgery or
other intervention to be assessed.

An alternative fMRI technique, known as perfusion imaging, detects changes
in blood flow via a contrast (56) or spin-tagged bolus (57). Contrast-based tech-
niques are relatively quick to perform, but require the injection of contrast
material and are therefore not completely noninvasive. Spin-labeling tech-
niques have the advantage of providing absolute blood flow values, which are
being used for certain specific applications but are quite time consuming. Per-
fusion-based techniques have the advantages of being both highly specific and
less sensitive to motion artifact than BOLD. However, because of decreased sen-
sitivity compared with BOLD, their use is limited to mapping areas with very
strong intrinsic signal such as the motor cortex. Postprocessing for motion cor-
rection and statistics are similar to those of BOLD imaging. Perfusion imaging
is affected by tumor vascularity and enhancement caused by blood–brain bar-
rier breakdown. These effects are the basis for using these techniques to assess
tumor histology, but the use of perfusion techniques for functional mapping in
tumor patients may be confounded by these unknown effects (58).

Although many centers have all the necessary equipment to perform, ana-
lyze, and present fMRI studies, there are sufficiently complex issues of method-
ology to warrant caution, perspective, and rigorous quality control when
implementing a new clinical fMRI program. fMRI can be performed on stan-
dard 1.5-T (or less) clinical MRI scanners. Higher field strengths such as the 3-T
scanners currently being installed in some research and clinical facilities yield
higher SNRs, allowing shorter scan times, more investigations, or better spatial
resolution. The addition of faster gradients can allow faster acquisition times,
thereby increasing signal or providing finer temporal resolution. As mentioned
above, fMRI maps cortical function by measuring blood flow changes induced
by neuronal activation in response to specific tasks. Thus the design and pres-
entation of these task paradigms are vital to the success of the fMRI localization
for a given function. 
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Currently, fMRI analysis is highly labor intensive, requiring personnel spe-
cially trained to administer the functional test paradigms, acquire the fMRI
data, and perform data transfer and analysis. Functional MRI datasets are also
very large, typically occupying up to a gigabyte or more of memory per study,
so fMRI analysis also requires significant dedication of computer hardware and
memory space. Turnkey software is being developed, but currently most data
analysis is performed with a combination of freely available software (e.g., SPM
[59]), commercial packages, and programs developed in-house. Finally, the
interpretation of fMRI results requires an understanding of the fairly sophisti-
cated statistical analyses required to process the data in addition to an under-
standing of the fMRI acquisition protocol, behavioral paradigms, and the
patient’s clinical status.
ADVANTAGES

Functional MRI holds great promise for noninvasive mapping of the human
brain in vivo. Unlike PET, fMRI is both noninvasive and readily repeatable. This
can allow multiple investigations to map several brain functions fully, to inves-
tigate changes in brain activity under different conditions (e.g., medications) or
to study the recovery process. Compared with PET, fMRI has a significantly
higher SNR, allowing statistically powerful mapping of a single subject as
required of a presurgical evaluation (60). fMRI data can also be combined with
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) of white matter tracts in and around lesions,
allowing the visualization not only of the areas of cortical activation but also of
the white matter tracts functionally connecting them to other areas (see the
Diffusion Tensor Imaging section following for more information on DTI). In
the future, fMRI may allow nonoperative and minimally invasive approaches
to a variety of neurological problems by refining targeting of destructive lesions
(e.g., radiosurgery, focused ultrasound, or radiofrequency ablation) and stimu-
lation or neuromodulating procedures.

CHALLENGES

fMRI has its own limitations. As fMRI localizes neural activity by measuring
its correlate, regional cerebral blood flow, findings may be affected by the many
physiologic variables that influence cerebral perfusion or neurovascular cou-
pling. Many of these variables remain to be studied, such as the effects of med-
ications, changes occurring with normal aging, metabolic abnormalities, and
the effect of mass lesions. Such limitations have so far limited the acceptance of
fMRI in the clinical realm. Applying fMRI to neurosurgical problems also pres-
ents an opportunity to test directly the correlations between brain activity and
the fMRI signal. Therefore, efforts to validate fMRI against the gold standard of
intraoperative ECS are extremely important. 

Surprisingly complex issues arise when one is performing, interpreting, and
applying fMRI studies in a clinical setting (61). The complexity and resultant
questions increase as one progresses from mapping relatively straightforward
motor areas to less well understood cognitive areas. Outstanding questions and
challenges include the following: 
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1. Interpretation of activations. There may be multiple areas outside the conventionally
designated eloquent cortex that respond to a particular behavioral paradigm. It is
unclear how to differentiate areas that participate in a task from areas that are required
for the performance of this task. For example, whereas the cingulate gyrus has shown
activation in a wide variety of cognitive paradigms including language production
(62), resection of this structure does not result in a corresponding deficit. How to
interpret this type of activation from a surgical planning standpoint may be unclear.

2. Validity. The precision of the spatial localization obtained by fMRI is still being
studied and is probably affected by many patient variables. There are growing
numbers of reports comparing fMRI and cortical mapping. However, these studies
frequently define activations as much as 10 mm apart as “overlapping,” even
though this is a significant distance when one is trying to determine the limits of
surgical resection. Krings et al. (63) sought to validate fMRI by comparing motor
hand maps produced using four functional mapping techniques: PET, TMS, ECS,
and fMRI. The fMRI maps strongly correlated with the maps produced by these
other techniques; ECS-derived and fMRI maps fell within 1 cm of each other in 31
of 49 subjects and were neighboring (<2 cm) in 14 of 49. In the remaining patients,
fMRI maps were uninterpretable because of low SNR or motion artifact (63). Sev-
eral studies have examined the potential alterations in the somatotopic arrange-
ment of the motor homunculus patients with tumors impinging on this area. fMRI
reliably predicted cortical areas for hand and foot activation determined at the time
of surgery by ECS from 82 to 92% of the time (64,65).

3. Reliability. Whether results obtained from fMRI studies are reproducible and reli-
able has significant implications for both its scientific and clinical applications.
Whereas there is good evidence that on a group level activations associated with a
given cognitive task are stable across institutions (66) and sessions (67), significant
questions remain regarding the intrasubject reliability of given activations (68,69).
A study of intersession differences concluded that a single fMRI study session pro-
vides only a snapshot in time of brain activation (68). As more data are acquired
across several sessions, the certainty of activation of particular voxels increases.
Another study indicated it may require approximately five sessions to achieve good
statistical certainty (70).

4. Statistical thresholding. Functional maps derived from fMRI studies represent statis-
tical probabilities that voxels are activated by a given task. This means, among
other interpretation caveats, that the extent of activation will vary according to the
statistical threshold is used. The significance threshold that corresponds in extent to
the functional cortex found at operation by cortical mapping is dependent on the
individual and cannot be predicted (71). When one is planning surgical resections
immediately adjacent to eloquent cortex, the issue of how far to carry the resection
depends critically on the extent of active cortex (Fig. 1; see Color Plate 1 following
p. 112). 

5. Influence of lesion type. Another important issue that merits further investigation is
the effect of different types of lesions on the function maps generated by fMRI. It is
reasonable to suppose that the functionality of adjacent brain will be different in
infiltrative vs displacing lesions. Schreiber et al. (72) examined the alterations in
fMRI maps for hand function in glial and nonglial space-occupying lesions. Motor
cortex activation ipsilateral to nonglial lesions increased by 14%, in contrast to a
36% decrease with infiltrating gliomas. Their observations support the conclusion
that gliomatous infiltration significantly alters cerebral hemodynamics and/or cor-
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tical function, whereas nonglial lesions tend to displace but not destroy cortical
neurons (72). Krings et al. (73) compared alterations in fMRI activation among
tumor patients with varying degrees of hand weakness. They observed significant
decreases in activation proportional to the severity of hand paresis but increases in
the secondary motor areas remote from the tumor. They concluded that tumor tis-
sue can interfere with cerebral hemodynamics and/or neural activity (73).

6. Selection of task paradigm. The choice and execution of a task paradigm as well as its
associated “rest” condition will greatly affect the resultant activations. For simple
motor mapping, true rest is probably an appropriate baseline task, but when
exploring cognitive processes the choice of an appropriate baseline task becomes
much more complex. In an auditory listening task to map language, for example, a
resting baseline would result in more activation in areas such as the auditory cor-
tex, which are outside of primary language areas. In comparison, the use of a high-
level baseline listening task such as listening to nonlinguistic stimuli would result
in less activations in areas participating in nonlanguage auditory processing.
Another critically important determinant of success in any fMRI study of patients
is that they be asked to perform tasks that they are capable of performing (74). E.g.,
if a patient has a hemiparesis that interferes with his or her ability to perform a fin-
ger-tapping task, then any results from the study may be invalid.

Behavioral Protocols

The BOLD signal change associated with task activation averages 2%
increase from background activation or noise. Therefore, to produce statistically
significant observations, one must typically acquire and compare several sets of
images ranging from 100 to more than 300 scans of the region of interest. For
preoperative mapping and patient studies, the most common task paradigms

Fig. 1. Statistical maps of fMRI activation during a motor task in a patient with a low-
grade lesion (yellow outline) involving the precentral area demonstrate the effect of
varying the statistical threshold. As the threshold is made more stringent, the number
of pixels exceeding the threshold diminishes, and the activation shown appears to
shrink away from the tumor margin. (Courtesy of Drs. Lawrence Panych and Seung-
Schik Yoo, Brigham and Women’s Hospital Department of Radiology. See Color Plate 1
following p. 112.)
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use a block design in which activation tasks alternate with rest periods. This
series is repeated through several cycles for an acquisition time of 3–10 min. A
functional run may be repeated to increase SNR, or other functions may be
investigated during typical fMRI scanning protocols, which last up to an hour.
Block designs are generally used because they have excellent SNR, are easy for
patients who may have cognitive or motor abnormalities to understand and to
perform, and are fairly unaffected by changes in the hemodynamic response to
neural activation (75). In addition, these types of studies are fairly straightfor-
ward to analyze, in contrast to some of the complex single-trial techniques gain-
ing acceptance in cognitive science research.

These parameters limit the types of tasks that can be used for fMRI analysis
to simple tasks that are discrete and repeatable. Most subjects are unable to tol-
erate sustaining the task/rest paradigm for extended periods, so fMRI scanning
sessions tend to be limited to studying only one or two discrete functions.
Because fMRI is highly sensitive to motion artifact that can irreparably corrupt
data acquisition, tasks must be limited to activity that does not produce signif-
icant head movement. Most simple motor tasks below the shoulders do not
interfere with BOLD acquisition (but see ref. 76, which suggests that there is
measurable head movement with motor tasks and that it may be worse in
patient populations). Any tasks associated with movements of the face and
tongue can produce corrupting movement and artifact. This restriction on
movement limits the usefulness of fMRI for speech testing to subvocal language
generation, which does not allow for monitoring of patient performance and
also may not engage all the cortical areas involved in overt speech production.
It also complicates the comparison of fMRI studies with ECS for the purposes
of validating fMRI in language studies, as ECS mapping necessarily uses
speech performance and speech arrest as end points. However, several groups
are developing techniques that overcome the difficulties associated with the use
of overt speech generation (77,78).

Current Applications

Motor and Somatosensory: A few studies in small numbers of patients have
demonstrated good concordance between fMRI localization of primary motor
and somatosensory cortices and cortical stimulation (63,79–85). Krings et al. (63)
compared motor activation maps produced by various functional imaging tech-
niques (fMRI, PET, TMS, and ECS) in an effort to describe the relative accuracy of
each method. They found that out of 50 patients, only 1 had fMRI-localized areas
of activation, which contradicted the areas of activation demonstrated using
these other techniques. In a separate study, the same group described difficulties
with fMRI functional mapping encountered during this group’s extensive expe-
rience (194 patients over 3 yr) with patient mapping (86). They report that fMRI
mapping identified the motor regions in 85% of all investigated paradigms and
only 11% failed to show fMRI activation. They further report that motion artifact
was the most common reason for fMRI failure and that motor tasks involving the
proximal limbs were more likely to produce such artifact than were tasks involv-
ing distal muscles. Interestingly, they also found that motion artifact correlated
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with the degree of paresis, implying that those patients who are most severely
affected neurologically might be more difficult to map successfully.

Pujol et al. (87) report similar observations: they found selective and repro-
ducible fMRI patterns of activation in 82% of 42 patients with space-occupying
lesions. Of the 22 patients who proceeded to surgery, a 100% correspondence
was found between the fMRI areas of activation and those identified by ECS.
They failed to identify the central sulcus in 18% of these cases owing to damage
to the primary sensorimotor region caused by the patients’ lesions; this was cor-
related with the severity of hand paresis.

Atlas et al. (82) examined areas of activation surrounding gliomatous lesions
compared with the contralateral side in such a way as to be able to demonstrate
alterations in fMRI patterns of activation produced by tumor infiltration. They
found displacement and decreased volumes of activation compared with the
unaffected hemisphere. In an attempt to develop and validate improved meth-
ods of fMRI mapping in patients whose activation maps might be altered by
brain pathology, Hirsch et al. (84) developed and tested an integrated battery of
fMRI tasks in 63 healthy control subjects and 125 tumor patients. Sensitivity, as
defined by the ability of specific tasks to activate the target regions, was 100%
for motor cortex in control subjects. However, for patients harboring tumors,
these figures were somewhat lower. As would be expected, both patients and
controls demonstrated higher sensitivity in those cortical areas that are highly
localized such as sensorimotor areas. Further work is needed to validate fMRI
against the gold standard of cortical mapping in the more complex area of the
supplementary motor cortex and to determine whether fMRI may provide
additional information not available from cortical stimulation.
VISION

Functional MRI has been used extensively in neuroscience studies to map
primary and secondary visual areas. Primary visual areas can be robustly acti-
vated by photic stimulation (88), flashing checkerboard patterns, or other sim-
ple or complex visual stimuli. Preoperative mapping, although not commonly
employed in this area, can provide a clear map of the retinotopic architecture of
the striate cortex. Perhaps even more useful will be the development of DTI
localization of the optic radiations in the temporal and parietal lobes.
LANGUAGE

The ability to define language areas accurately preoperatively is an impor-
tant determinant of surgery for various pathological processes in both the
frontal and temporal lobes. fMRI has been used both to lateralize (89–96) and to
localize (82,84,97–101) eloquent language areas in the brain, to compare these
techniques with the IAT, and to awake intraoperative cortical mapping. 

Lateralization studies thus far have found excellent, although not constant,
agreement between the two modalities (Fig. 2; see Color Plate 2 following p. 112).
The most complex and difficult to interpret cases are those in which there is
incomplete dominance with bilateral representation. To date, there is no consen-
sus on which types of language paradigms (e.g., silent word generation, semantic
tasks, reading, auditory comprehension) and analysis methods (e.g., lateralization
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indices for the whole hemisphere vs for just Broca’s area, maximum correlation
values vs number of active voxels or extent) are most valid, reliable, and practical. 

The few existing studies of language localization demonstrate that these para-
digms are less robust than motor mapping (84) and also that the most valid results
will probably be obtained with methods that combine several complementary
behavioral paradigms (101). These studies include only small numbers of patients
who have undergone both fMRI and intraoperative language mapping and, like
the lateralization studies, demonstrate very good, but not exact, agreement with
intraoperative findings. Before fMRI can replace awake craniotomy, larger patient
series will have to be performed, standardized techniques developed, and sys-
tematic study of the effect of patient variables undertaken. Nevertheless,
presently, fMRI of language areas can serve as an adjunct to intraoperative map-
ping, allowing informed surgical decisions and directed cortical mapping.

Fig. 2. Validation of fMRI as a clinical tool for assessing language lateralization and
localization. Seven patients, previously Wada tested to assess hemispheric language
dominance, were scanned in an fMRI experiment while they performed alternating
semantic and nonsemantic tasks. fMRI lateralization was consistent with the Wada test
results in all patients. The figure illustrates one coronal section for each patient, with the
left side of the brain depicted on the right side of the section. Voxels depicted in the
red–yellow color scale represent regions of the brain in which the semantic task pro-
duced statistically significantly greater activation than did the nonsemantic task. (From
Desmond et al. [1995], ref. 91,  by permission of Oxford University Press. See Color Plate
2 following p. 112.)
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MEMORY

The study of memory processes with fMRI has proved quite challenging,
even in healthy subjects. One reason for this difficulty is that memory-encoding
systems are believed to be almost continually engaged in encoding new events
into memory, thereby making the isolation of these processes with comparison
to an appropriate baseline task difficult. In addition, memory is not a unified
process but rather a series of processes including encoding, storage, and
retrieval, each of which are necessary for normal memory performance. Failure
in any one of these domains will result in a clinical deficit on memory testing.

Despite these obstacles, the determination of memory lateralization and local-
ization is an important clinical goal. Indeed, because of the relative difficulty of
testing memory processes from both a behavioral and anatomic standpoint, the
development of preoperative and noninvasive methods is particularly impor-
tant. Moreover, memory changes, particularly of verbal memory, in patients
undergoing dominant temporal lobectomy, remain one of the most perplexing
and difficult to avoid postoperative neuropsychiatric complications (102).

To date, there have only been a few studies comparing fMRI with the IAT in
the assessment of memory lateralization in patients with MTL epilepsy. Using
a scene-encoding task, Detre et al. (103) found that activation asymmetries in
the MTL concurred with IAT-determined memory competence in all cases,
including two cases in which memory was paradoxically located ipsilateral to
the seizure focus. In another study, Bellgowan et al. (104) reported that MTL
activation during a verbal encoding task can differentiate between patients
with left (L) MTLE and right (R) MTLE. They found that RMTLE patients had
LMTL activation during verbal encoding but that LMTLE patients did not.
However, these findings were on the group level only and do not allow infer-
ences to be made on an individual subject basis. Moreover, interpretation of a
lack of activation, rather than an altered pattern of activation, can be problem-
atic as there can be many technical reasons for not finding activations. 

Golby et al. (105) studied the lateralization of encoding of different types of
stimuli by fMRI compared with the IAT. Using a novelty encoding paradigm that
investigated memory for stimuli varying in their capacity to be verbalized (faces,
scenes, designs, and words), fMRI and IAT lateralization were concordant in eight
of nine MTLE patients. They also demonstrated the reorganization on a group
level of material-specific memory to the contralateral temporal lobe: patients with
LMTLE activated the right MTL during verbal encoding (Fig. 3; see Color Plate 3
following p. 112), whereas healthy control subjects and patients with RMTLE nor-
mally activated the left MTL during verbal encoding. In the future, these types of
studies may allow the quantification of surgical risk to memory and the potential
tailoring of medial temporal resection. fMRI may also be useful in predicting post-
operative seizure outcome. Killgore et al. (106) have found that when combined,
fMRI and IAT provided complementary data that resulted in improved prediction
of postoperative seizure control compared with either procedure alone. 

Further studies using this and other paradigms will be necessary to determine
whether the amount of functional reorganization can be quantified and whether
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this is predictive of postoperative outcome. Moreover, these studies appear to be
particularly challenging to administer, analyze, and interpret and will require
significant modification before they can become part of a routine preoperative
evaluation. For example, as part of a protocol attempting to use fMRI compre-
hensively to test several neurologic functions, Deblaere et al. (78) were able to
demonstrate anterior hippocampal activation in only four of nine subjects.

Diffusion Tensor Imaging 

Injury to the white matter tracts connecting the motor, somatosensory, visual,
and language cortices causes significant neurological deficits similar to injuries
involving the corresponding cortex. To achieve the goal of maximal safe resec-
tion while preserving neurologic function, knowledge of white matter tract
location and the relationship to a lesion is as important as defining the lesion’s
relationship with eloquent cortical areas. However, conventional structural
MRI does not provide information on the location of white matter tracts and
their relationship to the lesion. 

The trajectory and location of white matter tracts can be detected by means of
anisotropic DTI. This imaging method is based on measuring the diffusion of
water protons in the cerebral white matter. The cerebral white matter consists of
a network of tightly packed fiber tracts with different orientations. Owing to the
cell membranes and myelin sheaths, water proton diffusion is facilitated paral-
lel to the fibers and restricted perpendicular to them. It follows that by imaging
water proton diffusion, one can obtain an image of these structures depicting
both their orientation and possible alteration by pathologic processes (107). The-
oretically, three types of lesion/fiber tract interactions may occur: fiber tract dis-
placement, fiber tract infiltration, and fiber tract destruction. In our experience
with DTI, all three scenarios have been encountered, isolated or in combination
(Fig. 4; see Color Plate 4 following p. 112). Each of these is likely to be associated

Fig. 3. Patients with left and right mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) were
studied with fMRI during encoding of various stimuli. The figure presents statistical
maps of group-level activation during word encoding for the two groups. Patients
with right MTLE activate the left hippocampal region during language encoding,
similar to healthy control subjects (not shown). Patients with left-sided MTLE, how-
ever, have activation in the right hippocampal region during word encoding consis-
tent with reorganization of material-specific verbal encoding processes to the
contralateral MTL. (See Color Plate 3 following p. 112.)
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with different consequences if fiber tracts are disrupted during surgery. Recent
work has demonstrated the ability to trace the corticospinal tract and its relation
to the brain tumor (108). By combining DTI with fMRI it is possible to demon-
strate both a particular functional area and its connections to other areas.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Techniques such as fMRI and TMS, which do not require craniotomy, will be
essential for the further development of less invasive techniques for treating
neurosurgical disease. For instance, in order to perform endovascular, radio-
surgical, or focused ultrasound procedures safely in the vicinity of eloquent
cortex, an accurate preprocedure map is necessary. Therefore, the development
of diagnostic brain mapping techniques should proceed in parallel to the
development of new therapeutic techniques. Certainly, we can anticipate that
the combination of more refined understanding of individual functional
anatomy and less invasive techniques will open up entirely new avenues of
neurosurgical treatment. One intriguing possibility is the use of imaging tech-
niques to target the site of functional neurosurgical procedures. For example,
the ongoing investigations into the neural basis of chronic pain may allow the
further refinement of neurosurgical procedures for the treatment of pain.
Already, fMRI has been used noninvasively to refine the target for epidural pri-
mor motor stimulation in the treatment of pain (109).

Fig. 4. Diffusion tensor imaging of white matter tracts in a patient with a low-grade
glioma demonstrates disruption of white matter tracts in the supplementary motor
area by the tumor (arrowheads). Left panel shows a 2D representation displaying ten-
sors. Right panel presents a 3D rendering showing tumor in green, functional activa-
tion in yellow and tractography of the corticospinal tract in red. (Courtesy of Dr.
Ian-Florin Talos, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Department of Radiology. See Color
Plate 4 following p. 112.)
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CONCLUSIONS

There has been a tremendous recent increase in the options and techniques
available for functional brain mapping. It is important that any clinicians who
rely on the results of functional imaging studies be aware of the strengths and
weakness of the various modalities. An important consideration is the funda-
mental differences between studies based on the disruption of neural activity
(inactivation studies) and those that demonstrate brain activation related to a
particular behavior (activation studies). Further considerations include the res-
olution (both spatial and temporal), reliability, validity, invasiveness, and
repeatability of each method. There are now an unprecedented variety of
choices in functional mapping modalities that can be used to augment, and in
some cases replace, more conventional invasive procedures. Combining com-
plementary modalities will minimize each method’s weaknesses while maxi-
mizing the amount and quality of useful information available to the
neurosurgeon. The continued development and refinement of functional brain
mapping will provide the road map to allow the application of new minimally
invasive therapeutic techniques.
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Color Plate 1, Fig. 1, Chapter 4. Statistical maps of fMRI activation demonstrate effect of
varying the threshold. (See full caption on p. 99 and discussion on  p. 98.)

Color Plate 2, Fig. 2, Chapter 4. Validation of fMRI as a clinical tool for assessing lan-
guage lateralization and localization. (See full caption on p. 102 and discussion on pp. 101–
102. By permission of Oxford University Press.)



Color Plate 3, Fig. 3, Chapter 4. fMRI studies of patients with left and right MTLE  encod-
ing various stimuli. (See full caption on p. 104 and discussion on p. 103.)

Color Plate 4, Fig. 4, Chapter 4. Diffusion tensor imaging of white matter tracts in low-grade
glioma. (See full caption on p.105 and discussion on p. 104. Courtesy of Dr. Ian-Florin Talos.)

Color Plate 5, Fig. 5, Chap-
ter 5. Computer model showing
magnetoencephalography. (See
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Chapter  15. MRI series of
fenestration of large supra-
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Color Plate 7, Fig. 5, Chapter 20. Comparison of perfusion-CT and conventional studies
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5
Image Guidance in Minimally 

Invasive Neurosurgery

Richard D. Bucholz, MD, FACS and Lee McDurmont, BS

INTRODUCTION

Surgeons deal with an unavoidable conflict on a daily basis. As physicians,
they are bound by the Hippocratic oath to first avoid doing any harm to their
patients. However, the very act of surgery implies an exposure of the internal
anatomy of the patient and cannot be performed without inflicting harm to tis-
sues superficial to the surgical target. To justify inflicting such harm, a surgeon
must balance damage done by the possible good done for the patient and pro-
ceed only if the benefit exceeds the damage done. In effect, a surgeon can
remain true to the oath if the patient experiences no net harm after the proce-
dure has been performed. Viewed in this fashion, the external tissues are not
only a barrier to exposure but also present the rate-limiting step for many inter-
ventions, as the harm done to these tissues during exposure may rule out the
marginal benefit of many procedures.

In order to increase the number of conditions justifiably treated by surgery, it
is to be expected that surgeons actively pursue methods to minimize harm. The
development of anesthesia, for example, was a pivotal development, in that 
the pain and suffering of an awake procedure limited surgery to only the most
dire and life-threatening situations; even in those extreme situations, surgery
had to be of the most basic sort, as finesse and refinement would only come at
an unacceptable cost of prolonging the agony for the patient. The advent of
anesthesia was therefore a powerful enabling technology that vastly increased
the utilization of surgery in the treatment of disease throughout the body. More
recently, the technology of endoscopy has greatly increased the number of pro-
cedures performed by diverse surgical specialists, as the diminished invasive-
ness of endoscopic procedures justifies surgery in medically fragile patients, or
in patients in which the benefit may be questionable, and therefore the pro-
longed recuperation of a traditional, open procedure is not justified. Many knee
arthroscopies are performed, for example, in patients who would never con-
sider undergoing the risk of open knee surgery.

To further the cause of noninvasiveness, one must understand why surgery,
by nature, requires invasiveness. Surgery differs from medical interventions in
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that the pathology is exposed to allow direct intervention or alteration, as
opposed to indirect intervention through the use of medication. In order to
reach the pathology, the surgeon must recognize, and become oriented to, the
patient’s anatomy en route to the target structure, so as not to veer off course
and cause collateral damage to surrounding tissue. Once at the target pathol-
ogy, to allow definitive treatment, a specific amount of exposure is needed to
treat the lesion. Surgical invasiveness is therefore the result of two needs: ori-
entation with respect to normal anatomy and sufficient exposure of abnormal
anatomy so as to ensure definitive treatment. For the purposes of this chapter,
the first need will be called visualization and the second therapeutic access.

It is easy to see how image-guided surgery, which employs high-resolution
images of a patient’s anatomy to navigate the course of a procedure, would
prove helpful in decreasing the invasiveness required to obtain visualization
during the course of a procedure. Less obvious, but perhaps even more power-
ful, is the ability of image guidance to permit a therapeutic intervention with
minimal invasiveness using a technology that requires less access. To examine
how image-guided surgery enhances the cause of minimal invasiveness, it is
useful to review the history of the field and reach an understanding of the
forces that helped develop instrumentation to its current state.

Somewhat surprisingly, image guidance has its beginnings in the field of
stereotaxis, which actually initially increased the invasiveness of surgery through
the use of stereotactic frames. These devices, bolted to the head prior to imaging,
allowed the use of preoperative images for navigation by registering the images
to the surgical field, a process discussed in more detail in the Registration sec-
tion next. Frames developed specifically for cranial applications with current
imaging modalities include the Brown-Roberts-Wells (BRW) system, for use
with computed tomography (CT) (1) (Fig. 1), and the Leksell frame as adapted
for use with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (2). Such frames were painful
when applied to the patient, prolonged the interventional procedure by cou-
pling surgery to the act of imaging, and could hardly be considered as anything
but invasive. Widespread use of image guidance did not occur until alternative
means for registering images to surgery became easily available. These tech-
niques, which can be gathered together under the concept of registration, are a
major source of error in image guidance and are key issues when one is consid-
ering the overall desirability of image guidance for a particular patient.

This chapter reviews how image guidance can allow minimally invasive
techniques to proliferate and also addresses modern methods that reduce the
invasiveness of image guidance itself. As the role of image guidance is still
evolving, the organization of this chapter reflects current developments that
employ this technique in the three surgical necessities that require invasiveness:
registration, visualization, and therapeutic access.

REGISTRATION

The process of registration consists of the establishment of a rigid relation-
ship between two coordinate systems: that by which the images were obtained
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and that superimposed on the surgical field. Once images have become regis-
tered to the patient, the surgeon can translate from any point on the patient to
the same point on the images, and vice versa, using a transformation matrix
dictated by the registration process. This process, easily allowed by computers,
permits the surgeon to plan a procedure on the preoperative images and super-
impose the plan onto the patient’s anatomy. In this fashion, registration can be
viewed as a Rosetta Stone that allows translation between the 3D space of the
images (a virtual space) and the anatomical structure of the patient (a real space). 

By its very nature, image guidance requires registration in order to render the
images of the patient’s anatomy useful to the surgeon. Registration can be per-
formed by a number of different methods, and, as with all factors relating to
surgery, there is a tradeoff between accuracy and ease of use. Easier methods
are, as a rule, less accurate; highly accurate methods are more difficult to
employ and are generally more invasive for the patient. Furthermore, registra-
tion methods can require significant computational ability and therefore were
not feasible prior to the introduction of computers into the operating room. As
even the most computationally complex registration algorithms are easily per-
formed by standard computers available today, computational demands will
not be taken into consideration in the following discussion. This requirement
for computer power for registration did, however, limit image guidance in its
early history to devices that required little in the way of computer power. These
simpler and more traditional methods are familiar to many neurosurgeons,
who often regard them as being inherently more accurate. However, it is impor-

Fig. 1. Computer registration of the rods of a BRW frame visualized in CT imaging.
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tant to realize that traditional methods are not necessarily more accurate
because they are less complex. Computationally demanding registration tech-
niques, even those not immediately comprehensible by the surgeon, may actu-
ally afford greater accuracy compared with traditional techniques. The intense
use of computation power does not imply that a process is inherently less accu-
rate, and accuracy can only be determined by a rigorous study of accuracy in
side-by-side comparisons of two registration techniques.

The most direct registration method involves the use of intraoperative imag-
ing. By taking an image in the operating room, with a surgical instrument or
implant in place, one can immediately check suitability of position without
resorting to any computational method or registration technique; the image lit-
erally speaks for itself. Employed in this way, intraoperative imaging has been
used to reduce the invasiveness of many procedures, including the use of fluo-
roscopy during transsphenoidal pituitary surgery (3), placement of intracranial
electrodes (4), breast needle biopsies (5), and minimally invasive spine surgery
(6). The vast majority of experience with intraoperative imaging involves fluo-
roscopy, given its ready availability and ease of use. A major limitation of intra-
operative fluoroscopy is its inherently 2D nature (the same limitation also being
applicable to ultrasound) and the tissue contrast of the images obtained. Even
though a rough appreciation of location in three dimensions can be obtained by
taking a matching pair of images obtained approximately orthogonal to one
other, precise 3D localization is not possible with standard fluoroscopy. Fur-
thermore, fluoroscopy is in general useless for determining location relative to
soft tissue targets, as the soft tissue contrast of this imaging modality is very
limited. As a result, there has been considerable interest in using inherently 3D
imaging techniques intraoperatively.

A few centers have used intraoperative CT but have found this technique to
be useful only for localization of radiologically detectable structures such as
bone or implants, as the ability of CT to detect soft tissue is almost as impaired
as that associated with fluoroscopy (7). This has motivated a significant research
effort into the use of intraoperative MRI, using modified scanners that allow
access to the patient, scanners that allow the patient to be moved into the scan-
ner, or miniature scanners that can be placed about the head of the patient. This
considerable variation in approach, with some centers using high-field magnets
(8) and other centers using magnets with far weaker field strengths, specifically
designed for use in the operative situation (9), indicates that no consensus has
been reached as to the most useful intraoperative MRI device (see Chapter 6). 

Regardless of the technology used, it should be noted that imaging does not
occur simultaneously with surgery. Instead, a preliminary set of scans is
obtained for guidance, and then surgery is performed, followed by a second
course of imaging, which is analyzed to decide what further surgery should be
performed. The serial nature of this process interrupts the normal flow of sur-
gery to accommodate imaging, which increases the overall duration of surgery
and thus has the unintended effect of increasing the invasiveness (in terms of
anesthesia time) of the procedure. In addition, as the position of the instrumen-
tation needs to be related to the images taken in the operating room, some form
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of tracking mechanism is mandatory. The technique of tracking is usually iden-
tical to the means employed by image guidance systems used for navigation
with preoperative images. As long as the use of these navigational systems is
required, there is no reason that preoperative images could not be employed as
well, especially if they convey information not easily obtained in the operating
room, such as functional localization. Furthermore, the quality of intraoperative
imaging, particularly with the lower strength magnets, is almost invariably
inferior to images obtained with purely diagnostic machines. Therefore, most
systems provide some means of relating the intraoperative images to the pre-
operative diagnostic studies to allow enhanced interpretation. As has been
experienced with fluoroscopy, the quality of imaging used for therapy does not
have to match the quality of images used for diagnosis.

Alternatively, if only preoperative images are to be used, some form of reg-
istration is needed. When stereotactic surgery was first employed, computa-
tional capabilities were limited, and registration was obtained by making the
coordinate systems of the images and the operating room identical (10). This
was accomplished by attaching a frame to the patient’s anatomy, which estab-
lished the plane of origin of the preoperative images. A localizer was attached
to this frame that produced marks in the images obtained and established the
coordinate system of the frame within the images. The technique became more
extensively employed when 3D imaging techniques, such as CT, became avail-
able. As early tomographic devices had inaccuracies in their stepping proce-
dures between subsequent scans, the localizers employed were modified with
the addition of redundant image markers, called fiducials, that allowed the
precise orientation of each scan in relation to each of the other images and the
frame itself (11). The redundancy of this marking system, added to the rigid
nature of the attachment of the frame to the head, led to a reasonably accurate
registration technique that had the additional benefit of holding the patient
stable during both imaging and surgery. This rigidity makes these systems
preferable even today when one is dealing with uncooperative or confused
patients. However, the need to have the frame and localizer in position during
imaging made the routine use of stereotaxis very difficult, and few surgeons
availed themselves of the accuracy of these systems.

In the late 1980s two developments allowed the use of less invasive registra-
tion methods for image guidance. First, CT scanners were improved in their
ability to step accurately in the z-dimension between scans. Second, computa-
tional capabilities sufficiently inexpensive to be used routinely in the operating
room became available to translate instantaneously between two coordinate
systems arranged at random angles and displacements with respect to each
other. By introducing at least three points in the images, which have to be
clearly seen on the imaging modality employed, point fiducials can be
employed to replace the redundant fiducials of framed systems. If these points
are then touched in the operating room with a device that could precisely deter-
mine position in 3D space (a device called a 3D digitizer), the second set of coor-
dinates can be paired with the position of the same fiducials on the images to
produce a translational matrix. Increasing the number and spacing of point
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fiducials generally results in improved accuracy. Important assumptions inher-
ent in such a process are that the fiducials would approximate as close as pos-
sible a point in 3D space and that the relative position of the fiducials with
respect to the underlying anatomy does not vary between the process of imag-
ing and the end of the surgical procedure. 

This technique allows the easy dissemination of stereotactic technique to
almost all intracranial procedures. A major concern remains the technique of
attaching the fiducials to the patient. As many procedures do not require 
high accuracy, a common technique is to use self-adhesive fiducials applied to
the scalp. Given the mobility of the scalp, the need for a rigid relationship
between the fiducials to each other and the underlying anatomy during imag-
ing and registration is only partially satisfied. This error can be reduced by
using a multiplicity of fiducials and a process that selects those fiducials that
seem to have maintained a rigid relationship between one another. However,
for maximal accuracy of registration, the need for a fixed relationship between
registration and imaging can only be achieved with fiducials attached to the
skull. It has been demonstrated that use of such fiducials matches, if not
exceeds, the accuracy of frame-based registration (12). Given this demonstrated
accuracy, it is surprising that frames are still used for applications, such as func-
tional neurosurgery, that are perceived as requiring the utmost in accuracy. It is
to be anticipated that all applications will eventually use point-based registra-
tion methods, given the ease with which these techniques can be used and the
decrease in discomfort experienced by the patient. Clearly, the act of incising
the scalp and screwing a fiducial into the skull simply to achieve registration
cannot be perceived as adding to the concept of minimal invasiveness; when
using point-based fiducial registration, an important tradeoff between accuracy
and minimal invasiveness must be considered by the surgeon.

A final method exists that is highly accurate and completely noninvasive. If
two X-ray sources, oriented at approximately right angles to each other, are
employed to take an image of an anatomical structure at the junction of their
beams using either radiographic film or radiosensitive digital devices, the two
resultant 2D images can be employed to determine the exact position and ori-
entation of the anatomical structure in space. To perform registration, a high-
resolution CT scan of the anatomical part is required. By using a projection
algorithm, multiple “virtual radiographs” of the CT dataset can be produced,
emulating various angles of source and detector location around the anatomic
part. By comparing this library of “virtual radiographs” with the actual radi-
ographs taken in the procedure suite, the exact location of the head relative to
the source and detectors can be determined. This registration technique is used
for the CyberKnife, discussed in the Therapeutic Intrevention section; as it is
totally noninvasive, it can be repeated as necessary with no risk to the patient.
This capability allows for fractionated stereotactic radiosurgery and is highly
accurate (13), but has not as yet been employed in the operating room.

Registration has therefore gone through a cyclical process. It was initially
avoided entirely by using intraoperative 2D imaging and then enhanced using
3D preoperative images that were employed through the use of an invasive, but
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accurate, stereotactic frame. Use of scalp-based markers eliminated the use of
the frame in all procedures except those needing the highest accuracy; skull-
based markers will eventually eliminate the use of the frame in all procedures
owing to their high accuracy, but at the expense of some invasiveness in terms
of pain in placing these markers. Finally, a method now exists to use 2D intra-
operative radiographs to register high-resolution 3D preoperative images in a
completely noninvasive technique. Technology has therefore addressed the
issue of maximizing registration accuracy while essentially eliminating regis-
tration invasiveness.

VISUALIZATION

Just as surgery balances harm and good to achieve a therapeutic response, a
procedure must balance the exposure of normal and abnormal tissue. Exposure
of normal tissue is, for the most part, needed only to orient the surgeon and
avoid damage to critical structures near the surgical target. In traditional cran-
iotomy, for example, exposure of specific cortical structures is routinely
employed to allow the surgeon to estimate where the target lesion is located
underneath the cortical surface. Other examples are seen in gallbladder surgery,
in which it is needed to visualize the hepatic artery and to avoid damage to
these critical structures, as well as during intracranial aneurysm surgery, in
which visualization of perforators is required to avoid incorporating them into
the clip that occludes the aneurysm.

Employed in an ideal fashion, image guidance should completely obviate the
need to expose tissue to orient the surgeon, as orientation would occur entirely
through imaging. In reality, even with the best imaging technologies available,
exposure of structures smaller than the resolution of the imaging employed is
still required to avoid inadvertent collateral damage to tissue surrounding the
pathology being targeted by the procedure. For example, it is impossible to
visualize the striate arteries with a diameter of 0.5 mm using CT scans of 1 mm
thickness. Therefore, visualization of small (<1 mm) structures is still required.
It must be appreciated that exposure of normal tissue for visualization comes at
a cost in terms of risk, and therefore, invasiveness, to the patient. The simple
exposure of normal brain tissue, for example, may allow the tissue to desiccate,
with subsequent damage. Also, exposure of normal tissue for orientation usu-
ally requires larger incisions, which are associated with more postoperative
pain. Finally, exposure of normal tissue can allow inadvertent damage as
instrumentation is moved in and out of the surgical field. 

Image guidance is ideal for minimization of exposure of normal tissue,
owing to its ability to project the location of deep-seated structures to the sur-
face of the patient, allowing determination of the best path to the target with
minimal exposure of normal tissue. An example of such use is given in Fig. 2.
This MRI of a patient with a convexity meningioma was obtained with scalp-
based fiducials and contrast enhancement. Although resection of such a tumor
is straightforward, the addition of image guidance allows the use of a linear
incision directly over the lesion, creating a scalp flap of precisely the size and
shape necessary to resect the lesion. Furthermore, given the proximity of the
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tumor to the sagittal sinus, the surgeon can either choose not to expose the sinus
and position the skull flap as close as possible to the edge of this structure, or
choose to make the bone flap extend over the sinus and avoid placing burr
holes over the sinus, which could lead to significant blood loss. The dura can
then be opened precisely to expose only the junction of the tumor and the
underlying brain. In this way, essentially no normal cortex is exposed except
that directly beneath the tumor, which is exposed following resection. This
approach also minimizes the amount of dura resected with the tumor and lim-
its the need for a tissue graft to cover the postresection dura defect.

When dealing with intrinsic tumors of the brain, not only does minimum
exposure of normal tissue play a role, but minimization of risk to functional
brain tissue is also key. Image guidance can orient the path of surgery so that
the initial exposure is directly over the most superficial portion of the tumor.
Alternatively, when the shortest path to the tumor is through cortical tissue
with specific functional significance (previously termed “eloquent cortex”),
damage to which will result in an irreversible neurologic deficit, image guid-
ance can orient the course of surgery so that it is carried out along a path
designed to minimize, if not completely eliminate, exposure and retraction of
such critical tissue. Figure 3 shows an MRI of a large mesial temporal lobe
lesion in the dominant left temporal lobe. The approach to this lesion was

Fig. 2. Contrast-enhanced CT scan of a frontal parafalcian meningioma.
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through the anterior temporal lobe, sparing the dominant speech cortex on the
posterolateral aspect of the temporal lobe, and allowing for a complete resec-
tion with no postoperative neurological deficit (Fig. 4).

When one is using image guidance to avoid eloquent cortex (such as the cal-
carine cortex or the precentral motor cortex), it is important to realize that the
position of eloquent cortex in a specific patient may be significantly different
from its location in the normal population. By studying individuals with strokes,
as well as stimulation studies of patients undergoing craniotomy while awake, a
standardized map of the location of key functions within the brain has been pro-
duced, which can be presented in the form of an atlas with these functions super-
imposed on an “averaged” brain. Neurosurgeons rely on these atlases to avoid
such structures when planning surgical interventions. Sometimes when a surgi-
cal target is believed to be located within tissue located at a key functional area,
removal of the target may be felt to entail such a high risk of postoperative deficit
that intervention is considered to be ill advised. This concept has become embod-
ied by the lay public as the so-called inoperable brain tumor, although it should
be apparent that any brain tumor is removable and thus technically operable; the
true determinant of operability is the attendant risk to the patient, and a more
appropriate term would be “unacceptable risk.” Therefore, a key factor in decid-
ing the operability of a particular lesion is the relative location of eloquent cortex. 

Fig. 3. Gadolinium-enhanced MRI of a medial temporal lobe tumor.
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Although brain atlases are appropriate when contemplating surgery on indi-
viduals with anatomically normal brains, surgery is usually performed on
patients experiencing mass effect and anatomical distortion, owing to either
structural or congenital lesions. Given the distortion of brain anatomy in the
presence of mass lesions, by using functional imaging, a lesion that was previ-
ously considered to present too high a risk can become the target for a procedure
if eloquent cortex has been shifted out of harm’s way. Conversely, without func-
tional imaging, a surgeon may decide to intervene in an apparently straightfor-
ward case and cause a massive neurological deficit because eloquent cortex is
moved directly into the path of the surgical intervention. Therefore, when deal-
ing with lesions in and around eloquent cortex, it is essential to employ imag-
ing that allows the depiction of the function at risk, as opposed to basing surgery
on structural imaging only. The use of functional imaging to guide an operation
that was previously felt to be impossible using traditional techniques is an
example of surgery completely enabled by the use of appropriately selected
image guidance. (See Chapter 4 for functional imaging.)

There are several choices for imaging function as opposed to structure. One
of the most commonly used techniques is positron emission tomography (PET).
This technique detects metabolic activation of specific areas while the patient
being imaged performs a specific task. It has been used extensively as a research
tool to delineate normal functional anatomy for elaboration of an atlas of nor-

Fig. 4. Gadolinium-enhanced MRI of the patient in Fig. 3 taken postoperatively.
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mal human brain (14). Disadvantages of PET scanning are that is requires
radioactive tracers, which are costly to produce and short lived, and that the
detectors employed have a relatively low resolution, on the order of 2.5–3 mm.
Many centers have now established the use of functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), which employs a baseline study subtracted from an activated
signal while the patient performs specific tasks (15). Metabolic activation of cor-
tex causes a change in the MRI characteristics of tissue, and the subtracted
images demonstrate the location of these activated areas. fMRI is now being
employed by image-guided systems in many centers to depict eloquent cortex
in an attempt to modify surgical interventions around these areas. The resolu-
tion of fMRI is considerably better than that of PET, on the order of 2–2.5 mm.

A major limitation of both fMRI and PET is that both require metabolic
changes in the brain in order to detect functional localization. Thus these imag-
ing techniques actually depict epiphenomena of functional activity but do not
depict the signal generated by the function itself. Attempts to use electroen-
cephalography (EEG) to localize function have been frustrated by the high
resistance of the human skull, which makes it difficult to localize the origin of
specific electrical impulses caused by functional activity (16). This limitation is
not seen in magentoencephalography (MEG). Rather than using electrical
waves associated with specific functions, MEG uses a series of highly sensitive
magnetometers to determine the origin of magnetic activity that arises during
a functional event. MEG, therefore, offers the promise of precisely depicting the
location of functional cortex so that it can be avoided during the course of an
image-guided procedure. An example of such an intervention is given in Fig. 5
(see Color Plate 5 following p. 112). In this example, a 28-yr-old patient pre-
sented with a lesion felt by many to be inoperable, in that it was located in the
left posterior frontal lobe. Evaluation was performed with MEG, which demon-
strated that the motor and speech cortex were not involved with this lesion.
This was confirmed by placing a grid over the cortex and stimulating the cor-
tex postoperatively. When the MEG data were confirmed, the complete resec-
tion of a grade III oligodendroglioma was carried out using image guidance.
The patient is now 6 yr postop, with no evidence of recurrence. 

Another important aspect of MEG is that it can be used to depict the location
of abnormally functioning tissue, resection of which may benefit the patient. A
typical example of this capability is the localization of an epileptogenic focus
responsible for the generation of seizures intractable to medication. By accu-
rately depicting an abnormal focus, resection of the focus may lead to cure of
the seizure activity. As this tissue is usually structurally normal, but function-
ally abnormal, only by coupling MEG to an image guidance system can the sur-
geon be led to this focus accurately.

In conclusion, image guidance can be used not only to visualize the target of
a surgical intervention, be it a structural or functional abnormality, but also to
avoid critical tissue that must be preserved in order to avoid neurological
deficit. When used in this way, image guidance may actually allow surgery to
be performed safely on lesions that were hitherto felt to be inoperable owing to
perceived surgical risks based on assumptions as to the location of critical func-
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tional tissue. In any case, the use of image guidance, with appropriate choice 
of guiding imaging, enables the use of minimally invasive concepts to be
employed. In this way, image guidance can be seen as analogous to an endo-
scope or microscope as a powerful enabler of minimal invasiveness.

THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION

As defined above, the concept of therapeutic intervention is the “elbow
room” needed to achieve therapy. In the treatment of abdominal aortic
aneurysm, for example, conventional technique requires a large abdominal
opening to resect the lesion and placement of a graft. Using the image guidance
technique of angiography, coupled with the use of a novel technology consist-
ing of the intravascular stent, this conventional maximally invasive procedure
can be replaced by one performed through a small incision in the groin. There-
fore, the reduction in “elbow room” needed to effect a cure often involves
image guidance plus a new technology that requires accurate placement to be
effective. Image guidance has been used to alter conventional procedures and
to allow minimally invasive procedures that, in the absence of image guidance,
may not be possible, owing to the medical status of the patient, or the very
nature of the lesion. Such procedures, which are not possible with conventional
techniques, fall into two general categories: those that have as their target tissue

Fig. 5. Computer model showing a lesion in yellow and MEG dipole locations in purple.
(See Color Plate 5 following p. 112.)
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that cannot be visualized with conventional technique, such as deep brain stim-
ulation, and procedures using as an effector an agent that cannot be employed
within the usual confines of the operating room. A classic example of this latter
category is stereotactic radiosurgery (also discussed in Chapter 11).

Conventional neurosurgery in many instances was designed to address a
structural target that, in many cases, had to be removed. A classic example is
resection of an intracranial tumor. As these lesions can be seen by the naked eye
once exposed, conventional surgery was performed with direct visualization
and removal of the target. In the previous sections, examples of how this process
can be made less invasive have been given. However, neurosurgery has now
evolved to the point at which restoration of function, as opposed to removal of
a lesion, is the target of many procedures. An example of this effort is deep brain
stimulation for movement disorder. This technique, which has been found to
ameliorate the symptomatology associated with the central tremor of Parkin-
son’s disease, is now performed at many academic medical centers (17).

The technique falls under the concept of minimal invasiveness in that an elec-
trode is inserted into the brain and, through stimulation of tissue, functional
restoration can occur, as opposed to the sectioning of brain performed conven-
tionally. Guidance for such a procedure usually involves a high-resolution pre-
operative MRI dataset coregistered to a CT scan, which can be registered using
either framed or frameless techniques. The electrode is guided first by these
images and then by cellular recordings obtained in the operating room. On
obtaining a recording from the electrode consistent with the target tissue char-
acteristics, a final position of the electrode is determined. Such intraoperative
recordings do not usually fall within the general concept of imaging, and a
more appropriate term for the field would therefore be information-guided ther-
apy. Deep brain stimulation is, therefore, an example of a minimally invasive
technique that is entirely enabled through the appropriate use of information-
guided techniques.

An example of the use of an agent not currently employed in the operating
room is stereotactic radiosurgery. As first proposed by Leksell (18), this tech-
nology employs a stereotactic frame to register 3D images to a device consist-
ing of multiple cobalt sources, which are collimated and focused on a specific
point in 3D space. The patient’s head is held by the stereotactic frame and posi-
tioned so that the focused irradiation directly overlays the target selected
within the patient’s brain. By moving the patient through a prescribed set of
points, a highly convoluted and tightly focused dose of radiation can be deliv-
ered to the patient through a planning process called dosimetry. The result is
that a lethal dose of radiation can be given to the target with an extremely sharp
roll-off, thereby allowing destruction of tissue deep within the head that is not
particularly radiosensitive. Stereotactic radiosurgery therefore uses anatomy
and image guidance to achieve a therapeutic effect, as opposed to any innate
radiosensitivity of the target tissue itself.

Stereotactic radiosurgery has revolutionized neurosurgical practice for the
treatment of many benign lesions, which are completely resistant to conven-
tional radiation therapy. As these lesions have a sensitivity to radiation similar
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to that of surrounding brain tissue, conventional radiation therapy, which irra-
diates the entire organ, cannot achieve a cure without incurring significant col-
lateral damage. These lesions can now be effectively treated with a completely
minimally invasive technique. Classic examples of such a lesion are eighth cra-
nial nerve schwannomas (19). These lesions were formerly approachable only
through a rather involved surgical intervention, which often required retraction
and visualization of delicate neural structures. This has now been largely
replaced by a minimally invasive technique in which a stereotactic frame is
applied, the patient is imaged, a dose plan is calculated, and a lethal dose of
radiation given to the tumor. The results of stereotactic radiosurgery, especially
for the elderly population, are seemingly identical to those of surgical interven-
tion, and the complication rate is far less. Therefore, stereotactic radiosurgery is
a prime example of a minimally invasive technique made completely possible
through image guidance.

Just as framed stereotactic radiosurgery has revolutionized the performance
of neurosurgery, frameless stereotactic radiosurgery promises to bring the ben-
efits of highly focused radiation therapy to sites throughout the entire body.
The CyberKnife is a robotically mounted linear accelerator that can be posi-
tioned and oriented with a high degree of accuracy (13,20). By the use of multi-
ple positions of the linear accelerator, a highly conformal, tightly focused dose
of radiation can be delivered that is identical in nature to that produced by Lek-
sell’s Gamma Knife device. As the current registration process requires only
that the lesion be in proximity to a skeletal element so that it can be imaged with
the radiographic devices located within the CyberKnife suite, the CyberKnife
overcomes the limitation of the Gamma Knife unit in that it can be applied to
any bony structure throughout the entire body. An extremely exciting prospect
for the CyberKnife is the ability of the device to accommodate movement of tis-
sue during the delivery of radiation. New registration techniques are being
developed that should allow the CyberKnife to treat soft tissue lesions that
actively deform and to translate between pretreatment imaging and the thera-
peutic intervention. It can be foreseen that the CyberKnife will allow completely
minimally invasive techniques to be applied anywhere in the body, accommo-
dating the movement of tissue while subjecting the patient to minimal risk.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has shown the importance of image guidance in furthering the
application of minimally invasive techniques throughout the body. Registration
for image guidance has become significantly simplified and should no longer
present an obstacle, as with the use of stereotactic frames in the past. Visualiza-
tion of target tissues, as well as normal tissues to be avoided during the course
of surgery, has been made possible through advances in imaging technologies,
which are coupled to the operation. With the advent of functional imaging tech-
nologies, such as MEG, the promise that these technologies may be scaled to the
molecular level suggests potentially fascinating interventions based on molec-
ular abnormalities delivered by image-guided techniques on a microscopic
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scale. Finally, image guidance allows the use of novel therapeutic interventions,
such as deep brain stimulation and radiation therapy, permitting the com-
pletely noninvasive amelioration of symptomatology or destruction of tissue,
which would be impossible in the absence of image guidance.

In a very real way, the future of therapeutic intervention can only be achieved
with the infrastructure provided by information-guided therapy. It can be antic-
ipated that demands for minimization of risks and maximization of benefit will
be realized only through the innovative use of information-guided technology.
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Intraoperative Imaging Using the Siemens 

0.2- and 1.5-Tesla MR Systems 

Christopher Nimsky, MD and Rudolf Fahlbusch, MD

INTRODUCTION

Intraoperative imaging is an important tool in modern minimally invasive
neurosurgery. Intraoperative imaging, especially in combination with some
kind of neuronavigational device, correlating the virtual image data to the real
patient world in the operating room, serves as intraoperative quality control,
supporting the goal of maximum tumor resection with least morbidity.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), in comparison with computed tomogra-
phy (CT) and ultrasound, provides multiplanar imaging with a high soft tissue
resolution. It is generally accepted that MRI is the method of choice for the pre-
operative diagnostic evaluation of intracranial tumors and patients with
epilepsy. However, when the MR technology was introduced into clinical diag-
nostics, the closed-bore superconducting cylindrical design of MR scanners,
with relatively long imaging times and difficult patient access, prevented their
intraoperative application.

Therefore, intraoperative imaging evaluating the extent of a tumor resection
was introduced into neurosurgery by ultrasound imaging (1–3) and CT (4–9).
Their efficacy was investigated in the early 1980s (7,8). However, imaging qual-
ity and lesional resolution, especially in CT for soft tissue, were not quite satis-
factory. 

In the mid 1990s, widespread interest arose in intraoperative imaging in the
neurosurgical community, since the development of open configured MRI sys-
tems made it possible to adapt these systems to the operating room. Intraoper-
ative MRI in neurosurgery was first introduced by Black and Jolesz in 1995 at
the Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston with a dedicated MRI system for
intraoperative use (Signa SP, 0.5 T), which was developed in a collaboration
with the General Electric Corporation (10). Removing the central segment of a
cylindrical MR system has solved the problem of patient access. This so-called
“double doughnut” design allows patient access through the vertical gap of the
scanner. As an alternative approach, we adapted a diagnostic low-field MR
scanner (Magnetom Open, 0.2 T) for intraoperative use: it was originally
designed for diagnostic purposes only. This implementation was a cooperative
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effort of the Siemens Corporation with the Departments of Neurosurgery at the
Universities of Erlangen and Heidelberg (11,12) at the end of 1995. The scanner
has a biplanar magnet design using a resistive magnet. The C-shape design
with a horizontal gap allows a wide patient access.

Our primary concept was based on the installation of the MR scanner in a
twin operating room, in combination with pointer- and microscope-based neu-
ronavigation systems (Stealth, Medtronic and MKM, Zeiss). This setup allows
frameless stereotaxy based on anatomical data. Furthermore, it is also possible
to integrate functional data from magnetoencephalography (MEG) and func-
tional MRI (fMRI) for intraoperative identification of eloquent brain areas,
which is now known as “functional neuronavigation” (13–15).

Intraoperative image quality and sequence spectra of the various low-field
MR scanners cannot compete with the routine pre- or postoperative imaging
quality standards set by high-Tesla machines. This led to the development of a
new concept to adapt a standard high-field MR scanner to our operating envi-
ronment, while preserving the benefits of standard microsurgical equipment
and microscope-based neuronavigational guidance with integrated functional
data. The active magnetic shielding of modern high-field MR systems results in
a steep decrease in the magnetic field, so that the 5-G line is close to the scan-
ner, facilitating the intraoperative application of these high-field devices.

This chapter summarizes our concept and different setups for intraoperative
low- and high-field MRI and gives an overview of our clinical experience in
low-field intraoperative MRI, which is compared with our preliminary data
using the new high-field system.

LOW-FIELD INTRAOPERATIVE MRI

As demonstrated by other groups (10,11,16–20) the use of MR scanners in the
operating environment seems to be safe and reliable, as well as applicable to
neurosurgical procedures, even if these procedures have to be adapted to the
MR environment to a certain extent. Even intraoperative patient transport,
which was necessary in our first conceptual design combining intraoperative
imaging with microscope-based neuronavigation, did not cause any problems.
The development of new navigation microscopes, which can be used in the
fringe field of the MR scanner (21), allowed us to abandon the cumbersome and
time-consuming intraoperative patient transport. It is now possible to integrate
full microscope-based neuronavigational support with the concept of surgery
in the fringe field, which was first applied in transsphenoidal surgery (12,22)
and afterwards proposed for open cranial surgery (23).

There are two main designs for intraoperative MRI. In the first, the patient is
placed directly inside the scanner, using a system specially designed for intra-
operative use, like the Signa SP “double-doughnut” scanner (10,24), which
offers almost real-time imaging with the drawback of restricted patient access.
The 0.12-T PoleStar N-10 (Odin Technologies, Yokneam, Israel) has a similar
design: the disk-shaped magnets are placed below the operating table and
moved upward for scanning (25,26). In the second type, the standard diagnos-
tic scanners adapted to the operating environment require some kind of patient
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transport. The patient is operated on either in the fringe field of the scanner,
lying on the movable MR tray (21), or on a rotating operating table (27), or else
surgery is performed in a separate operating room, as in the twin operating
room setup, necessitating a longer intraoperative patient transport (11,12). Both
of these designs are implemented with the 0.3-T AIRIS II scanner (Hitachi Med-
ical Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) (28).

Presently we consider that intraoperative MRI is indicated for the surgical
treatment of gliomas (especially low grade), ventricular tumors, epilepsy (29),
and complicated larger suprasellar pituitary tumors (22). In addition, intraop-
erative MRI should be used to compensate for the effects of brain shift, if ongo-
ing neuronavigational guidance is needed in complicated cases with major
distortion of the surgical field (30–33). Further indications, not investigated by
our group, may be biopsy procedures with additional therapy control provided
by the scanner, e.g., temperature monitoring in cryoablation or laser abla-
tion (27).

Operating Room Setup

All procedures were performed under general anesthesia. The local ethical
committee approved the intraoperative MRI with intraoperative patient trans-
port, and all patients signed an informed consent. Timing of intraoperative MRI
was decided by the neurosurgeon. MRI was performed either when the neuro-
surgeon had the impression of complete tumor resection or, in case of incom-
plete tumor removal, when the neurosurgeon felt that no further tumor removal
was possible, e.g., because of an infiltration of eloquent brain areas.

Intraoperative MRI was performed using a 0.2-T Magnetom Open MR scan-
ner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), which was located in the
radiofrequency-shielded part of a twin operating theater (12,34). Two operating
sites were mainly used: either an adjacent conventional operating theater,
necessitating intraoperative patient transport, or the extended table of the MR
scanner at the 5-G line.

The concept of surgery in the fringe field of the scanner was first applied in
transsphenoidal surgery, because in these cases no navigation microscope was
needed, so that a conventional operating microscope could be used. The head
of the patient was placed directly on the movable table of the MR scanner at the
5-G line. A standard flexible coil was attached around the head. For safety rea-
sons, when working closer than 1.5 m from the magnet isocenter, MR-compati-
ble instruments, especially developed for this purpose, were used (35). Prior to
imaging, an MR-compatible speculum was inserted. For intraoperative scan-
ning the table was placed in the center of the magnet, and then data acquisition
was started. In the routine setup coronal and sagittal T1-weighted spin-echo
sequences were acquired (slice thickness 3 mm, TR 340 ms, TE 26 ms, band-
width 39 Hz, FOV 200 mm, matrix 192 × 256) . In selected cases, e.g., in cystic
adenomas, T2-weighted turbo spin-echo sequences were used in addition (slice
thickness 3 mm, TR 5700 ms, TE 117 ms, bandwidth 33 Hz, FOV 230 mm, matrix
224 × 256). For craniopharyngiomas, T1-weighted imaging was repeated after
contrast media was applied (gadolinium-DTPA 0.2 mL/kg body weight IV).
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For transcranial surgery of gliomas, other brain tumors, and drug-resistant
epilepsy, the head was fixed in a ceramic, MR-compatible head holder. Using the
MKM navigation microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), which was the
only navigation microscope available in 1996, surgery was performed in an adja-
cent operating room (twin operating room concept). The patient was placed on
an air-cushioned OR table, and the table was transported into the scanner dur-
ing surgery over a distance of 5 m (Fig. 1) (12,34). With the introduction of the
NC4 navigation microscope (Zeiss), which consists of only a few magnetic parts,
intraoperative patient transport could be abandoned, and all procedures could
be performed in the same position as for transsphenoidal surgery (Fig. 2) (21).
For imaging, an experimental separable coil was used. The lower, nonsterile part
was applied prior to surgery; the sterile upper part of the coil was placed onto
sterile adapters just before the head was moved into the center of the scanner.

For glioma surgery, axial inversion recovery (slice thickness 6 mm, TR 6000
ms, TE 48 ms, TI 300 ms, bandwidth 65 Hz, FOV 250 mm, matrix 182 × 256) and
dark fluid sequences (slice thickness 6 mm, TR 6000 ms, TE 93 ms, TI 1600 ms,
bandwidth 65 Hz, FOV 230 mm, matrix 210 × 256) were measured. Addition-
ally, volume data were obtained routinely using a T1-weighted 3D fast low-

Fig. 1. Twin operating room setup: the initial concept combining microscope-based
neuronavigation using the MKM microscope with intraoperative low-field imaging
(0.2-T Magnetom Open). (A) View from the RF-cabin to the MKM microscope, which is
placed in an adjacent operating room. (B) Opposite view. (C) Intraoperative patient
transport, the draped patient, laying on an air-cushioned OR table has just been moved
to the scanner. (D) Schematic drawing of the twin operating room setup.
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angle shot (FLASH) gradient-echo sequence (slice thickness 1.5 mm, TR 16.1
ms, TE 7 ms, bandwidth 98 Hz, FOV 250 mm, matrix 256 × 256). This sequence
was used for multiplanar reformatting to obtain standard projections, which
compensates for the fact that the head was fixed intraoperatively in variable
angles. This sequence was also the prerequisite for an intraoperative update of
neuronavigation. MR contrast agent (gadolinium-DTPA 0.2 mL/kg body
weight, IV.) was administered just prior to scanning only if the tumor showed
enhancement in the preoperative images. For resection control in cavernoma,
other brain tumors, and nonlesional cases of epilepsy surgery, a reduced scan-
ning protocol was used.

Each OR position allowed unlimited patient access and full use of standard
neurosurgical microinstrumentation. Either pointer-based neuronavigation
(Stealth, Medtronic, Broomfield, CO) or microscope-based neuronavigation
(MKM or NC4 navigation microscopes, Zeiss) were used. In addition to
anatomical neuronavigation, functional data from MEG or fMRI to identify elo-
quent brain areas were integrated. Functional data were measured with a
MAGNES II biomagnetometer (BTI, San Diego, CA) and a 1.5-T Magnetom
Symphony (Siemens Medical Solutions) (13–15,36–38).

Fig. 2. Surgery at the fringe field, the NC4 microscope is placed at the 5-G line, so no
long, time-consuming intraoperative patient transport is necessary. (A) Same view as in
Fig. 1A. (B) Microscope position near the scanner, a flat screen depicts the navigational
views with integrated functional data. (C) For scanning, the MR tray is moved into the
center of the scanner. (D) Schematic drawing.
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In case of a suspected tumor remnant, several MR-visible bone fiducials
(Howmedica-Leibinger, Freiburg, Germany) were placed around the cran-
iotomy opening prior to intraoperative scanning, allowing an intraoperative
registration of the 3D image data to update neuronavigation. The 3D image
data were then transferred to the navigation system via intranet, and the tumor
remnant was segmented manually with the software of the respective neuron-
avigation systems (e.g., STP 4.0, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Then the neu-
ronavigation system was reregistered with the intraoperative image data,
allowing compensation for the effects of brain shift (31,32).

In case of further tumor removal, repeated imaging was performed either
directly after removal of the tumor remnant or at the end of surgery, i.e., after
craniotomy closure. Contrast media was not applied repeatedly. 

Clinical Experience

Between March 1996 and July 2001, we performed intraoperative MRI in 330
patients. Histopathologic examination revealed pituitary adenoma in 61, cran-
iopharyngioma in 26, glioma in 106, cavernoma in 18, and other diagnoses in 54
patients (including chordoma, gangliocytoma, germinoma, lymphoma,
melanoma, meningioma, metastasis, neurocytoma, pinealoma, primitive neu-
roectodermal tumor, and subependymoma). For remaining 65 cases, either
resective or disconnective epilepsy surgery was carried out for nonlesional con-
ditions (n = 40), or procedures were performed in which intraoperative MRI
was used as an online control during catheter or electrode placements (n = 25).
Among the 330 procedures, there were 240 craniotomies, 59 transsphenoidal
approaches, and 31 burr hole procedures.

We did not observe any adverse effects of intraoperative imaging on the
postoperative course of the patients. Intraoperative patient transport (applied
in 166 patients) did not cause any harm. On average, a delay of some 10 min
occurred until imaging could start. The same time was necessary until surgery
could be continued after imaging, so that intraoperative patient transport was
felt to be time consuming and cumbersome. A further time delay occurred
when only an anesthesiology team without experience in intraoperative patient
transport was available, since all anesthesia lines had to be switched twice for
intraoperative imaging. In the patients who were operated on directly on the
MR table at the 5-G line (n = 164), scanning started on average after 20 s to 1
min. The overall complication rate with respect to wound infection (n = 3) and
rebleeding (n = 1) was a bit lower than the average in our department. 

Transsphenoidal Procedures

Among 59 patients who underwent transsphenoidal pituitary surgery (52
pituitary adenomas, 7 craniopharyngiomas), image evaluation was limited in
only 16, either because drilling artifacts from metal debris disturbed image
interpretation in the sella region, or because blood in the resection cavity mim-
icked tumor remnants. With increasing experience in image interpretation, as
well as repeated intraoperative scanning and the application of T2-weighted
sequences, further evaluation was possible in most of the patients. In 30
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patients a repeat inspection of the surgical field was performed. This led to fur-
ther tumor removal in 17 out of the total 59 patients. Among a subgroup (n =
44) of resectable pituitary macroadenomas with a distinct suprasellar extension,
the further resection of tumor increased the rate of complete removal from 45%
(21/44) to 75% (33/44). In the remaining patients, an extensive supra- and
parasellar tumor extension did not allow complete transsphenoidal removal,
necessitating surveillance, secondary transcranial surgery, or radiation therapy.
In only one patient was there a transient postoperative visual impairment,
caused by a secondary empty sella after complete tumor removal. In none of the
59 patients was endocrine function disturbed owing to the surgical interven-
tion (22).

In transsphenoidal pituitary surgery, intraoperative MRI provides a possibil-
ity for further tumor removal in the case of residual tumor, thus increasing the
rate of complete tumor removals significantly (39,40). Removal of the suprasel-
lar tumor portion could be evaluated reliably. However, low-field MRI did not
seem to be suitable for evaluation of the removal of intrasellar microadenomas.
Also, interpretation of the extent of removal of parasellar, i.e., intracavernous,
tumor parts was limited. Image artifacts caused by metal debris from drilling or
by blood accumulation in the resection cavity were further challenges. In case of
incomplete tumor removal intraoperative MRI allowed additional therapy plan-
ning at a much earlier state; usually further diagnostics have to be delayed for
2–3 mo after surgery, to obtain artifact-free postoperative images (22).

Glioma Surgery

For glioma surgery, intraoperative MRI showed remaining tumor in a high
percentage (63%). In 42% of these patients we continued tumor resection and
tried to remove as much tumor as possible; in more than 50%, neuronavigation
was updated by the intraoperative image data to localize the tumor remnants.
Further tumor removal increased the gross total removal rate, especially for
low-grade gliomas; however, in some patients, despite further tumor removal,
complete resection was not performed since some tumor remnants invaded elo-
quent brain areas, which were identified by functional neuronavigation.

Intraoperative MRI in glioma surgery (n = 106) revealed incomplete tumor
removal in 67 (63%); in one additional case intraoperative imaging did not
allow a clear distinction between artifacts and tumor remnants. In 34 patients,
i.e., 51% (34 of 67) of the patients with incomplete resection, the resection cav-
ity was inspected again. In 28 patients (42% of the patients with tumor rem-
nants, i.e., 26% of all glioma patients), the extent of resection could be expanded
based on the results of intraoperative MR scanning. This increased the rate of
gross total removal in World Health Organization (WHO) grade I tumors
(n = 15) from 87 to 100%. In grade II tumors (n = 37) further tumor removal was
performed in 19 patients. In 10 of them, complete tumor removal was finally
achieved. Thus, the gross total removal rate in the grade II tumors increased
from 27 to 54%. In the remaining nine patients, despite further tumor removal,
complete resection was not possible because small tumor remnants had infil-
trated eloquent brain areas. In the high-grade astrocytomas, the extent of resec-
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tion was enlarged in seven patients only. This resulted in an increased gross
total removal of 55% vs 41% in the grade III and 22% vs 19% in the grade IV
patients.

In eight of the low grade gliomas (WHO grade II), the resection could not be
extended primarily, because eloquent brain areas were infiltrated. In the major-
ity (82%: 32 out of 39) of the high-grade gliomas (grades III and IV), for which
intraoperative imaging had depicted incomplete removal, it was the policy
above all to avoid new neurological deficits.

Forty-five glioma patients had preoperative neurological deficits, which
resolved at least partially in 32 and worsened in only 2 patients. In the group of
patients without preoperative neurological deficits (n = 61), three developed a
postoperative neurological deterioration (two pareses, and one aphasia). In five
glioma patients (4.7%), a neurological postoperative deficit occurred; in only
two of them had functional neuronavigation been applied. 

We used functional neuronavigation if the tumor was located near eloquent
areas to preserve neurological function (14,15,36,37), as a limitation for total
resection. In  addition to anatomical data, functional data from MEG (n = 64) or
fMRI (n = 15), identifying either motor, sensory, or language-related cortex in 66
patients, were integrated into the neuronavigation, which allowed identifica-
tion and avoided damage to eloquent brain areas during surgery. The identifi-
cation of these cortical areas at the beginning of tumor removal was not affected
by brain shift, since the functional markers from MEG or fMRI were used to
identify the eloquent cortex just after dural opening. The application of func-
tional neuronavigation was associated with low postoperative morbidity. In
only two of the 66 patients (3%) in whom functional neuronavigation was
applied did a persistent neurological deterioration occur, which in both patients
fortunately improved in the further postoperative course. Anatomical and func-
tional neuronavigation were used as guidance to identify relevant structures.
Intraoperative MRI allowed a delineation of the extent of resection, so the com-
bination of both allowed a maximum possible resection with the least neuro-
logical deficits, while taking incomplete tumor removal into account, when
eloquent brain areas were infiltrated.

Besides the possibility of evaluating the completeness of a tumor resection,
intraoperative MRI not only allowed us to delineate and visualize the extent of
brain shift, which results in great inaccuracies of neuronavigation systems in an
ongoing operation, but also offered the possibility of compensating for the
effects of brain shift. This could be achieved reliably by an intraoperative
update of the neuronavigation system with the intraoperative 3D image data
(31–33). Of the 28 patients in whom resection was continued after intraopera-
tive imaging, an intraoperative update of neuronavigation was performed in 18
(64%; 17% of the total 106 gliomas). The update procedure was performed only
when it was difficult to localize the remaining tumor in the surgical field. In all
these cases the intraoperative update of neuronavigation was technically suc-
cessful. Image transfer, new segmentation, and rereferencing added another
15–20 min to the whole procedure. The registration error, calculated as the root
mean square error, was low (mean 0.85 mm, standard deviation 0.44 mm, max-
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imum error 2.3 mm), resulting in a reliable navigation with high accuracy that
quickly led to the suspicious areas (31,32). In three patients the histopathologi-
cal examination revealed no tumor in the tissue that was removed additionally
because of intraoperative imaging. Complete tumor removal was confirmed by
early scanning in all three of them.

One of the general limitations of glioma surgery is that by histological defi-
nition a 100% tumor removal is not possible. Furthermore, the extension of the
tumor into eloquent brain areas will also result in only partial removal. Accord-
ing to our experience with intraoperative MR evaluation of glioma removal, we
still doubt the long-term benefit of intraoperative MRI in surgery of high-grade
gliomas, although the first reports published on this topic claim a benefit even
in high-grade tumors (16,18,41). In the high-grade tumors, differentiation
among tumor remnants, surgically induced imaging changes, edema, and nor-
mal brain may be very difficult. Controversial reports on life expectancy in
high-grade gliomas emphasize that life expectancy depends more on low post-
operative deficits than on “macroscopic” total tumor removal (42). In the low-
grade gliomas (43), at a microscopic level complete resection also will not be
possible, but since survival of patients seems to be correlated with the extent of
tumor resection (44), we believe that surgery of these tumors will benefit more
from intraoperative imaging (45). It is still too early to determine the effects on
life expectancy in these patients, but it can be stated that more radical resections
are possible without increasing morbidity, especially when intraoperative
imaging is supported by the use of functional neuronavigation (14,15). Long-
term survival studies are still needed.

Other Procedures

Epilepsy surgery is another indication for intraoperative MRI; it has led to
reliable evaluation of the extent of resection or disconnection procedure. Not
only did it allow us to evaluate completeness of resection in the lesional cases
(e.g., glioma, cavernoma), but also in the nonlesional cases the exact extent of a
callosotomy (n = 6) or the size and shape of a tailored temporal lobe resection
(n = 34) in its neocortical and hippocampal extent could be documented (29).
Increased knowledge of structure–function relationships as partially defined by
intraoperative imaging may reduce adverse neuropsychological sequels of
epilepsy surgery in the future (29,46,47).

Besides the application of intraoperative MRI in epilepsy surgery, the extent
of tumor resection was also evaluated in transcranial pituitary tumor surgery
and in various other nongliomatous brain tumors. Furthermore, intraoperative
MR resection control of ventricular tumors (n = 8) in particular proved helpful.
In surgery of ventricular tumors, the cerebrospinal fluid CSF loss quickly
resulted in inaccurate neuronavigation. Intraoperative imaging, with the possi-
bility of an update of the neuronavigation system, allowed us to obtain a good
orientation in the surgical field and to evaluate the extent of the resection.
Catheter and electrode placements, as well as cyst punctures (craniopharyn-
giomas and other cysts), were reliably controlled by intraoperative MRI in all
cases (n = 31). We did not encounter problems in visualizing the catheters and
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electrodes. In only one case was an electrode not easily visualized. Intraopera-
tive X-ray showed that in this patient the depth electrode deviated considerably
from the preplanned path into the subdural space. 

HIGH-FIELD INTRAOPERATIVE MRI

Parallel to the investigation of intraoperative low-field MRI in several cen-
ters, two pioneering groups applied high-field scanners in the operating room
environment. The major concepts are similar to those of low-field MR. For high-
field scanning, a dedicated system for intraoperative use was designed, the ceil-
ing-mounted movable 1.5-T IMRIS scanner, in Calgary by Sutherland (48–50).
Hall and Truwit in Minneapolis adapted a standard 1.5-T Philips scanner to the
operating room (51–54).

High-field MR systems offer not only the possibility of shorter scanning
times and better image quality but also a broader spectrum of sequences, as
well as the application of further intraoperative MRI modalities. High-field sys-
tems provide MR angiography, diffusion- and perfusion-weighted imaging,
and functional and spectroscopic imaging (49–53,55).  Whether all these modal-
ities can be applied during surgery remains to be investigated. 

Since intraoperative image quality and sequence spectra of the low-field
scanners could not compete with the routine pre- or postoperative imaging
quality, being performed with high-Tesla machines, we decided to develop a
new concept to adapt a high-field MR scanner to our operating environment,
preserving the benefits of standard microsurgical equipment and microscope-
based neuronavigational guidance with integrated functional data. Active mag-
netic shielding of modern high-field MR systems results in a steep decrease in
the magnetic field, so that the 5-G line is close to the scanner, facilitating the
intraoperative application of these high-field MR scanners. Thus, our concept
of surgery in the fringe field (21,23) can also be applied for high-field scanners.
In close cooperation with the Siemens Corporation, we evolved this concept
further. A rotating MR-compatible operating table was adapted to a 1.5-T high-
field scanner. For surgery, the patient’s head is placed at the 5-G line; for scan-
ning, the table is rotated and the head is moved into the center of the scanner.
This allows microsurgery with fully integrated microscope-based neuronaviga-
tional support in combination with intraoperative high-field MRI. Between
August 2001 and March 2002, our intraoperative MR operating room was
reconstructed. The first patients were operated on at the end of April 2002.

Operating Room Setup

A 1.5-T Magnetom Sonata Maestro Class scanner (Siemens) is placed in a
radiofrequency (RF)-shielded operating theater (Fig. 3) equipped with a lami-
nar air-flow field ensuring optimal hygiene requirements. MR-compatible anes-
thesia monitoring (wireless 2.4-GHz monitoring by Invivo Research, Orlando,
FL) and respirator equipment (Servo 900 C, Siemens) are provided as well; all
standard gaseous support is available in the RF-shielded cabin. Glass fiber
adapters allow Ethernet connections to the intra- and internet at various points
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of the operating theatre. Electrical support is adjustable from outside so that in
case of artifacts during measurements, designated equipment can be shut off.

A rotating OR table (Trumpf, Saalfeld, Germany) is adapted to the 1.5-T scan-
ner serving as operating table and MR tray. It permits free adjustments of the
head position; elevation and side rotation are also possible. During surgery the
head is placed at the 5-G line, and the table is fixed at the 160° position; for
scanning, the table can be turned around and the patient placed in the center of
the scanner in less than 2 min (Fig. 4). The head can be fixed in an MR-com-
patible head holder, which is integrated into the standard head coil (Siemens)
(56). The NC4-Multivision microscope (Zeiss) is placed on the patient’s left side
in the fringe field. Extensive testing at the Siemens labs showed no artifacts
generated by the microscope during scanning, and navigation was not influ-
enced at the 5-G line by the magnetic field. For scanning, the microscope is
switched off. Neuronavigational guidance is provided by the VectorVisionSky
navigation system (BrainLab, Heimstetten, Germany). The camera tracking the
position of the microscope in space and the touch-screen to operate the navi-
gation system are ceiling mounted (Ondal, Hünfeld, Germany). Neuronaviga-
tional accuracy is not impeded by the fringe field. At the main operating
position, functional microscope-based neuronavigation with integrated data
from MEG or fMRI is available. 

An alternative operating position, with the patient placed in the scanner
during surgery, is possible. Stereotactic burr hole procedures using full MR-
compatible operating equipment can be performed, while intraoperative MRI
allows online monitoring of the stereotactic procedure. Two ceiling-mounted

Fig. 3. Operating room setup for intraoperative high-field MR imaging: a rotating
table, which is locked at the 160° position, allows surgery in the fringe field, where the
NC4 microscope is placed, and a ceiling-mounted neuronavigation system (VectorVi-
sion Sky) with a camera and touch screen is integrated into the RF cabin.
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17.4-inch flat screens (AS4431D, Iiyama, Nagano-shi, Japan) display the MR
console and the microscope video. A remote console is placed in the RF-
shielded operating theater, allowing operation of various PC hardware from
inside the operating room, e.g., for intraoperative functional measurements or
neuroelectrophysiological monitoring (57).

First Clinical Experiences

From the end of April 2002, more than 30 patients were investigated over 3 mo,
mostly glioma and pituitary tumor cases. The new design with the adapted rotat-
ing OR table prooved to be very convenient; intraoperative imaging could start
in less than 2 min after completion of surgery. Since all anesthesia lines go over
the pivoting axis of the table, no time-consuming rearrangement is necessary.
When the patient is placed inside the scanner, biopsy procedures can be moni-
tored online. 

In transsphenoidal surgery a standard large flex coil is taped around the
head, so surgery is not impeded. Figure 5 displays the OR setup in transsphe-
noidal surgery. A typical example for evaluation of pituitary adenoma surgery
is depicted in Fig. 6; complete adenoma removal was confirmed by intraopera-
tive high-field MRI. Figure 7 illustrates the high intraoperative image quality,
with clear delineation of the pituitary stalk and the optic chiasm.

In transcranial surgery, the patient could be placed supine and prone, so the
head could be fixed at various angles without major problems (Fig. 8). Refine-
ments of the combination of head coil and head fixation, which will allow more
flexibility, must be developed. Figure 9 depicts the intraoperative imaging of a
typical glioma case, with various sequences revealing complete tumor removal.

The imaging quality is clearly superior to that of the low-field system
(Fig. 10). In contrast to our low-field experience, the comparison between pre-
and intraoperative image quality does not show major differences. Besides
increased image quality with better image resolution and contrast, the high-
field system allows much shorter scanning times, e.g., in evaluation of pituitary

Fig. 4. (A–D) A rotating OR table, which allows elevation and side rotation, is
attached to the scanner (1.5-T Magnetom Sonata), and the table is turned from the oper-
ating position (A) to the scanning position (D), allowing scanning in less than 2 min
after surgery is stopped.
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adenoma removal T2-weighted half-Fourier single-shot turbo spin-echo
(HASTE) sequences give a reliable impression of the extent of removal after 5 s
(Fig. 6A and C). Shorter overall scanning times allow the measurement of more
detailed protocols in an acceptable time frame. In contrast to our former 0.2-T
system, the high-field system offers a wide range of different sequences, includ-
ing spectroscopy, echoplanar imaging, and diffusion-weighted imaging, which
additionally will all be integrated into the navigational setup.

The navigation system VectorVision Sky, which is ceiling mounted and inte-
grated into the RF cabin, was used without any problems. Intraoperative updat-
ing of the navigation data was easy, so the effects of brain shift could be
compensated for.

PERSPECTIVE

MRI was introduced in the neurosurgical operating room in the mid 1990s
(10–12). We now face the transition from its first experimental application to
routine use. The first reports on larger patient series have been published
now (16–18).

We have investigated low-field intraoperative MRI using a 0.2-T Magnetom
Open scanner for 51/2 yr in 330 patients. Without doubt it can be stated that
intraoperative MRI allows a reliable evaluation of the extent of tumor removal
in most cases. Advances in scanner design, e.g., active magnetic shielding,
allowed us to adapt a high-field system to the operating room environment.
Even though our experience in intraoperative high-field MRI is preliminary,
involving more than 30 patients, it can be stated that intraoperative high-field

Fig. 5. Intraoperative setup during transsphenoidal surgery. The neurosurgeon is
standing behind the patient’s head.
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imaging is clearly superior to low-field imaging. We expect that this excellent
intraoperative image quality will result in a higher validity of intraoperative
diagnostic evaluation of the extent of tumor resection. There is increasing con-
sensus that achieving gross total resection of brain tumors can make a big dif-
ference (58), so intraoperative imaging for quality control gains increasing
importance. Up to now, high-field intraoperative MRI seems to be the most
advanced possibility to give the neurosurgeon an intraoperative tool, for reliabe
evaluation of intraoperative actions permitting immediate modification, i.e.,
further resection of the tumor during the same operation.

Besides enhanced image quality compared with low-field intraoperative
systems, intraoperative high-field MRI offers further modalities, such as func-
tional imaging, angiography, spectroscopy, and diffusion-weighted imaging,

Fig. 6. A 57-yr-old male patient with a large intra- and suprasellar, hormonally inac-
tive pituitary adenoma. (A,B) Preoperative sagittal scans. (C,D) Intraoperative images,
depicting complete removal. (A,C) Images are available after 5 s, measured with a
HASTE sequence. (B,D) T1-weighted.
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all contributing to an advanced neuronavigational setup. All these modalities
have to be integrated into the navigational setup, providing not only func-
tional neuronavigation but also multimodality neuronavigation. Progress in
navigation technologies such as laser scanning (59) or automatic registration of

Fig. 7. Same patient as in Fig. 6. Intraoperative T2-weighted image, illustrating the high
image quality. The floor of the sella is covered with a wax plate to give a good contrast.

Fig. 8. In glioma surgery the head is fixed in an MR-compatible four-pin head holder
(black arrow in A), which is integrated into the standard head coil. (B) Sterile adapters
(white arrow) are placed on the lower part of the head coil before sterile draping. (C)
After tumor removal, the sterile upper part of the head coil is placed on the adapters,
and then imaging can start.
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intraoperative MR images, on which we are working, will improve registration
accuracy, leading to more reliable ongoing neuronavigational application accu-
racy, especially if the navigation data are updated during critical steps of the
overall procedure.

The application of MR spectroscopy to delineate normal brain vs patholog-
ical tissue (60–63) and to delineate the tumor border, its integration into the
navigational setup, and intraoperative spectroscopic measurements are impor-
tant projects, which will open new avenues in the treatment of brain tumors.
Furthermore, the integration of information on pathways, such as the pyrami-
dal tract, is an important and challenging task (64). Updated intraoperative
compensation for brain shift, not only concerning the standard anatomical
information, but also including pathways and functional data has to be estab-
lished (32,65). Mathematical models describing the brain shift phenomenon,
based mainly on finite element technology, will aid in this process (66,67).
Intraoperative high-field MRI may also have indications beyond resection con-
trol in tumor surgery, e.g., intraoperative MRI with MR angiography in com-
bination with perfusion imaging to monitor surgical effects in angioma and

Fig. 9. A 34-yr-old male patient with a right precentral WHO grade II astrocytoma.
(A–C) Preoperative axial images. (D–F) Corresponding intraoperative images. (A,D)
T1-weighted images. (B,E) T2-weighted images. (C,F) FLAIR images.
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aneurysm surgery opens a new field of immediate intraoperative therapy
control (55).

Even now, it seems obvious that the patient investigated by intraoperative MRI
is profiting from it. For a large group of patients, intraoperative imaging can
replace early postoperative controls; when a tumor is completely removed with
the aid of intraoperative imaging, the costs of repeated postoperative imaging
and a potential second operation are saved. Of course, the cost of intraoperative
MRI are high for a neurosurgical department; considering the beneficial effects,
they may not be high when seen from the perspective of the national economy.
Prospective cost–benefit studies for intraoperative MRI must be performed.

Today the intraoperative application of high-field MR with the integration of
all kinds of functional and anatomical data, including sophisticated brain
atlases, seems to be the major challenge for intraoperative imaging. Further-
more, robotic devices, assisting and improving the mechanical skills of the neu-
rosurgeon, will be integrated. In the future, major advances may be also new
developments in MR technology, such as extremely low-field MRI with mag-
netic field strengths of 10 mT. These techniques, relying on the so-called Over-
hauser effect (68), may result in the realization of small, nearly invisible MR
scanners, which will not impair surgical maneuvers. The advanced operating
room of the future will include continuous and immediate imaging with inte-
grated display of anatomy and function in a cartesian room, supporting the
neurosurgeon without interfering with the surgical workflow.
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Endovascular Treatment of Intracranial Aneurysms
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INTRODUCTION

Historical Perspectives

Endovascular treatment of intracranial aneurysms was first described in the
early 1970s in the pioneering paper of Serbinenko. He treated aneurysms with
detachable balloons that were positioned in the parent artery or in the
aneurysm lumen itself through a microcatheter (1,2). In 1991, Guglielmi et al.
(3,4) described the endovascular occlusion of intracranial aneurysms using elec-
trolytic detachable platinum coils (Target Therapeutics/Boston Scientific). The
Guglielmi detachable coils (GDCs) could be introduced through a micro-
catheter into the aneurysm lumen and detached from a stainless steel microwire
by an electrical current. In 1995 the device was approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and has become widely used in patients with ruptured
and unruptured intracranial aneurysms. The GDC technology has evolved ever
since, and as clinical experience with this technique has accumulated, it has
become the method of choice for the endovascular treatment of intracranial
aneurysms. Improved microcatheter and microwire designs have greatly facili-
tated intracranial intravascular navigation, allowing catheterization of distal
aneurysms. Until recently, endovascular treatment in the Unites States was
reserved for aneurysms not amenable to surgical clipping. In August 2003, the
FDA granted approval to market GDC for the treatment of all brain aneurysms.
Continuous technical advances and increasing clinical experience with endo-
vascular techniques as well as its minimal invasiveness have made endovascu-
lar treatment an attractive alternative, even in patients who could be treated by
conventional neurosurgical clipping. 

COMPARISON OF ENDOVASCULAR COILING 
WITH NEUROSURGICAL CLIPPING

Endovascular aneurysm treatment strategies are now challenging neurosur-
gical clipping as the standard approach to treatment of cerebral aneurysms. In
some institutions, GDC coiling is even considered the first-line treatment in
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these patients (5–7). It was estimated that in August 2002, 100,000 patients with
intracranial aneurysms had been treated with GDCs worldwide (8). Consider-
ing these large and increasing numbers, a comparison of the efficacy and risk of
morbidity and mortality of the two treatment strategies must be made. Com-
parisons between surgical and endovascular series should be made with cau-
tion because of the heterogeneity in study design, patients, and aneurysms (9).

A small randomized single-institution trial compared the outcomes of surgi-
cal clipping and endovascular treatment in 109 patients with ruptured intracra-
nial aneurysms. The basic characteristics of the patients in both treatment
groups were similar in terms of aneurysm location and size, severity of sub-
arachnoid bleeding, and clinical grade. Surgery- and coiling procedure-related
mortality was similar in both groups, and there was no difference in the short-
term clinical outcome. One-year clinical and neuropsychological outcomes
were comparable (10,11).

The International Subarachnoid Aneurysm Trial (ISAT) is a multicenter, ran-
domized clinical trial comparing a policy of neurosurgical clipping with a policy
of endovascular treatment with detachable platinum coils in patients with rup-
tured intracranial aneurysms considered suitable for either treatment (12). In all,
9278 patients were evaluated for eligibility, and finally clinical equipoise was
observed in 2143 patients who were enrolled in the study and randomly assigned
to endovascular treatment (n = 1073) or neurosurgical clipping (n = 1070). Almost
all (97.3%) lesions were located in the anterior circulation, 50.5% in the anterior
cerebral artery (ACA), 32.5% in the internal cerebral artery (ICA), and 14.1% in
the middle cerebral artery (MCA), with only 2.7% of lesions in the posterior cir-
culation. The great majority of the aneurysms were 10 mm or smaller in size. At
1 yr, 23.7% of patients allocated to endovascular treatment were dead or
dependent compared with 30.6% in the surgical group. The relative risk of
dependence or death was reduced by 22.6% in patients treated with endovas-
cular coiling, with an absolute risk reduction of 6.9%. Trial recruitment was
stopped by the steering committee after a planned interim analysis, but follow-
up will continue.

In a retrospective observational study, Johnston et al. (13) compared the risks
of endovascular and surgical treatment in 130 patients with unruptured cere-
bral aneurysms, who were considered candidates for either procedure on
blinded review, and overall anticipated procedure risk was rated as identical.
Surgery was found to be associated with greater rates of early and persistent
disability, more procedure-related major complications, and longer delays in
return of function. Length of stay was longer, and hospital charges were greater
for the surgical group. 

A permanent complication rate of 7% was shown on metaanalysis of 1383
patients with intracranial aneurysms, treated with endovascular GDC emboli-
zation (9).

In a recent review on surgery of unruptured aneurysms in 2460 patients, the
morbidity was 11% and mortality 3% (14). The International Study of Unrup-
tured Intracranial Aneurysms (ISUIA) showed an unexpectedly high rate of
neurological deficits, cognitive impairement, and mortality after surgical clip-
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ping of unruptured intracranial aneurysms (15). At 30 d after surgery, cognitive
impairements were evident in 5.5% of patients, neurologic disabilities in 3.6%,
and both in 6.1% in the subgroup of patients without previous surgery or sub-
arachnoid hemorrhage (SAH). Furthermore, the cognitive deficits failed to
improve during the next year.

The available studies indicate that the complications in the endovascular
series are lower than in the surgical series. This difference is accentuated by the
fact that aneurysm treatment by endovascular methods is usually reserved for
sicker patients with more difficult aneurysms (16). The lower procedural mor-
tality and morbidity rates of endovascular aneurysm treatment, compared with
those of surgical clipping, have to be weighed against a higher rate of incom-
plete aneurysm obliteration and aneurysm recurrence following aneurysm coil-
ing. Several studies attest to the protective effect of coiling in the acute phase of
SAH . On metaanalysis, a rerupture rate of 0.9% per yr is estimated after coil
embolization of ruptured aneurysms in various locations in an average follow-
up of up to 1.8 yr (17). Vinuela et al. (18) reported a 6-mo rebleeding rate of 2.2%
in 403 patients with acute SAH treated with GDCs. Rerupture after surgical
clipping does also occur (11,12,19,20).

In the ISAT study, the long-term risks of further bleeding from the treated
aneurysm were low with either therapy, although somewhat more frequent
with endovascular coiling. Within 1 yr, 2.4% of endovascular cases (26/1048)
and 1% (10/994) of surgical cases rebled (12). It is hoped that the ongoing
follow-up of these patients will shed some light on the long-term efficacy of
endovascular therapy.

ANEURYSM LOCATION

Surgical accessibility of the aneurysm is the most important factor predicting
treatment failure in patients undergoing microsurgical aneurysm clipping.
Unlike surgical aneurysm treatment, endovascular treatment is less dependent
on the location of the aneurysm. The morphologic aneurysm characteristics, as
delineated by cerebral angiography, are the major determinants of endovascu-
lar treatment outcome (Fig. 1). The impact of aneurysm location in the selection
of the treatment modality is reflected in the ISAT study. Patients with ruptured
posterior circulation aneurysms (and to a lesser degree patients with middle
cerebral artery aneurysms) are underrepresented (12).

Posterior Circulation

The basilar apex aneurysms are technically challenging to treat microsurgi-
cally because of their deep location and their intimate relationship to the thala-
moperforating arteries. On the other hand, in a review study, the endovascular
treatment results and complications in patients with basilar bifurcation
aneurysms were in the same range as those in patients with an aneurysm located
elsewhere. 

Lempert et al. (21) reported a morbidity of 2.8% and a procedure-related
mortality of 0% in 109 patients with ruptured posterior circulation aneurysms
treated with coiling. Nearly one-half of these aneurysms (49%) were located in
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional rotational angiography (3D RA) can help elucidate
aneurysm characteristics that will guide the choice of intervention. (Top) From 2D
angiography this right internal carotid artery (ICA) giant aneurysm causing right cra-
nial nerve III palsy and V1–2, discomfort was initially felt to have a very wide neck orig-
inating from the cavernous segment. (Bottom) Three-dimensional RA showed that it
originated from the clinoidal segment with a favorable dome-to-neck ratio. Thus treat-
ment was changed to coiling without assist. Previously the plan was open neurosurgi-
cal takedown of the right ICA. The patient had experienced right hemisphere
hypoperfusion during balloon occlusion testing of the right ICA. This precluded
endovascular takedown of the right ICA, as bypass to the right middle cerebral artery
from the right superficial temporal artery would have been required to maintain right
hemisphere perfusion.
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the basilar bifurcation. Late rebleeding was seen in one patient (0.9%) with a
partially treated aneurysm. Mean duration of clinical follow-up was 13.1 mo. A
22.4% recanalization rate was reported, at a mean angiographic follow-up
7.1 mo (21).

Bavinzski et al. (22) reported mortality and permanent morbidity rates
directly related to the intervention of 2.2 and 4.4%, respectively, in 45 basilar
artery aneurysms treated with GDCs, 35 of which were ruptured. A single
rerupture was observed during 74.8 patient years of follow-up, corresponding
to a rate of 1.3% per yr (22). An annual rerupture rate of 2.9% was reported by
Eskridge et al. (23) for 61 patients with basilar tip aneurysms, on a mean follow-
up of 1.1 yr. Samson et al. (24) reported the results of surgical clipping in a series
of 303 basilar apex aneurysms, one-third of which were unruptured. At 6-mo
follow-up, 81% of patients were neurologically intact or had minor deficits, 10%
were dead, and 9% had a poor outcome. No recurrent SAH was seen at a mean
follow-up of 8 yr. Residual aneurysm was observed in 6% on follow-up angiog-
raphy. Lawton et al. (25) reported a surgical mortality rate of 9% and a perma-
nent neurologic morbidity associated with treatment in 5% in a series of 57
basilar apex aneurysms, 47% of which were large or giant in size.

In a retrospective comparative study, endovascular treatment demonstrated
a 50% combined morbidity/mortality rate in the surgical group compared with
10% in the endovascular group in a cohort of ruptured and unruptured basilar
artery apex aneurysms. There were no reruptures during approx 24 patient-
years of follow-up (26).

Middle Cerebral Artery Aneurysms

MCA aneurysms are often wide based and tend to incorporate the proximal
segment of the M2 branches. This unfavorable angioanatomy poses a challenge
to the endovascular surgeon and renders most aneurysms in this location
unsuitable for coiling (27). In a prospective study, coiling of ruptured MCA
aneurysms was found to be associated with a poorer outcome than coiling of
aneurysms located elsewhere in the anterior circulation (5).

TISSUE RESPONSE TO GDC: HISTOPATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS

In contrast to surgical clipping, which results in immediate apposition of the
intima surfaces across the aneurysmal neck, endovascular coiling induces a
sequential intraaneurysmal cellular response to the coil material. The tissue
response to endovascular coils is variable. Tenjin et al. (28) studied the tempo-
ral sequence of histopathological events induced by GDC placement on carotid
artery aneurysms in primates. Thrombus formation occurred immediately after
coil placement. Two weeks after placement, neoendothelialization of the orifice
of the aneurysm was observed. At 3 mo a thick membrane resembling vascular
media was covering this site. Mawad et al. (29) showed similar results at
6 months in canine aneurysms treated with GDC.

Histologic studies in embolized human cerebral aneurysms with platinum
coils are limited. The presence of a thin fibrin membrane across the aneurysm
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neck has been demonstrated as early as 36 h after coiling and has been sug-
gested to serve as a substrate for endothelialization (30). Complete isolation of
the aneurysm from the parent vessel can promote scar formation and stabiliza-
tion of the thrombus (Fig. 2). Ishihara et al. (31) showed endothelialization of
platinum coils at the orifice of human cerebral aneurysms at 2 wk and at 20 mo
after embolization in five cases of small neck aneurysms. Bavinzski et al. (32)
studied the histopathological changes in 18 human cerebral aneurysms treated
with GDC and concluded that endothelialization of the aneurysm orifice after
coiling can occur but seems to be the exception rather than the rule. They found
tiny gaps between the coils at the aneurysm neck in 50% of densely packed
aneurysms that appeared completely occluded on angiography. Small neck size
and dense coil packing across the aneurysm neck are important factors to
induce endothelialization, which excludes the aneurysm from the parent vessel.

Fig. 2. Complete exclusion of an aneurysm from the circulation is not usually from
the coil mass alone. An unruptured right middle cerebral artery (MCA) anterior tem-
poral branch aneurysm before and 6 mo after coiling in a patient found to have multi-
ple cerebral aneurysms after presenting with subarachnoid hemorrhage. The left and
center panels are 2D angiograms with right internal carotid artery (ICA) injection. The
3D rendering in the right panel shows that the radiodense coil mass is separated from
the contrast within the artery by a layer of radiolucent material probably representing
fibrosis of the aneurysm neck.
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Shimizu et al. (33) showed the presence of organized thrombus at the periphery
of a small, broad-necked aneurysm 6 wk after loose coil application in the
absence of neck neoendothelium. They suggested that this could provide rein-
forcement of the aneurysmal wall despite the absence of exclusion from the par-
ent vessel.

HEMODYNAMIC EFFECTS

Hemodynamic stress has been implicated in the formation, growth, and
rupture of intracranial aneurysms. GDC treatment of aneurysms is effective
in reducing the rebleeding rate. Animal studies have shown that coiling of
intracranial aneurysms does not reduce the mean intraaneurysmal pressure
(34,35). However, GDC treatment was shown to dampen the pressure ampli-
tude and delayed pressure increases during locally induced hypertension
(36). Moreover, the intraaneurysmal flow was significantly reduced even
after incomplete treatment with GDC (37). Graves et al. (38) investigated the
flow dynamics of lateral carotid aneurysms and their effects on coils and bal-
loons in an experimental canine model. They found that the inflow zone at
the distal aspect of the aneurysm ostium is a major determining factor in the
placement and stability of coils in aneurysms. Modification of the inflow
zone can be used to promote aneurysmal thrombosis. The distal neck of the
aneurysm is exposed to the highest shear stress pressures, and its oblitera-
tion is crucial whether the aneurysm is being surgically or endovascularly
treated (39).

The 3D angiography (3DA) data can be used as the basis for computational
simulation of intraaneurysmal flow in order to elucidate the patient-specific
aneurysm hemodynamic information (40). It is hoped that in the future it will
be possible to use these simulations for patient triage to therapy.

PROCEDURE

Anticoagulation

For endovascular procedures in unruptured aneurysms, systemic anticoagu-
lation with heparin should be administered during the procedure to minimize
thromboembolic complications. Intravenous aspirin is also administered. Some
groups elect to give heparin to patients with ruptured aneurysms from the start
of the procedure. Our approach with regard to coiling of ruptured aneurysms
is to withhold the administration of heparin until the first coil is placed. Heparin
is sometimes continued for 1–2 d after the procedure.

The GDC System 

The GDC system consists of a platinum coil attached to a stainless steel deliv-
ery wire. The coil has a circular memory, which it assumes once it is advanced
past the microcatheter tip. Application of electric current results in dissolution
of the solder joint between the delivery wire and the platinum coil. Several
sizes, shapes, and softness grades are available to conform to the diverse
aneurysm morphology. 
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Technique

The microcatheter is advanced into the aneurysm lumen over the microgu-
idewire. The microguidewire is then removed, and the coil is then introduced
into the aneurysm (Fig. 3). The largest coil is used first, to form the initial bas-
ket. Subsequently, smaller coils are used to increase the packing density. The
sequential coil placement continues until resistance is felt. The goal should be
to achieve as dense a packing as possible (see Aneurysm Remnant section fol-
lowing). During the coil delivery, proximal and distal radiopaque markers on
the microcatheter are used to maintain its position. It is crucial to avoid forward
migration of the microcatheter and impingement on the thin aneurysm wall.
Control angiography is performed prior to each coil detachment to assess
patency of the parent vessel and coil position stability. The microcatheter can be
repositioned within the aneurysm if it is felt that there are loosely filled or
unfilled regions of its lumen, and further coils can be delivered.

PROCEDURE COMPLICATIONS

Aneurysm Rupture During Coiling

Vinuela et al. (41) reported a rupture rate of 2% in a series of 700 aneurysms
treated with GDCs. This complication was more common in small aneurysms.
In a reported series of 128 aneurysms, Valavanis et al. (42) observed aneurysmal
perforation only in previously ruptured small aneurysms. The most common
cause is forward migration of the micocatheter. Therefore, tension within the
microcatheter has to be minimized (43). The guidewire should be removed very
slowly under fluoroscopic visualization (44). Perforations also commonly occur
during the first coil placement (45). The strategy for managing this serious and
potentially fatal complication includes immediate reversal of heparin anticoag-

Fig. 3. Sequential coiling of a right internal carotid artery (ICA) giant aneurysm.
Angiograms in 2D (top) and/or 3D (bottom) are performed after a coil has been posi-
tioned but not detached. From left to right are angiograms after 1 coil, 3 coils, and 22
coils have been placed. The pushwire within the microcatheter is also visible in the right
ICA. The angiogram is evaluated for coil position, residual aneurysm, and patency of
parent and daughter arteries. The coil can then be detached, repositioned, or removed.
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ulation with protamine sulfate. The coil delivery should be completed in an
attempt to achieve dense packing and sealing of the perforation site. Some neu-
rointerventionalists suggest leaving the initial microcatheter in place across the
perforation and using a second microcatheter to access the aneurysm and coil
its lumen (46). The blood pressure should be pharmacologically reduced. Emer-
gency ventriculostomy placement in the angiography suite should also be con-
sidered to decrease the intracranial pressure.

Thromboembolic Complications

Thromboembolic events are the commonest complication of endovascular
treatment of aneurysms. A rate of up to 28% clinically evident thromboembolic
events has been reported, with a 3.4% rate of permanent neurologic deficit (47).
The anticoagulation regimen, the aneurysm size, location, and neck morphol-
ogy, the number of guiding catheters and microcatheters, the patient’s clinical
status, and the operator’s experience are important determining variables of the
frequency of these events (48). Intraarterial fibrinolysis or mechanical clot frag-
mentation can be used to restore vascular patency (49). In cases of ruptured
aneurysms, the administration of fibrinolytic drugs should be avoided. The
platelet glycogen receptor IIb/IIIa antagonist abciximab has been used success-
fully in the treatment of acute arterial intracranial thrombosis, resulting in
prompt clot dissolution (50). The shorter half-life platelet glycogen receptor
IIb/IIIa antagonists eptifibatide and tirofiban may be a better choice in this
setting.

Coil Herniation into the Parent Vessel

Coil protrusion into the parent artery is more common in aneurysms with a
wide neck, which is less likely to contain the coil loops, and in aneurysms
located at complex branching points incorporating outflow arteries into the
aneurysm base or walls such as the MCA bifurcation. It can potentially lead to
occlusion of the parent vessel or serve as a source of distal emboli. These are
more common in small arteries, such as the M1 segments of the MCA, the P1
segments of the posterior cerebral arteries and the anterior communicating
arteries (41). Attempts can be made to push the herniated coil part back into the
aneurysm lumen with a microwire or by inflating a balloon at the ostium of the
aneurysm. If these prove unsuccessful, we elect to use long-term antithrombotic
therapy with aspirin. 3DA delineates the exact relationship of the aneurysmal
sac to the parent vessel and helps to minimize the risk of parent vessel occlu-
sion. 3D imaging is particularly useful in MCA and anterior communicating
artery aneurysms. In a study of the added value of 3DA in the endovascular
management of cerebral aneurysms, it was found that 3DA facilitated coiling,
modified treatment, eliminated the need for treatment, and predicted potential
complications by providing additional morphological information (51) (Fig. 1).

ANATOMIC RESULTS 

The goal of aneurysm treatment, whether it is microsurgical or endovascular,
is the complete exclusion of the aneurysm sac and neck from the cerebral circu-
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lation. The size of the aneurysm neck and its relationship to the body of the
aneurysm are probably the most important determinants of the endovascular
treatment result (52). Zubilaga et al. (53) demonstrated a complete occlusion
rate of 85% for small neck aneurysms with a neck less than 4 mm, but only 15%
for aneurysms with a neck 4mm or greater. Studying the predictors of the
immediate outcome of aneurysm occlusion, Turjman et al. (54) found that large
aneurysmal diameter and volume and large neck size, as well as increasingly
obtuse angulation between the long axis of aneurysm and the parent artery, cor-
related with unsatisfactory treatment result. Besides the morphological
aneurysm characteristics, the operator experience was associated with higher
occlusion rates.

Aneurysm Remnant

Endovascular treatment is often incomplete. A metaanalysis of 1383 patients
showed that are more than 90% occlusion rate could be achieved in 90% of
treated aneurysms and a complete occlusion rate in 54% (9). Small aneurysm
neck remnants are frequently seen after endovascular GDC embolization. Vin-
uela et al. (18) reported aneurysm neck remnants in 21.4% of small aneurysms
with small necks, 41.6% of small aneurysms, with wide necks, 57.1% of large
aneurysms and 50% of giant aneurysms.

The evolution of the aneurysm rest is unclear. It may undergo thrombosis
and disappear, or it may enlarge as a result of coil compaction or aneurysm
regrowth. The water hammer effect of blood flow in the aneurysm inflow zone
may result in aneurysm recanalization. Broad-necked aneurysms are exposed
to higher intensity hemodynamic shear forces than small-neck aneurysms (55).
Besides the pulsatile blood flow, scar contraction of the connective tissue that
forms on the coil surface may contribute to the coil compaction (32). Large neck
size and large aneurysm size were found to be associated with higher recanal-
ization rates. Hayakawa et al. (56) found that denser packing of the aneurysm
significantly reduces the recanalization rate. They studied the natural history of
73 coiled aneurysms with residual necks for a period of 3–71 mo (mean 17.3 mo):
25% exhibited progressive thrombosis, 26% remained unchanged, and 49% dis-
played recanalization on postembolization angiography.

It is not known whether the aneurysm remnants following endovascular
treatment differ from surgical remnants. Malish et al. (57) demonstrated a
bleeding rate of postembolization aneurysm remnants of 0% in patients with
small aneurysms, 4% in large aneurysms, and 33% in giant aneurysms in a
follow-up of 2–6 yr (mean 3.5 yr). Long-term observational studies are needed
to assess the evolution of the postembolization aneurysm remnants and com-
pare it with the surgical remnants.

The reported rate of aneurysm remnants after surgical clipping ranges
between 3.9 and 26% (10,58). The lack of a standardized definition for residual
postoperative angiographic aneurysm filling and the differences in patient pop-
ulations in different studies may partially explain these differences. In a recent
metaanalysis, residual filling on postoperative angiography was found in 5.2%
of 1370 surgically treated patients (59). Two large studies have investigated the
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natural history of surgical aneurysm remnants. David et al. (20) demonstrated
a rehemorrhage rate of 1.9% per yr from aneurysm residua. Feuerberg et al. (58)
reported an annual rehemorrhage rate from aneurysmal residua of up to 0.8%.
Reoperation of the remnant was shown to carry a morbidity of 7% and a mor-
tality of 5.2% (60). Endovascular treatment of aneurysm remnants is effective
and can be performed without significant morbidity (61).

Aneurysm Recurrence

Aneurysm recanalization owing to coil compaction or continuous aneurysm
growth can also occur in completely occluded aneurysms. Cognard et al. (62)
reported a recurrence in 20 of 148 (14%) completely occluded aneurysms in an
angiographic follow-up of 3–40 mo. The recurrences were more common in rup-
tured (17%) than in unruptured (7%) aneurysms. Intraaneurysmal thrombus may
lead to coil migration and recanalization (41,62). David et al. (20) reported a 0.52%
annual regrowth rate for completely clipped aneurysms and an 1.8% annual rate
of de novo aneurysm formation. Tsutsumi et al. (63) found an 8% rate of de novo
aneurysm formation and a 2.9% aneurysm regrowth rate at 9 yr, in a series of 220
patients with SAH, who underwent complete surgical aneurysm clipping con-
firmed by postoperative angiography. Rebleeding has been reported to affect 2.7%
of patients cumulatively in 10 yr, even after complete aneurysm clipping (19).

All patients treated with coil embolization should have angiographic follow-
up studies to assess the temporal evolution of the initial treatment result (Figs.
2 and 4).

MASS EFFECT

Intracerebral aneurysms occasionally present with symptoms of compres-
sion of the adjacent parenchyma or cranial nerves. Endovascular coiling has
been shown to result in complete resolution of symptoms in 32% of patients,
improvement in 42%, and worsening of symptoms in 5%. In 21% it showed no
effect (64). Smaller aneurysms and those with shorter pretreatment duration of
symptoms showed a more favorable symptom response to coiling than giant
aneurysms. Intraaneurysmal thrombosis is thought to eliminate the expansile
pressure and result in aneurysm shrinkage owing to clot retraction (65).

ENDOVASCULAR TREATMENT OF WIDE NECK ANEURYSMS

Broad neck aneurysms are more difficult to treat with the traditional coiling
technique. Debrun et al. (52) reported an 80% total occlusion rate in aneurysms
with a dome-to-neck ratio of 2 or larger and only 58% for a dome-to-neck ratio
of less than 2. A variety of devices and adjunct techniques have been developed
to allow successful endovascular treatment of aneurysms that are otherwise dif-
ficult or impossible to treat. 3DA is key to define the aneurysm geometry and
thereby choose an appropriate treatment option.

Balloon Remodeling 

This technique utilizes a nondetachable balloon as a mechanical barrier to
prevent coil herniation through the aneurysm neck into the parent artery (66)
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Fig. 4. Balloon-assisted coil embolization of a previously ruptured and treated basi-
lar artery apex aneurysm. The top panels show coil compaction and aneurysm
regrowth 6 mo after initial treatment. The aneurysm neck is broad, extending into both
posterior cerebral arteries (PCAs). The middle panels show a soft microballoon
(deflated) positioned in the distal basilar artery and proximal left PI from the right ver-
tebral artery. A coil that unfolds to form a 3D basket is being delivered via the micro-
catheter within the aneurysm from the left vertebral artery. The microballoon is only
briefly inflated to keep the coil basket in the aneurysm as the coil is placed. The initial
3D coil basket provides a scaffold to help hold subsequent coils in place. For an unrup-
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(Fig. 4). It involves the placement of a second microcatheter with a microballoon
tip placed across the aneurysm orifice. Coil delivery is performed while the bal-
loon is temporarily inflated. The balloon is then deflated, and the coil stability
is assessed prior to coil detachment. The support of the balloon helps retain the
coils within the aneurysm and allows for denser coil packing by compressing
the coil meshwork. Potential risks are associated with balloon inflation in the
intracranial arteries. There is an increased risk for thromboembolism owing to
the use of a second microcatheter (67). Ischemia from prolonged vascular occlu-
sion can also complicate the procedure. Therefore, care should be taken to min-
imize the duration of the flow occlusion. Rupture of the parent vessel can be
caused by overinflation of the balloon. Sealing of the aneurysm with the
inflated balloon during continuous flushing of the microcatheter can potentially
increase the tensile stress in the aneurysm wall. To minimize the aneurysm rup-
ture risk, the distal inflow zone can be left open while the proximal inflow zone
is sealed. Alternatively, the balloon is incompletely inflated or the microcatheter
flushing is temporarily discontinued (68).

Stent-Assisted Coil Embolization

The technique involves deployment of a stent across the aneurysm neck prior
to the placement of coils into the aneurysm. The placement of an endovascular
stent across the aneurysm neck can act as a scaffold to prevent coil herniation
into the parent vessel (69,70) (Fig. 5). Unlike the temporary coil support pro-
vided by the balloon remodeling technique, the intravascular stent provides
permanent support to the coil mesh. Aneurysms may also spontaneously
thrombose following stent placement only, even without GDC packing (71–73).
The stent mesh probably causes alterations in the flow in the aneurysmal lumen
that induce gradual thrombosis. Less porous stents could provide tighter
aneurysmal coil packing. This has to be weighed against an increased risk for
side branch obstruction.

Antithrombotic medication is necessary following stent deployment to pre-
vent stent thrombosis and distal emboli. Stents induce neointimal proliferation,
which may result in hemodynamically significant stenosis. Heparin-coated
stents have been tested in animals and showed decreased proliferative changes
(74). Another limitation of stent placement is the potential for occlusion of the
ostia of side branches, resulting in infarction. This, however is rarely encoun-
tered. Experimental evidence in dogs showed that side branches remain patent
if less than 50% of their ostia are covered by the stent struts (75).

Further improvements in stent design are expected to facilitate navigation in
the intracranial vessels. Our initial experience with a new flexible intravascular

tured aneurysm, heparin is given intravenously throughout the procedure to help
decrease the risk of emboli; for a ruptured aneurysm, it is given once the rupture site is
felt to be secure usually after two or three coils have been placed. The bottom panels
show the final angiogram after placement of an additional 24 coils. On the lateral view
note that the density of the newly placed coils is higher than the previously placed coils
even after compaction.
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Fig. 5. Stent-assisted coil embolization of a large ruptured basilar apex aneurysm.
The top row shows a daughter dome pointing to the left, which was the presumed rup-
ture site. This dome could be secured by balloon-assisted coiling, but treating the neck
of the aneurysm would probably compromise flow in the distal basilar artery or poste-
rior cerebral arteries (PCAs). A soft stent was placed from the distal basilar artery
extending into the right PI prior to coil placement. This supports the coil mass, as
shown in the second row. Arrows point to markers on the stent strut tips. The third row
shows the result after placement of 13 coils. A small region of inflow remains at the right
edge during intravenous anticoagulation and antiplatelet therapy, which were started
after the second and third coils, respectively. In the fourth row this region has throm-
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stent, specifically designed for the intracranial vasculature (Neuroform stent,
Boston Scientific) has been very encouraging. 

Three-Dimensional GDC

3D-GDC is designed for endovascular treatment of wide-neck aneurysms. It
is made of large and small loops that alternate at 90° angles. After deployment,
the coil assumes a 3D spherical shape, with coil loops bridging the aneurysm
neck. It is used as the first coil to form the basket multiplanar framework (76).
It can be used in conjunction with balloon and stent assist techniques (Figs. 4
and 5). The 3D- GDCs are more rigid than the standard GDCs; therefore they
should be used with caution in small aneurysms and in acutely ruptured
aneurysms.

Trispan Device

The Trispan device (Target Therapeutics) is a new tool designed for treatment
of wide-neck aneurysms. It consists of three nitinol loops that form a scaffold at
the ostium. The disadvantage of this technique is the need to use two micro-
catheters (77). The device is not available in the United States.

PARENT VESSEL SACRIFICE 

Parent vessel occlusion is still an acceptable treatment for aneurysms that are
not amenable to endovascular coiling or surgical clipping. Broad-necked and
fusiform aneurysms are often not amenable to endovascular treatment unless
parent vessel sacrifice is an option. This procedure is mainly reserved for large
or giant aneurysms that lack a definable neck. 

Balloon test occlusion of the parent vessel to assess tolerance to the occlusion
should always precede balloon detachment. If the test is not tolerated, an
extracranial–intracranial bypass procedure can be considered. Following a suc-
cessful balloon occlusion test, detachable balloons are placed proximal to or at
the aneurysm neck. Fox et al. (78) reported a 0% mortality in a series of 65
patients with cerebral aneurysms treated with proximal artery occlusion with
detachable latex balloons. Of the treated patients, 37 had aneurysms in the
cavernous or petrous ICA, 21 had aneurysms in the supraclinoid ICA, 6 had
aneurysms of the proximal basilar artery, and 1 had an aneurysm of the verte-
bral artery. Delayed ischemic symptoms developed in 13.2% of the patients,
with a 1.5% permanent morbidity. In a large series of 87 patients with cavernous
carotid artery aneurysms treated with detachable silicone balloons, proximal
occlusion was performed in 68 patients, and intraaneurysmal balloon place-
ment in 19 patients, followed by filling of the balloon with liquid polymeriz-
ing permanent embolic material to ensure lasting results (79). The permanent
morbidity in this series was 4.6%. Three of the 68 patients (4.4%) with a proxi-

bosed, with no residual inflow after 4 d on oral antiplatelet therapy. There is a small neck
remnant above the left P1. An additional stent from the distal basilar artery to the left P1
could be considered to help support coil reconstruction of this remnant if indicated.
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mal occlusion and 1 of 19 patients (5%) with direct balloon occlusion of the
aneurysms developed a stroke. The physical properties of silicone balloons are
more favorable for endovascular use compared with the latex balloons. Sili-
cone balloons are more pliable and are thought to carry a lower risk of vessel
rupture (80,81). Moreover, the silicone shell does not degrade over time as latex
does (81,82). These results compare favorably with those of surgical ligation of
the common carotid artery or the proximal ICA, which carry a high procedural
morbidity and mortality and are associated with a substantial permanent neu-
rologic deficits (83).

Occlusion of the parent vessel can also be performed with coils (84,85)
(Fig. 6). The procedure can be combined with temporary proximal flow arrest
with a nondetachable balloon in cases in which the arterial anatomy or disease
process precludes the safe delivery and deployment of detachable balloons (86).
Hughes et al. (87) showed in an experimental canine model that the use of prox-
imal flow arrest during coil placement eliminated the risk of distal embolic
events and reduced the risk of distal coil migration. The precise coil placement
was facilitated with this technique.

NEW TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS 

The rapid evolution and refinement of the endovascular aneurysm tech-
niques is fueled by continued technologic advancements that facilitate the
endovascular aneurysm treatment and improve the final outcome. Several new
devices and a new embolic agent are currently being tested.

Onyx

A liquid embolic agent (Onyx, Micro Therapeutics) has been tested in a Euro-
pean multicenter study for aneurysm embolization (88). Onyx is a mixture of
ethylene vinyl alcohol, dimethyl sulfoxide, and tantalum that appears to offer
good aneurysm occlusion rates at acceptable morbidity rates. Long-term results
of this alternative treatment have not yet been published.

New Coil Devices

Technical innovations, such as coating of coils with proteins as well as the
development of endovascular bioabsorbable bioactive embolic implants
(Matrix, Target/Boston Scientific) are promising methods that may improve the
anatomic results of endovascular aneurysm embolization by inducing an accel-
erated cellular reaction (89–91). The development of polymer-coated coils
(Hydrocoil, MicroVention) that expand shortly after they come in contact with
blood and conform to the aneurysm shape is currently being tested. In the
canine model, it has been shown to yield a higher volume of packing compared
with GDC, with less coil compaction (92).

LEARNING CURVE

Aneurysm coiling is a complex procedure that can be improved with prac-
tice. Malish et al. (57) showed a steep learning curve by comparing the compli-
cation rate of coiling of their first 100 patients with ruptured aneurysms with
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the next 100 patients. The procedure-related complications rate dropped from
14% in the first 100 patients to 7% in the next 100 patients. A dramatic decrease
of the complication risk with increasing experience was also shown for coiling
of unruptured aneurysms (93).

Fig. 6. Sacrifice of the parent vessel to obliterate a large right internal carotid artery
(ICA) aneurysm with an indistinct neck. After a previous attempt at microsurgical trap-
ping was unsuccessful, it was decided to perform coil takedown of the parent vessel.
The patient did well during balloon occlusion testing of the right ICA prior to perma-
nent occlusion with coils. Followup angiography (bottom panel) confirmed no flow
into the aneurysm and parent vessel after 2 yr.
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CONCLUSIONS

Endovascular aneurysm coiling has gained acceptance as an attractive and
valuable alternative to neurosurgical aneurysm clipping. It is of paramount
importance to realize that both treatment options are complementary and that
multiple factors must be considered in the decision about management of
patients with intracranial aneurysms. Multidisciplinary patient assessment is
the safest strategy to select the best treatment option for the particular patient.

Future developments are expected to improve the endovascular treatment
results and render more lesions amenable to coil embolization.

SUMMARY

Endovascular aneurysm treatment has been integrated into the management
of patients with intracranial aneurysms. Evolving technical refinements have
dramatically improved the technique of endovascular coil embolization during
the past decade. Aneurysm geometry is playing a key role in the selction of
patients for endovascular aneurysm coiling. The lower morbidity compared
with neurosurgical clipping has to be weighed against a higher rate of incom-
plete occlusion and recanalization. Therefore angiographic follow-up of patients
with coiled aneurysms is necessary. Continuous technical developments may
improve the anatomic results.
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Stent Angioplasty for Treatment

of Intracranial Cerebrovascular Disease

Adel M. Malek, MD, PhD and Clemens M. Schirmer, MD

INTRODUCTION

Advances in the design and manufacturing of balloon and stent catheters
made in the last decade have improved the operator’s ability to negotiate the
tortuous anatomy of the high cervical and intracranial carotid and vertebral
arteries (1–3). These technical developments have led to the endovascular treat-
ment of cerebrovascular pathologies previously considered unapproachable
from a percutaneous approach. The ability to reach and treat intracranial
stenotic lesions using miniature balloon-mounted microstents has provided a
promising form of therapy for well-selected patients who have failed medical
therapy and for those who are not candidates for surgical bypass grafting (4,5).
Similarly, the availability of improved low-profile microstents has expanded
the spectrum of intracranial aneurysms that are amenable to endovascular ther-
apy to include the wide-necked and fusiform morphology (6,7).

STENT ANGIOPLASTY FOR INTRACRANIAL ATHEROSCLEROSIS

Severe intracranial atherosclerotic disease accounts for an 8–12% yearly risk
of stroke (8–10) and can be associated with recurrent neurological symptoms
despite maximal medical therapy. These neurological events can result from
either thromboembolism or hemodynamic insufficiency. Medical therapy with
antiplatelet and anticoagulant therapy is only partially effective against throm-
boembolic phenomena and largely futile in cases of insufficiency (9). Although
surgical bypass grafting from the extracranial to intracranial circulation is tech-
nically feasible and effective in carefully selected cases, it was found to be not
effective in the cooperative study for anterior circulation intracranial disease,
possibly because of poor patient selection and study bias (11–14). In addition, a
large proportion of intracranial posterior circulation stenoses are not suitable
for bypass grafting because of lesion location in and around the brainstem or
because of poor tolerance to temporary occlusion.

Intracranial atherosclerosis risk factors include age, hypertension, smoking,
diabetes, and ethnic origin (8). Intracranial atherosclerotic lesions most commonly
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involve the following locations: the distal V4 segment of the vertebral artery (VA),
the basilar artery (BA), the petrous, cavernous, and paraclinoid segments of the
intracranial internal carotid artery (ICA), and the M1 segment of the middle cere-
bral artery (MCA). Intracranial atherosclerotic lesions have a dynamic natural his-
tory showing progression and regression in certain cases (15). More distal lesions
with poor collateral circulation are associated with a higher risk of stroke. Lesions
of the MCA have a significantly higher risk of stroke compared with more proxi-
mal ICA lesions (16), and only one-third of patients with symptomatic intracranial
ICA stenoses remained alive and free of strokes at 30 mo of follow-up (17) (Fig. 1).
In the posterior circulation, the outcome of acute BA occlusion is almost invari-
ably fatal (18–22), and a lesion in the BA has been shown to imply a 22% risk of a
stroke over a 1-yr period (9). Although oral anticoagulation has been postulated
to offer greater protection than antiplatelet therapy, the WASID trial will shortly
yield outcome data comparing warfarin with aspirin in patients with intracranial
atherosclerosis (23). However, patients remaining symptomatic despite warfarin
or aspirin therapy have been increasingly treated with endovascular revascular-
ization with an acceptable risk profile (5,7,24–26).

Percutaneous balloon angioplasty without stenting has been reported
intracranially for the past two decades, but its efficacy has been hampered by a
high incidence of iatrogenic intimal dissection, as well as vessel recoil (24–26).
More recently long-term clinical follow-up of patients treated with primary bal-
loon angioplasty (27) has shown encouraging results despite a relatively high
residual stenosis. This can be partially attributed to the fact that resistance
across a vessel is estimated to be inversely proportional to the fourth power of
the radius according to Poiseuille’s equation; accordingly, a small improvement
in luminal caliber can significantly decrease resistance to flow. Technological
advances and increased operator expertise have resulted in improved success
rates and fewer complications over the last decade (27–30).

Rationale for Stent Angioplasty

The potential advantages of balloon angioplasty followed by stenting com-
pared with angioplasty alone include a lower risk of intimal dissection with
consequent thromboembolism or acute vessel closure and improved short-term
patency rates. The main limiting factor for the use of stenting to treat intracra-
nial lesions has been the lack of flexible low-profile stents that could be navi-
gated into and deployed within the intracranial vasculature. The early attempts
at intracranial stent deployment employed manually crimped Palmaz-Schatz
coronary stents that were mounted on coronary balloon angioplasty micro-
catheters (2). These hand-mounted stents had a high rate of slippage off the bal-
loon microcatheter when the surgeon was navigating the sharp confines of
intracranial vessels. A significant hurdle was overcome with the introduction of
next-generation premounted coronary stents such as the GFX (Arterial Vascu-
lar Engineering, Santa Rosa, CA) in 1998; these coronary stents were signifi-
cantly better suited for high cervical and intracranial navigation (31,32). More
recent generations of coronary stents, including heparin-coated variants such as
the Cordis Bx Velocity (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ) and lower pro-
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file designs have been used. In addition, balloon-mounted stent designs have
been developed specifically for use in the intracranial circulation such as the
INX stent (Medtronic-AVE, Santa Rosa, CA) and the Neurolink (Guidant, Indi-
anapolis, IN) (33); these designs feature easier tracking and more compliant bal-
loons better suited to intracranial vascular characteristics. 

Fig. 1. Stent angioplasty of a petrous internal carotid artery stenosis. A 69-yr-old man
with coronary artery disease was noted to have postoperative blood pressure-depend-
ent episodes of confusion and dysphasia. (A) MRI revealed a subacute infarct associ-
ated with a focal stenosis in the petrous segment of a dominant right internal carotid
artery (arrow). (B) Angiography revealed a focal 80% stenosis with a poststenotic dila-
tion (arrow). (C) A Medtronic-AVE S7 4 × 15-mm coronary stent was used to cross the
stenosis primarily over a hydrophilic microwire whose tip is parked in the right M1
segment of the middle cerebral artery. (D) The stent was centered over the lesion and
deployed successfully, but delayed angiography showed the de novo appearance of a
postangioplasty dissection flap noted distal to the stent (arrowhead). (E) This was
treated by traversing the first stent and positioning a second Medtronic-AVE S7 3.5 ×
9-mm coronary stent in tandem fashion (arrows). (F) The final result shows a patent
right petrous ICA with postprocedural resolution of the patient’s symptoms.
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The potential for endovascular therapy of a lesion reflects the heterogeneity
of intracranial stenosis encountered in the workup of cerebrovascular disease.
The treatment of lesions in the petrous and cavernous portions of the ICA at
present represents a simple technical challenge compared with the ability to
track the available stents beyond the carotid artery siphon into the paraclinoid
portion of the carotid, or even into the MCA (34). Stenting of the intracranial
portions of the vertebrobasilar system, namely, the V3 and V4 portions of the
VA and the BA, has also been shown to be feasible and relatively safe (31,34–40),
and this has proved to be an easier vascular territory to work in than the supr-
aclinoid anterior circulation. The ability to reach the intracranial stenosis is
highly dependent on the proximal cervical and great vessel anatomy, tortuosity,
and degree of calcification. Although newer stents have better tracking and
flexibility characteristics, they can be thwarted by tortuous vessel loops and
sharp angulations. 

Procedural and Technical Description

Patients are pretreated with aspirin (325 mg qd) and ticlopidine (150 mg bid)
or clopidogrel (75 mg qd) for at least 3 d prior to the procedure. Although
aspirin is rapidly absorbed, clopidogrel and ticlopidine require at least 3 d to
achieve full effect; both antiplatelet regimens are continued indefinitely in cases
of intracranial stenting for atherosclerosis. Most procedures are performed
under general anesthesia in order to have the best possible imaging quality and
to minimize motion artifact, given the small size of the target vessels. A com-
plete four-vessel diagnostic angiogram is obtained (unless contraindicated) to
assess the available collateral pathways in a dynamic fashion. Intravenous
heparin is administered to achieve an activated clotting time between 250 and
300 s. The parent vessel is then accessed via a 6- or 7-Fr guiding catheter, which
is positioned sufficiently distal in the cervical carotid or vertebral artery so as to
form a stable delivery platform while maintaining flow downstream and avoid-
ing iatrogenic vasospasm. The lesion can then be crossed either primarily using
the stent delivery microcatheter over an exchange-length (260–300 cm) micro-
wire (0.014 inch), or, in the case of more challenging and critically narrowed
lesions by using a microcatheter as an intermediate step. 

Once the stenosis has been traversed in a controlled fashion, the tip of the
exchange wire is parked in a sufficiently distal location to allow tracking of 
the stent or balloon delivery. In cases of a proximal lesion of the VA or of the
petrous segment of the ICA, the requirement for distal wire placement is less
stringent than for a midbasilar or supraclinoid carotid stenosis, in which the tip
of the wire is parked in a P2 (PCA) or M2 (MCA) branch, respectively. The
microcatheter is then exchanged for the stent microcatheter catheter (for pri-
mary stent angioplasty) or a balloon microcatheter (in the case of secondary
stent angioplasty). In cases of more proximal lesions of the petro-cavernous seg-
ment of the ICA or V4 segment of the VA, it may be possible and preferable to
cross the lesion primarily with the stent or balloon delivery microcatheter to
spare an exchange procedure. It is critical, however, to use exchange-length
microwires in order to maintain access to the true lumen until after angioplasty
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and stent deployment have been performed successfully, to avoid the risk of
irretrievable target vessel closure in the case of intimal dissection. Only after
high-resolution control angiography has been performed with satisfactory
results can the exchange wire be removed safely.

A number of obstacles can hinder successful intracranial stenting. The first
impediment is the inability to obtain a secure platform using the guide catheter
in the cervical region, either because of critical proximal stenosis or because of
aortic arch or proximal vessel tortuosity. The former can often be solved by per-
forming proximal angioplasty to allow passage of the guider; the latter can
often be solved by opting for a larger bore guide catheter, by using a coaxial
proximal long sheath-type shuttle to stiffen the assembly proximally, or by
using a stabilizing wire (41). Alternatively, a nonfemoral percutaneous
approach may be employed such as the radial or brachial artery (42), or in
extreme cases direct carotid puncture, although the latter carries an associated
higher risk of dissection or pseudoaneurysm (43).

Once a satisfactory proximal platform has been achieved, the next limiting
factor will be the presence of any acute curvature or looping vascular segments
of the proximal parent vessel, since these usually result in loss of distal
microwire control, which will impede the ability to advance the microstent
delivery catheter by compromising proximal guide catheter position. Great care
needs to be taken to evaluate blood flow periodically in the parent vessel and
detect any signs of proximal vasospasm and/or dissection that may result from
the occasionally high frictional forces exerted on the intima by the guide
catheteter or stent microcatheter in cases of difficult anatomy. When the lesion
cannot be traversed by the balloon-mounted stent catheter, primary angioplasty
can be performed using a miniature (1.5-mm-diameter) angioplasty balloon,
which can then exchanged for a stent to be deployed in secondary fashion. In
cases of acute thrombotic occlusion, the procedure is preceded or accompanied
by intraarterial superselective infusion of a fibrinolytic agent (urokinase or tis-
sue plasminogen activator). The emergence of contrast defect or haziness near
the stent interstices after deployment is usually the result of exuberant platelet
activation, which can proceed rapidly to complete vessel occlusion and forma-
tion of organized thrombus. Patients demonstrating de novo thrombus forma-
tion are administered a glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor intravenously, such as
abciximab or eptifibatide, concomitantly.

The risks of deploying stents intracranially include vessel rupture during
angioplasty, hemodynamically significant intimal dissection, and occlusion of
target vessel perforating branches. The risk of vessel rupture can be decreased
by a slight undersizing of the stent compared with the affected vessel and slow
balloon inflation. Intimal dissection is a largely inevitable consequence of
angioplasty and is tolerable unless a hemodynamically significant plaque
develops, which can subsequently lead to thrombosis or vessel occlusion.
Despite reports to the contrary, perforating vessel occlusion remains a risk of
intracranial stent angioplasty and can lead to stroke (1,31,32,34–38,44–47). Post-
operatively, patients are observed in the neurointensive care setting until they
are deemed neurologically stable (Fig. 2).
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Clinical Results and Patient Selection

Preliminary results of the University of California at San Francisco experi-
ence point to a statistically significant higher risk of postoperative intracranial
and reperfusion hemorrhage in patients who were administered glycoprotein
IIb/IIIa inhibitors (48). In addition, symptomatic patients who underwent
endovascular revascularization in the setting of a stroke or who were neuro-
logically unstable had a significantly worse outcome compared with sympto-
matic patients treated in a preemptive fashion (48).

Fig. 2. Stent angioplasty of a hemodynamically symptomatic basilar artery stenosis
despite medical therapy. A 73-yr-old man presented with transient left-sided hemiple-
gia and hemianesthesia, episodes of lightheadedness, and vertical diplopia, which were
persistent despite warfarin therapy. MRI revealed a severe midbasilar stenosis (A),
which was confirmed to be greater than 85% with biplane digital subtraction angiogra-
phy (B, anteroposterior; C, lateral). A Medtronic-AVE S670 3 × 9-mm stent was chosen,
deliberately undersized to prevent angioplasty-induced intimal dissection or vessel
rupture. It positioned across the stenosis and inflated. (D) The final result shows sig-
nificant improvement in the basilar lumen (E,F); the patient has remained asympto-
matic on antiplatelet therapy with aspirin and clopidogrel.
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The intracranial stenting series in the literature have reported somewhat
better results than those on primary unassisted balloon angioplasty despite the
limitations inherent in stent navigation above the skull base (34,40,45,49). The
rates of immediate postprocedure residual stenosis following stent angioplasty
are between 0% and 18% (50), which compares favorably with 41–47% residual
from angioplasty alone (24,27). Other reports demonstrate neurological compli-
cation rates of around 4.2–25% and mortality rates of 0–13% (24,27,49–51). More
recent data, which included mostly neurologically unstable patients undergo-
ing intracranial stenting emergently, showed a high rate of complication includ-
ing postprocedural intracranial hemorrhage (17%) and stroke (11%) (4). Recent
results from the Stenting of Symptomatic Atherosclerotic Lesions in the Verte-
bral or Intracranial Arteries (SSYLVIA) study indicated a 0% risk of death and
a 6.6% risk of stroke in the 30-d periprocedural period. Angiographic follow-up
indicated a 30% risk of more than 50% restenosis in the intracranial treatment
subset at the 6-mo follow-up mark. 

Angioplasty and stenting of selected atherosclerotic lesions should be con-
sidered as a treatment option when maximal medical management has failed
because symptomatic intracranial stenosis carries a relatively high risk for
stroke. Our current practice limits intracranial stent angioplasty to symptomatic
patients who have already failed current optimal medical therapy consisting
either of oral warfarin or of a combination of aspirin and clopidogrel. In this
subset of patients, we recommend proceeding with stent angioplasty, and if the
latter is not technically feasible, then unassisted angioplasty is indicated in an
attempt to improve distal perfusion. A lower threshold for intervention is used
in patients who clearly suffer from hemodynamic insufficiency rather than
thromboembolism from an embologenic intracranial stenosis. The rate of tech-
nical complications and postprocedural stroke in intracranial stent angioplasty
is undoubtedly higher than for extracranial carotid revascularization such as
carotid endarterectomy or stenting. This is not surprising considering the size
and fragile wall of the intracerebral vessel wall. Accordingly, this procedure
should be reserved for cases of emergency or medically refractory ischemia and
not used as a primary modality of treatment until a randomized trial can be per-
formed comparing short- and long-term outcomes from best medical therapy
and endovascular stenting (52–54).

INTRACRANIAL STENTING FOR ANEURYSM THERAPY

Intracranial stent placement has also allowed the endovascular treatment of
wide-necked aneurysms, which were previously not amenable to endovascular
treatment despite the use of adjunctive techniques such as the balloon-assist
method (55) (Fig. 3). In this mode of use, the stent is deployed as a scaffold
across the neck of the aneurysm to effectively decrease the neck width and
allow deployment of embolic coils through the stent interstices into the
aneurysm dome (1,2,7). This can be performed in at least two ways; in the first,
the stent is deployed, and then a microcatheter is used separately to navigate
into an open cell of the stent, thereby gaining access to the aneurysm dome
where coiling can proceed. In the other technique, the microcatheter is first used
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Fig. 3. Treatment of a carotid siphon wide-necked aneurysm using the self-expanding
microcatheter-contained Neuroform stent. A 52-yr-old woman with a medially point-
ing left internal carotid siphon aneurysm measuring 5 mm in diameter with a 4-mm 
neck failed conventional coiling (A, anteroposterior; B, lateral). (C) Using a bifemoral
approach, a microcatheter is seen within the aneurysm dome (arrow); the microcathe-
ter constraining the undeployed Neuroform stent has been advanced into the left mid-
dle cerebral artery (arrowhead) in preparation for final positioning and deployment. The
Neuroform stent is deployed while the coiling microcatheter remains inside the
aneurysm dome; note that the stent interstices are not visible even using high-resolution
imaging; opaque radiomarkers (D, arrowheads) outline the proximal and distal ends of
the stent. Final angiographic result and (E, anteroposterior; F, lateral).
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to access the dome, and then the stent is deployed submaximally while the coils
are being delivered, thereby avoiding the occasionally difficult task of passing
the microcatheter through the stent interstices after deployment. The latter
technique is invaluable in cases of aneurysms on the inner curvatures because
of the difficult geometry. There have been reports of benchtop hemodynamic
evaluations that have highlighted the important role of the stent placement
itself in decreasing the velocity of blood flow inside sidewall aneurysms (56)
and a few case reports of clinical progression to thrombosis after stent place-
ment alone without coiling (57). In addition, the use of a double stent technique
whereby a porous stent is placed within another porous stent can act together
to decrease overall inflow into the aneurysm dome and alter the fluid bound-
ary layer enough so as to yield progressive thrombosis (58). This phenomenon,
is not, however readily predictable at the current time since others have
reported recanalization of previously stented aneurysms of the dissecting
type (59).

More recently, the purpose-built self-expanding low-profile Neuroform
microstent (Smart Therapeutics/Boston Scientific, San Leandro, CA) has
become available, which is more maneuverable than the balloon-expandable
coronary-type devices (6). The Neuroform stent is a shape-memory alloy niti-
nol stent that is constrained inside a high-flow microcatheter containing a coax-
ial stent pusher. After the high-flow microcatheter containing the stent is
advanced beyond the aneurysm neck, the stent is deployed by unsheathing by
pushing it out of the delivery microcatheter while the latter is being withdrawn
over the stabilized central exchange microwire. The stent has shown great
promise but has also been noted to have a relatively low radial force, which
makes it unsuitable for use in rescue treatment of herniated coil loops or for
treating wide-necked large aneurysms in which its lower radial strength pre-
vents it from providing a strong enough scaffold to counter coil prolapse with-
out stent compression and vessel caliber compromise (60). In addition, it is
difficult to traverse the stent once it is deployed in a vessel bend without inad-
vertently engaging one of the stent cross-members, which are so radiolucent as
to be invisible, even in high-resolution digital subtraction angiography units.
These problems can be overcome with careful preparation and by ensuring the
maintenance of an exchange wire through the true lumen to enable tandem or
overlapping stent placement if necessary. Another approach may include the
staged deployment of the Neuroform stent, allowing it to be covered by intima
and incorporated into the wall prior to attempting to embolize the aneurysm
with coils. Purpose-designed stents for intracranial aneurysm treatment are
expected to evolve rapidly in the next few years.

CONCLUSIONS

Intracranial stent angioplasty has emerged as a technically feasible and use-
ful adjunct to treatment of both severe intracranial atherosclerosis and geomet-
rically challenging aneurysms. Newer stent designs specifically tailored for the
treatment of intracranial lesions have been developed and are in current clini-
cal trials. The current data available from a growing number of retrospective
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series and case reports continue to highlight the high risk of these procedures.
These same reports have also illustrated significant clinical successes in well-
selected cases that would not have been achievable using alternate therapies.
Consequently, intracranial stent angioplasty should be limited to the treatment
of patients who have failed conventional modes of therapy in select centers
with high caseloads and expertise until results from randomized trials become
available. The continued improvement of the currently available microstent
designs will undoubtedly lead to improved clinical outcomes in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in microneurosurgery, neurocritical care, and endovascular tech-
niques have greatly improved outcomes for patients with complex neurosurgical
disorders. The neurosurgeons of today have become involved in the application
of high-technology solutions and have welcomed contributions from other disci-
plines. Less invasive approaches resulting in improved patient outcomes have
helped to shift the focus of neurosurgery toward minimally invasive procedures.
Currently, this trend is reflected in all aspects of the specialty. One of the most
influenced areas is neuroendovascular surgery. With improvement and broad
application of refined microsurgery, skull base techniques, computerized surgi-
cal guidance, and new catheter technology and embolic agents, this field has
advanced quickly, with an ever increasing safety and effectiveness profile.

In this chapter, the role of endovascular treatment options in the overall man-
agement of intracranial arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) and tumors in
clinical practice is reviewed. Drawing from our experience and the opinions of
leading neurointerventionists, techniques and applications of current technol-
ogy are highlighted, with a focus on the use of glues and other chemical agents
used for embolization of these lesions.

EMBOLIC AGENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF AVMS

Overview

The aim of endovascular therapy is to obliterate the AVM or reduce its size
with little or no increased medical or neurological risk to the patient. As with
any intervention, the overall goal is to enhance the patient’s outcome.

In 1960 Luessenhop and Spence (1) performed the first embolization of an
AVM by injecting Silastic spheres through surgical exposure of the cervical
carotid artery. Forty years of advances brought new embolic agents to the scene,
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including polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), N-butyl cyanoacrylate (NBCA), Onyx
(Micro Therapeutics, Irvine, CA), and neuracryl M (Provasis Therapeutics, El
Cajon, CA); novel microcatheters and microwires; and endovascular operative
techniques altering the approach to this entity.

The endovascular treatment strategy for an AVM is significantly influenced
by the overall treatment plan and is tailored to the patient and the malforma-
tion. Endovascular embolization strategies can be considered within the fol-
lowing categories of goals and issues: (1) embolization as a preoperative tool,
(2) embolization as a pre-Gamma-Knife radiosurgery tool, (3) embolization
alone as a curative modality, (4) embolization for palliation of symptoms, and
(5) embolization of associated aneurysms. 

Embolization reduces the amount of blood loss that is associated with the
resection of an AVM by decreasing the vascularity of the nidus (2). In a study
by Jafar et al. (2), the amount of blood loss during the resection of large AVMs
embolized with NBCA (an adhesive liquid polymer) was similar to that for
nonembolized small AVMs. Many authors have noted that NBCA embolization
increases the ease of the operation (2,3). For large AVMs, embolization can serve
the purpose of gradually decreasing flow through the AVM, hence decreasing
the risk of hemorrhage associated with “normal perfusion pressure break-
through” (4,5). Normal perfusion pressure breakthrough can occur when
embolization or resection of a high-flow AVM directs blood from the AVM to
surrounding vascular beds that have been chronically hypoperfused. Chronic
hypoperfusion leads to a loss of the autoregulatory ability of the vascular beds.
When blood flow is redirected into these vascular territories, hemorrhage can
occur as a result of the normal perfusion pressure breakthrough phenomenon,
even at a patient’s “normal” systemic blood pressure. Embolized AVM vessels
can also serve as a roadmap during surgical resection by helping the surgeon to
define the anatomy of the feeding pedicles and the nidus.

Despite these advantages, AVM embolization carries considerable risk. Only
patients with AVMs who will significantly benefit from embolization before
surgery should undergo this treatment. For example, a small AVM in the right
frontal lobe with limited feeders that are easily accessible by surgery probably
does not warrant embolization, unless the embolization may be curative (see
Case Illustration section on p. 204). In presurgical planning of AVM emboliza-
tion, the authors embolize those pedicles felt to be the most technically chal-
lenging for surgery. If lenticulostriate and other deep feeding vessels appear to
be easy to embolize but difficult to access surgically, we attempt these feeders
first. Alternatively, if the deep feeders appear too difficult to access, the larger,
more superficial feeders are embolized first. After the occlusion of superficial
feeders, deep feeders may recruit additional blood supply and become
enlarged. The enlarged vessels may be more accessible during a second
embolization session several weeks later. It is extremely important to coordi-
nate with the operating surgeon as to the goals and timing of treatment.

For the patient in whom the management plan involves radiosurgery,
embolization strategies have been used to reduce the volume of an AVM and to
eliminate associated pedicle and proximal aneurysms when possible. The size
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of an AVM nidus influences the success of radiosurgery (6). Therefore, reducing
the size of an AVM with embolization may increase the success rate of radio-
surgery and help avoid use of the higher radiation doses needed to treat a
larger AVM. Circumferential embolization of the AVM, rather than fragmenta-
tion of the nidus, is the preferred strategy here since a fragmented nidus may
result in multiple targets for radiation dosing, which could make radiosurgery
planning difficult, thereby negating the benefits of embolization. Some limited
evidence exists to support the embolization of large AVMs to a size that is
amenable to radiosurgery (7,8). The long-term results of this strategy have not
yet been adequately documented. The authors’ results with this strategy in
select AVMs is encouraging thus far (unpublished data). 

Endovascular treatment alone is rarely curative (8). In general, this strategy
works for some small AVMs with limited arterial feeders and draining veins.
Rarely, a medium-size AVM can be embolized in one or multiple sessions and
a cure can be achieved (see Case Illustration section on p. 204).

Some high-grade AVMs may be too dangerous to treat by any method, and
pure observation may be indicated. Embolization solely for palliation of symp-
toms is rarely indicated. An AVM may be responsible for debilitating symptoms
such as severe headaches or ischemia related to steal phenomena. In these situ-
ations, partial embolization may help reduce flow through the AVM and lead to
an improvement in the patient’s symptoms. The embolization of dural feeders
may be particularly helpful for amelioration of headaches. Steal symptoms can
be reduced by embolizing large “incurable” AVMs (9). Adhesive embolic agents
(such as NBCA) should be used for these types of indications. It has been sug-
gested that partial embolization of an AVM may yield a worse prognosis than
no treatment, so this strategy should be practiced with caution (8,10,11).

Embolization techniques can be used to treat associated aneurysms. Owing
to the risk of rupture of proximal aneurysms during AVM embolization or exci-
sion, treatment of these lesions should precede AVM treatment when possible.
If the aneurysm appears to be appropriate for coiling, it can potentially be
occluded during the first embolization session before the AVM nidus is
approached. If the aneurysm appears to be better suited for surgery, surgical
clipping can be performed before AVM embolization. Aneurysms on feeding
pedicles of the AVM (flow-related aneurysms) can be occluded primarily using
detachable coils. Alternatively, an aneurysm that is close to the AVM nidus can
often be occluded by embolization of the pedicle harboring that aneurysm
while glue is injected from the microcatheter (the glue refluxes from the nidus
into the pedicle and aneurysm). This occlusion can result from infiltration of
glue into the aneurysm sac or secondarily as the feeding pedicle becomes
occluded. Pedicle aneurysms can be embolized with detachable coils before
glue is injected into the pedicle. If the pedicle aneurysm is distal enough from
the AVM, it can be treated with the same glue injection used to embolize the
nidus. Attention should be paid to intranidal aneurysms during embolization.
If a hemorrhage has occurred, an intranidal aneurysm should be suspected as a
rupture site. When possible, the pedicle feeding the nidus harboring the
aneurysm should be treated first.
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Tools for Embolization
Embolic Agents

Embolic agents can be classified as solid or liquid (Table 1). Each agent
requires a significant learning curve. Earlier agents with low safety or high
recanalization profiles have been abandoned for newer and safer agents. Our
discussion will focus not only on the most commonly used agents, NBCA and
PVA particles, but also on promising new agents, Onyx and neuracryl M.
PVA

Before refinements were made in microcatheter technology, particulate
agents such as PVA were the mainstay of preoperative embolic therapy for
AVMs. First reported by Porstmann et al. (12), PVA particles are currently used
only for those cases in which the AVM will be resected within several days or
to slow the flow in a high-flow pedicle before NBCA embolization is per-
formed. Slowing the flow in a high-flow pedicle with PVA may allow more
NBCA to penetrate the AVM nidus, rather than escaping through the draining
vein. As AVM obliteration caused by PVA embolization is the result of throm-
bosis, embolization with PVA particles results in slower occlusion of the nidus
(compared with NBCA), and because the thrombus is broken down over the
course of time, a relatively high rate of recanalization is associated with PVA
embolization (13). Concerns regarding recanalization and recruitment of new
feeders have made particle embolization fall out of favor at most centers except
for the previously mentioned circumstances. In addition, PVA particles are not
radiopaque.
NBCA

The agent used most commonly for AVM embolization over the past several
years has been NBCA. Introduced in the late 1980s, NBCA is an attractive
embolic agent because of its associated low rate of recanalization. Although a
steep learning curve is involved in its use, many authors have reported suc-
cessful use and low morbidity in recent years (2,14). Gluing the catheter
intracranially and embolizing the draining vein, causing hemorrhage or infarc-
tion, are the two most common complications associated with NBCA (14). The
technique of NBCA embolization involves subjectively assessing the AVM
angioarchitecture, which is seen by use of superselective angiography. Particu-
lar attention must be paid to the anatomy of the nidus and veins.
ONYX

Unlike NBCA, Onyx is a nonadhesive, liquid embolic agent (15). Onyx is a
biocompatible polymer (ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer) dissolved in an
organic solvent (dimethyl sulfoxide [DMSO]). Its nonadhesive nature elimi-
nates the risk of gluing the catheter intracranially. Onyx allows for greater vari-
ability in injection force, volume, and duration. These characteristics may allow
for a more controlled embolization of the nidus. The ability to administer the
Onyx slowly allows the interventionist to stop the injection easily before this
material penetrates the draining veins. Early animal studies showed that the
DMSO component of the Onyx can cause severe vasospasm and angionecrosis
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(16). In more recent studies, this angiotoxic effect has been attributed to the
amount of the DMSO injected and the velocity of the Onyx injection, with larger
volumes of DMSO and faster injection rates being related to angiotoxicity (17).
Chaloupka et al. (17) showed that slow injections in the swine rete mirabile
(between 30 and 90 s of small volumes of DMSO [0.5 or 0.8 mL]) are well toler-
ated in terms of less angiotoxicity.

The neurointerventional team at the University of California at Los Angeles
has reported encouraging data on 23 patients who underwent Onyx emboliza-
tion of AVMs (15). A 63% reduction in AVM volume was observed after a total
of 129 arterial feeders were embolized. There was a 4% permanent morbidity.
Of these 23 patients, 12 underwent subsequent radiosurgery, and 11 had oper-
ations that resulted in complete resection of the AVM. Histopathologic exami-
nation of the resected specimens was performed. Specimens resected 1 d after
embolization showed mild inflammatory changes. Those resected more than
4 d after embolization showed chronic inflammatory changes. Angionecrosis of
the embolized vessels was noted in two of the 11 patients who underwent oper-
ations. The authors emphasize the need to inject Onyx slowly and to avoid
reflux. They also emphasize the need to mix tantalum powder thoroughly with
the compound to ensure optimal visualization under fluoroscopy. DMSO com-
patibility with currently used catheters is also a concern. The solvent has been
shown to damage some of the catheters used for its delivery in the past (15,17).
The introduction of new catheter designs, including coated catheters, and
minor changes in the composition of the agent will solve this issue. 

Akin et al. (18) recently compared the surgical handling characteristics of
Onyx and NBCA for embolization of vessels in an AVM resection model in
swine. They reported better handling of specimens after Onyx embolization,
with a tendency toward less blood loss in surgery. On the basis of these reports

Table 1
Classification of Embolic Agents

Solid agents
Gelfoam (Upjohn, Kalamazoo, MI)
Polyvinyl alcohol particles 
Avitene (microfibrillar collagen)
Silk sutures
Balloons
Coils
Microspheres (EmboGold Microspheres,

Biosphere Medical, Rockland, MA)

Liquid agents
Cyanoacrylates (NBCA, neuracryl M, others)
Onyx (Micro Therapeutics, Irvine, CA)
Polyvinyl acetate
Pure ethanol
Cellulose acetate polymer
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and our laboratory experience with Onyx, we believe that this agent holds great
promise for the treatment of cerebral AVMs and aneurysms (A.S. Boulos and
L.R. Guterman, personal communication, 2001). No long-term angiographic
follow-up analyses of patients treated with Onyx have been conducted, so the
long-term recanalization rate is unknown.
NEURACRYL M

In an effort to avoid the inconsistent polymerization rates, the premature
beading and breakup, and the inadvertent gluing of the catheter to the vessel
wall associated with NBCA as well as the lack of angionecrosis and associated
recanalization potential seen with Onyx, Kerber and colleagues began work on
neuracryl M (C.W. Kerber et al., personal communication). They sought to
develop a radiopaque, injectable embolic agent composed primarily of the basic
cyanoacrylate monomer that would stay together as much as possible when
exposed to rapidly flowing blood and cause the inflammatory reaction neces-
sary to result in permanent occlusion. The new agent, once polymerized, had to
have a soft consistency so that surgeons could easily manipulate embolized ves-
sels. After working with many different amalgamations, they produced a
cyanoacrylate-based polymer named neuracryl M.

Initial studies comparing the behavioral characteristics of neuracryl M and
NBCA were done using porcine blood in four different settings (19). Drops of
the two substances were placed on and beneath the surface of stagnant blood
and were also injected into a linear flow model as well as a standardized AVM
model. In the stagnant models, NBCA and neuracryl M had equivalent poly-
merization times, but when placed beneath the surface of the blood, the neu-
racryl formed a rubbery mass, which remained at the tip of the needle, whereas
the NBCA dropped to the bottom of the beaker, forming a friable mass. When
injected in the flow models, the neuracryl remained as a cohesive mass that
filled the entire linear flow model and yielded better penetration of the AVM
model than did the NBCA. In the linear flow model, the NBCA formed small
droplets that embolized downstream in the tubing. Unfortunately, neuracryl M
is a cyanoacrylate derivative and as such has the potential to glue the catheter
to the vessel wall. As with NBCA, a significant learning curve accompanies the
use of neuracryl M. Inadvertent adherence to the vessel wall can be largely
avoided by mastering the technique of using cyanoacrylates in the treatment of
AVMs and taking the proper precautions.

A randomized clinical trial was undertaken to compare neuracryl M with
PVA for the treatment of AVMs (20). Among 10 patients receiving neuracryl M,
five lesions were totally obliterated. Of the lesions in the remaining five
patients, nidus size was reduced by 50–99% in two, and by less than 50% in two
others and was felt to have increased slightly in one. This study was an angio-
graphic study and did not focus on the histopathologic changes induced by the
neuracryl M. Chopko et al. (21) reported the first human histopathologic results
in a 34-yr-old man who was treated with neuracryl M 4 d before surgical resec-
tion. Histopathologic examination showed scattered foci of neuracryl M that
filled the lumen and did not breach the vessel wall. A profound acute inflam-
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matory response surrounding many of the AVM vessels, a giant-cell foreign-
body reaction, and angionecrosis were noted. The results obtained with neu-
racryl M embolization are promising. Further studies are needed to prove the
safety and efficacy of this agent. 

Catheters

Dramatic improvements in microcatheter and microguidewire designs over
the past several years have allowed for safer, more effective AVM embolization.
Flow-directed and wire-directed catheters are used for AVM embolization. In
general, wire-directed catheters are used to access low-flow pedicles and flow-
directed catheters to access high-flow pedicles. Positioning a flow-directed
microcatheter into the distal cerebral circulation is a relatively atraumatic event.
It can be difficult to get the catheter to travel distally into low-flow vessels,
which can be easily accessed with a wire-directed catheter. Great care is
required, however, when positioning a wire-directed catheter to avoid perfo-
rating the nidus or pedicle with the microwire. An advantage of flow-guided
microcatheters is the lack of a wire and, therefore, a decreased risk of intracere-
bral hemorrhage. A disadvantage is the inability to select precisely which pedi-
cle to embolize because this type of catheter is directed mostly by the flow and
not by the operator. For wire-directed catheters, the authors commonly use the
Transcend platinum tip wire (Boston Scientific Scimed, Maple Grove, MN) or
the PVS Synchro wire (Precision Vascular Systems, West Valley City, UT). Either
flow- or wire-directed catheters can be used to deliver liquid embolic agents,
such as cyanoacrylate, Onyx, and pure ethanol, as well as liquid coils. For par-
ticulate agents such as PVA, larger lumen wire-directed microcatheters are
needed.

Over the last few years, guidewires have been developed that can be passed
through flow-directed catheters. Initially, these wires were used only to bolster
the proximal segment of the microcatheter, hence, giving it some “pushability.”
With time, some interventionists have begun to use flow-directed catheters like
over-the-wire systems. Using this technique, perforation of the target vessels
and breach of the catheter wall are possible, so caution is advised when
attempting this approach. Perforation of vessels can occur because flow-
directed catheters can be navigated more distally toward the nidus, where the
vessels can be more fragile. Moreover, extreme caution is required when pass-
ing wires thorough these catheters to avoid damage to the wall of the catheter
(The walls of a flow-directed catheter are relatively thin compared with those of
a wire-directed catheter.) Improving wire technology (less traumatic tips) has
caused the authors to shift gradually toward using wire-directed micro-
catheters more often for AVM embolization. Wire-directed catheters are braided
and are less likely to be perforated or to burst during glue injection than are
flow-directed catheters.

When using cyanoacrylates, the tip of the catheter selected for embolization
should be advanced as far into the pedicle as possible. In this way, a controlled
injection can be performed, thus minimizing the risk of reflux into normal ves-
sels. With precipitates, like Onyx, the catheter tip can be positioned more prox-
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imally within the pedicle. When one pedicle is filled, injection can continue
until more pedicles on the same feeding branch are filled.

Flow-directed microcatheters can be navigated up to the nidus without the
risk of wire perforation. These catheters should be checked for small leaks by
injecting saline into them before use to prevent complications related to
extravasation of embolic material in unwanted areas.

Technical Strategies and Nuances

In this section, technical strategies applied by the authors in most cases of
NBCA embolization and nuances oriented toward goals for the management
of a given AVM in a given patient are addressed. After the decision has been
made to treat an AVM, the need for embolization is carefully assessed. Angio-
graphic and magnetic resonance images are scrutinized to gain a better under-
standing of the hemodynamics of the lesion and its periphery. Special attention
is paid to the proximity of the AVM to eloquent cortex, the presence of associ-
ated aneurysms, the pattern of venous drainage, and the presence or absence
of venous outflow obstruction. A strategy is devised that is based on the
patient’s needs. In general, three arterial pedicles or less are embolized in a
given session. The rationale here is to allow a gradual readjustment of the
regional hemodynamics to occur. If a pedicle is large, embolizing that pedicle
alone may be prudent and sufficient. If there are several small pedicles, more
than three pedicles can be embolized. Aneurysms associated with the AVM are
treated first by clipping or endovascular embolization (either on a separate
occasion or during the same procedure). If a pseudoaneurysm or an intranidal
aneurysm appears to be the source of hemorrhage, the feeder that contributes
to this compartment of the nidus is embolized. In addition, embolization of
any arterial feeder supplying a compartment drained by ectatic or stenosed
veins is attempted. Otherwise, the pedicle that is easiest to access and provides
the best route to the nidus is selected for embolization. Care should be taken
to avoid vessels en passage (those vessels feeding not only the AVM but also
normal brain tissue). Patients are allowed to recover for several weeks between
embolization sessions. A single session may be required for embolization of a
small AVM with two to three pedicles, whereas two to four sessions may be
necessary for a large AVM.

General Anesthesia vs Awake Testing During AVM Embolization

AVM embolization is carried out after the administration of sedative and
analgesic agents or the induction of general anesthesia. When embolization is
performed in an awake patient, the patient can be monitored for the duration
of the procedure, which allows for provocative pharmacologic test injection of
the pedicle or pedicles selected for embolization with a barbiturate (amobarbi-
tal or methohexital) or lidocaine (i.e., if the AVM is dural based or intimately
involved with the cranial nerves or has supply from the external circulation) 
in an effort to evaluate better the territory supplied by that vessel or vessels. In
addition, the medical complications associated with general anesthesia can be
avoided. The authors prefer to have the patient awake whenever possible dur-
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ing embolization. Exceptions are patients who are unwilling or those who can-
not cooperate because of age, decreased mental status, or claustrophobia.

Preparation for Embolization

After the patient is positioned on the angiography table and ready for treat-
ment, a cerebral angiogram is performed that includes the external carotid
arteries. The treatment strategy is assessed according to current angiographic
findings about the hemodynamics of the AVM. A bolus of heparin (60–70 U/kg)
is administered to achieve an activated coagulation time in the range of 250–300 s.
After the target feeding vessel has been selected, a 5- or 6-French guide catheter,
which is connected to a heparinized saline drip, is placed in the brachiocephalic
vessel of choice using over-the-wire and road-map techniques. A microcatheter
(either wire- or flow-directed) is connected to the heparinized saline drip. Vig-
ilant attention is paid to avoiding air bubbles and blood clots in the catheters.
After treating any proximal aneurysms with coils, attention is directed to the
chosen pedicle. Using road-map techniques, a wire-directed catheter can be
navigated close to the AVM nidus, with a soft-tip guidewire used to avoid ves-
sel perforation. Flow-directed catheters follow high flow and can be pushed
forward by injecting small amounts of saline with a 3-mL syringe. Care must be
taken to ensure that the microcatheter is as close as possible to the nidus with-
out entering and perforating the fragile vessels of the nidus. With the micro-
catheter in position, provocative testing of the feeding pedicle is carried out. 

Neurological examinations are conducted before and after test injection. Typ-
ically, an injection of 20 mg of lidocaine will effectively produce symptoms
referable to a peripheral nerve within that vessel’s distribution. If the vessel
anastomoses to the external carotid artery, we are especially careful to adminis-
ter lidocaine and perform a detailed cranial nerve examination (Table 2 lists
possible dangerous anastomoses between the extracranial and intracranial cir-
culation.) Symptoms referable to the retina can also be detected with lidocaine
if the pedicle is in close proximity to the ophthalmic artery. If lidocaine admin-
istration is tolerated without symptoms, 10 mg of methohexital or amobarbital
is injected through the microcatheter. The methohexital or amobarbital will
depress the cerebral activity in the brain within that vessel’s distribution. A
detailed neurological examination is then performed to ascertain whether any
new neurological symptoms have resulted. The authors have found this com-
bination of tests to be very useful before permanent sacrifice of AVM feeding
pedicles (22,23). Even when the examination is unchanged, caution with NBCA
embolization is recommended. Flow patterns through the microcatheter and
pedicle will change while the glue is being injected, so glue may begin to
embolize to eloquent branches that the methohexital did not reach because it
was injected when the malformation was fully patent.

NBCA Embolization

After the microcatheter is in position, the NBCA (Trufill NBCA Liquid
Embolic Treatment System, Cordis, Miami Lakes, FL) is prepared. The Trufill
system includes glue, ethiodized oil, and tantalum powder. After confirming
that the pedicle is safe to embolize, ethiodized oil is mixed with the NBCA and
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tantalum powder for radiopacity. Moreover, modifying the ratio of ethiodized
oil and NBCA will vary the polymerization time. For direct arteriovenous fis-
tulae and high-flow regions, the ratio of NBCA to ethiodized oil should be
higher than for low-flow areas. High-speed (30 frames/s) angiographic images
are obtained through the microcatheter to measure the transit time and degree
of flow before embolizing the pedicle. For most situations (moderate-to-low
flow), the authors use an ethiodized oil to NBCA ratio of 3:1. Changes in the
speed of compound injection alter its embolization properties. In our opinion,
altering the injection rate is probably better than altering the mixture for differ-
ent microangiographic patterns. Furthermore, ethiodized oil is more viscous
than NBCA. Therefore, changing the ratio has more of an effect than simply
changing the polymerization time. Alternatively, detachable coils can be used to
reduce the flow through the fistula. Because the NBCA polymerizes on contact
with blood or saline, the preparation must take place in a sterile, ion-free envi-
ronment to prevent the occurrence of premature polymerization. The interven-
tionist changes gown and gloves and prepares the glue on a sterile table with
sterile instruments. The tantalum powder is first mixed with the appropriate
volume of ethiodized oil in a 3-mL syringe. NBCA is then added. The syringe is
then well shaken for 2–3 min to ensure complete mixing.

While the operator mixes the glue, the assistant isolates the tip of the micro-
catheter with clean towels and flushes the microcatheter with a sterile dextrose
solution (D5W). The assistant then creates a negative roadmap using the previ-
ously determined optimal angiographic projection. Alternatively, fluoroscopy
can be used without a roadmap on one screen while an image of the pedicle and

Table 2
Possible Dangerous Anastomoses Between 
the Extracranial and Intracranial Circulation

Extracranial Arteries
Anterior branch of middle meningeal
Anterior meningeal
Petrosquamosal branch of middle meningeal
Occipital
Neuromeningeal branch of ascending pharyngeal

Intracranial Arteries
Ophthalmic (ethmoidal)
Anterior cerebral
Petrous internal carotid (cranial nerve VII)
Vertebral
Posterior inferior cerebellar/anterior inferior
cerebral (cranial nerves IX–XI)

Adapted from Standard SC, Hopkins LN. Principles of
neuroendovascular intervention, in Endovascular Neurologi-
cal Intervention (Maciunas RJ, ed.), The American Associa-
tion of Neurological Surgeons, Park Ridge, IL, 1995, p. 16.
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nidus obtained from the most recent angiographic imaging (and the same pro-
jection as will be used for the injection) is projected on the adjacent screen. After
the glue is well mixed, the operator injects it and observes filling of the nidus.
Following the injection, the microcatheter is removed while suction is applied
by the operator, and the assistant quickly withdraws the microcatheter from the
guide catheter. An angiographic run is then obtained through the guide
catheter to assess the effects of the embolization. If the patient’s condition is
unchanged neurologically and if another pedicle requires embolization concur-
rently, the new pedicle is accessed and embolized as above; otherwise, the pro-
cedure is terminated. Patients are observed in the intensive care unit for one
night and discharged the following day if they are neurologically stable and
without a severe headache. The authors allow a 3- to 4-wk interval between
embolization sessions.

Complication Management

Acute complications of embolization that require special attention in the
endovascular suite include but are not limited to vessel perforation with intra-
parenchymal hemorrhage, intraventricular hemorrhage, gluing of the catheter
to the nidus, and occlusion of draining vein(s). Intraparenchymal or intraven-
tricular hemorrhage can be detected by a contrast blush observed on angiogra-
phy or by a change in the patient’s neurological exam. An intubated patient
who experiences unexplained bradycardia and hypertension (Cushing’s reflex)
should be suspected of having an intracranial hemorrhage. If a hemorrhage is
suspected, the procedure should be aborted, anticoagulation reversed, and a
computed tomographic scan obtained. If a neurosurgeon is not a member of the
endovascular team, one should be contacted immediately. An awake patient
who becomes unresponsive should be intubated for intracranial pressure man-
agement and airway protection. An external ventricular drain may be indicated
to monitor and control intracranial pressure. When a catheter is glued to the
nidus, the catheter should be cut at the groin region. If surgical excision of the
AVM is possible, excision with removal of the catheter during AVM resection
may be possible. If the AVM is not surgically accessible, anticoagulation ther-
apy (when it can be administered safely) should be considered to prevent the
formation of clot on the catheter.

Occlusion of draining veins by NBCA is a feared complication. Occlusion of
a draining vein can result in or predispose the patient to intraparenchymal
hemorrhage. When a major draining vein has been occluded, immediate
embolization of all possible arterial feeders, in conjunction with lowering of the
patient’s arterial blood pressure, should be considered. If additional pedicles
are not accessible, the procedure should be aborted. A computed tomographic
scan should be obtained promptly. If a hemorrhage has occurred, prompt neu-
rosurgical evaluation is essential. If no hemorrhage has occurred, the manage-
ment is controversial. Some clinicians have advocated prompt surgical excision
if a significant portion of venous drainage has been occluded and if the AVM is
surgically accessible. This idea arises from the observation that occluding the
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draining veins in surgery before isolating the nidus can lead to hemorrhage. If
only a small amount of venous drainage has been compromised, close observa-
tion in the intensive care unit with blood pressure control is an option.

Results

The safety and effectiveness of AVM embolization with NBCA has been
reported in multiple series (2,14,24–26). Embolization resulted in 50% or more
reduction in AVM size in most patients in these series. Surgeons have reported
greater ease during the excision of embolized versus nonembolized AVMs (2).
In a recent report on the effectiveness of combining Gamma-Knife radiosurgery
and endovascular embolization, AVM obliteration was achieved in 46% of
patients (8). Complication rates ranging from 3 to 25% have been reported (15).

Case Illustration

A 41-yr-old woman was diagnosed with a right frontal AVM during head
trauma evaluation (Spetzler-Martin grade II). The AVM was fed by branches of
the right anterior communicating artery (ACA) and right middle cerebral artery
(MCA) (Fig. 1A,B). Both the ACA and the MCA pedicles were embolized with
NBCA during the same session, with complete AVM obliteration achieved. A
follow-up angiogram 12 mo after the procedure showed no recurrence of the
lesion (Fig. 2A,B).

Fig. 1. Anteroposterior (A) and lateral (B) projection angiograms of the right
hemisphere demonstrate an arteriovenous malformation (AVM) fed by anterior
cerebral artery (ACA) and middle cerebral artery (MCA) branches. Superselec-
tive angiography (C) via an ACA pedicle shows the AVM angioarchitecture
with no evidence of vessels en passage.
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EMBOLIC AGENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF TUMORS

Overview

Endovascular treatment of benign and malignant intracranial tumors is
focused on superselective intraarterial delivery of chemotherapeutic agents and
pedicle embolization for tumor devascularization. Endovascular techniques are
particularly valuable in the preoperative embolization of tumors that are highly
vascular as well as those involving difficult surgical exposures, such as skull
base neoplasms. Vascular metastatic lesions, such as renal cell carcinoma, are
also routinely referred for preoperative embolization. In select cases of advanced
stage medical illness or inoperable tumors, endovascular therapy may be used
alone as a palliative option.

Superselective Delivery of Chemotherapy

The intraarterial delivery of chemotherapeutic agents to treat central nervous
system disorders dates back to the 1940s when direct injection of drugs into the
carotid artery was attempted for the treatment of syphilis. Several more con-
temporary studies have demonstrated that the uptake of antitumoral agents by
neoplastic cells depends on many factors including pharmacologic properties
of the agent, integrity of the blood–brain barrier, intravascular concentration of
the agent, and the presence of arterial flow (27,28). Under appropriate condi-
tions, tumor uptake is nearly 50 times higher when chemotherapeutic agents
are administered intraarterially rather than intravenously (29). The local nature
of brain tumors should theoretically permit local chemotherapy (30).

Fig. 2. Anteroposterior (A) and lateral (B) projection angiograms of the right
anterior circulation demonstrate no residual AVM.
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Previous intraarterial regimens used nitrosoureas, but these have generally
been abandoned because the side effects outweighed the benefits of treatment
(31–33). Shapiro et al. (32) reported a randomized study of intracarotid infusion
of chemotherapy (1,3-bis(2-chloroethyl)-1-nitrosourea [BCNU]) for newly diag-
nosed malignant gliomas. Their results showed a reduced rate of survival
among patients receiving intraarterial chemotherapy, especially those with
anaplastic astrocytoma. The presence of BCNU-induced necrosis on white mat-
ter and the ocular toxicity of the drug explained these results. Other agents such
as cisplatin have also been tried, but their neurological and retinal toxicity lim-
its the dosage that can be safely administered locally (34,35).

Qureshi et al. (36) reported their experience with intraarterial infusions in
a series of patients with intracranial neoplasms that had demonstrated a poor
response to radiation, intravenous chemotherapy, and/or surgical removal.
In some treatment sessions, RMP-7, a bradykinin analog, was infused con-
comitantly with carboplatin in an attempt to manipulate blood–brain barrier
permeability and increase the transport of chemotherapeutic agents into the
tumor. Owing to the retrospective characteristic of the study and the variety
of tumors treated, these authors could only conclude that intraarterial
administration of carboplatin with or without RMP-7 appeared to be safe and
feasible.

Although it is an appealing approach, local intraarterial delivery has not yet
contributed to any significant improvement in the length of survival of patients
with central nervous system diseases (37). Further investigation is necessary to
evaluate the long-term survival and effects of intraarterial administration of
carboplatin and other chemotherapeutic drugs.

Pedicle Embolization for Tumor Devascularization

Preoperative occlusion of vascular pedicles is feasible for certain types of
tumors including extraaxial and primary bone tumors and for some intraaxial
tumors as well (38,39) (Table 3). The goal of embolization with these neoplastic
disorders is to devascularize the tumor capillary bed while preserving the nor-
mal arterial circulation. Before the injection of any embolic material, the inter-
ventionist should carefully reexamine the anatomy and hemodynamics of the
vessel to be embolized, with special attention paid to possible dangerous anas-
tomoses, caliber and pattern of tumor vessels, blood flow characteristics, and
circulation to adjacent territories (39).

Preoperative assessment of the tumor is of particular importance in planning
the embolization and assessing the risk that may apply to a certain tumor. In
particular, anatomic localization will determine the vascular supply that will
provide access for embolization. The neuroendovascular surgeon must be thor-
oughly familiar with the blood supply to the skull base and meninges to obtain
adequate angiographic images of the tumor. Preoperative assessment must also
include a detailed examination of the neurological territory adjacent to the
tumor and the vascular territory at risk during the embolization (40).

Preoperative magnetic resonance imaging provides important information
regarding the growth pattern and compartmentalization of the tumor. Rela-
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tionships to bony landmarks, such as the petrous apex and basal foramina, are
critical aspects of any evaluation. The relationship of the tumor to major vas-
cular structures, such as the petrous or cavernous carotid artery, will suggest
whether vessel sacrifice is an option. If it is a possibility, a balloon test occlu-
sion should be performed to determine the patient’s tolerance to such a pro-
cedure. In cases of failure to pass the balloon test occlusion, a major
revascularization procedure (bypass) should be considered before definitive
vessel occlusion. 

Superselective angiography often demonstrates a vascular blush that was
inapparent on routine angiography. Of particular interest are dangerous anas-
tomoses that may exist between vascular territories (Table 2). Angiographic
visualization must not be relied on exclusively, however; provocative testing
with lidocaine can be used to demonstrate risk to the cranial nerve blood sup-
ply. Additional provocative testing with methohexital or amobarbital may
demonstrate the presence of parenchymal anastomoses.

The selection of an embolic agent for preoperative tumor embolization
depends on which vessel the interventionist can access, and the neurosurgeon
must be involved in this determination. NBCA, PVA, and microspheres (Embo-
Gold Microspheres, Biosphere Medical, Rockland, MA) are most widely used;
however, Gelfoam (Upjohn, Kalamazoo, MI) and Avitene (microfibrillar colla-
gen) are used as well. Absolute ethanol is an excellent liquid agent that produces
intense angionecrosis and liquefaction of the tumor. However, pericapsular
extravasation may occur, and the neurotoxicity of this agent raises the level of

Table 3
Most Commonly Embolized
Tumors According to Location

Extraaxial Tumors
Meningioma

(embolized most often)
Hemangiopericytoma
Neurogenic tumor
Paraganglioma
Esthesioneuroblastoma
Malignant bone tumors

Intraaxial Tumors
Hemangioblastoma
Glioblastoma
Metastatic tumors

Primary Bone Tumors
Aneurysmal bone cyst
Hemangioma
Chordoma
Chondrosarcoma
Osteogenic sarcoma
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concern regarding its use. Reflux of absolute ethanol should be assiduously
avoided. Each embolic agent has advantages and disadvantages. The discussion
of the suitability of each agent for a particular situation is beyond the scope of
this chapter.

Fig. 3. Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance images, axial T2-weighted (A)
and coronal T1-weighted (B), demonstrate a right frontal lesion, with diffuse
contrast enhancement exerting a mass effect on the right frontal lobe and right
lateral ventricle. These findings are suggestive of a meningioma. Several flow
void signals are observed on the T2 image (arrow), denoting intense neovascu-
larization of the lesion. 

Fig. 4. Selective right external carotid artery (A) and selective right internal
carotid artery (B) lateral projection angiograms demonstrate tumoral blush.
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The tumors most commonly embolized are meningiomas (see Case Illustra-
tion section next). These benign tumors can be extremely vascular and may be
associated with extensive blood loss during surgery. Although radical surgical
removal remains the gold standard of treatment for meningiomas, the endovas-
cular occlusion of nourishing vessels facilitates and shortens the length of the
surgical procedure. Jungreis (41) described a significant reduction in intraoper-
ative blood loss after endovascular pedicle occlusion.

Direct percutaneous puncture with intratumoral injection of embolic agent
may be another effective treatment for selected vascular tumors. Casasco et al.
(42,43) used direct puncture of vascular intracranial and head and neck
tumors with intratumoral injection of NBCA. Complete angiographic filling
of the tumor volume was achieved with regression of the tumors in 80% of
cases.

Some controversy remains concerning the ideal timing for surgery after
tumor embolization. Embolization is usually accomplished in one session.
Intervals of 1 d to several weeks have been suggested; however, the optimum
interval still needs to be determined (39,44,45). In the authors’ experience,
delays of more than 6–12 wk are associated with tumor revascularization (39).
Surgical resection 1–4 wk after embolization is recommended to allow for
maximal devascularization, as well as minimal cerebral edema and tumor
swelling.

Fig. 5. Lateral projection angiogram of the right external carotid artery
demonstrates obliteration of the tumors feeders after selective Gelfoam powder
injection.
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Case Illustration

A 41-yr-old man was admitted with new onset of seizures, blurred vision,
and headaches. Magnetic resonance images of the brain showed a right
frontal dura-based mass consistent with a meningioma (Fig. 3A,B). The pre-
operative angiogram demonstrated intense tumoral blushing from the right
internal and external carotid arteries (Fig. 4A,B). Embolization with Gelfoam
powder, performed via superselective catheterization of branches of the right
middle meningeal artery, resulted in good obliteration of the tumoral vascu-
lar bed (Fig. 5). Twenty-four hours later, the patient underwent a right fron-

Fig. 6. Photomicrographs of the tumor (A, H&E ×60; B, H&E ×120) demon-
strate a hypercellular lesion with densely packed cells and areas of necrosis
(arrow in A), compatible with an atypical meningioma. Note the presence of
embolic material inside some of the vessels (arrowheads).
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toparietal craniotomy, with gross total tumoral resection. The histological
diagnosis was compatible with an atypical meningioma with areas of necro-
sis related to embolic material (Fig. 6A,B) and evidence of Gelfoam inside the
vessels.

CONCLUSIONS

The embolization of cerebral AVMs and tumors must be approached strate-
gically with a clear and logical plan in mind. This plan should ideally be dis-
cussed in a multidisciplinary environment that includes neurosurgeons,
neuroendovascular specialists, neuroradiologists, and radiosurgeons. As dis-
cussed in this chapter, the goals of therapy should dictate the approach to
embolization.

Several areas of embolization are likely to improve over the next several
years. Catheter and wire technology will continue to improve, thereby allowing
safer, more effective treatment of vascular pedicles. Better embolic agents are
likely to emerge, allowing safer, easier, and more effective treatment.
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Radiofrequency Lesioning

Michael Petr, MD, PhD and John M. Tew, Jr., MD

INTRODUCTION

Radiofrequency lesioning (RFL) is a time-proven, safe method of long-term
pain relief. It provides successful treatment for trigeminal neuralgia and has
been explored as a tool for symptomatic relief of many other neurologic condi-
tions including Parkinson’s disease, oncologic pain, spinal pain syndromes,
facial spasm, facial pain of multiple sclerosis, vagoglossopharyngeal neuralgia,
and (rarely) atypical facial pain (1–5). Originally the RFL method was poorly
controlled; a 1-cm noninsulated electrode tip placed in the gasserian ganglion
was guided with a stereotactic frame (6). Although this technique successfully
relieved symptoms of tic douloureux, a high incidence of complications occur-
red including anesthesia dolorosa, cranial nerve palsies, corneal ulcers, and
blindness. Attempts to improve outcomes and reduce complications led to the
practice of creating small serial lesions and intervening neurologic exams while
titrating the lesion to the desired effect (7). Many published series of RFL for
trigeminal neuralgia accumulated over decades have demonstrated its relative
safety and efficacy for select patient populations.

Typical treatment options for trigeminal neuralgia include microvascular
decompression (MVD), glycerol rhizolysis, peripheral nerve rhizotomy, radio-
surgery, and peripheral nerve block. When the risks and benefits are weighted,
RFL is a reasonable option for pain relief in many elderly patients who have
complex health problems and in whom medical therapy has failed. Young
healthy patients may undergo open surgical decompression, thus avoiding the
neurologic complication risks of percutaneous procedures. Criteria for percuta-
neous procedures include stereotypical pain, failure of medical treatment,
advanced physiologic age, poor medical condition, multiple sclerosis, and
patient preference. For patients with pain in the V1 division, MVD is recom-
mended to avoid corneal anesthesia. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIOFREQUENCY

RFL generates heat in a controlled and minimally invasive manner to dam-
age nerve fibers selectively with the goals of attaining asymptomatic relief and
minimizing the risk of complications. Key elements of successful RFL include
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heat control and localization in the lesion process. Clinical observations support
the physical principles of RFL that small δ and poorly myelinated c-fibers are
more susceptible to heat than are heavily myelinated α- and β-fibers (8).
Regarding the concept of selective sensitivity of fiber types to heat, however, in
vivo animal experiments have demonstrated no difference in heat sensitivity
among fiber types and equal destruction of all fiber types within a lesion (9). In
temperature-controlled studies in dogs using a 2-min duration and range of
45–85°C in 10° increments, histological studies found no differential effect in
lesioning between unmyelinated and myelinated fibers (10).

The RFL technique relies on controlled thermocoagulation of tissues to create
a predictable and reproducible size without boiling or carbonization (11–13).
Variables in controlling the lesion include tissue impedance, electrode type (i.e.,
unipolar, monopolar), temperature, and time interval of coagulation. In vitro
and in vivo studies have characterized the methods of lesion production by
radiofrequency techniques. Monopolar electrodes generate lesions that enlarge
in direct relation to temperature increases; bipolar electrodes generate lesions
that plateau in size at 85°C (14). In relation to time, lesion size stabilizes at 60-s
durations (15). Lesion size increases in direct proportion to electrode size
(14,15). The most significant control parameter is temperature monitoring in
real time. Real-time temperature monitoring at the electrode tip eliminates the
variable of tissue impedance and maintains constant temperature with contin-
ual feedback that produces reliable, predictable lesions without boiling or
carbonization (15). In summary, radiofrequency ablation is a form of thermoco-
agulation controlled by electrode size, duration of coagulation, and constant
temperature control that allows the optimal tissue lesioning.

TECHNIQUE OF PERCUTANEOUS RFL FOR TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA

Patients can undergo radiofrequency rhizotomy in the radiology depart-
ment, except for patients with pulmonary or cardiac issues that require precise
control of anesthesia parameters. In most cases, neither is general anesthesia
required nor must an anesthesiologist be present. The equipment list typically
includes X-ray fluoroscopey, sterile drapes, sponges and skin prep, ruler and
marking pen to delineate landmarks, sterile spinal tray with syringe for metho-
hexital anesthetic (Brevital 500 mg 10:1 dilution), intravenous tubing with side
injection port to alternate between Brevital and 5% dextrose, atropine 0.4 mg,
pins and cotton for sensory testing, and Nipride. Additionally, the Radionics
TIC and Tew kits are used. Various electrodes (e.g., straight 7-mm temperature
monitoring electrode, curved temperature monitoring Tew electrode, angled
3-mm cordotomy electrode) (16) and generator systems are available; our expe-
rience in 1500 cases was with Radionics equipment. The Radionics RFG-3C
lesion generator system provides the necessary power output of 15 W or higher
and a radiofrequency exceeding 250 kH/s. The electrode tip should include fea-
tures to monitor voltage, current, radiofrequency, and temperature. A built-in
timer and stimulator are essential. Another useful feature of the Radionics RFG-
3C model includes the capability for continuous impedance monitoring during
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electrocoagulation. The TIC kit includes a 19-gage Teflon-insulated cannula
with 2-, 5-, 7-, and 10-mm tips to create a variety of lesion sizes (Fig. 1).

Patient Preparation

After admission as an outpatient the morning of the procedure, the patient
undergoes preoperative laboratory tests, electrocardiogram, and chest X-ray; no
food or drink is permitted for 5 h before the procedure. With the patient posi-
tioned supine, the surgeon is on the right side regardless of pain location. The
fluoroscopy is placed for convenient viewing by the surgeon. Lateral fluoro-
scopic images should show overlapping orbits and clinoids and should include
the sella turcica, clivus, and petrous apex. The radiofrequency generator is
placed for easy access by the surgeon. An adhesive grounding pad or stainless
steel plate completes the electric circuit; without a grounding pad, the electrode
can monitor temperature but cannot deliver a stimulus or generate a lesion. 

Standing opposite the surgeon on the patient’s left, an assistant can manage
the intravenous, anesthesia, vital, and lesion parameters. The skin is prepared
with Betadine and the field is draped with sterile towels. Anatomic landmarks
are mapped as described by Hartel (17). Three points are marked on the skin for
guidance. The first reference point is 3 cm anterior to the external auditory mea-
tus. The second point is beneath the medial aspect of the pupil on the lower lid

Fig. 1. Components of a Type TIC Kit. (A) Top to bottom: TIC-TM temperature mon-
itoring electrode; TIC-SS solid stylet; TIC-CIO 10-mm tip cannula; TIC-7 7-mm-tip
cannula; TIC-C5 5-mm-tip cannula; TIC-C2 2-mm-tip cannula; TIC-IE 19-gage TW
indifferent electrode; and TIC-FA flushing adaptor. (B) Kit includes a stainless steel stor-
age case and a sterilizing metal tube containing the TM electrode. (Courtesy of the May-
field Clinic.)
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when the eye is in neutral position. The third point is 2.5 cm lateral to the oral
commissure (Fig. 2A).

Insertion of the Electrode

The needle is placed in the retrogasserian ganglion portion of the trigeminal
nerve by free-hand manipulation based on the Hartel reference points. After the
patient is anesthetized with an intravenous injection of 30–50 mg of methohex-
ital (Brevital), a 100-mm-long, 20-gage cannula with a stylet penetrates the skin
2.5 cm lateral to the oral commissure. An oral airway may be placed to prevent
closure of the jaw during the procedure. Atropine (0.4 mg) may be given to
reduce oral secretions. The surgeon’s index finger, placed in the patient’s mouth
inferior to the lateral pterygoid wing, guides insertion without penetrating
mucosa. The needle is aimed toward the intersection of the coronal plane 3 cm
anterior to the auditory meatus and the sagittal plane medial to midpupillary
line (Fig. 2B). The cannula is advanced based on cine or serial true lateral fluo-
roscopic images; it then rests 5–10 mm below the sella floor (Fig. 3). Penetration
of the foramen ovale by the cannula is signaled by a wince and contraction of
the ipsilateral masseter muscle because of contact irritation to the sensory and
motor fibers. 

Successful access to the retrogasserian ganglion usually produces a free flow
of cerebrospinal fluid when the stylet is removed. Spinal fluid may also be
obtained from the distal nerve if the dural sleeve extends extracranially along
the nerve, or from the infratemporal subarachnoid if the electrode is distal or
proximal to the target. Malposition of the cannula poses a risk of carotid artery

Fig. 2. Anatomic landmarks described by Hartel shown in two views. (A) The target
foramen is at the intersection of three planes. (B) Surgeon’s finger guides placement to
the lateral pterygoid wing. 1, beneath the medial aspect of the pupil on the lower end;
2, 3 cm anterior to the external auditory canal; and 3, 2.5 cm lateral to the oral commis-
sure. (Courtesy of the Mayfield Clinic.)
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injury. The herald of carotid artery puncture is pulsatile blood from the cannula
when the stylet is removed or when rhythmic fluctuation of temperature occurs
during monitoring (18). The carotid artery is vulnerable to injury at three sites:
the foramen lacerum posteromedially, posterolaterally in Meckel’s cave, and
the cephalad cavernous sinus (18) (Fig. 4). In the foramen lacerum, the cannula
may penetrate the cartilaginous floor; however, Meckel’s cave below V3 may
lack a barrier of petrous bone. In the event of carotid artery violation, pressure
should be applied manually, and the procedure should be postponed for 48 h.
Complications of carotid artery injury include hemiparesis from ischemia and

Fig. 3. Electrode trajectory. (A) Lateral radiograph. (B) Illustration shows ideal tra-
jectory (5–10 mm below the floor of the sella turcica). (Courtesy of the Mayfield Clinic.)

Fig. 4. Relationship of the electrode tip and surgical anatomy. Lateral radiograph (A)
and composite illustration (B) shows the (1) relationship of the electrode tip and its tra-
jectory to the mandibular nerve; (2) carotid artery in Meckel’s cave; and (3) cavernous
carotid artery. (Courtesy of the Mayfield Clinic.)
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carotid cavernous fistula (19). Additional risks include damage to other
anatomic structures of the skull base, such as the superior orbital fissure anteri-
orly and the jugular foramen posteriorly or aberrant foramen near the foramen
ovale. Complications of electrode advancement beyond 5 mm proximal to the
clivus may include ocular nerve damage or abducens palsy. Cavernous sinus
violation may result in trochlear or oculomotor palsy.

Localization

Confirmation of electrode localization is based on physiological and radi-
ographic evidence. Physiological confirmation is the free flow of cerebrospinal
fluid from the cannula and the lack of pulsatile blood flow. The patient should
experience facial pain and masseter contraction when the electrode enters the
foramen ovale. Facial paroxysms of pain should occur with electrical stimula-
tion between 0.3 and 0.5 V. Impedance measurements of the electrode tip also
serve as a localizing data point. Impedance of 150–350 Ω is typical of cerebro-
spinal fluid bathing the retrogasserian nerve roots, whereas impedance exceed-
ing 1000 Ω is characteristic of solid tissue.

Radiographic confirmation includes the anterior/posterior projection of a
target site 9 mm medial to the lateral wall of the internal auditory meatus,
which coincides with the medial dip in the petrous ridge (20). A true lateral pro-
jection is useful when one is advancing the electrode until the needle is 5–10
mm below the intersection of a line drawn from the floor of the sella turcica to
the clival line. The final target is the intersection of the petrous ridge with the
clival line (18). Selective targeting of isolated divisions of the trigeminal nerve
root is further defined by radiographic positioning. Division 1 is isolated with
a curved electrode directed anteriorly and 5 mm above the clival petrous junc-
tion. Division 2 is best isolated with a straight electrode placed at the clival
petrous junction. Division 3 may be isolated by placing a posteriorly curved
electrode 5 mm below the clival line (Fig. 5).

Stimulation Procedures

Before connection of the cables for stimulation, the generator is either turned
off or inactive. A reference dispersive electrode of 150 cm2 or more is recom-
mended. Needle electrodes for reference or ground purposes are avoided
because of the possibility of tissue burns at the insertion site. When cables are
connected and generators are unplugged, patients occasionally feel a benign
stimulus, which is caused by small galvanic charges between electrodes. When
one is ready to initiate stimulation, the voltage range is set to 0.0 with a pulse
rate of 50 pulses/s and a 1-ms duration. During stimulation, voltage output is
slowly increased. Unless a patient has undergone previous treatment with alco-
hol or compression therapy, typical values of 0.2–0.5 V generate paresthesias in
the trigeminal division of the trigger zone. If paroxysmal pain at low threshold
stimulation is not produced, the electrode is repositioned. During stimulation,
contraction of the masseter muscle or eye movement also indicates the need to
reposition the electrode. Eye movement may indicate that the electrode is near
or in the cavernous sinus; such placement may result in damage to cranial
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nerves III, IV, and VI. During repositioning, the curved electrode is retracted to
prevent mechanical damage to nerves. After its retraction, it may be rotated to
a new position that is confirmed by fluoroscopy. 

Radiofrequency Lesion Procedure

After confirmation of electrode physiologic and radiographic localization,
the creation of the lesion begins. Anesthesia, administered in 30–50 mg boluses
with the short-acting barbiturate methohexital (Brevital), induces somnolence
and amnesia without compromise of the airway. The patient’s blood pressure is
closely monitored from the time of electrode insertion. Nipride is available in
case of a hypertensive induced by nerve manipulation, stimulation, or ablation.
An initial lesion temperature of 60°C for 90 s is sufficient for patients who have
not undergone treatment by other means. If stimulation thresholds are high,
initial temperature requirements may be elevated. 

After the effects of methohexital resolve, within 2 to 3 min, sensory testing is
performed. The goal of sensory testing, which includes pinprick and light
touch, is preservation of corneal reflex and touch while inducing analgesia in
the trigger zone. Additionally, corneal reflexes and extraocular muscle, ptery-
goid, and masseter strength may be checked between lesioning intervals. Every
precaution is taken to preserve corneal sensation. If the first lesion results in
sensory deficit but not analgesia, further lesion production performed in awak-
ened patients provides the most reliable sensory evaluations. Another lesion-
localizing sign is erythema in the trigeminal distribution of coagulation; this

Fig. 5. Composite illustration shows the relationship of the trigeminal rootlets to the
clivus. When the electrode tip is –5 mm beneath the clivus, the third division is stimu-
lated: at 0, the second division is stimulated; and at +5 mm above the clivus, the first
division fibers are stimulated. (Courtesy of the Mayfield Clinic.) 
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occurs in fewer than 50% of patients. Although this physiologic mechanism is
not understood, it is a valuable sign that the division is being destroyed.

Constant-temperature RFL depends on the heat-conducting properties of the
surrounding milieu. The electrode tip may be placed in the retrogasserian gan-
glion, rootlets, or cerebrospinal fluid. As impedance and stimulation intensities
vary, so do fluctuations of current, voltage, and heat to maintain the appropri-
ate temperature. Cerebrospinal fluid is a heat sink, so that as heat disperses,
increases in radiofrequency current are needed. Close monitoring of current
and voltage aids in resolution of this issue and in the identification of tissue
boiling characterized by a rapid rise in volts and sudden drop in current.

Postoperative care includes the gradual discontinuation of neurogenic pain
medication except for long-term use. Medications are tapered slowly to prevent
withdrawal symptoms. Postoperative pain can be alleviated by a mild narcotic
and by periodic application of an ice pack to the jaw. The patient is observed in
recovery and typically discharged that same day. If oral sensation is dimin-
ished, a soft diet is temporarily recommended. Postoperative instructions include
meticulous eye care and mandatory use of artificial tears (methylcellulose) if
corneal sensation is compromised.

RESULTS

Using percutaneous radiofrequency rhizotomy, the senior author has treated
more than 2000 patients who had trigeminal neuralgia (21). The initial 700 cases
were performed with a straight electrode and the last 1300 cases with the
curved electrode. Pain, which averaged 8 yr in duration, was treated with med-
ical and procedural interventions. Medications included carbamazepine (Tegre-
tol), baclofen (Lioresal), and diphenylhydantoin (Dilantin). Interventions
included nerve avulsion, alcohol injection, subtotal intracranial rhizotomy, gan-
glionectomy, microvascular decompression, and percutaneous RFL. 

Although medical treatment provided initial relief, pain recurred in 75% of
patients. In this series, 35% of patients had undergone a previous surgical pro-
cedure; this group was characterized by a 2:1 ratio of women to men, with an
overwhelming occurrence in the right trigeminal nerves. The afflicted divisions
were as follows: the first in 1%, the second in 16%, the third in 16%, the first 
and second in 15%, the second and third in 39%, and all three divisions in 13%
(Table 1). Early outcomes were graded on pain relief and levels of dysesthesia
and paresthesia (Table 2). The vast majority of patients reported good pain
relief, absent or minor dysesthesias, and absent or minor paresthesias (21).
Compared with a straight electrode, a curved electrode reduced complications
by more than 50%, including dysesthesias, anesthesia dolorosa, absent corneal
reflexes, trigeminal pain, keratitis, diplopia, and masseter weakness (Table 3).
There were no deaths and no intracranial hemorrhages. There was a 0.1% inci-
dence of carotid cavernous fistula, 0.2% meningitis, 2% keratitis, 1.2% diplopia,
6% absent corneal reflex, and 1% anesthesia dolorosa (Table 4). Motor weakness
decreased from 24 to 7% when a curved electrode was used.

Ophthalmologic complications include diplopia caused by damage to the
abducens, trochlear, and oculomotor nerves; these motor nerve injuries were
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self-limiting and resolved within months. Although corneal anesthesia can
cause keratitis and blindness, this complication is rare. Blindness from loss of
corneal sensation may be prevented by the use of soft contact lenses, early oph-
thalmologic treatment, eye care, and tarsorrhaphy when necessary. 

Motor Paresis

The use of electrical stimulation as a localizing technique may prevent injury
to the motor division of the trigeminal nerve. Motor weakness, which occurred
in 16% of patients treated with RFL, was reduced with stimulation tests and
manipulation of electrode placement (18). The motor division rootlets are
located rostral and medial to the sensory roots and cross under the ganglion
(22). When stimulation testing results in masseter contraction, the electrode
should be repositioned. Lateral rotation of the electrode reduces the occurrence
of motor deficits. Motor losses are usually partial and recover over time.

Table 1
Characteristics of 1200 Patients Who Underwent 
Percutaneous Radiofrequency Rhizotomy a

Characteristic %

Sex
Female 63
Male 37

Side of coagulation
Right 60
Bilateral 5

Division of trigeminal nerve involved
First 1
Second 16
Third 16
First and second 15
Second and third 39
First, second, and third 13

aPatients (mean age 65 yr) with multiple sclerosis excluded.
From ref. 21, copyright 1995 W. B. Saunders.

Table 2
Early Results of Percutaneous Radiofrequency Rhizotomy in 1200 Patients a

Result Description %

Excellent No tic pain, dysesthesia, or troublesome paresthesia 72
Good No tic pain, minor dysesthesia/paresthesia 21
Fair No tic pain, moderate dysesthesia/paresthesia 4
Poor No tic pain, major dysesthesia/paresthesia 1
Failure Immediate 2

aPatients with multiple sclerosis excluded. 
From ref. 21, copyright 1995 W. B. Saunders.
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Table 4
Complications in 1200 Cases 
of Percutaneous Radiofrequency Rhizotomy a

Complications %

Masseter weakness 16
Pterygoid weakness 7
Dysesthesia/paresthesia (minor) 17
Dysesthesia/paresthesia (major) 3
Anesthesia dolorosa 1
Absent corneal reflex 6

With first division pain 15
With second division pain 5
With third division pain 1

Keratitis 2
Diplopiab 1.2

Oculomotor 0.1
Trochlear 0.5
Abducens 0.6

Meningitis 0.2
Carotid cavernous fistula 0.1
Intracranial hemorrhage 0
Death 0

aIncludes patients undergoing multiple percutaneous rhizotomies.
bNearly all nerve palsies (motor root and extraocular) represented

axonotmesis and resolved within 6 mo.
From ref. 21, copyright 1995 W. B. Saunders.

Table 3
Percentage of Patients Suffering Complications After Percutaneous
Radiofrequency Rhizotomy: Comparison of Curved vs Straight Electrode

% of patients

Curved electrode Straight electrode
Complication (n = 500) (n = 700) 

Dysesthesia 11 27
Minor 9 22
Major 2 5

Anesthesia dolorosa 0.2 1.6
Absent corneal reflex 3 8

First division pain 8 20
Second division pain 2 8
Third division pain 0.3 2

Keratitis 0.6 4
Diplopia 0.5 2
Masseter weakness 7 24

From ref. 21, copyright 1995 W. B. Saunders.
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Muscles affected most often include the masseter, temporalis, pterygoid and,
less often, the tensor veli palatini and tensor tympany (18). Symptoms of motor
paresis include difficulty chewing, jaw deviation, tinnitus, and auditory white
noise.

Recurrence

Trigeminal neuralgia pain relief may be temporary after RFL. The goal of
treatment is dense hypalgesia in the most affected division with moderate
hypalgesia in trigger divisions. The degree of lesioning depends in part on the
patient’s tolerance to numbness. Initial conservative lesions provide relief with
a trial of mild sensory loss. Over time, tic pain may return. Based on the expe-
rience of the earlier treatment, patients may choose denser lesions if reoperation
is needed. More aggressive lesions may result in numbness that is intolerable to
some patients. In the event that pain recurs, the surgeon determines how much
of the nerve should be treated based on the amount of numbness that the
patient can tolerate.

VAGOGLOSSOPHARYNGEAL NEURALGIA

Vagoglossopharyngeal neuralgia is described as pain in the ear, tonsillar
fossa, throat, larynx, pharynx, or tongue, typically with periods of long remis-
sions. Pain is triggered by swallowing and by other movements of the face or
mouth (e.g., chewing, sneezing, coughing) (23). Vagoglossopharyngeal neural-
gia occurs for many reasons, mostly compression or irritation of the nervous tis-
sue by surrounding structures that include abscess, tumor, aneurysm,
tonsillitis, arachnoiditis, styloid process, styloid ligament, vertebral artery, or
trauma (24,25).

Primary treatment, as for other neuralgias, includes medications such as
baclofen, carbamazepine, and phenyl hydantoin. When medical therapy fails,
surgical options are considered. Patient selection may be instrumental in pre-
dicting pain relief with RFL. Evaluation of vagoglossopharyngeal neuralgia
includes clinical history and radiographic imaging to exclude a more critical
pathology (i.e., tumor, abscess, aneurysm). Test dosing of local anesthetics to
the tonsillar fossa during pain attacks is a reliable diagnostic test for glos-
sopharyngeal neuralgia. Pain relief with anesthetics to the pyriform fossa or
jugular foramen is more likely diagnostic of vagal neuralgia (26).

RFL of the glossopharyngeal nerve in the nervous portion of the jugular
canal is possible using techniques similar to treatment of trigeminal pain. Dur-
ing the senior author’s early experience with trigeminal neuralgia rhizotomy
(5), safe penetration of the jugular foramen was performed inadvertently. As
with trigeminal neuralgia, percutaneous RFL for vagoglossopharyngeal neural-
gia is performed in the radiographic suite. The target of the electrode is the pars
nervosa of the jugular foramen. The pars nervosa (glossopharyngeal nerve) is
isolated from the larger lateral pars venosa (jugular bulb, vagal nerve, accessory
nerve) by a fibrous band. The patient receives small doses of methohexital for
pain. The surgeon performs RFL with free-hand electrode placement and con-
firms the trajectory with a lateral fluoroscopic view. The needle is inserted
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2.5 cm lateral to the oral commissure using the same sagittal trajectory neces-
sary for the foramen ovale. The pars nervosa is in direct sagittal alignment with
the foramen ovale. An angle of 14° caudal to the trigeminal target is sufficient
to obtain access to the pars nervosa. The jugular foramen is posterior to the tem-
poromandibular joint and anterior to the occipital condyle 30 mm below the
sella (Fig. 6). This trajectory passes below the hard palate, medial to the ramus
of the mandible, and medial to the carotid canal. Although lateral approaches
have been described, their use during RFL may result in vagal nerve injury (27).

Electrophysiologic localization is accomplished by 1-ms-duration stimula-
tions at 10–75 pulses/s with 100–300 mV current. Resulting pain in the throat
and ear identifies the correct location. Stimulation with higher currents may
cause coughing or contraction of the sternocleidomastoid. Creation of thermal
lesions begins at 60°C for 90 s, increasing in increments of 5°C until the phar-
ynx is analgesic and triggers no longer cause pain (18).

Immediate risks of vagoglossopharyngeal neuralgia include procedural
hypotension, hypertension, bradycardia, syncope, or cardiac arrest related to
injury to vagal nerve or nerve of herding (28,29). Complications or procedural
side effects also include vocal cord dysfunction that results in hoarseness and
sensory losses with a decreased gag reflex and dysphagia. Physiologic moni-
toring, including electrical stimulation or heating tests, allows accurate local-
ization and electrode position testing before the creation of a permanent lesion
(30–32). Stimulation causing hypotension, bradycardia, coughing, or sternoclei-

Fig. 6. Various projections show the approach trajectories to the foramen ovale and
jugular foramen. (A) Composite illustration shows that the sagittal plane is identical for
both targets. (B) Illustration of a lateral projection of the head shows that the needle is
inserted 27–33 mm below the sella floor; it lies posterior to the temporomandibular joint
and anterior to the occipital condyle. (C) Illustration shows the needle insertion into the
anteromedial pars nervosa of the jugular foramen; this foramen is in a direct line with
and 2–2.5 cm inferior to the foramen ovale. (A,C: courtesy of the Mayfield Clinic. B,
from Tew JM Jr, Taha JM: Surgical management of glossopharyngeal and other uncom-
mon facial neuralgias, in The Practice of Neurosurgery (Tindall GT, Cooper PR, Barrow
DL, eds.), Williams & Wilkins, Baltimore, 1995. Reprinted by permission.) 
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domastoid contraction is an indication to reposition the electrode. Lesion pro-
duction of the glossopharyngeal rootlets requires less heat than trigeminal
lesions because of anatomic differences, that is, glossopharyngeal rootlets are
not located in a spinal-fluid filled cistern (33). Because of reduced heat dissipa-
tion, lesions are successfully created with repetitive low energy trials of shorter
duration and intervening neurological exams.

Glossopharyngeal RFL has been successful in 70% of cervicofacial pain from
neoplastic processes and 90% of idiopathic neuralgias (31–35). Opinions vary
considerably about the appropriate use of glossopharyngeal RFL. Arguments
against RFL include the possibility of serious and frequent side effects and rec-
ommend its restriction for patients with neoplastic disease. Advocates of RFL
for the treatment of idiopathic glossopharyngeal neuralgia suggest its safety
when used conservatively, that is, avoiding the creation of dense lesions and
reducing the risks of serious complications by careful localization.

HEMIFACIAL SPASM

Hemifacial spasm was first described as an aneurysmal compression of the
facial nerve on postmortem examination of subjects with a known history of
facial spasm (36). Typical hemifacial spasm involves the orbicularis oculi, may
progress in a caudal direction, and may extend to the buccal muscles and
platysma. Symptoms include contraction of the facial muscles, eye closure, and
pulling at the corner of the mouth. Prolonged twitching or tonus results in tem-
porary weakness. A typical hemifacial spasm originates with symptoms in the
buccal muscles and progresses rostrally to include the frontalis muscle. 

Medical treatment (e.g., carbamazepine, baclofen, phenytoin, clonazepam) is
ineffective (37–39). Most early treatments included destruction of nerve tissue
that resulted in facial weakness. Microvascular decompression is considered safe
and effective for the treatment of facial spasm in adults and children (40,41).

An alternative minimally invasive technique introduced for hemifacial
spasm initially included RFL (42) and was further refined by combined use of
fluoroscopic guidance and stimulation (43). The fluoroscopic view requires
placement of the patient’s head supine and extended 45° with the X-ray tube
15° caudal; the total angle in the anterior–posterior view is 60°. The electrode
insertion point is 2–3 cm caudal to the tip of the mastoid process. The ring of
the styloid foramen is the end target on fluoroscopy. Other bone landmarks
include the styloid process (anteromedial to the foramen), and the medial bor-
der of the mandibular condyle (same sagittal plane as foramen). Lesions are
made with 0.1–0.3 V starting at 55°C and rising to 65°C until the patient devel-
ops mild weakness. Complications of facial weakness quickly resolve. RFL is a
reasonable alternative when open microvascular decompression fails or for
those who are not strong surgical candidates because of medical issues.

CONCLUSIONS

Additional applications for RFL include selective RFL rhizotomy for extrem-
ity spasticity, dorsal root entry zone or dorsal root ganglion for chronic neck
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pain, intradiscal electrothermal therapy for back pain, and deep brain lesions
for Parkinson’s disease. Each of these applications deserves detailed discussion
and analysis beyond the scope of this chapter. Radiofrequency lesioning is a
safe, effective, selective, and noninvasive treatment whose initial success was
relief of trigeminal pain. This technology is applied to ablate nerve tissue selec-
tively for a variety of motor and sensory symptoms. The adoption of radiofre-
quency as a power source for lesion production is partly owing to the precision
of power control through temperature and impedance monitoring. The pre-
dictability of lesion morphology shape and size is a feature not shared by other
noninvasive means, such as glycerol rhizolysis. RFL applications offer safe and
effective minimally invasive treatment options for medically aged or medically
unstable patients.
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Radiosurgery

Techniques and Applications 

William A. Friedman, MD

INTRODUCTION

Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a minimally invasive treatment modality
that delivers a large single dose of radiation to a specific intracranial target
while sparing surrounding tissue. Unlike conventional fractionated radiother-
apy, SRS does not rely on, or exploit, the higher radiosensitivity of neoplastic
lesions relative to normal brain (therapeutic ratio). Its selective destruction is
dependent mainly on sharply focused high-dose radiation. The biological effect
is irreparable cellular damage and delayed vascular occlusion within the high-
dose target volume. Because a therapeutic ratio is not required, traditionally
radioresistant lesions can be treated. Since destructive doses are used, however,
any normal structure included in the target volume is subject to damage. 

The basis for SRS was conceived over 40 yr ago by Lars Leksell (1). He pro-
posed the technique of focusing multiple nonparallel beams of external radia-
tion on a stereotactically defined intracranial target. The averaging of these
intersecting beams results in very high doses of radiation to the target volume,
but innocuously low doses to nontarget tissues along the path of any given
beam. His team’s implementation of this concept culminated in the develop-
ment of the Gamma Knife. The modern Gamma Knife employs 201 fixed cobalt
radiation sources in a fixed hemispherical array, such that all 201 photon beams
are focused on a single point (Fig. 1). The patient is stereotactically positioned
in the Gamma Knife so that the intracranial target coincides with the isocenter
of radiation. Using variable collimation, beam blocking, and multiple isocen-
ters, the radiation target volume is shaped to conform to the intracranial target.

Wilson (2), a physicist, has been credited with first suggesting the medical usage
of particle beams (in the 1940s). Early radiosurgical groups utilized the proton
beam produced by synchrocyclotrons. Workers in Sweden employed high-energy
intersecting proton beams, in a fashion analogous to the intersecting cobalt beams
of the Gamma Knife. Groups in Boston and Berkeley, however, used the Bragg
peak effect to maximize the radiosurgical effectiveness of the proton beam. Single-
dose and fractionated treatments have been devised (Fig. 2). A 160-MeV proton
beam, with a 10-mm-wide Bragg peak, is used in Boston (3). Since 1980, 130-MeV
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helium ion beams have been used at the Berkeley installation (4). The limiting fac-
tor on the utilization of particle beam radiosurgery appears to be the requirement
for a synchrocyclotron to generate the radiation source. These facilities are cur-
rently available only at a small number of high-energy physics research institutes.
Nonetheless, an extensive literature is extant on the clinical applications of proton
radiosurgery, especially for pituitary adenomas (5), arteriovenous malformations
(6,7), choroidal melanomas (8), and chordomas (9). Particle beam radiosurgery
involves a very different technique than Gamma Knife or linear accelerator
(LINAC) radiosurgery and will not be discussed further in this chapter.

An alternate radiosurgical solution using a LINAC was first described in 1984
by Betti et al. (10). Colombo et al. (11) described such a system in 1985, and
LINACs have subsequently been modified in various ways to achieve the preci-
sion and accuracy required for radiosurgical applications (12–21). In 1986, a team
composed of neurosurgeons, radiation physicists, and computer programmers
began development of the University of Florida LINAC-based radiosurgery sys-
tem (22). This system has been used to treat more than 2000 patients at the Uni-
versity of Florida since May 1988 and is in use at multiple sites worldwide. 

Fig. 1. The Gamma Knife contains 201 fixed cobalt sources, all focused on the target
spot. Each beam takes a different path though the brain. They all converge at the target.
This averaging process yields a high dose at target with a steep dose gradient.
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All LINAC radiosurgical systems rely on the same basic paradigm: a colli-
mated X-ray beam is focused on a stereotactically identified intracranial target.
The gantry of the LINAC rotates around the patient, producing an arc of radia-
tion focused on the target (Fig. 3). The patient couch is then rotated in the
horizontal plane, and another arc is performed. In this manner, multiple non-
coplanar arcs of radiation intersect at the target volume and produce a high tar-
get dose, with minimal radiation to surrounding brain. This dose concentration
method is exactly analogous to the multiple intersecting beams of cobalt radia-
tion in the Gamma Knife. 

The target dose distribution can be tailored by varying collimator sizes, elim-
inating undesirable arcs, manipulating arc angles, using multiple isocenters, and
differentially weighting the isocenters (23). More recently, some LINAC systems
have also started to employ advanced beam shaping techniques, using multileaf
collimators and intensity modulation. Achievable dose distributions are similar
for LINAC-based and Gamma Knife systems. With both systems, it is possible to
achieve dose distributions that conform closely to the shape of the intracranial
target, thus sparing the maximum amount of normal brain. Recent advances in
stereotactic imaging and computer technology for dose planning, as well as
refinements in radiation delivery systems have led to improved efficacy, fewer
complications, and a remarkable amount of interest in the various applications
of SRS. Perhaps of equal importance is the fact that increasing amounts of scien-
tific evidence have persuaded the majority of the international neurosurgical

Fig. 2. Particle beam radiosurgery uses highly energetic protons or helium nuclei,
which are produced in a cyclotron. The propeller modulator, tissue compensator, and
beam shaping aperture are used to deposit the beam energy at the desired target point.
Typically, four to six portals of radiation are used. AVM, arteriovenous malformation.
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community that radiosurgery is a viable treatment option for selected patients
suffering from a variety of challenging neurosurgical disorders.

This chapter presents a brief description of radiosurgical technique, followed
by a review of the more common applications of stereotactic radiosurgery in the
treatment of intracranial disease. 

TECHNIQUE

Although the details of radiosurgical treatment techniques differ somewhat
from system to system, the basic paradigm is quite similar everywhere. Below
is a detailed description of a typical radiosurgical treatment at the University of
Florida:

Almost all radiosurgical procedures in adults are performed on an outpa-
tient basis. The patient reports to the neurosurgical clinic the day before treat-
ment for a detailed history and physical, as well as an in-depth review of the
treatment options. A team that can provide surgical or endovascular options
should make the selection of radiosurgery as an appropriate treatment option
as well. The fundamental elements of any successful radiosurgical treatment
include the following: head ring application, stereotactic image acquisition,
treatment planning, dose selection, radiation delivery, and follow-up. All these
elements are critical, and poor performance of any step will result in subopti-
mal results.

Fig. 3. A LINAC radiosurgery system. The head of the linear accelerator rotates
around the patient. The highly collimated X-ray beam is always focused on the stereo-
tactic target, which has been moved to the center of the arc. A removable floorstand has
been added to this system (University of Florida) to improve the accuracy of beam
delivery.
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Head Ring Application

The techniques for optimal head ring application for radiosurgery are no dif-
ferent from those for other target lesions and are described in detail elsewhere
(24). In general, patients 13 yr and older are able to tolerate head ring applica-
tion under local anesthesia. We usually premedicate with oral Valium. Those
younger are treated under general anesthesia. The head ring must be applied
such that the metal ring falls below the plane of the target. In general, if the top
of the head ring is below the external auditory canal, the entire head can be
imaged. Most stereotactic frames are anchored to the skull with metal-tipped
pins. It is important that these pins have tips that will not produce artifact on
computer tomography (CT) scan (aluminum or ceramic vs steel; Fig. 4). Obvi-
ously caution must be utilized to avoid placing one of the pins over a previous
craniotomy, burr hole, or shunt. In general, head ring application takes about
5 min.

Stereotactic Image Acquisition
Arteriovenous Malformations

The most problematic aspect of arteriovenous malformation (AVM) radio-
surgery is target identification. In some series targeting error is listed as the
most frequent cause of radiosurgical failure (25,26). The problem lies with
imaging. Although angiography very effectively defines blood flow (feeding
arteries, nidus, and draining veins), it does so in only two dimensions. Using
the 2D data from stereotactic angiography to represent the 3D target results in
significant errors of both overestimation and underestimation of AVM nidus
dimensions (27–29). Underestimation of the nidus size may result in treatment
failure, whereas overestimation results in the inclusion of normal brain within
the treatment volume. This can cause radiation damage to normal brain,
which—when affecting an eloquent area—may result in a neurological deficit.
To avoid such targeting errors, a true 3D image database is required. Both

Fig. 4. (A) The stereotactic head ring hangs below the head via carbon fiber posts,
which produce no artifact on CT scan. Local anesthetic is injected through each of the
post holes. (B) These pins are used to secure the ring to the skull. The metal tips are
composed of aluminum, which produces minimal artifact on CT.
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contrast-enhanced CT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are commonly
used for this purpose. 

Diagnostic (nonstereotactic) angiography is used to characterize the AVM,
but because of its inherent inadequacies as a treatment-planning database,
stereotactic angiography has been largely abandoned at our institution. We use
contrast-enhanced, stereotactic CT as a targeting image database for the vast
majority of AVMs. Our CT technique employs rapid infusion (1 mL/s) of con-
trast while scanning through the AVM nidus with 1-mm slices. The head ring is
bolted to a bracket at the head of the CT table, ensuring that the head/ring/
localizer complex remains immobile during the scan. This technique yields a
very clear 3D picture of the nidus. Alternative approaches use MRI/magnetic
resonance angiography (MRA), as opposed to CT. Attention to optimal image
sequences in both CT and MRI is essential for effective AVM radiosurgical tar-
geting.

Tumors

If a tumor is to be treated, the patient is sent to the radiology department for
a volumetric MRI scan. The next morning, the patient arrives at 7:00 AM. After
head ring application, stereotactic CT scanning is performed. One-millimeter
slices are obtained throughout the entire head. The stereotactic CT scan is trans-
ferred via Ethernet to the treatment-planning computer. Image fusion technol-
ogy is used to fuse the patient’s stereotactic CT to the previously acquired MRI
images (Fig. 5).

Treatment Planning

The primary goal of radiosurgery treatment planning is to develop a plan
with a target volume that conforms closely to the surface of the target lesion,
while maintaining a steep dose gradient (the rate of change in dose relative to
position) away from the target surface in order to minimize the radiation dose
to surrounding brain. A typical radiosurgical dose gradient will reduce the
treatment dose to one-half the treatment dose over a 3-mm space. A number of
treatment planning tools can be used to tailor the shape of the target volume to
fit even highly irregular shapes (Fig. 6). Regardless of its shape, the entire lesion
must lie within the target volume (the “prescription isodose shell”), with as lit-
tle normal brain included as possible.

The volumetric MRI obtained the day before treatment is used to generate a
preplan. This plan can be generated manually or via a completely automated
program (30) that will place multiple isocenters in such a way as to generate an
optimally conformal prescription isodose line. The preplan is carefully exam-
ined and, if necessary, adjusted to generate the actual treatment plan. The tech-
nical methods of radiosurgery have been described at length in other
publications (24).

A detailed discussion of dose planning is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Suffice it to say that the radiosurgical team must develop considerable expert-
ise using the available tools (multiple isocenters, beam weighting, intensity
modulation, and so on) to be able to efficiently develop highly conformal radio-
surgical plans.
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Dose Selection

The radiosurgical literature is replete with suggestions regarding appropriate
peripheral doses for a variety of lesions. The reader is referred to the references
for a detailed exploration of these issues. At the University of Florida, the fol-
lowing doses are generally felt to be “optimal.”

Arteriovenous malformations 20 Gy
Acoustic schwannomas 12.5Gy
Meningiomas 12.5 Gy
Metastases 20 Gy
Gliomas 12.5–17.5 Gy (after conventional radio-

therapy and highly dependent on tumor
size and location)

Fig. 5. This computer screen illustrates the process of image fusion. The previously
acquired MR image is fused to the stereotactic CT image. Basically, the two image sets
are translated and rotated until a pixel-for-pixel match is achieved. This can be verified
by “sliding” back and forth from the CT image on the left to the MR image on the right.
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Radiation Delivery

The process of radiation delivery is the same for any radiosurgical target -
careful attention to detail and the execution of various safety checks and redun-
dancies are necessary to ensure that the prescribed treatment plan is accurately
and safely delivered. When radiation delivery has been completed, the head
ring is removed, the patient is observed for approx 30 min, and is then dis-
charged to resume her/his normal activities.

Follow-Up

Standard follow-up after AVM radiosurgery typically consists of annual
clinic visits with MRI/MRA to evaluate the effect of the procedure and monitor
for neurological complications. If the patient’s clinical status changes, she/he is
followed more closely at clinically appropriate intervals. 

Each patient is scheduled to undergo cerebral angiography at 3 yr after radio-
surgery, and a definitive assessment of the success or failure of treatment is
made based on the results of angiography. If no flow is observed through the
AVM nidus, the patient is pronounced cured and is discharged from follow-up.
If the AVM nidus is incompletely obliterated, appropriate further therapy (most
commonly repeat radiosurgery on the day of angiography) is prescribed, and
the treatment/follow-up cycle is repeated.

Fig. 6. Highly conformal dosimetry. An axial view of a vestibular schwannoma is
shown with a six-isocenter treatment plan. The lines around the tumor, in centrifugal
order, represent the 70, 35, and 14% isodose lines. The prescription dose is delivered to
the 70% isodose shell, which has been constructed, using various computer dose-plan-
ning tools, to conform closely to the surface of the tumor. Note that the 35% isodose line
(by definition, the boundary at which the radiation dose has fallen to half of the pre-
scription dose) lies within millimeters of the tumor margin. This steep dose gradient
allows a high dose of radiation to be delivered to the tumor, while exposing surround-
ing tissues to minimal radiation. 
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For benign tumors, yearly MRI scans and clinic evaluations are recommended.
For malignant tumors, scans and exams are performed at 3-mo intervals.

APPLICATIONS TO CLINICAL NEUROSURGICAL PRACTICE

Radiosurgery for Arteriovenous Malformations

Steiner et al. (31) reported the first successful case of AVM radiosurgery in
1972. Their subsequent publications provided further strong evidence that
radiosurgery, even without computerized dosimetry, could produce reasonable
success rates in the treatment of carefully selected AVMs (32–35). The Gamma
Knife experience with radiosurgery for AVMs has been extensive and is well
documented (13,36–50).

Particle beam radiosurgery has also been employed successfully in the treat-
ment of AVMs, as documented by another extensive literature (51–64).

In 1987, Betti and his colleagues first reported the use of a linear accelerator
radiosurgery system in the treatment of AVMs (65,66). Again, an extensive lit-
erature has documented a generally successful experience (24,67–82).

The University of Florida Experience

From 5/18/88 to 5/14/02, 495 patients with arteriovenous malformations
were treated at the University of Florida. The mean age was 39 yr (4–78). The
mean treatment volume was 9 mL (0.2–45.3 mL). Many patients early in the
series were treated with single isocenters (254), but in recent years an effort has
been made to produce highly conformal plans by employing multiple isocen-
ters. The mean radiation dose to the periphery of the AVM was 1596 cGy, and
the mean follow-up duration was 31 mo.

Presenting symptoms included the following: headache/incidental (169),
seizure (197), hemorrhage (165), and progressive neurological deficit (20).
Thirty patients had undergone prior surgery, and 49 had undergone prior
embolization. Spetzler-Martin scores were as follows: I, 22; II, 173; III, 204; and
IV, 86. AVMs were further delineated into four nidus volume categories: A,
<1 mL; B = 1–4 mL; C=4–10 mL; and D= >10 mL.

Angiographic cure rates (Fig. 7) were as follows: A, 85%; B, 83%; C, 70%; and
D, 44%. Ellis et al. (25) performed a detailed analysis of treatment failures in our
series in 1998. He found that 26% of the failures were owing to targeting error,
at least in part. Statistical predictors of failure were increasing AVM size,
decreasing treatment dose, and increasing Spetzler-Martin score. Of particular
interest were the “cutpoints” identified. There was a dramatic increase in cure
rates when the peripheral dose was raised to a least 15 Gy. There was a dramatic
decrease in cure rate when AVM size exceeded 10 mL (size D).

In a more recent analysis, a study was undertaken to determine which factors
were statistically predictive of radiographic and clinical outcomes in the radio-
surgical treatment of AVMs. The computerized dosimetry and clinical data on
269 patients were reviewed. The AVM nidus was hand-contoured on successive
enhanced CT slices through the nidus, to allow detailed determination of nidus
volume, target miss, normal brain treated, dose conformality, and dose gradient.
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Fig. 7. (A) Anteroposterior angiogram shows an AVM nidus in the left parietal lobe.
A dose of 1750 cGy was delivered to the 70% isodose line, using three isocenters.(B)
Two years later, an anteroposterior angiogram shows complete resolution of the AVM,
with preservation of normal middle cerebral vasculature in the same area.

In addition, a number of patient and treatment factors, including Spetzler-Mar-
tin score, presenting symptoms, dose, number of isocenters, radiographic out-
come, and clinical outcome were subjected to multivariate analysis.

None of the analyzed factors were predictive of permanent radiation-
induced complications or hemorrhage after radiosurgery in this study. Elo-
quent AVM location and 12-Gy volume correlated with the occurence of
transient radiation-induced complications. Better conformality correlated with
a reduced incidence of transient complications. Lower Spetzler-Martin scores,
higher doses, and steeper dose gradients correlated with radiographic success. 

When AVMs are not cured, current practice frequently involves a “retreat-
ment,” usually 3 yr after the original treatment. We reviewed the cases of 52
patients who underwent repeat radiosurgery for residual AVM at our institu-
tion between December 1991 and June 1998. In each case, residual arteriove-
nous shunting persisted beyond 36 mo after the initial treatment. The mean
interval between the first and second treatments was 41 mo. Each AVM nidus
was measured at the time of original treatment and again at the time of retreat-
ment, and dosimetric parameters of the two treatments were compared. After
retreatment, patients were followed and their outcomes evaluated according to
our standard post-AVM radiosurgery protocol. Definitive end points included
angiographic cure, radiosurgical failure (documented persistence of AVM flow
3 yr after retreatment), and death. 

The mean original lesion volume was 13.8 mL, and the mean volume at
retreatment was 4.7 mL, for an average volume reduction of 66% after the ini-
tial “failed” treatment. Only two AVMs (3.8%) failed to demonstrate size reduc-
tion after primary treatment. The median doses on initial and repeat treatment
were 12.5 and 15 Gy, respectively. To date, 25 retreated patients have reached a
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definitive end point. These include 15 (60%) angiographically documented
cures, 9 (36%) angiographically documented failures, and 1 fatal hemorrhage. A
single permanent radiation-induced complication occurred among 52 patients
(1.9%), and 1 patient experienced a transient deficit that resolved with steroid
therapy. Two hemorrhages (one fatal) occurred during a total of 130 patient
years at risk, resulting in a 1.5% annual incidence of posttreatment hemorrhage.

Four hundred sixty-six of the 495 patients were available for clinical follow-
up. Eight patients (1.6%) sustained a permanent radiation-induced complica-
tion. Fifteen (3%) had a transient radiation-induced complication (Fig. 3). These
problems usually resolved within several months of steroid therapy. Most
importantly, 29 patients suffered hemorrhages after radiosurgical treatment
and 7 were fatal.

The World Literature on Radiosurgery for AVMs

The results of other radiosurgery series are summarized in Table 1.
The overall angiographic cure rate in the University of Florida experience is

67%. Dose greater than or equal to 1500 cGy and AVM volume of <10 mL corre-
lated with higher success rates (>80%). This experience is similar to that of other
large radiosurgical series (62,63,69,83) in the literature. Radiation-induced com-
plications were few. Of more import was the incidence of hemorrhage after radio-
surgery (84,85) In 1996, our group investigated the incidence of hemorrhage after
radiosurgery in our series (86). Two hundred one consecutive patients were ana-
lyzed. Poisson and parametric survival statistics were used. No statistical alter-
ation from the natural history hemorrhage rate of 4%/yr was identified at any
time interval after radiosurgical treatment. In addition, all covariates that were
predictive of hemorrhage correlated with increasing AVM size. Pretreatment
hemorrhage did not lead to a higher incidence of posttreatment hemorrhage.

What about conservative followup? Assuming an annual hemorrhage rate of
3%/yr the chance of no hemorrhage is 1–0.97n, where n = number of years
(Fig. 8). As documented by Kondziolka and McLaughlin (87), using life insur-
ance actuarial tables to predict number of years of remaining life at various
ages, the cumulative risk of hemorrhage is quite high, even in the elderly. For
example, an average 65-yr-old with an AVM has a 42% chance of hemorrhage
from his AVM during the remaining expected life span. Consequently, conser-
vative therapy (no treatment) is reserved for patients with AVMs that are too
large for radiosurgery (and who are poor surgical candidates) or for patients
whose medical infirmity predicts short life expectancy.

What about surgery vs radiosurgery? Let’s assume that the following state-
ments are true:

1. Based on what we know today, only surgery can immediately eliminate the risk of
hemorrhage from AVMs.

2. The risk of hemorrhage until complete thrombosis occurs is approx 4%/yr.
3. Radiosurgery for AVMs <10 mL in volume has a >80% success rate.
4. It takes approx 2 yr for radiosurgery to produce thrombosis.
5. The risk of permanent radiation-induced complications after radiosurgery, using

modern imaging and dosimetry techniques, is <2%.
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Therefore, if surgery can be done with a risk less than that of radiosurgery (2%
+ 4% + 4%), and, if surgery can be done with an efficacy greater than 80%, the
radiosurgeon should refer the patient for microsurgery. In other words, if sur-
gery can be done “safely,” it should be the first choice. The crux of the issue then
is the definition of “safely.” It is incumbent on the cerebrovascular surgeon to
provide personal data that showing that his or her risk of mortality or serious
morbidity is <10%.

Radiosurgery for Benign Tumors

SRS has proved useful for the treatment of a variety of benign intracranial
neoplasms. These tumors commonly arise from the skull base, where their dra-
matic impact on quality of life belies their benign histology and small size.
Despite progressive improvement in microsurgical techniques, outcomes for
patients with these difficult tumors continue to be less than perfect (88,89). A
significant amount of experience has been accumulated using SRS in the treat-
ment of schwannomas and meningiomas. We will focus on each of these tumor
types in turn.

Schwannomas
VESTIBULAR SCHWANNOMAS

Among benign intracranial tumors, vestibular schwannoma (acoustic neu-
roma) has to date been the most frequent target for stereotactic radiosurgery.
This common tumor (representing approx 10% of all primary brain tumors) is

Fig. 8. Assuming a 3%/yr risk of AVM hemorrhage, this graph shows the cumulative
risk of bleeding vs the number of years of projected life span.
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a benign proliferation of Schwann cells arising from the myelin sheath of the
vestibular branch of the eighth cranial nerve. These tumors are slightly more
common in women, present at an average age of 50 yr, and occur bilaterally in
patients with neurofibromatosis type II.

Leksell (90) first used stereotactic radiosurgery to treat a vestibular schwan-
noma in 1969. SRS is a logical alternative treatment modality for this tumor for
several reasons. A vestibular schwannoma is typically well demarcated from
surrounding tissues on neuroimaging studies. The sharp borders of this nonin-
vasive tumor make it a convenient match for the characteristically steep dose
gradient produced at the boundary of a radiosurgical target. This allows the
radiosurgeon to minimize radiation of normal tissue. Excellent spatial resolu-
tion on gadolinium-enhanced MRI fused with stereotactic CT facilitates radio-
surgical dose planning. These tumors typically occur in an older population
that may be less fit for microsurgical resection under general anesthesia. Finally,
as evidenced by the outcomes of surgery detailed above, the location of these
tumors at the skull base in close proximity to multiple critical neurologic struc-
tures (i.e., cranial nerves, brainstem) leads to appreciable surgical morbidity
and rare mortality even in expert hands. This makes the concept of an effective,
less invasive, less morbid alternative treatment that could be performed in a
single day under local anesthesia quite attractive. Whether or not radiosurgery
fits this description has been extensively debated. 

Certainly, the role of radiosurgery is limited by its inability to relieve mass
effect expeditiously in patients for whom this is necessary. The radiobiology of
SRS also requires lower, potentially less effective doses for higher target vol-
umes in order to avoid complications. This limits the use of SRS to the treatment
of smaller tumors. Despite these limitations, there is a growing body of litera-
ture substantiating the claim that radiosurgery is a safe and effective alternative
therapy for acoustic schwannomas (91).

The published experience using LINAC-based radiosurgery for the treat-
ment of vestibular schwannomas is relatively limited compared with the
Gamma Knife literature (Table 2). The University of Florida LINAC radio-
surgery team has significant experience treating these tumors. Several reports
documented our early experience with this issue (92,93). Most recently, Foote 
et al. (94) performed an analysis of risk factors associated with radiosurgery for
vestibular schwannoma at University of Florida. The aim of this study was to
identify factors associated with delayed cranial neuropathy following radio-
surgery for vestibular schwannoma (VS; or acoustic neuroma) and to determine
how such factors may be manipulated to minimize the incidence of radiosurgi-
cal complications while maintaining high rates of tumor control. From July 1988
to June 1998, 149 cases of VS were treated using linear accelerator radiosurgery
at the University of Florida. In each of these cases, the patient’s tumor and
brainstem were contoured in 1-mm slices on the original radiosurgical target-
ing images. Resulting tumor and brainstem volumes were coupled with the
original radiosurgery plans to generate dose–volume histograms. Various
tumor dimensions were also measured to estimate the length of cranial nerve
that would be irradiated. Patient follow-up data, including evidence of cranial
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neuropathy and radiographic tumor control (Fig. 9), were obtained from a
prospectively maintained, computerized database.

The authors performed statistical analyses to compare the incidence of post-
treatment cranial neuropathies or tumor growth between patient strata defined
by risk factors of interest. One hundred thirty-nine of the 149 patients were
included in the analysis of complications. The median duration of clinical
follow-up for this group was 36 mo (range 18–94 mo). The tumor control analy-
sis included 133 patients. The median duration of radiological follow-up in this
group was 34 mo (range 6–94 mo). The overall 2-yr actuarial incidences of facial
and trigeminal neuropathies were 11.8 and 9.5%, respectively. In 41 patients
treated before 1994, the incidences of facial and trigeminal neuropathies were
both 29%, but in the 108 patients treated since January 1994, these rates declined
to 5% and 2%, respectively. An evaluation of multiple risk factor models
showed that maximum radiation dose to the brainstem, treatment era (pre-1994
compared with 1994 or later), and prior surgical resection were all simultane-
ously informative predictors of cranial neuropathy risk. The radiation dose pre-
scribed to the tumor margin could be substituted for the maximum dose to the
brainstem with a small loss in predictive strength. The overall radiological
tumor control rate was 93% (59% tumors regressed, 34% remained stable, and
7.5% enlarged), and the 5-yr actuarial tumor control rate was 87% (95% confi-
dence interval 76–98%). Based on this study, the authors currently recommend
a peripheral dose of 12.5Gy for almost all acoustics, as the dose most likely to
yield long-term tumor control without causing cranial neuropathy.

Spiegelmann et al. (95,96) recently reported their experience. They reviewed
the methods and results of LINAC radiosurgery in 44 patients with acoustic
neuromas who were treated between 1993 and 1997. CT scanning was selected

Fig. 9. (A) Contrast-enhanced MR image shows a 3-cm right vestibular schwannoma.
(B) Enhanced MR image shows the same tumor, 2 yr later. Typically, tumors shrink
slowly after radiosurgery. Although the MRI never normalizes, more than 90% of
tumors so treated never grow again.
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as the stereotactic imaging modality for target definition. A single, conformally
shaped isocenter was used in the treatment of 40 patients; two or three isocen-
ters were used in four patients who harbored very irregular tumors. The radia-
tion dose directed to the tumor border was the only parameter that changed
during the study period: in the first 24 patients who were treated the dose was
15–20 Gy, whereas in the last 20 patients the dose was reduced to 11–14 Gy.
After a mean follow-up period of 32 mo (range 12–60 mo), 98% of the tumors
were controlled. The actuarial hearing preservation rate was 71%. New tran-
sient facial neuropathy developed in 24% of the patients and persisted to a mild
degree in 8%. Radiation dose correlated significantly with the incidence of cra-
nial neuropathy, particularly in large tumors (≥ 4 cm3).

Several reports on smaller series of patients treated with linear accelerator-
based radiosurgery for VS have been published in recent years. Martens et al.
(97) reported on 14 patients with at least 1 yr of follow-up after radiosurgery in
the LINAC unit in the University Hospital in Ghent, Belgium. A mean marginal
dose of 19.4 Gy (range 16–20 Gy) was delivered to the 70% isodose line with a
single isocenter. Mean follow-up duration was 19 mo (range 12–24 mo). During
this relatively short follow-up interval, 100% radiographic tumor control has
been achieved (29% regressed, 71% stable, zero enlarged). Rates of delayed
facial and trigeminal neuropathy were 21 and 14%, respectively, and two of
three facial nerve deficits resolved. Preoperative hearing was preserved 50% of
the time.

Valentino and Raimondi (98) reported on 23 patients treated with LINAC
radiosurgery in Rome. Five of these had neurofibromatosis, and seven (30%)
had undergone previous surgery. Total radiation dose to the tumor margin
ranged from 12 to 45 Gy (median 30 Gy) and was delivered in one to five ses-
sions. One or two isocenters were used, and mean duration of follow-up was
40 mo (range 24–46 mo). Results using this less conventional method of multi-
session radiosurgery were comparable to those of other radiosurgical tech-
niques. Tumor control was achieved in 96% of patients (38% regressed, 58%
stable, 4% enlarged), facial and trigeminal neuropathies each occurred at a rate
of 4%, and “hearing was preserved at almost the same level as that prior to
radiosurgery in all patients.” 

The use of LINAC radiosurgery for acoustics is briefly discussed in reports
by Delaney et al. (99) and Barcia et al. (100). In addition, fractionated stereotac-
tic radiation therapy (SRT) has been used as an alternative management for VS
(101,102) This method is proposed as a way of exploiting the precision of stereo-
tactic radiation delivery to minimize dose to normal brain, while employing
lower fractionated doses in an effort to minimize complications. Thus far, most
radiosurgeons have felt that optimal results can be achieved with highly con-
formal single-fraction radiosurgery, while sparing the patient the inconven-
ience of a prolonged treatment course. 

NONACOUSTIC SCHWANNOMAS

The vast majority of intracranial schwannomas arise from the myelin sheath
of the vestibular branch of the eighth cranial nerve (VS), but nonacoustic
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schwannomas may originate from the sheaths of cranial nerves V, VII, IX, X, or
XI. These are rare skull base tumors that, like their eighth nerve counterparts,
are slow growing and noninvasive but frequently problematic owing to
involvement of cranial nerves and extension throughout the skull base. They
also share many of the characteristics cited for vestibular schwannomas that
make them well suited for radiosurgery.

The standard treatment for nonacoustic schwannomas is microsurgical resec-
tion. Various surgical approaches have been advocated, and good local control
rates are commonly achieved at the expense of significant cranial nerve injuries.
Because of the significant morbidity associated with extensive skull base sur-
gery (especially if the lower cranial nerves are involved), the existence of a sub-
set of patients (elderly or medically infirm) in whom surgery is ill advised, and
the frequent incidence of incomplete resection, the quest for a safe and effective
alternative therapy for these tumors is warranted. Given its success in treating
the closely related acoustic schwannoma, radiosurgery seems a natural possi-
bility. Again, Gamma Knife groups have reported success (103,104)

Mabanta et al. (105) reported on 18 patients with nonacoustic schwannomas
who were treated with LINAC radiosurgery at the University of Florida. Nine
of the tumors were located in the jugular foramen region, seven on the trigem-
inal nerve, and two on the facial nerve. Half of these patients had undergone
prior subtotal resection. Mean marginal dose was 13 Gy to the 80 or 70% iso-
dose line. During a mean follow-up interval of 32 mo, tumor control was 100%
(33% regressed, 67% remained stable, no tumor enlarged). Five patients had
improvement of preexisting neurologic deficits. Four complications in three
patients included one exacerbation of a preexisting facial palsy, two patients
with new onset hearing loss, and one with ataxia. No surgical intervention or
prolonged steroid use was necessary for any patient with complications. 

Meningiomas

Meningiomas are common tumors that result from proliferation of meningo-
thelial cells. They account for approx 20% of primary brain tumors, affect pre-
dominantly middle-aged patients, and have a 2:1 predilection for females (106).
Like vestibular schwannomas, they are generally noninvasive and pathologi-
cally benign and tend to behave indolently, but the natural history of any par-
ticular case is unpredictable. Clinical presentation is variable, includes seizures,
hemiparesis, visual field loss, aphasia, and other focal findings, and is deter-
mined in large part by the location of the tumor (107). Successful outcomes
from radiosurgical treatment of vestibular schwannomas and the encouraging
results of conventional radiotherapy for meningiomas have led to enthusiasm
about radiosurgery as a possible alternative treatment for meningiomas.
Gamma Knife reports have appeared in the literature documenting a successful
experience (108,109) (Table 3).

Engenhart et al. (110) reported the first detailed series of meningiomas
treated radiosurgically. In 1990, in that series, 17 patients were treated with a
LINAC-based system (the Fishersystem), to a mean marginal dose of 23 Gy.
One patient died from treatment-related complications (herniation from
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swelling 8 mo after delivery of 35 Gy to a volume of 73.6 mL in the parasellar
region). Of 13/17 patients followed for a mean of 40 mo, none had evidence of
tumor relapse. Unfortunately, “late, severe” side effects occurred in five
patients (including one patient with a recurrent optic canal meningioma who
became blind 5 mo after a dose of 35 Gy to the optic nerve). The authors felt that
the treatment dose needed to be lowered to reduce complications, and the doses
delivered in this early series are, in fact, much higher than currently recom-
mended.

Valentino et al. (111) reported on 72 meningioma patients treated with a 
mean marginal dose of 37 Gy (given over one to four sessions) (Table 4). Over
a mean follow-up of 48 mo, 69% of the tumors regressed and 25% remained sta-
ble in size, for a local control rate of 94%. Three patients developed transient
symptoms related to increased intracranial pressure, and one additional patient
was noted on follow-up imaging to have asymptomatic transient peritumoral
edema.

Chang and Adler (112) reported on 55 patients who were treated with LINAC
radiosurgery for cranial base meningiomas at Stanford. Mean marginal dose
was 18 Gy (range 12–25). Over a mean follow-up of 48 mo, only one tumor
enlarged, resulting in a 2-yr actuarial local control rate of 98%. Ten patients
experienced mild transient neurologic compromise, and four patients (7%) suf-
fered the following persistent effects. Symptomatic radiation necrosis devel-
oped in two patients, with seizures in one and right hemiparesis in the other.
One patient acquired vagal and hypoglossal palsies, and another suffered a per-
sistent facial paresis. This group has also reported their experience with 24 cav-
ernous sinus meningiomas (113). The mean volume treated was 6. 83 cm3 (range
0.45–22.45 cm3), covered with an average of 2.3 isocenters (range 1–5). Radiation
dose averaged 17.7 Gy (range 14–20 Gy). Follow-up averaged 45.6 mo (range
19–80 mo). Tumor control (stabilization) following radiosurgery was noted in
15 (63%) and tumor shrinkage in 9 (37%). Neurologic status was improved in
10 patients (42%) and unchanged in 12 patients (50%). There was one case of
symptomatic brain necrosis and one case of radiation edema (asymptomatic).
The 2-yr actuarial tumor control rate was 100%. 

Colombo and Francescon (114) reported their series of 74 cranial base menin-
giomas as part of a larger report detailing their entire experience at the LINAC
radiosurgery unit at Vicenza City Hospital in Italy. After treatment with a mean
marginal dose of 22 Gy (range 18–26 Gy) and follow-up for a mean duration of
33 mo, the 8-yr actuarial tumor control rate was calculated to be 75%. Two
patients suffered delayed visual field reduction after irradiation of lesions
impinging on the optic chiasm. 

Hakim et al. (115) reported results of LINAC radiosurgery for 127 menin-
gioma patients treated by the Harvard group. Eighty-three percent of patients
had previous surgery. Mean marginal dose was 15 Gy and mean follow-up
duration was 31 mo. Five-year actuarial survival for the benign subgroup was
89%. Complications included two treatment-related deaths (one case of edema-
induced herniation and the other death secondary to edema and hypothalamic
injury), as well as one case of (expected) monocular blindness, one incidence of
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delayed unilateral hearing loss, one case of left hemiparesis, and the develop-
ment of leg weakness and hypoesthesia in another patient. This represents a
treatment-related mortality of 1.6% and a morbidity of 3.1%. 

Shafron et al. (116) reported on the University of Florida experience. The first
70 patients all followed for more than 2 yr, were analyzed. The group consisted
of 54 women and 16 men. The average age was 58 (range 20–80 yr). Indications
for radiosurgery were as follows: age > 60 yr (16), failed surgery (32), medical
infirmity (1), and patient preference (21). One patient had undergone prior
external beam radiotherapy. The mean tumor volume was 10 mL (range 0.6–29
mL), and the mean radiation dose was 12.7 Gy (range 10–20 Gy) applied to the
80% isodose line. Three isocenters (range 1–17) were used on average, and
emphasis was placed on delivering dose distributions that conformed closely to
the contour of the target lesion. Local control has been achieved in 100% of
patients to date, with 44% of tumors displaying appreciable regression on fol-
low-up imaging. Clinically, 7% of patients improved, 91% remained stable, and
2% had a worsening of neurological status. 

Radiosurgery may well be the treatment of choice for cavernous sinus menin-
giomas (Fig. 10) and meningiomas in other locations where relatively high sur-
gical morbidity may be accepted. 

Radiosurgery for Malignant Tumors

Malignant tumors are radiobiologically more amenable to fractionated radio-
therapy than benign lesions. Malignancies tend to infiltrate surrounding brain,
resulting in poorly definable tumor margins. A priori, these two traits of cere-

Fig. 10. (A) Enhanced MRI shows a right cavernous sinus lesion consistent with
meningioma. It was treated with 12.5 Gy to the 70% isodose line, using eight isocenters.
(B) Enhanced MRI shows the same lesion 3 yr later. The enhancement is gone and the
lesion is barely visible. 
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bral malignancies would seem to make radiosurgery an unattractive treatment
option. Nevertheless, SRS is proving to be a useful weapon in the armamentar-
ium against malignant brain tumors. The most common applications of SRS to
malignant tumors are the treatment of cerebral metastases and the delivery of
an adjuvant focal radiation “boost” to malignant gliomas.

Cerebral Metastases

Unlike most cerebral malignancies, metastatic tumors tend to be pseudo-
encapsulated, without substantial microscopic peripheral spread. This permits
the use of the characteristically tight margins used in radiosurgery, without
undo risk of marginal recurrence. Brain metastases also tend to be spherical and
clearly delineated on gadolinium-enhanced MRI. This makes them convenient
radiosurgical targets. Most importantly, a large body of literature supports the
assertion that radiosurgery is a relatively inexpensive, minimally invasive, safe,
and effective way to control local tumor progression and prolong survival in
patients with cancers that have metastasized to the brain (Fig. 11).

Sturm et al. (117) published the first report on radiosurgical treatment of
brain metastases in 1987. This group used a LINAC-based radiosurgery system
to treat 12 patients with deep brain metastases and noted arrest of tumor
growth, shrinkage of tumor, decreased enhancement, and loss of peritumoral
edema in various patients. One patient, with a large posterior fossa metastasis,
died shortly after treatment, but the remainder experienced no untoward side
effects and a “marked, sometimes dramatic improvement of the clinical condi-
tion, beginning a few days after irradiation.” The authors proposed that radio-

Fig. 11. (A) Enhanced MRI shows a solitary posterior left frontal metastatic brain
tumor. This lesion was treated with 20 Gy to the 80% isodose line, using one isocenter.
(B) Enhanced MRI shows the same lesion 9 mo later. Metastatic lesions are usually rap-
idly controlled with stereotactic radiosurgery.
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surgery was a valuable tool in the treatment of inoperable, radioresistant brain
metastases.

Since that time, many reports on LINAC and Gamma Knife radiosurgery for
metastatic tumors have appeared in the literature (118–124). A few of the larger
series are reviewed here (Tables 5 and 6).

Alexander et al. (125) reported 1- and 2-yr actuarial local control rates of 85
and 65% for a series of 248 patients. The median tumor volume was 3 mL, and
the median tumor dose was 15 Gy. The median survival was 9.4 mo.

A multiinstitutional analysis by Auchter et al. (126) retrospectively examined
a group of 122 patients who had undergone SRS for single metastases. Patients
were selected to match those enrolled in the earlier study of Patchell’s et al.
(127) of surgery vs surgery plus whole brain radiotherapy. Selected patients had
single metastases, no prior surgery or whole body radiation therapy, age >18 yr,
a surgically resectable lesion, Karnofsky performance scores ≥70, and nonra-
diosensitive histology. Treatment was carried out on a LINAC-based radio-
surgery system, and the median dose to the tumor margin was 17 Gy (range
10–27 Gy). Nearly all patients also underwent whole body radiation therapy.
Local control was 86%. Actuarial 1- and 2-yr survival was 53% and 30%. 

Joseph et al. (128) reported on 120 patients treated with LINAC radiosurgery.
Median survival was 32 wk. Patients with one or two metastases had equiva-
lent survival times. Patients with three or more metastases had a significantly
shorter survival time (14 wk). This group (Stanford) has published several other
papers on this issue (129,130).

Valentino et al.(131) reported on the treatment of 86 patients. Shrinkage or
disappearance of lesions was seen in 80% of cases, but some required repeat
radiosurgery. The median survival was 43 wk for patients treated with radio-
surgery alone. Unpublished data from the University of Florida experience are
reported in Table 2.

Malignant Gliomas

Malignant gliomas account for about 40% of the approx 17,000 new cases of
primary central nervous system tumors in the United States every year, and an
exceptionally high fatality rate makes their clinical impact dramatic. Glioblas-
toma multiforme (GBM) accounts for roughly 80% of malignant gliomas and
has an annual incidence of over 5000 cases. The natural history of untreated
GBM results in a median survival of 3 mo. With current standard therapy
(resection plus conventional fractionated radiotherapy), median survival is typ-
ically 9–10 mo, with a 5-yr survival of about 5%. Similarly, 5-yr survival for
anaplastic astrocytoma (AA) is typically under 20%.

Malignant gliomas rarely metastasize, and mortality is primarily attributed
to nearly universal local failure. It has been demonstrated that more than 80%
of failures occur within 2 cm of the primary tumor. Therefore, modern investi-
gations are understandably focused on achieving local control in an attempt to
improve the overall outcome in patients with malignant glioma. Various
modalities, including radiation sensitizers, unconventional fractionation
schemes, heavy particle radiotherapy, hyperthermia, interstitial brachytherapy,
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and stereotactic radiosurgical boost therapy have shown some promise, and
continue to be investigated (132).

The observation that local control and median survival can be extended
through dose escalation is the basis for the application of brachytherapy and
radiosurgery to malignant gliomas. Although achievable radiation doses with
conventional external beam irradiation are limited by induced toxicity to
around 70 Gy, the addition of a stereotactically focused boost of radiation
allows total cumulative doses in excess of 100 Gy to be delivered to residual
focal tumor. Brachytherapy and stereotactic radiosurgery offer similar abilities
to deliver a focal radiation boost, but SRS may represent the better of the two
solutions because it is noninvasive. SRS is an outpatient procedure that avoids
the risks of hemorrhage, infection, and radiation exposure to personnel associ-
ated with brachytherapy.

Interpreting results of radiation boost treatments has been problematic
because of the inherent selection bias toward smaller, more focal lesions.
Shrieve et al. (133) compared radiosurgery boost and brachytherapy. Thirty-two
patients were treated with brachytherapy and 86 with radiosurgery. Median
survival after brachytherapy was 11.5 mo; after radiosurgery it was 10.2 mo.
Fewer patients (22%) required reoperation after radiosurgery than after
brachytherapy (44%).

Mehta and colleagues (134) tried to eliminate selection bias using a technique
called recursive-partitioning analysis (see next two paragraphs). They found
that patients treated with radiosurgery had a 2-yr survival of 28%, when 9.7%
would have been “expected.” 

A multicenter retrospective analysis was performed in an effort to control for
prognostic factors and better evaluate the impact of SRS on the survival of
patients with malignant gliomas (135). The study evaluated 115 patients with
malignant gliomas who were treated with a combination of surgery, external
beam radiation therapy, and SRS boost at three different LINAC radiosurgery
facilities under similar protocols. Patients were stratified into six prognostic
classes based on the recursive partitioning analysis of multiple prognostic fac-
tors that had been previously reported by the Radiation Therapy Oncology
Group (RTOG) (136). This stratification is based on tumor pathology, patient
age, patient’s functional status (e.g., Karnofsky performance score-KPS), dura-
tion of symptoms, and extent of resection; it offers some control for the multi-
tude of prognostic factors, allowing more direct comparison of results. 

After a median follow-up of 91 wk, the 2-yr actuarial survival for the entire
cohort of patients was 45%, with a median survival of 22 mo. AA patients had
not reached median survival and had a 2-yr survival rate of 72%. The GBM
patients had a median survival of 21 m and a 2-yr survival of 38%. When
patients from the six different prognostic classes were evaluated, a significant
difference in overall survival by class was confirmed (p < 0.001). Compared
twitho published RTOG results for similarly stratified malignant glioma
patients treated without a stereotactic radiation boost, radiosurgery resulted in
longer median survival by 4–20 mo, depending on the prognostic class. This
benefit was most pronounced for the patients in the moderate to poor prognos-
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tic classes; minimal benefit was observed for the patients in the more favorable
prognostic classes. Although this strongly suggests that radiosurgical boost is
advantageous for patients with GBM, little can be inferred from the study
regarding the utility of SRS for AA. 

Some caution is also indicated when interpreting the GBM results. RTOG
results may be worse because much of the treatment was performed prior to the
advent of quality neuroimaging. Also, postoperative tumor size, which was
found to be highly prognostic in other studies, was not a factor in the RTOG
stratification, and the average tumor size was greater for the RTOG patients
compared with the SRS cohort. On univariate analysis, however, RTOG prog-
nostic class and KPS were the only significant predictors of survival, excluding
tumor size and extent of surgery among other potential factors. RTOG prog-
nostic class was eliminated as an independent predictor of survival on multi-
variate analysis, leaving KPS as the only significant independent prognostic
factor. In fact, patients with a KPS > 70 enjoyed a 2-yr actuarial survival rate of
51% with a median survival of 24 mo, compared with 2-yr and median sur-
vivals of 0 and 9 mo, respectively for patients with a KPS < 70. Overall, the
study offers strong evidence that radiosurgical boost confers a survival advan-
tage for patients with GBM. It also suggests that patients in poor prognostic
classes (e.g., KPS < 70), who have been excluded as candidates for radiation
boost in many series, actually may benefit significantly from this aggressive
management.

Other Lesions

Many other brain tumors have been treated, in small numbers, by radio-
surgery, including low-grade gliomas (137,138), hemangioblastoma (139,140),
nasopharyngeal carcinomas (141–143), germinoma (144), medulloblastoma
(145), and pituitary tumors (146) A detailed discussion of these indications is
beyond the limits of this chapter.
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MRI-Guided Thermal Therapy for Brain Tumors

Ferenc A. Jolesz, MD and Ion-Florin Talos, MD

INTRODUCTION

Although the thermal therapy methods (interstitial laser therapy, radiofre-
quency therapy, and focused ultrasound therapy) are still in the experimental
stage, mainly because of difficulties in accurately monitoring tissue tempera-
ture changes, they may develop into a minimally invasive alternative to open
skull surgery for some brain tumors in the foreseeable future (1,2).

There is compelling physical and biological evidence that localized high-tem-
perature thermal therapy is effective. If any tissue is heated beyond 57–60°C,
protein denaturation and subsequent coagulation necrosis occurs. The thermal
treatment results in irreversible cell damage in both normal and neoplastic 
tissues. Thermal energy is not selective, and both normal and neoplastic tissue
is coagulated; therefore thermal ablation above the critical temperature is anal-
ogous to surgery and not to hyperthermia, which is performed around
41–42°C (3,4).

The magnitude and spatial distribution of temperature changes in the tissue
depends on both the delivery parameters (i.e., intensity, duration) and the tis-
sue properties, such as absorption, perfusion, and flow.

Optical characteristics and heat conductivity are variable even among
tumors of the same grading (5). Both vascular distribution pattern and tissue
perfusion rate have an influence on the spatial distribution of energy delivery
and consequently on the volume of tissue affected by the treatment (6). Because
of variable tissue properties, the outcome of such a treatment is difficult to
predict.

The use of optical fibers for interstitial laser therapy (ILT) and the medical
application of radiofrequency (RF) and microwave devices significantly
advanced the ablation field by allowing percutaneous treatment. These are
probe-delivered minimally invasive targeted heat deposition methods. Cur-
rently, high-energy focused ultrasound (HIFU) is a noninvasive extracorporeal
alternative (1).

Thermal ablation methods have been known for decades, but their broader
acceptance was restricted because of the lack of real-time volumetric “closed-
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loop” feedback control of energy deposition. Without control of thermal energy
spread in the tissue, safe and efficient thermal therapy cannot be carried out.
This is especially true in the brain where not only is it important to achieve
complete tumor treatment but injury of critical normal structures should be
avoided.

Clinically applicable thermal coagulation has to be limited to the target vol-
ume and should not damage the surrounding normal tissue. This can be
achieved by defining the exact 3D extent of the targeted tissue volume and the
extent of heating within and outside the targeted tissue volume. Image guid-
ance and image-guided therapy delivery control is necessary for thermal abla-
tion of tumors. Accurate spatial and temporal temperature control is essential
in the brain, where thermal damage must be limited to the target, especially if
the targeted volume is close to critical structures (7).

MRI-BASED CONTROL OF ENERGY DELIVERY

With the introduction of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as a monitoring
method for thermal therapies, a novel mechanism for controlling energy depo-
sition became available (8). It was recognized that many MRI parameters are
sensitive to temperature changes, which makes MRI suitable for monitoring
thermal ablations by noninvasive means. Furthermore, one can take advantage
of diffusion MRI, which detects changes in water mobility and compartmental-
ization, to identify reversible as well as irreversible thermally induced tissue
changes (9,10). It became obvious, however, that MRI monitoring of thermal
ablation is only feasible if the imaging and therapy delivering systems are inte-
grated (2).

Most endogenous MRI parameters are temperature sensitive. The most com-
monly used parameters for temperature monitoring have been T1 (8,11–13),
the diffusion coefficient (14,15), and the water proton resonant frequency
(PRF) (16,17).

Having the highest temperature sensitivity and being independent of tissue
type, the PRF method has been the most promising (18). However, it has the
disadvantage of being very sensitive to movement. 

The role of MRI during thermal ablations is to monitor temperature levels, to
restrict the thermal coagulation to the targeted tissue volume, and to avoid
heating of normal tissue. MRI can also detect irreversible tissue necrosis and
demonstrate permanent changes within the treated tissue. Physiologic effects
such as perfusion or metabolic response to elevated temperature can also be
used for monitoring the ablation. Both flow and tissue perfusion can affect the
rate and extent of energy delivery and the size of the treated tissue volumes (3).
Monitoring can optimize treatment protocols. 

Thus far, three approaches have been proposed for using MRI monitoring of
thermal therapies: temperature threshold, thermal dose control, and imaging
control. In the temperature control approach, the temperature threshold neces-
sary to induce tissue damage is empirically determined from animal experi-
ments and clinical experience. In some studies, temperature thresholds
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measured by MRI were used as indicators of tissue necrosis during thermal
therapies (19,20). Although there is a good correlation between temperature
and tissue necrosis, experimental studies have shown that the exposure time
also plays a significant role in achieving tissue damage.

In addition to temperature, the thermal dose approach also takes into
account the exposure time. The thermal dose is a nonlinear function of the tem-
perature and exposure time. This method is mainly indicated for monitoring
thermal therapies that employ long heating times at constant tempera-
tures (4,21).

Whereas the temperature threshold method is useful, especially when the
heating profile has the same shape and size, the dosimetry method is thought
to be independent of these parameters. Control systems based on temperature
threshold and thermal dosimetry have been described in (22–24).

The third approach—imaging control—is based on T2- or T1- acquisitions
with or without contrast agent during energy delivery (13,25). The evolving
lesions appear to correlate well or slightly underestimate the final lesion size.
However, the specificity of this method may be too low in some cases, and dif-
ferentiating between thermal lesion and viable tumor tissue/peritumoral
edema is not always possible (26).

Since thermal lesions may become visible on MRI with certain delays, this
can result in underestimation of the extent of the thermal lesion. 

INTERSTITIAL LASER THERAPY

ILT is a minimally invasive, high-temperature ablative technique designed
for localized tumor tissue coagulation. The laser energy is delivered through
optical fibers implanted interstitially. The treated volume “per fiber” is limited
owing to the small penetration depth of the laser. Its extent also depends on the
fiber tip, laser wavelength, and optical properties of the target tissue. The latter
are highly variable even among tumors with the same histological grading (5)
and also change during therapy. The difficulty presented by a limited treatment
volume per fiber can be addressed by using multiple optical fibers or specially
designed diffusing tips.

The laser-induced tissue damage follows a typical pattern, with a central
necrosis zone and a shapely demarcated, reversible edema zone at the tumor
periphery, containing viable tumor cells that represent the origin of recurrent
tumor growth after treatment (27,28). An effective method for separating the
reversible and irreversible changes areas has still to be developed. 

Since the original description of MRI monitoring and control of laser–tissue
interactions (8), MRI-guided tissue ablation has become a clinically tested and
accepted minimally invasive treatment option. It is a relatively simple straight-
forward method, which can be well adapted to the interventional MRI envi-
ronment.

After the original publication by Jolesz et al. (8), Ascher et al. (29) performed
the first ILT treatment under MRI. Later, this approach was further developed
by Bettag et al. (28), Kahn et al. (30,31), and Jolesz et al. (32–34).
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Despite these early trials, the role of ILT as a therapeutic alternative for brain
tumors has yet to be established. There are preliminary reports in the literature
on this subject (5,30,35–37). All showed a low incidence of postoperative mor-
bidity and no mortality. However, transient neurologic deficits are not uncom-
mon in the early postoperative period due to perifocal edema, although full
recovery is expected within a few weeks. One study also reported permanent
neurologic deficits in glioblastoma patients, in whom administration of high-
energy doses was attempted (36). Overall, these early results suggest that ILT is
a safe therapy method. Although no definitive conclusion can be drawn based
on the currently available data, it appears that ILT can be of benefit in patients
with low-grade gliomas. In malignant gliomas, thermal therapy has been essen-
tially unsuccessful, a predictable outcome, since such tumors extend far beyond
the area of MRI contrast enhancement.

FOCUSED ULTRASOUND THERAPY

Among the currently developed thermal therapy methods, focused ultra-
sound (FUS) appears to be the most promising, since its use does not require
any invasive intervention. The potential therapeutic use of ultrasound energy
for intracranial pathology has long been acknowledged (38). There is no more
convincing example for the FUS benefits than in the brain, where deep lesions
can be induced without any associated damage along the path of the acoustic
beam. In the brain, where most injuries have detectable functional conse-
quences, it is extremely important to limit tissue damage to the targeted area.
This necessitates the use of an imaging technique for localization, targeting, and
real-time intraoperative monitoring and to control the spatial extent and inten-
sity of the deposited energy. 

MRI can be used for targeted and controlled image-guided FUS procedures.
It can provide detection of tumor margins, functional mapping of the surround-
ing cortex, definition of the adjacent fiber tracts, and temperature-sensitive
imaging during sonications. High resolution anatomic imaging and flow-,
perfusion-, and diffusion-sensitive MRI methods are used for planning the pro-
cedures, and temperature-sensitive methods are used to monitor and control
energy deposition. By combining FUS with MRI-based guidance and control, it
may be possible to achieve complete tumor ablation without any associated
structural injury or functional deficit. 

Beyond thermal coagulation of tissue, FUS has various other effects that can
be therapeutically exploited and thus open the way for potentially innovative
vascular and functional neurosurgery applications and for targeted drug deliv-
ery to the central nervous system. Among the most important, the capability of
occluding vessels could make FUS a therapeutic tool for the treatment of vas-
cular malformations. Both arterial and venous occlusion can be achieved with
FUS (39,40). Using averaged power levels two- to threefold lower than the lev-
els necessary for tissue coagulation, FUS can be used to open the blood–brain
barrier selectively without damaging the surrounding brain parenchyma (41).
For this effect to be achieved, preformed gas bubbles must be introduced into
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the vasculature, as is routinely done with ultrasound contrast agents. The gas
bubbles implode and release cavitation-related energy, which transiently inac-
tivates the tight junctions. As a consequence, large molecules can pass through
the artificially created “window” in the blood–brain barrier. These large mole-
cules can be chemotherapeutic or neuropharmacological agents. FUS-based tar-
geted selective drug delivery to the brain could result in novel therapeutic
interventions for movement and psychiatric disorders.

Such MRI-guided focal opening of the blood–brain barrier, combined with
ultrasound technology that permits sonications through the intact skull, will
open the way for new, noninvasive, targeted therapies. Specifically, it would
provide targeted access for chemothearapeutic and gene therapy agents (42), as
well as monoclonal antibodies, and could even provide a vascular route for per-
forming neurotransplantations. 

Ultrasound has also proved useful in accelerating thrombolysis (43) and
increasing cell membrane permeability.

Since the skull bone scatters and attenuates the propagation of the ultrasound
beam, most clinical trials have been performed following craniotomy in order to
provide an ultrasound window (44). However, the transcranial application of
FUS, although challenging, is not impossible. Although bone scatters and absorbs
most of the acoustic energy, a small fraction can penetrate through the skull.

Recent simulation (45) and experimental studies (46,47) have demonstrated
the feasibility of accurately focusing ultrasound through the intact skull by
using an array of multiple ultrasound transducers arranged over a large surface
area. To correct for beam distortion, the driving signal for the transducer ele-
ments of the array is individually adjustable, either based on measurements
obtained with an invasive hydrophone probe, or better, based on detailed MRI.
Because of the large surface area, the ultrasound energy is distributed in such a
manner as to avoid heating and consequent damage of skin, bone, meninges, or
surrounding normal brain parenchyma, while at the same time being able to
coagulate the tissue at the focus (47). The experimental data are extremely
promising; it appears possible to coagulate brain tumors thermally through the
intact skull under MRI thermometry control using MR-compatible arrays.

By applying multiple, smaller transducers around the skull in a helmet-like
phased-array system, sufficient amounts of energy can be deposited in the tar-
get tissue. Unfortunately, the skull thickness is uneven, causing variable delays
of the acoustic waves originating from individual phased array elements. Phase
incoherence can be corrected, however, if the skull thickness is known from pre-
operative X-ray computed tomography scans. In an experimental setup, suc-
cessful focusing through the skull was achieved and verified by MRI, thus
providing the foundation for developing the first human MRI-guided FUS sys-
tem for brain tumor treatment.

CONCLUSION

There is an ongoing effort to develop MRI-guided interventional radiology
and intraoperative imaging-based endoscopic or open surgical applications. So
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far, neurosurgery has benefited most from intraoperative MRI guidance. The
introduction of real-time volumetric image updates has improved localization,
and targeting and, most importantly, has resulted in complete tumor resections.
Following this success in neurosurgery, new MRI-guided applications have
been introduced for tumor treatment in the breast, liver, and prostate, as well as
in the musculoskeletal system. Several percutaneous treatment methods like
prostate brachytherapy have emerged. Thermal ablations in the brain (laser,
RF), liver (laser, RF, and cryotherapy), and pelvis (laser treatment of fibroids)
have been performed at multiple institutions. Today, among the thermal abla-
tion methods, noninvasive image-guided focused ultrasound treatment has the
most potential for tumor ablation but is also applicable to occlusion of blood
vessels and to targeted drug delivery and gene therapy.
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Gene-Based and Viral-Based Therapies

Manish Aghi, MD, PhD and E. Antonio Chiocca, MD, PhD

INTRODUCTION

Disappointing results in the treatment of aggressive central nervous system
(CNS) neoplasms such as glioblastoma multiforme have fueled a search for
novel treatment modalities. New drugs and new radiation modalities have and
are being tested. Biological materials have also been explored as potential anti-
cancer agents. Such biological materials include immunotoxins, engineered
cells that release diffusible anticancer factors, proteins, stem cells, immune- or
vaccine-based modalities, and gene-based and virus-based therapies. The latter
type of experimental treatment is the subject of this chapter.

Gene-based therapy indicates the process of introducing into a cancer cell a
gene that will reverse or destroy its malignant phenotype. Virus-based therapy
is a form of gene therapy, the process of infecting cancer cells with a virus that
has been genetically altered so as to destroy that cancer cell and spare normal
cells selectively. In fact, several historical reports, dating back from the begin-
ning of the last century until the 1980s, described the administration of attenu-
ated viruses to patients afflicted with incurable cancers, yet this approach was
never fully tested and/or widely translated, probably because of its relative
lack of appeal compared with the emerging modalities of chemotherapy and
radiotherapy (1).

The advent of technologies associated with recombinant DNA in the 1970s
and 1980s made it possible to engineer viruses genetically. This allowed the
generation of (1) replication-defective viruses (designated as vectors), which
cannot grow or produce viral proteins in cells and are used to deliver an anti-
cancer gene (gene therapy); and (2) oncolytic viruses that maintain the ability to
grow and replicate in infected tumor but not normal cells (oncolytic viral ther-
apy) (2). Considerable scientific and preclinical excitement has surrounded the
application of each of these biologic modalities, although recent events related
to the death of a patient treated with gene therapy because he was suffering
from an inborn error of metabolism have provided a sobering reminder of the
highly experimental nature of these endeavors.

Cancer has become the foremost arena in which gene therapy is applied—a
recent summary of 600 published gene therapy clinical trials from 1990 to 2001
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found that 63% of the trials were in the area of cancer, whereas only 13% were
for gene replacement in genetic disorders, the purpose of the first gene therapy
clinical trial begun in 1989 (3). Cancer gene therapy involves the administration
of a vector (most commonly derived from a virus, but also derived from a
chemical lipid construct) to deliver a gene that will impede the survival and
growth of tumor cells. If the vector is a virus, it will have been gutted of all its
endogenous genes, disabling its ability to grow and directly hurt the cell. There-
fore, the entire anticancer effect derives from the delivered anticancer cDNA.
Oncolytic viruses, instead, directly lyse tumor cells because they retain almost
the entire complement of viral genes that allow for production of viral progeny
and lysis of the infected cell, but have been modified so as to allow this process
to occur selectively in cancer cells and not normal cells (Fig. 1).

As with conventional therapies, there is a therapeutic window for each gene
and viral therapy that defines beneficial anticancer vs toxic side effects. Local-
ized administration of vector to the brain tumor can allow for increased selec-
tivity. Other approaches to increase selectivity consist of using tumor-specific

Fig. 1. Selective replication (i.e., growth) and killing of tumor cells by oncolytic virus.
An oncolytic virus (hexagon) will infect and grow into multiple progeny viruses within
a tumor cell (upper panel). The cell will die and release such progeny into the extracel-
lular milieu. Progeny oncolytic viruses can then go on and infect additional tumor cells,
repeating the entire process. Successive waves of infection and replication set up a
spreading infection within the tumor that should lead to regression. However, in nor-
mal cells, this does not occur, and replication of the initially infecting oncolytic virus
will be aborted.
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promoters to confer selectivity to the anticancer cDNA or to the replicating
oncolytic virus and changing the molecular structure of the surface proteins of
the vector or virus in order to target a tumor-specific receptor (Fig. 2).

CNS neoplasms are thought to provide an excellent target for cancer gene
therapy because tumor cells are among the few rapidly proliferating cells in the
CNS, and most of the gene- or viral-based therapies target cellular division.
Proliferation of microglial, endothelial, and glial cells as well as neural stem
cells is a much rarer occurrence than that displayed by a glioma cell. Experi-
mentally, viral vectors employed for cancer gene therapy in the brain include

Fig. 2. Entry of adenovirus into cells via specific binding of a viral ligand to a cell sur-
face receptor. Adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5), the most common serotype employed in
gene transfer, enters cells through the following series of steps: 1, specific binding of
virion surface fiber molecules (labeled fiber above) to the coxsackie-adenovirus recep-
tor (CAR); 2, adenovirus internalization is then initiated after the interaction of the pen-
ton base protein with cell surface integrins α(v)β3 and α(v)β5; 3, receptor-mediated
endocytosis then occurs; 4, virion particles are disassembled in the acidic environment
of the endosome. Once tumor-specific receptors are identified, genetic modification of
the virion surface molecules that bind cell surface receptors like CAR could create an
engineered virus specifically taken up by tumor cells.
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those derived from retrovirus, adenovirus, herpes simplex virus-1 (HSV-1), and
adeno-associated virus (AAV). Oncolytic viruses employed for brain tumors
include HSV-1, adenovirus, reovirus, and poliovirus. Clinically, published gene
therapy trials for gliomas have used retroviral and adenoviral vectors to deliver
a thymidine kinase cDNA, endowing tumor cells with ganciclovir chemosensi-
tivity. Published oncolytic virus trials for gliomas have used HSV-1 and aden-
oviral mutants (Table 1).

GENE THERAPY VECTORS FOR GLIOMAS

Retroviruses

Retroviral vectors are RNA viruses converted to DNA by one of the viral
enzymes (reverse transcriptase) and then integrated into the host genome at
nonspecific sites. With the exception of lentiviruses, retroviruses only integrate
into the genomes of rapidly dividing cells, providing an element of tumor selec-
tivity. Most retroviral vectors are derived from the Moloney murine leukemia
virus (Mo-MLV), originally developed by Mulligan and Berg in 1981 (4). Retro-
virus vectors are generated in vector-producer cells (VPCs), and then they can
be harvested from the medium of VPCs at titers of 105–107 PFU/mL. However,
the viral particles themselves are usually too unstable to be injected directly
into tumors. Thus, the transfected VPCs must be engrafted into the tumor.

The disadvantages of retroviral vector systems are: (1) low titers; (2) the need
to engraft VPCs, which cannot survive for long periods; (3) low transgene
capacity—the maximum amount of DNA that can be packaged into a retrovirus
allows for only 8 kb of foreign DNA in the vector; and (4) risk of insertional
mutagenesis if integration disrupts a protooncogene. Possible advantages
include: (1) integration into dividing cells, allowing long-term gene expression,
although long-term gene expression carries with it long term concerns about
safety; and (2) relatively little toxicity because of replication deficiency with
minimal risk of wild-type virus generation and minimal inflammation. Retro-
viruses have and are being used in 54% of brain tumor gene therapy clinical
trials (3).

Adenoviruses

Adenoviruses are nonenveloped DNA viruses causing upper respiratory
tract infections. The adenovirus vectors used for gene delivery are derived from
subgroup C. Wild-type subgroup C causes a mild upper respiratory infection,
which resolves uneventfully in healthy individuals. In an adenoviral vector, the
desired transgene is cloned into the E1 gene, thus disrupting it. This gene is
essential for adenoviral replication, thus rendering the vector now safe to use
because it will grow/replicate in infected cells but will only deliver the trans-
gene.

High titers (up to 1012 particles/mL) can be achieved with adenovirus. Limi-
tations include the fact that the viral genome is maintained as an extrachromo-
somal element that is rapidly lost in dividing cells and the highly immunogenic
nature of the vectors. The immunogenic nature of adenovirus may have con-
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tributed to the death of an 18-yr-old patient after an arterial infusion of a repli-
cation-defective adenovirus vector during a gene therapy trial for ornithine
transcarbamylase deficiency. This death was attributed to a massive cytokine
response to the adenovirus vector, resulting in disseminated intravascular
coagulation.

Despite these concerns, adenoviruses are used in a large number of gene
therapy trials (3). They are the most commonly used vector in cancer gene ther-
apy trials (32% of these trials), and the second most commonly used vector in
brain tumor gene therapy trials (16% of these trials).

Herpesviruses

HSV-1 is an enveloped, double-stranded linear DNA virus whose genome
spans 152 kb, encoding more than 80 genes.

HSV-1 has been developed as a vector either by removing some of the essen-
tial genes needed for viral replication (recombinant HSV) or by removing the
entire viral genome except for a small 300-bp sequence that provides packaging
function (amplicon vector). This packaging signal when incorporated into any
bacterial plasmid will allow this plasmid to be packaged into an infectious
virion.

HSV-1 offers a number of advantages as a vector (Table 1). These advantages
include: (1) the ease with which high titers (typically 1010 infectious parti-
cles/mL) can be generated; (2) potential for incorporating a large payload of
foreign DNA—approx 30 kb of the HSV-1 genome have been estimated to be
replaceable by foreign genes with minimal effects on titers or replication; (3)
neurotropism, rendering gene delivery to the CNS more effective; (4) sensitiv-
ity to antiherpetic agents like ganciclovir, providing a safety mechanism by
which viral replication could be abrogated; and (5) the fact that HSV-1 never
integrates and persists as an episome even during latency, ensuring that the risk
of insertional mutagenesis posed by retroviral vectors is not an issue with HSV-
1 vectors. Furthermore, the lack of integration with HSV-1 vectors is not a con-
cern with cancer gene therapy, as immediate tumor killing probably does not
require long-term gene expression.

However, there are four challenges that arise when one is working with HSV-
1 vectors. First, genetic manipulation of HSV-1 is difficult owing to the large
size of the viral DNA. A second potential obstacle when using HSV-1 recombi-
nant vectors is the fact that most humans have preexisting herpes immunity,
which could potentially impair gene delivery. Approximately 60–90% of the
adult population has been exposed to HSV-1, as determined by the detection of
viral DNA and antibodies to HSV-1 in serum (5). Potential neurotoxicity is a
third problem inherent to HSV-1 vectors. HSV-1 is a neurotropic human pathogen
that can cause a life-threatening encephalitis from primary infection or from
reactivation of latent virus. The introduction of HSV-1 vectors could lead to one
of two scenarios that could cause a potentially fatal encephalitis: (1) recombi-
nation with latent wild-type HSV-1 could restore full replicative capacity to the
introduced vector; or (2) the latent wild-type HSV-1 present in most humans
could be reactivated by application of HSV-1 vectors. Finally, the ability of HSV-
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1 vectors to infect both dividing and nondividing cells is undesirable for cancer
therapy, which requires selective targeting of replicating cells.

Adeno-Associated Virus

Wild-type AAV and AAV vectors depend on the presence of adenovirus for
their replication and lytic infection. The vectors can infect quiescent and prolif-
erating cells. Long-term expression can be achieved owing to site-specific inte-
gration on human chromosome 19q and transgene amplification. Integration is
more efficient in proliferating cells. Aside from the dependence on helper virus,
limitations include a small transgene capacity (4.7 kb) and low titers (106 infec-
tious particles/mL).

TRANSGENES USED IN CANCER GENE THERAPY

At first, cancer seems to be unsuitable for gene therapy, which originally
involved attempts to replace defective genes. Because the vast majority of tar-
get cells remain nontransduced after gene therapy, replacement of defective
genes would appear to be a suitable approach only for monogenetic disorders,
which might benefit from partial restoration of genetic function. Cancer gener-
ally arises from a multistep process involving a variety of genetic abnormalities.
Cancer gene replacement therapy requires the replacement of multiple genes in
every single target cell, since any nontransduced cells would continue rapid
replication and quickly pose a threat. As it turns out, cancer gene therapy strate-
gies proved not to be limited to gene replacement. In addition, several of the
transgenes employed endow transduced tumor cells with the ability to confer
cytotoxicity upon neighboring nontransduced cells—a bystander effect.

The transgenes that have been utilized are divided here into five categories.

Correction of Genetic Defects in Cancer

Some cancer gene therapy approaches have employed the gene replacement
approach. In gliomas, early-stage tumor formation is triggered by mutations in
the p53 gene, whereas the later stages of tumor development seen in glioblas-
toma multiforme are associated with loss of heterozygosity on chromosome 10
and mutation of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene (16).

Introduction of the wild-type p53 gene into human and rodent glioma cell
lines results in growth inhibition in culture (17). Glioma cells transfected with
wild-type p53 display reduced tumorigenicity in nude mice (18). The effects
caused by the introduction of wild-type p53 are independent of whether the
parental cell lines expressed mutant or wild-type p53.

As of September 2001, 33 clinical protocols employing p53 gene therapy in
adenovirus, retrovirus, or a naked plasmid form have been undertaken, several
involving lung cancer and one involving brain tumors. A total of 133 patients
have been enrolled. Tumor regressions have been observed in approximately
one-third of patients with sufficient information to evaluate responses (3). A
group performing one of these trials showed that a slight bystander effect is
achieved during p53 gene therapy (19).
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Mutation of the EGFR receptor gene occurs in 40% of all glioblastomas (20).
These mutations generate abnormal EGFR receptors that mediate constitutive
signaling. The retroviral transfer of a signal-defective mutant EGFR gene to
cells overexpressing a constitutively active mutant EGFR caused inactivation of
mutated EGFR function in a dominant-negative manner by formation of inac-
tive dimers (21). Although effective at the cellular level, such an approach is
unlikely to generate a bystander effect.

Antiangiogenesis

Because tumors depend on angiogenesis for expansion, antiangiogenic ther-
apy has received considerable attention. However, antiangiogenic proteins
must be administered in large quantities over long periods to have effects, caus-
ing some researchers to consider gene delivery of antiangiogenic factors. In
addition to being one of the gene replacement strategies described above, p53
gene therapy is also an antiangiogenic gene therapy because of the discovery
that inducing wild-type p53 expression in astrocytomas causes release of an
angiogenesis inhibitory factor (22).

Angiogenesis is promoted by vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), an
endothelium-specific mitogen produced by tumors. In one study, a retroviral
vector was used to deliver a signaling-defective VEGF receptor that forms inac-
tive dimers with wild-type VEGF receptor (23). Significant inhibition of glioma
growth in nude mice was shown when this vector was delivered to endothelial
cells near the tumor mass.

Tumors also produce antiangiogenic factors such as angiostatin. An AAV
vector expressing angiostatin has been shown to promote long-term survival of
mice harboring intracranial gliomas (24).

Immune Response Modifying Genes

Attempts to modify antitumor immune responses have focused on transduc-
ing tumor cells with genes that make them more immunogenic. Cytokine genes
are the most commonly studied. These studies have been done by infecting
tumor cells ex vivo, arresting their growth by irradiation, and then reimplant-
ing them to sustain paracrine secretion of cytokine within the tumor (25,26) or
by implanting retrovirus producer cell lines intratumorally so that infection
occurs in situ (27,28). The former is preferred because it concentrates cytokine
production closest to the tumor mass, but it can be difficult to obtain sufficient
numbers of tumor cells from patients and to generate large enough numbers of
transduced cells.

The cytokines utilized include: (1) interleukin 2 (25,27), an autocrine T-cell
growth factor; (2) γ-interferon and interleukin 12 (26,27,29), which promote
helper T cells to differentiate into the TH1 subtype important in antitumor
responses; and (3) interleukin 4 (28) and interferon-β (30), which activate cyto-
toxic lymphocytes and macrophages. Severe central nervous system toxicity,
secondary to brain edema, was documented when interleukin 2 or γ-interferon
were secreted by tumor cells intracranially (27).
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Gene therapy can be used to generate tumor vaccines. In this model, cells
from a tumor are grown in culture, and then infected with a viral vector carry-
ing the gene for granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF).
This cytokine enhances antigen presentation. After onset of GM-CSF expres-
sion, the tumor cells are irradiated to induce growth arrest and then inoculated
in the periphery away from the tumor mass. This approach generates a strong
immune response against intracranial tumors in animal models (31–34). By
infecting ex vivo and vaccinating peripherally, an immune response can be ini-
tiated against an intracranial tumor while avoiding the toxicity associated with
intracranial cytokine expression.

Eighty-five protocols worldwide have used gene therapy to modify the anti-
tumor immune response. A total of 547 patients have been entered in these
ongoing protocols. Major tumor regressions have been observed in 15 of 237
patients with sufficient information to evaluate responses (3). Eight such proto-
cols are under way in brain tumors, with results pending.

Drug Resistance Genes

The transfer of genes into normal cells to augment resistance to chemothera-
peutic agents is also under investigation. Bone marrow cells, whose replication
rate renders them susceptible to chemotherapy, are the most common targets
for this approach. A clinical trial for glioblastoma multiforme involving ex vivo
transduction of bone marrow cells with the multiple-drug resistance gene
(MDR1) followed by infusion of transduced cells and chemotherapy is under
way (3). MDR1 is a cellular efflux pump conferring resistance to hydrophobic
drugs such as Taxol, Adriamycin, vincristine, and actinomycin D (35).

Prodrug-Activating Enzymes

Prodrugs are chemicals that are inert over a wide range of doses but are con-
verted into toxic molecules by specific prodrug-activating enzymes. Genes
encoding for these enzymes are the most commonly used transgenes in cancer
gene therapy because of their prominent bystander effects.

HERPES SIMPLEX VIRUS TYPE 1 THYMIDINE KINASE/GANCICLOVIR

Ganciclovir (GCV) is an acyclic analog of the natural nucleoside 2'-deoxy-
guanosine (36). GCV’s antiherpetic properties result from its specificity for HSV-
thymidine kinase (TK), which is three orders of magnitude more efficient at
monophosphorylating GCV than human nucleoside kinase. The resulting GCV-
monophosphate is subsequently converted by cellular kinases into toxic GCV-
triphosphate. GCV-triphosphate’s structural resemblance to 2'-deoxy-
guanosine triphosphate makes it a substrate for DNA polymerase. GCV binds
herpes viral DNA polymerase better than human DNA polymerase. Thus, as an
antiviral agent, GCV’s specificity for infected cells derives from its preferential
affinity for two viral enzymes, thymidine kinase and DNA polymerase. Once
bound to herpes DNA polymerase, GCV-triphosphate inhibits the polymerase or
is incorporated into DNA, causing DNA chain elongation to terminate (Fig. 3).
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Glioma cells transduced and selected to express HSV-TK are 5000-fold more
sensitive to GCV than their nontransduced counterparts (37), suggesting that
transduction leads to enough HSV-TK expression to phosphorylate enough
GCV to inhibit mammalian DNA polymerase. Thus, the poor affinity of mam-
malian DNA polymerase relative to herpes DNA polymerase for GCV does not
impede chemosensitization upon transfection with HSV-TK. Because GCV’s
effects are limited to DNA, it targets replicating cells, much like the S-phase–
specific chemotherapeutic agents.

Efficacy in vivo was demonstrated in a study in which rats harboring
intracranial gliosarcoma tumors were treated with intratumoral implantation of
a fibroblast packaging cell line secreting HSV-TK-expressing retroviral vectors,
followed by intraperitoneal GCV treatment. Treated animals survived more
than twice as long as controls (38).

HSV-TK/GCV is commonly used in cancer gene therapy because of its
bystander effect. When 10% of murine sarcoma cells express HSV-TK, GCV
eradicates the entire mixed population (39). The percentage of cells expressing
HSV-TK has to be higher in vivo—subcutaneous tumors have to possess at least
50% HSV-TK–positive cells to be eliminated by GCV treatment (39).

HSV-TK/GCV’s bystander effect requires cell-to-cell contact—the HSV-TK
bystander effect can be abrogated when HSV-TK-expressing cells are separated
from wild-type cells by a filter membrane (39). Whereas HSV-TK cells treated
with [3H]GCV contain mostly GCV monophosphate and very little di- and
triphosphate, bystander cells contain mostly GCV triphosphate (40). Taken
together, these experiments suggest that the bystander effect results from cell-
to-cell contact allowing transfer of GCV-triphosphate from HSV-TK+ cells to
nontransduced cells—GCV-triphosphate is too polar to cross cell membranes,
and thus cell-to-cell contact is required for its transfer. This contact occurs via
gap junctions, a hypothesis supported by the fact that the magnitude of the
bystander effect correlates with the extent of gap junction-mediated intercellu-
lar coupling (41).

Fig. 3. Metabolism of ganciclovir. Chemical structure of the acyclic nucleoside ganci-
clovir (GCV), which is monophosphorylated by the enzyme herpes simplex thymidine
kinase (HSV-TK). Further phosphorylation by cellular kinases leads to the creation of
the toxic metabolite ganciclovir-triphosphate.
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There are also two nonspecific explanations for the in vivo HSV-TK
bystander effect that are used to explain several in vivo cancer gene therapy
bystander effects. First, transduction of dividing endothelial cells may lead to
GCV-mediated death of the endothelial cells that comprise the neovasculature
of the tumor, causing death of nontansduced and transduced tumor cells (42).
Second, the bystander effect may result from an immune response against a
nonhuman enzyme like HSV-TK, leading to diffuse cell death affecting neigh-
boring nontransduced cells; or prodrug-mediated death of transduced tumor
cells may liberate tumor antigens, generating an immune response that can
then target transduced and nontransduced tumor cells (43,44). This hypothesis
may explain the observation that eradication of localized tumor deposits in
immunocompetent animals sometimes results in the simultaneous immune-
mediated regression of anatomically distant metastases, an effect dubbed the
distant bystander effect (45). However, whereas the immune system may be an
ally in HSV-TK gene therapy, since the bystander effect in vivo is not signifi-
cantly enhanced relative to that in culture, the role of the immune response in
eradicating a single tumor mass may not be substantial, which is noteworthy
since brain tumors can cause immunosuppression and many brain tumor
patients are treated with dexamethasone.

Although GCV is a prodrug, the doses required for tumor eradication have
been slightly toxic in some animal studies. Studies using HSV-TK gene therapy
in rodents have found that 150 mg GCV/kg body weight/d was required for
complete tumor elimination, and this dose produced some treatment-related
mortality (46). Improvements in HSV-TK/GCV gene therapy have been
achieved via random sequence mutagenesis of the HSV-TK nucleoside binding
site, generating mutant HSV-TK enzymes that display increased phosphoryla-
tion of GCV (47).

Tumor cells transduced to express HSV-TK and treated with the antiviral
agent acyclovir (ACV) display enhanced sensitivity to radiation in culture and
in vivo (48). ACV sensitized cells to radiation regardless of whether its admin-
istration preceded or followed radiation. Radiation enhancement when ACV
preceded radiation could occur because DNA that has incorporated ACV may
be more susceptible to radiation-induced strand breakage; whereas ACV
administered following radiation might sensitize cells by inhibiting the poly-
merase activity required for repair of radiation-induced DNA damage.

Monitoring intratumoral prodrug-activating enzyme expression after gene
therapy allows for decisions regarding whether repeated transduction of the
tumor is necessary and also helps time prodrug delivery to coincide with
maximal transgene expression. The demonstration of noninvasive imaging of
HSV-TK gene expression using the substrate [131I]-labeled 2'-fluoro-2'-deoxy-1-
β-D-arabinofuranosyl-5-iodo-uracil combined with a clinical gamma camera,
single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), or positron emission
tomography (49) has led to investigations seeking novel HSV-TK substrates
with high imaging sensitivity.

As of September 2001, 62 clinical trials using adenoviruses or retroviruses
expressing HSV-TK to treat mesothelioma, ovarian cancer, glioblastoma, breast
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cancer, melanoma, multiple myeloma, and astrocytoma have been proposed (3).
A total of 603 patients have been enrolled, and major tumor regressions have
been observed in 13% of patients for whom sufficient information is available.
CYTOSINE DEAMINASE/5-FLUOROCYTOSINE

5-Fluorocytosine (5-FC), an agent used to treat infections by fungi such as
Candida and Cryptococcus neoformans, is a prodrug converted into the active
agent 5-fluorouracil (5FU) by the CD enzyme, which is uniquely expressed in
certain fungi and bacteria. Whereas 5-FC is nontoxic to humans because of the
lack of cellular CD expression, 5-FU is used to treat colon, pancreatic, and breast
cancers. The toxic effects of 5-FU are mediated by three of its intracellular
metabolites: 5-fluoro-2'-deoxyuridine-5'-monophosphate (FdUMP), 5-fluoro-2'-
deoxyuridine-5'-triphosphate (FdUTP), and 5-fluorouridine-5'-triphosphate
(FUTP) (52). FdUMP inhibits the enzyme thymidylate synthetase, which con-
verts deoxyuridylate (dUMP) into thymidylate (dTMP). Because thymidylate
synthetase is the only source of de novo thymidylate synthesis, a cell treated
with 5-FU ultimately becomes deficient in deoxythymidine-5'-triphosphate
(dTTP), leading to the incorporation of both uridine triphosphate and FdUTP
into DNA. Uracils in DNA are normally removed, but the lack of dTTP leaves
them unreplaced and leaves the DNA strand nicked. The nicked DNA cannot
be replicated, leading to cell death. 5-FU also targets RNA via incorporation of
FUTP into all three types of RNA, where it inhibits mRNA polyadenylation,
tRNA methylation, and processing of rRNA precursors. If RNA-directed effects
led to toxicity, 5-FU could prove toxic against the 85–95% of the cells in a malig-
nant glioma that are not proliferating at any given time (53), but 5-FU could also
prove toxic against permanently arrested cells such as neurons. However,
5-FU’s established efficacy in chemotherapy suggests that 5-FU’s RNA-directed
effects contribute minimally to cytotoxicity in vivo (Fig. 4).

Rodent gliosarcoma cells expressing the E. coli cytosine deaminase gene
become 77-fold more sensitive to 5-FC in culture (54). In addition, mice whose
CD+ tumors were eliminated by 5-FC resist subsequent rechallenge with
unmodified wild-type tumor (55). Tumor cells expressing CD may present CD
peptides on class I MHC, where they could serve as superantigens, leading to
polyclonal activation of T cells (56).

CD/5-FC has a stronger bystander effect than HSV-TK/GCV (57). In culture,
a mixture containing 33% CD-expressing cells displayed a dose–response curve
identical to cultures containing 100% CD-expressing cells. Some nude mice sub-
cutaneous tumors containing just 4% CD-expressing cells displayed no
detectable tumor after 3 wk of 5-FC treatment, and all tumors containing only
2% CD-expressing cells displayed significant tumor regressions after 5-FC treat-
ment. In contrast to HSV-TK/GCV, cell-to-cell contact does not appear to be
required for the CD/5-FC bystander effect. Because high-performance liquid
chromatography analysis detected 5-FU in the medium of cultured CD-express-
ing cells after 5-FC treatment, the bystander effect appears to result from 5-FU
exiting CD-expressing cells and entering wild-type cells by facilitated diffusion.
This mechanism could render the CD/5-FC strategy more effective than
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HSV-TK/GCV, because the capacity to form gap junctions appears to be lost in
most cancer cells (58).

Two studies of CD/5-FC in experimental brain tumors have been performed
using adenovirus (59,60). Stereotactic injection of adenovirus expressing CD
into established gliomas derived from rat glioma cell lines in syngeneic hosts or
human glioma cell lines in immunodeficient mice, followed by systemic admin-
istration of 5-FC, resulted in 160% (rat cells) and 137% (human cells) increases
in survival time over controls. Treated rodents that died prior to the conclusion
of the study showed no histologic signs of viable tumor. In the rat study, large
areas of tumor necrosis were surrounded by extensive cerebral edema, sug-
gesting that the strong bystander effect of CD/5-FC gene therapy caused toxic-
ity to surrounding normal tissue and resulted in treatment-related death (59).
No such edema was found in the study of human cell lines, a study in which
the host rodents were immunodeficient (60).

Four CD/5-FC clinical trials are under way to treat metastatic colon carci-
noma of the liver, metastatic breast cancer, prostate cancer, and penile cancer,
with no results as of September 2001 (3).
CYTOCHROME P450 2B1/CYCLOPHOSPHAMIDE

Cyclophosphamide (CPA) is one of the most commonly used chemothera-
peutic agents. CPA is a prodrug activated by liver-specific enzymes of the
cytochrome P450 family. One of these, the rat cytochrome P450 2B1 (CYP2B1),
activates CPA with high efficiency (61). This cytochrome hydroxylates CPA,
forming 4-hydroxy-cyclophosphamide, an unstable compound that rapidly
decomposes into phosphoramide mustard (PM) and acrolein (61). The former
is an alkylating agent responsible for the biologic effects of CPA (61). PM-
induced DNA alkylation generates intrastrand and interstrand DNA crosslinks.
Toxicity occurs because attempting to replicate crosslinked DNA leads to strand
breaks. PM alkylates DNA regardless of whether or not a cell is replicating, but
toxicity does not occur until replication is attempted, assuming DNA repair has
not occurred (Fig. 5).

The efficacy of CPA in treating tumors of the central nervous system has been
limited by the fact that, although CPA crosses the blood–brain barrier, its active
metabolites can only be generated by liver P450, and these metabolites are

Fig. 4. Metabolism of 5-fluorocytosine. Generation of 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) from 5-
fluorocytosine (5-FC) by the E. coli cytosine deaminase (CD) enzyme.
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poorly transported across the blood-brain barrier (61). Gene therapy using
CYP2B1 to activate CPA was designed primarily for use in brain tumors
because other tumor types have ready access to CPA’s active metabolites pro-
duced by the liver when CPA is administered systemically.

Intratumoral implantation of VPCs releasing retroviral vectors expressing
CYP2B1 caused regression of intracerebral rat glioma cells in nude mice after
intratumoral or intrathecal CPA administration (62). Development of lep-
tomeningeal tumor infiltration was prevented in most animals, whereas control
tumors lacking CYP2B1 exhibited extensive leptomeningeal infiltration. In fact,
the regression of parenchymal tumor mass caused by CPA treatment of
CYP2B1-transduced cells was not nearly as dramatic as the inhibition of lep-
tomeningeal infiltration observed, suggesting better access of CPA to lep-
tomeningeal infiltrates than to the main tumor mass. Different modes of drug
delivery, such as intraarterial administration or intratumoral implantation of
polymer-based wafers containing CPA (63), should allow better access of CPA
to parenchymal tumors.

When 10% of cultured glioma cells express CYP2B1, CPA causes a 75%
decrease in cell proliferation (64). Separating CYP2B1-expressing cells from
parental cells by a membrane still allows a bystander effect, and PM appears to
be the diffusible metabolite responsible (65).

The P450 system consists of two protein components, the heme-containing
P450 and the flavoprotein NADPH-P450 reductase (RED), both embedded in
the phospholipid bilayer of the endoplasmic reticulum. RED catalyzes the
transfer of electrons required for all microsomal P450-dependent enzyme reac-
tions. Transfecting tumor cells with the RED cDNA enhances CPA sensitivity
after infection with recombinant adenovirus expressing CYP2B1 (66). The same
group has also used a retroviral vector to deliver various human cytochrome
P450 genes to a rat gliosarcoma cell line, with CYP2B6 causing the most dra-
matic enhancement in CPA sensitivity. These human P450s should prove less
immunogenic in human tumor gene therapy.

Three P450/CPA clinical trials are under way, none in brain tumors. Seven-
teen patients are enrolled as of September 2001, with results pending (3).

Fig. 5. Metabolism of cyclophosphamide. The mammalian enzyme cytochrome P450
hydroxylates cyclophosphamide (CPA). 4-Hydroxycyclophosphamide then sponta-
neously decomposes into the toxic metabolite and alkylating agent phosphoramide
mustard (PM).
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ONCOLYTIC VIRUSES

Adenovirus

Adenovirus can be modified to allow for viral growth within tumors in a rel-
atively selective manner. One deletion that confers tumor selectivity is within
the E1B region, found in the vector ONYX-015, which restricts viral replication
to cells lacking normal p53 function (13). Based on gene mutations alone, this
vector could be of use in a majority of human glioblastomas, not only those car-
rying mutations in the p53 gene (14), but also in those that contain the frequent
deletion in CDKN2, whose gene (p14ARF) is required for proper p53 function.
Other adenoviral mutants have been constructed so they will grow within
tumors that contain mutations/deletions or dysfunctions in the p16/pRB path-
way. Another type of mutant will target cells expressing the EGFR or integrins,
which are often upregulated in gliomas.

Reovirus

This nonenveloped RNA virus, with little pathogenicity to humans, will
replicate/grow and kill selectively only in cells with an activated Ras pathway.
This is a common occurrence with gliomas because of either constitutively
active EGFR or platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR). When the
virus is administered intravenously to animals bearing subcutaneous tumors,
potent antitumor activity occurs in a variety of tumor types (15). Importantly,
the virus shows excellent potency and safety profiles in animal models of
gliomas. A phase I study is being planned in Canada.

HSV

Since a seminal study from 1991 by Martuza et al. (2), this virus has provided
a leading role in applications of oncolytic viruses to cancer therapy. Challenges
regarding use of HSV-1 in the treatment of brain tumors have been defined by
the fact that the wild-type virus is neurovirulent and infects/replicates/kills
both dividing and quiescent cells. Such challenges have been addressed
through genetic manipulations with the objective of reducing/eliminating neu-
rovirulence and growth/replication in quiescent normal cells. Viral genes can
be deleted through homologous recombination, generating HSV-1 mutants that
are less virulent and replication conditional, a term used to describe viruses that
replicate selectively in dividing cells. The recombinant HSV-1 viruses that have
been studied as anticancer agents fall into three categories: (1) viruses deleted
in β-genes involved in nucleic acid metabolism, such as uracil DNA glycosylase
or the large subunit of viral ribonucleotide reductase; (2) viruses lacking both
copies of the γ34.5 gene; and (3) viruses with mutations in two or more differ-
ent genes.

Group 1 vectors share the desirable property of being replication conditional
because they only replicate when a dividing cell complements the mutation
they carry in an enzyme involved in DNA synthesis. HSV-1 vectors mutated in
the large subunit of ribonucleotide reductase, such as hrR3, or in the thymidine
kinase gene, such as dlptk, exhibit efficacy in experimental brain tumor models
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and limited neurotoxicity (6). Despite showing reduced neurovirulence and the
ability to infect dividing cells selectively, uracil DNA glycosylase mutants have
not been studied as a single mutant in brain tumor therapy, only as part of a
double-mutant HSV-1 vector

Group 2 vectors harbor deletions in γ34.5 and include the vectors R3616,
R4009, and 1716. These vectors display low neurovirulence. The role of γ34.5 in
promoting DNA replication may render a γ34.5 mutant replication conditional
because only actively replicating cells express the DNA repair enzymes that
perform the same function for the virus as γ34.5 (7). The other reason for possi-
ble tumor selectivity resides within the finding that these mutants grow better
in cells with an overactive ras pathway, similar to reovirus targeting of this
pathway.

The risks of using single mutant HSV-1 vectors (groups 1 and 2) include
recombination with latent host virus to restore wild-type phenotype, reactiva-
tion of latent virus in the host, and suppressor mutations to restore wild-type
phenotype. The risk of recombination with latent host HSV-1 has not yet been
investigated. The risk of reactivation was felt to be low based on a study show-
ing that, after adult rats were infected with wild-type HSV-1 and latency was
established, intracerebral inoculation of hrR3 failed to cause HSV-1 reactivation
(8). There is, however, a risk of viral mutations that restore a wild-type pheno-
type based on a study showing that, when a strain of HSV-1 with a deletion of
the γ34.5 gene is growing, a suppressor mutation in two viral genes can occur,
enabling the virus to acquire the wild-type HSV-1 phenotype of sustained late
protein synthesis (9).

Concern about these risks led to the design of vectors with dual mutations
(group 3). One example of a double mutant HSV-1 vector is 3616UB, generated
by introducing a mutation in uracil DNA glycosylase into the γ34.5 mutant
R3616 (10). The enhanced safety of the double-mutant 3616UB compared with
the single-mutant R3616 was demonstrated in a study in which cultured neu-
rons could still occasionally sustain the replication of R3616, whereas no neu-
rons supported the replication of 3616UB. The most thoroughly studied
combination is mutations in hrR3 and γ34.5, a combination found in two vec-
tors, G207 and MGH-1, with the former having completed phase I safety trials.
At an multiplicity of infection of 1, cultured rodent gliosarcoma cells are com-
pletely killed within 4 d of infection with single mutant hrR3, whereas the dou-
ble mutants R3616 and MGH-1 result in approx 50% killing (11). Thus, the
enhanced safety of double-mutant vectors may compromise their oncolytic
potential.

The greater oncolytic effect of a single mutant can be combined with the
reduced virulence of a double mutant by deleting ribonucleotide reductase and
keeping the γ34.5 gene under transcriptional control of the cell cycle-regulated
B-myb promoter, creating a novel oncolytic virus, Myb34.5, that is as oncolytic
as a ribonucleotide reductase single mutant and whose safety is currently being
investigated (12).

Oncolytic HSV can be further modified by adding anticancer genes, thus
combining viral-based with gene-based therapies. One logical selection would
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be to use ganciclovir, because the HSV oncolytic viruses already express thymi-
dine kinase. However, combining the HSV-TK/GCV strategy with herpes
oncolysis can produce complex results because GCV inhibits the propagation of
herpes vectors. In gliomas, GCV-mediated oncolysis of tumor cells expressing
HSV-TK exceeds GCV-mediated inhibition of hrR3 propagation (50), but in cell
lines derived from colorectal carcinomas, GCV’s antiviral effect predominates,
and GCV promotes the survival of hrR3-infected cells in culture (51). This dis-
tinction may be attributable to differences in these tumors’ levels of gap junc-
tions. When using HSV-TK-positive herpes vectors, after allowing sufficient
time for intratumoral vector spread, GCV could be administered as a safety-
ensuring agent that blocks vector spread beyond the tumor. If the tumor hap-
pens to express high levels of gap junctions, an additional GCV-mediated
oncolysis will occur.

Replacement of the large subunit of HSV-1 ribonucleotide reductase with the
CYP2B1 gene has led to the generation of an HSV-1 vector, rRp450, that can kill
tumor cells through three modes—viral oncolysis and rendering infected cells
sensitive to CPA and GCV. Subcutaneous tumors established from glioma cell
lines in immunodeficient mice only regress when treated with rRp450, CPA,
and GCV (67).

Oncolytic HSV-1 vectors are being employed in three clinical trials, all
designed to treat cancer and two designed to treat brain tumors, as of Septem-
ber 2001 (3).

Poliovirus

This single-stranded RNA virus commonly infects and replicates in anterior
horn motoneurons, producing devastating paralytic illnesses in humans. How-
ever, deletion of one region of the viral genome and substitution with a
sequence from human rhinovirus significantly attenuates this virus, so that it
cannot grow in neurons, yet still infects/grows in and kills glioma cells. In
another application, poliovirus was disabled so that it would infect tumor
cells/grow in them and kill them, but the produced viral progeny was then
unable to infect additional cells further.

BRAIN TUMOR GENE THERAPY CLINICAL TRIALS

Three viruses have been studied in completed brain tumor gene therapy clin-
ical trials—retrovirus, adenovirus, and herpesvirus; the former two were genet-
ically modified to express HSV-TK with concurrent GCV administration , and
the latter two were used as a replication-conditional oncolytic agent in the
absence of GCV administration (see Table 2A on p. 287 and 2B on pp. 288-289).

The first study of brain tumor gene therapy in human patients occurred
when a retroviral vector carrying HSV-TK was inoculated into recurrent brain
tumors in 1992, just 2 yr after the first human gene therapy of any kind was
undertaken in a 4-yr-old girl with adenosine deaminase deficiency. The goals of
the study were to assess safety, examine the survival of murine VPCs in human
tumors, determine the degree of in vivo gene transfer to tumor cells, look for
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evidence of escape of the genetic vector outside the area of treatment, determine
whether intratumoral transplantation of xenogenic cells into human brain
tumors elicits an immune response, and detect evidence of local antitumor
activity in human tumors. The study involved 15 patients with malignant brain
tumors who had failed standard therapy (68). Patients received stereotactic
injections of HSV-TK VPCs throughout the MRI gadolinium-enhancing portion
of their tumors. Eight patients showed a greater than 25% reduction in gadolin-
ium enhancement on MRI immediately after GCV administration, and four
patients showed sustained reduction, but not cure, 4–18 mo after treatment.
Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and in situ hybridization per-
formed on tumors resected 7 d after producer cell implantation revealed a low
in vivo transduction efficiency (≤0.17%), suggesting that the bystander effect
was vital to any observed therapeutic response (68).

These results led to a phase I/II dose-escalating open study running from
1995 to 1996 in France involving 12 patients with recurrent glioblastoma multi-
forme. The surface of tumor volume remaining had to be 75 cm2 or less. VPCs
were injected at a total dose proportional to tumor surface volume along nee-
dle tracks spaced 1 cm apart to a maximum depth of 1.5 cm, followed eventu-
ally by GCV treatment. No treatment-related adverse effects occurred. Overall
median survival was 206 d, with 25% of the patients surviving longer than 12
mo. One patient was free of recurrence at 2.8 yr after treatment (69).

A similar phase I study was performed in 12 children between ages 2 and 15
treated between 1995 and 1997. These children had recurrent tumors and
received 10 mL of VPCs at multiple sites at concentrations of 107–108 cells/mL,
followed eventually by GCV treatment. Disease progression occurred at a
median time of 3 mo after treatment, with the three longest times until pro-
gression being 5, 10, and 24 mo. No adverse effects were documented (70).

A similar international, multicenter, open-label uncontrolled phase II study
occurred between 1997 and 1998. In this study, 48 patients with recurrent GBM
underwent optimal tumor resection, at which time a VPC suspension was
administered through 0.2-mL (VPC density 108 cells/mL) injections spaced
0.5–1 cm apart each time to a depth of 1–2 cm, followed eventually by GCV
administration. The VPCs were modified compared with the previous study,
with additional unnecessary DNA sequences in the retroviral construct deleted
to produce higher retroviral titers and improved transduction rates. The
median survival time was 8.6 mo, and the 12-mo survival rate was 27%. Tumor
recurrence was absent on MRI in seven patients for at least 6 mo, and for at least
12 mo in two patients. One patient remained recurrence free at 24 mo (71).

To assess further the safety of VPC injections, rate of tumor cell transduction,
amplitude of immune response, and degree of antitumor effect, a recent study
combined gene marking with a therapeutic trial. In this study, five patients
underwent two trials of intratumoral VPC implantation (first, three aliquots of
106 VPCs in columns; second, 5 ds later), separated by an intermediate harvest
of implanted tumor for neuropathological study, and followed eventually by
GCV treatment. Four patients tolerated the procedure well but experienced
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Table 2A
Summary of Clinical Trials in Brain Tumor Gene Therapy: 21 Open Trialsa

No. of
Phase Country Investigator Indication Gene(s) Vector Route patients

I Japan Yoshida GBM, IFN-β none it Unknown
astrocytoma

III Multicountry Maria GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 251

II Multicountry Maria GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 13

I/II Spain Izquierdo GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 9

I/II Multicountry Mulder GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 4

I Netherlands Mulder GBM IL-2 None it 3

I Multicountry Van Gilder GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 30

I/II Poland Kasprzak GBM, IGF-1 Plasmid sc 1
meningioma triple helix DNA

I/II Switzerland Seiler GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it Unknown

I UK Alberts GBM, primary None HSV-1 with it 9
or recurrent γ34.5 deletion

I UK Alberts GBM, primary None HSV-1 with it Unknown
or recurrent γ34.5 deletion

I USA Ilan GBM IGF-1 Lipofection sc 1
antisense

I USA Lieberman GBM HSV-TK Adenovirus it Unknown

I USA Sobol GBM IL-2 Retrovirus sc 1

I USA K. Black GBM GM-CSF Plasmid DNA id Unknown

I USA Eck GBM IFN-β Adenovirus it Unknown

I USA Hesdorffer GBM MDR-1 Retrovirus bm 5

I USA Kun Recurrent HSV-TK Retrovirus it 2
pediatric
brain tumors

I USA Okada GBM IL-4 Retrovirus id Unknown

I USA Lang GBM p53 Adenovirus it Unknown

I USA Pollack GBM IL-4 Retrovirus sc Unknown

I USA Fetell Recurrent GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 2

aAs of September 2001. Data from open studies were obtained from ref. 3; data from closed stud-
ies were obtained from the references given in the table. 

Abbreviations: met, metastasis; HSV-TK, herpes simplex virus type 1 thymidine kinase gene;
LacZ, E. coli β-galactosidase gene; 1716, HSV-1 with mutation in γ34.5 gene; G207, HSV-1 mutated
in γ34.5 and large subunit of viral ribonucleotide reductase; it, intratumoral; sc, subcutaneous; id,
intradermal; bm, reinfused back into bone marrow after ex vivo gene transfer; No. patients, num-
ber of patients enrolled in the trial; VPCs, vector producer cells; VPs, vector particles; retro, retro-
virus; adeno, adenovirus; PFU, plaque-forming units; GCV (d), days during which 7 mg/kg
twice a day intravenous ganciclovir was given, with day 0 being the day on which tumor resec-
tion and viral vector implantation were performed; surv, survival; prog, disease progression as
defined by tumor growth or recurrence on MRI; GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; IFN, interferon;
IGF, insulin-like growth factor; IL, interleukin; GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimu-
lating factor; met, metastasis.
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tumor progression. The other developed an abscess after the second operation
and died. The abscess was unrelated to the VPS injection and was caused by
Staphylococcus aureus. Increased HSV-TK enzymatic activity was demonstrated
in one tumor specimen. Immunohistochemical confirmation of HSV-TK gene
expression was limited only to VPCs, with no detection of activity in tumor
cells. Viable tumor cells were seen near HSV-TK–positive VPCs. The lympho-
cytic immune response was mild (72).

These studies suggested that the HSV-TK gene therapy strategy using retro-
viral VPCs appeared safe, although potentially limited by poor transduction,
with efficacy evaluation only possible by means of an adequately powered, ran-
domized controlled trial. Such a trial occurred by means of a parallel-group
phase III trial involving patients recruited between 1996 and 1998 with
untreated glioblastoma multiforme randomized into two groups of 124 patients
each. The first group received gross resection of tumor on d 0, followed by
50–60 Gy in 2-Gy fractions starting on d 14–21 and continuing for 6 wk. The sec-
ond group received HSV-TK VPCs (10 mL at a concentration of 108 VPC/mL)
during craniotomy by means of multiple injections 1 cm in depth, separated by
1 cm (73). Progression-free median survival in the gene therapy group was 180
d compared with 183 d in control subjects. Median survival was 365 vs 354 d,

Table 2B
Summary of Clinical Trials in Brain Tumor Gene Therapy: 11 Closed Trialsa

No. of
Phase Country Investigator Indication Gene(s) Vector Route patients

I USA Oldfield Recurrent GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 15
or met

I/II France Klatzmann Recurrent GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 12

I USA Packer Children with HSV-TK Retrovirus it 12
recurrent tumors

I/II Multicountry Mariani GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 48

I USA Harsh GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 5

III Multicountry Rainov GBM HSV-TK Retrovirus it 248 (124 control,
124 retro)

I USA Trask Recurrent GBM HSV-TK Adenovirus it 13
or recurrent and LacZ adenovirus

I/II Finland Yla-Herttuala GBM, primary HSV-TK Retrovirus or it 21 (7 retro;
7 adeno; 
7 LacZ)

I UK Rampling Recurrent GBM No 1716 (HSV-1 it 9
transgene mutant)

I USA Markert Primary or No G207 (HSV-1 it 21
recurrent GBM transgene mutant)

I USA K. Black GBM TGF-B Plasmid sc 2

I USA Eck GBM HSV-TK Adenovirus it 13

aSee footnote and abbreviations for Table 2A.
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and 12-mo survival rates were 50 vs 55% in the gene therapy and control
groups, respectively. These differences were not statistically significant.

There has been an anecdotal case report of a patient whose malignant glioma
responded favorably to treatment with VPC-retrovirus-TK/ganciclovir gene
therapy for at least 3 yr. Death from an unrelated cause led to postmortem
analysis of the brain. This failed to show evidence of tumor, leading to the asser-
tion of a cure. In spite of this, the results of the phase III trial indicate that sig-
nificant advances and refinements will be needed to show that this technology
can work.

The second vector studied in clinical trials is based on adenovirus. Between
1996 and 1998, 13 patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme were
treated with a single intratumoral injection in escalating doses that ranged
from 2 × 109 up to 2 × 1012 vector particles (VPs) of a replication-defective ade-
noviral vector bearing HSV-TK, followed eventually by ganciclovir treatment.
Doses of 2 × 1011 VPs or less were tolerated, but patients treated with 2 × 1012

VPs exhibited CNS toxicity, causing confusion, hyponatremia, and seizures.
One patient was reported alive and stable 29.2 mo after treatment, and two
patients survived 25 mo before succumbing to tumor progression. Neu-
ropathologic examination of postmortem tissue confirmed intratumoral foci of

Treatment GCV
period Virus dose (d) Result Ref.

7/92–12/94 2.5–10 × 108 VPCs 8–21 Median surv 8 mo 68

1/95–4/96 6 × 107–6 × 108 VPCs 8–21 Median surv 7 mo 69

11/95–12/97 108-109 VPCs 14–27 Median to prog 3 mo 70

1/97–7/98 2 × 107 VPCs 14–27 Median surv 9 mo 71

3/98–3/99 106 VPCs 14–27 Median surv 8 mo 72

7/96–4/98 109 VPCs 14–27 Median surv (d): 365 retro; 73
354 control

12/96–9/98 2 × 109–2 × 1012 VPs 1–15 Median surv 4 mo 74

1/98–9/99 3X108–2 × 109 VPCs (retro) 5–18 (adeno) Median surv (mo): 75
1–6 × 1010 VPs (adeno) 14–27 (retro) 7 (retro); 10 (LacZ); 

15 (adeno)

11/97–11/99 105 PFU Not given Median surv 7 mo 76

2/98–5/99 106–3 × 109 PFU Not given Mean to prog 3.5 mo 77

Closed 1997 Not known Not given Not known None

Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown None
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coagulative necrosis with variable infiltration of residual tumor with
macrophages and lymphocytes (74).

Retroviruses were compared with adenoviruses in a phase I/II trial in Fin-
land between 1998 and 1999, in which 21 patients with primary or recurrent
glioblastoma multiforme were randomly divided into three groups (75). At the
time of surgical resection, the two experimental groups were treated with VPCs
producing retroviruses expressing HSV-TK or adenoviruses expressing HSV-
TK; the control group received either adenovirus or VPCs expressing E. coli β-
galactosidase, a marker gene. After subsequent GCV treatment, mean survival
times were 7.4 (retrovirus), 8.3 (control), and 15.0 mo (adenovirus). Although
the differences between mean survival times of the retrovirus and control
groups were not statistically significant, the differences between the adeno-
virus group and the other two groups were significant (p < 0.012). No adverse
effects occurred. The explanations offered for the greater efficacy of the aden-
ovirus group were greater titer, a benefit from the inflammatory reaction to ade-
novirus, and the ability of adenovirus to infect nondividing cells. It is important
to remember that the latter two features have also been raised also as safety
concerns for adenovirus.

The third virus to undergo clinical trials in brain tumor therapy is HSV-1.
Recently, two groups performed phase I dose-escalation safety trials of replica-
tion-selective HSVs in the treatment of malignant brain tumors. A Scottish
group evaluated the γ34.5 mutant 1716 in nine patients with brain tumors
between 1997 and 1999 (76), and a U.S. group evaluated the double γ34.5 and
ribonucleotide reductase mutant G207 in 21 patients with brain tumors (77).
Patients in the Scottish trial received lower doses of virus (between 103 and 105

PFU) than patients in the US trial (between 106 and 3 × 109 PFU), perhaps
because of safety concerns.

In the 1716 trial, three patients each received 103, 104, and 105 PFU of 1716 by
a single intratumoral injection (76). No adverse effects, including encephalitis,
were seen that could be attributed to the administration of 1716. Five patients
died of tumor progression at the conclusion of the 14–24 mo study. The thallium
SPECT volumes were smaller in one, stable in two, larger in five, and not
assessable in one patient.

In the G207 trial, 21 patients received doses ranging from 106 PFU in a single
site to 3 × 109 PFU at five sites between 1998 and 1999 (77). Two patients had
long-term expression of the β-galactosidase reporter gene found in G207 56 and
157 d after inoculation. No encephalitis was reported or found at autopsy. Four
of the 21 patients were alive at the time the results were published. No deaths
were attributable to the viral vector. Six of 21 patients had a decrease in the
enhancement volume on MRI 1 mo after viral inoculation (77).

Finally, the onoclytic adenovirus ONYX-015 was evaluated in a dose-escalat-
ing trial for patients with recurrent malignant glioma between 1999 and 2002
(New Approaches to Brain Tumor Therapy Consortium Trial Number 9701).
Injections were performed in brain adjacent to tumor resected at surgery. The
treatment was well tolerated by 24 enrolled patients, even at the highest
injected dose of 1010 PFU.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The completed clinical trials in brain tumor gene therapy have offered evi-
dence for the safety of this modality but have suggested that its efficacy will
continue to be limited by inefficient transduction, the biggest discrepancy
between the experimental rodent studies and the clinical trials. Inefficient trans-
duction will need to be addressed in the laboratory before any larger scale clin-
ical trials are conducted.

The efficiency of transduction could be improved by modifying VPCs or by
modifying the means by which they are delivered. Use of migratory VPCs,
which have shown the ability to “track” even single tumor cells invading the
surrounding normal brain (78), may allow better spatial distribution of VPCs
throughout the tumor, particularly in distal areas that become foci of recur-
rence. The currently used manual injections of VPCs into multiple needle tracks
are plagued by the limitations in volume that can be injected at any given time
and the reflux that occurs along needle tracks. These problems might be
addressed by using 3D neuronavigation techniques and automated slow-speed
injection/infusion devices (79,80).

The dependence on the bystander effect and limitations of poor transduction
could also be overcome by recruiting the immune response. Hoping that the use
of a transgene encoding a secreted protein might overcome the difficulty
obtaining extensive HSV-TK transduction, a phase I trial has been launched
using a recombinant adenovirus expressing human interferon-β (81).

It could well be that the next step in the development of brain tumor gene
therapy will require a multimodal approach combining several of the ideas sug-
gested above. Hopefully, continued gene therapy studies in the laboratory will
lead to novel clinical trials capable of improving the outcome for patients diag-
nosed in the future with malignant gliomas.
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Local Delivery Methods Into the CNS

Timothy W. Vogel, MD and Jeffrey N. Bruce, MD

INTRODUCTION

The earliest forms of therapeutic drug delivery to the central nervous system
(CNS) were systemically based intravenous and oral preparations. Despite
attempts to increase target concentrations with intraarterial delivery or osmotic
opening of the blood–brain barrier (BBB), systemic delivery remains hindered
by systemic toxicity and the need for extensive drug modification for effective
(80) BBB penetration. These limitations have provided the impetus for devel-
oping strategies of localized treatment for CNS disorders, to circumvent the
BBB and increase local drug concentration without systemic toxicity. 

A variety of methodologies for local delivery have been developed including
direct injection, polymer technology, and convection-enhanced delivery (CED).
Although many of these delivery methods are in the early phases of develop-
ment, they have demonstrated their superiority to systemic methods in experi-
mental models and clinical trials (8,28). By avoiding the systemic circulation,
local delivery of therapeutic agents into the CNS allows compounds to reach
targeted sites more consistently without undesired tissue binding, protein bind-
ing, and enzymatic modification, to promote a more consistent drug uptake
(19). The advantage of local delivery for treating CNS disorders is, therefore, the
ability to achieve a sufficient concentration of drug at the site of the lesion or
defined neuroanatomic region for sufficient duration to produce a therapeutic
response (35).

ADVANTAGES OF LOCAL DELIVERY STRATEGIES

Traditional systemic delivery modalities share a common limitation by rely-
ing on diffusion across the BBB to distribute a therapeutic agent throughout the
CNS (3). Diffusion, especially through solid tissue, is slow and relies on con-
centration gradients to disperse molecules (95). The increased time needed to
establish dispersion reduces the bioavailability of drugs by increasing the
potential for drug catabolism and tissue clearance. Methods that rely on diffu-
sion require a high concentration source to establish a sufficient concentration
gradient for adequate distribution. The high concentration sources needed to
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establish sufficient concentration gradients across the BBB can be toxic to both
the surrounding cerebral tissue and systemic organ systems (81).

The major advantage of local treatment modalities is that drugs do not have
to cross the BBB to reach target destinations (2). Although the BBB has been
shown to be disrupted in cerebral tumors and may not be an absolute barrier to
therapy, some form of BBB remains either within the tumor or in peritumoral
brain (3,81,83). Local treatment avoids this limitation, achieving higher local
drug concentrations in the surrounding parenchyma (5,71,81).

An example of the application of local therapy is in the treatment of malig-
nant gliomas, in which tumor dissemination and local recurrence are problem-
atic. Up to 90% of gliomas recur within 2 cm of resection, providing the
rationale for local delivery by increasing intratumoral and peritumoral concen-
trations of therapeutic agent (1,9,51,28). Although this theoretical advantage for
decreased tumor recurrence is challenged by some investigators (28), local
treatment modalities have been shown to increase significantly patient sur-
vival (53,55,56).

Local treatment modalities achieve a higher local drug concentration (13,51),
sustain longer target exposure times, and minimize toxicity (75,77). One of the
disadvantages of systemic treatment is the brief time a drug is in contact with a
targeted area of the CNS. Arterial delivery has been tried in an effort to increase
CNS penetration, but its pulsatile nature, its potential for binding tissues out-
side the CNS, and its increasing tissue clearance before and after reaching the
CNS combine to limit the time and dose of exposure. By contrast, local delivery
can maintain drug concentration and exposure more uniformly and consis-
tently (3,5) through increased drug half-life (3,75) by limiting a drug’s exposure
to tissues, carrier proteins, and cells outside the CNS (75).

Technological advances have produced products engineered to facilitate
local delivery strategies. Direct injection with pumps, reservoirs, and catheters
offers several advantages when one is attempting to treat patients requiring
complex and prolonged delivery schemes with multiple drugs (20). Different
rates of drug infusion can be programmed for treatment (4), and refillable
pumps and reservoirs avoid the need for multiple injections, surgeries, or inva-
sive procedures. Among the most versatile and effective local delivery strate-
gies is CED, which can treat localized lesions while potentially reaching areas
of invaded brain tissue (71,75,80,83). The more uniform concentrations attained
with CED achieve a desired therapeutic window for a drug (75,95) and provide
flexibility for controlling the concentrations over a longer period of treatment
time (81). Adjustment of volumes and flow rates allows local concentrations to
be altered in a temporal fashion with greater accuracy (2,80). CED also achieves
maximal volume of distribution in a shorter time (75,77,80,95). The reduced
time translates into less drug catabolism, less nonspecific tissue binding,
reduced tissue clearance, and prolonged exposure to the drug (95).

Local delivery modalities provide the advantage of delivering a variety of
new classes of therapeutic compounds from neurohormones, trophic factors,
neurotransmitters, viruses, immunotherapy, and drugs to a specific site within
the CNS (22). This advantage of customizing drug delivery expands the reper-
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toire of drugs that can be used when treating CNS disorders (11,51). The flexi-
bility to apply novel classes of compounds to cellular and molecular targets will
help local delivery modalities keep pace with evolving pharmaceutical devel-
opments that would otherwise not be feasible with systemic delivery.

EARLY STRATEGIES FOR LOCAL DELIVERY

Direct injection of therapeutic compounds into the CNS is one of the earliest
forms of local delivery for CNS lesions. This treatment modality includes
intrathecal and intraventricular injections and has been successful in the control
of patient pain and in the treatment of leptomeningeal metastases. Direct injec-
tion has also been used to facilitate recent advances in gene therapy with viral
vectors and immunotherapy with activated lymphocytes. Improved engineer-
ing of injection catheters, implantable pumps, and refillable Ommaya reser-
voirs has expanded the versatility and success of this approach in clinical trials. 

Methods of Direct Injection

Injection into the CNS has been studied by targeting different compartments
of the CNS. Clinical trials have been conducted using intrathecal, intraventric-
ular, and intracerebral injections. Each route of administration possesses differ-
ent properties and limitations based on its cellular environment and fluid
dynamics. Variables include drug distribution following delivery, time of injec-
tion, number of injections, site of infusion, and property of drug or therapy
being delivered (22). Clinical trials have utilized reservoirs (16), implantable
pumps (20), and catheters (35) as delivery devices. 

Intrathecal Delivery

The thecal sac and lateral ventricles share many of the same properties of
drug distribution and fluid dynamics. Intrathecal injection involves adminis-
tration of drug into the subarachnoid space, primarily in the lumbar area; intra-
ventricular drug injection refers to infusion into the lateral ventricles. The
primary property governing drug distribution within these spaces is bulk flow
of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). CSF flow is directional, with a variable velocity
within the CNS that can further affect a drug’s distribution (2). Because of CSF
flow, the initial concentration of drug is directly proportional to the concentra-
tion of the infusate (2). CSF is an ideal medium for drug delivery, allowing ther-
apeutic agents to be delivered unaltered to their targeted site at desired
concentrations (20,22). Drug concentration in the CSF is governed by several
variables including the number and duration of injections as well as the drug’s
ability to cross the CSF–brain barrier and distribute further by diffusion (2,4,22).

Intraparenchymal Injection

Drug distribution following local injection into brain parenchyma largely
depends on the size and molecular weight of the drug being injected (Fig. 1).
Distribution from the point source occurs along a concentration gradient by dif-
fusion, a process that is slow in solid tissue. A larger drug may require repeat
injections or a sustained release in order to reach therapeutic levels. An addi-
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tional factor to consider is the hydrophobicity of the drug being infused, since
lipophilic drugs cross into the systemic vasculature and the surrounding CNS
more readily, further limiting the volume of distribution. The infusate solution
pH and composition should be compatible with the delivery mechanism since
corrosive drugs can lead to malfunctioning of delivery devices and treatment
failure (22,37). The potential limiting factor for intraparenchymal treatment is
neurotoxicity (2,5,34).

Injection Technology

Different mechanical devices have been developed to facilitate intrathecal
delivery including the Ommaya reservoir and different implantable pumps.
Early efforts to treat intracranial lesions utilized injections through a catheter
left outside the cranial vault (5). The Ommaya reservoir was developed for
intraventricular therapy (4) and consists of a Silastic catheter connected to a
depressible capsule. The capsule is placed subcutaneously under the scalp to
prevent infection and the reservoir can be filled by subcutaneous injections.
Eventually, pump devices that could be subcutaneously implanted were devel-
oped to facilitate drug delivery at a constant rate (5). There are two categories
of pumps, vapor pressure and programmable. More recent pumps can elec-
tronically control the rate of drug delivery: constant flow, periodic flow, or mul-
tiple flow rates (20). Programmable pumps have the advantage of being
refillable, so that a sustained treatment regimen can be followed. The pump sys-
tem has several disadvantages, however; the tubes and materials of the pumps
are subject to corrosion (20), and the accumulation of tissue debris, tissue fibro-
sis, solution residue, and material can block the flow from the pumps. Protein
solutions are generally avoided because of the possibility of denaturation

Fig. 1. Direct parenchymal injection under stereotactic guidance has been used in
clinical trials to deliver gene therapy to malignant gliomas.
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within the device. Additional disadvantages include pump failure, infection,
and surgical risks associated with improper placement of the catheter (16). A
further limitation of the pump system is the limited biodistribution of drug
with an exponential drop in concentration from the catheter tip (4,19,35).

Clinical Applications of Direct Injection

Direct injection has a significant history in the treatment of various CNS
disorders. The use of catheters (4,35), pumps, and reservoirs continues in con-
ventional patient care. Current pump applications include patient-controlled
analgesia (PCA) (4,20,22) and treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (4,22), spastic-
ity (22), carcinomatous meningitis (2,4,37), leukemia (4), infectious meningitis
(4), and malignant gliomas (2,22). Ommaya reservoirs are used in the treatment
of meningeal leukemia, meningeal carcinomatosis (3), and infectious meningi-
tis (4). Reservoir technology has been used in experimental immunotheraputic
(27 )protocols to infuse interferon-γ locally into surgical cavities of malignant
gliomas. Although no significant improvement in survival occurred, this local
treatment was found to be safe and well tolerated in patients (27).

More conventionally, intrathecal delivery via Ommaya reservoirs is used for
treatment of leptomeningeal metastases and has resulted in increased survival
time and improvement of symptoms. Catheter malposition must be avoided, as
it can result in leukencephalopathy in surrounding neurological structures.
Other complications include increased intracranial pressure (ICP), infection,
and intracranial hemorrhage (15,16). Reservoirs, however, offer significant
advantages over multiple lumbar punctures to deliver chemotherapy including
improved patient comfort, diminished risk in patients with thrombocytopenia,
and a more predictable concentration of drug delivery (16).

Ommaya reservoirs have also been used in the treatment of pediatric tumors,
including intralesional chemotherapy of cystic craniopharyngiomas (17,26).
Local chemotherapy with bleomycin can avoid systemic side effects, although
local toxicity can include hypothalamic dysfunction with hypersomnia, mental
change, visual disturbances, thermal dysfunction, and memory impairment.
Leakage of bleomycin from the cyst has also been associated with arterial
infarcts and subsequent cerebral function (17).

More versatile than reservoirs, implantable pumps have diverse applications
in neurosurgery, particularly in the treatment of chronic pain (5,22). Intraspinal
morphine, hydromorphone, bupivicane, and analgesic peptides have all been
used to control patient pain in inpatient and outpatient settings (4,22).
Implantable pumps have also been used for the treatment of spasticity with the
intraspinal administration of baclofen (20,22,37). A more recent application of
pump technology is in the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. Multicenter dou-
ble-blind studies in Alzheimer’s patients revealed a measurable improvement
in behavior and neuropsychological test scores following bethanechol infusion
(20,22). Finally, pumps have been used in the treatment of malignant glioma, in
which postresection cavities have been targeted. Studies with methotrexate (19)
achieved higher intratumoral concentrations than could be achieved with sys-
temic administration (19,22). Side effects from intrathecal administration
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included arachnoiditis; however, intratumoral treatment with methotrexate
was well tolerated (19).

Simple direct injection has been used to deliver cells into the CNS. One such
study utilized lymphokine-activated killer (LAK) cells engineered with recom-
binant DNA technology to produce various cytokines (6). LAK cells and
cytokines were injected into tumor resection cavities to amplify local tumor
immune responses. Clinical efforts have focused on interleukin-2 (IL-2) as a
candidate cytokine because of its ability to induce T-cell growth and potentially
to amplify T-cell tumoricidal activity (14,21,23,24,28). Side effects of the injec-
tion included debilitating fatigue, headaches, and lethargy that were attributed
to increased ICP and edema surrounding the injection site. Many side effects
were controllable with systemic corticosteroids (21,23). Postmortem biopsy
specimens revealed extensive necrosis, gliosis, and infiltration of lymphocytes
and macrophages in the area surrounding the injection sites (23,24).

The first gene therapy trial for malignant glioma utilized a direct injection
strategy. Patients received stereotactically guided injections of murine fibrob-
lasts that produced retroviruses carrying the herpes simplex virus-thymidine
kinase (HSV-tk) gene. The retroviruses would transduce the tumor cells and
express the thymidine kinase gene. Patients were then given systemic ganci-
clovir, which entered transduced tumor cells, where it was phosphorylated by
the thymidine kinase gene. The phosphorylated ganciclovir would block DNA
replication and be selectively lethal to proliferating cells. The first clinical trial
involved 15 patients, 12 with recurrent malignant gliomas, 2 with metastatic
melanoma, and 1 with metastatic breast carcinoma. Reduction of the tumor
mass occurred in five patients, and survival time improved to more than 11 mo
in three patients. Although there were several adverse events (including
seizures, meningeal inflammation, headache, and pancytopenia), the study
demonstrated the feasibility of intratumoral injection of retrovirus-producing
cells for patients with malignant gliomas. Interestingly, no replication-compe-
tent retroviruses were found in the systemic circulation of the patients treated
with direct injection (48,49). Similar phase I and II studies have verified the use-
fulness of the HSV-tk strategy for the treatment of malignant gliomas
(42,45,46,48).

CNS disorders other than malignant gliomas may be treated with direct
injection, as suggested by recent research in Parkinson’s disease (44). Injection
of dopaminergic neuroprotection and regeneration chemicals and studies with
neurotophic factors in clinical trials (88) are under way. Although therapeutic
efficacy has yet to be shown, these studies do not suggest an increased risk of
toxicity with intracerebral injections. 

IMPLANTABLE POLYMERS

The use of biodegradable wafers and microspheres combined with a variety
of chemotherapeutic and immunotherapeutic agents has established this local
treatment modality as a versatile investigative approach for interstitial treat-
ment of CNS lesions. The investigation culminated with US Food and Drug
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Administration (FDA) approval of wafers (Gliadel) impregnated with 1,3-bis
(2,chloroethyl)-1-nitrosurea (BCNU; also called carmustine) in 1996 for use in
the treatment of malignant gliomas (Fig. 2) (38). The clinical results validate
efforts to utilize local delivery as a feasible strategy for treating gliomas; how-
ever, its impact on survival has not lived up to expectations.

Principles of Interstitial Polymer Therapy

Polymer technology was introduced with development of a polymer that
would release drug at a timed rate from the intact polymer matrix. This led to
the design of a polymer matrix that would degrade within the interstitium of
the CNS, releasing its impregnated drug into the brain’s parenchyma (4). These
approaches depend on diffusion for distribution within the brain (2).

Fig. 2. Gliadel wafers placed into a tumor cavity following resection of a recurrent
malignant glioma.
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The prototype polymer developed using an intact matrix was the ethylene-
vinyl acetate copolymer (EVAc). This matrix is capable of releasing a host of
drugs ranging from high- to low-molecular-weight compounds (4). The release
rate of drug is largely governed by the properties of the matrix, its permeabil-
ity, its reactivity to the surrounding interstitium, and its interaction with the
loaded drug. The EVAc matrix has been subsequently used in clinical treatment
for glaucoma with pilocarpine, vaginal contraception with progesterone, and
intratumoral glioma therapy with BCNU (5). Silicone rubber, a long-lasting
matrix, has also been used with 5-fluoruracil (5-FU) in clinical efforts (4,12).

The degradable poly-[bis(p-carboxyphenoxy)propane]-sebacic acid copoly-
mer (PCPP-SA) was used for glioma therapy in clinical trials. PCPP-SA and its
metabolites have been shown to be nonmutagenic, noncytotoxic, and non-ter-
atogenic (4) and to elicit only a minimal inflammatory reaction (gliosis) in vivo
(5,8). This matrix is degraded by alteration of the polyanhydride bonds that
constitute the matrix. The release of drugs from the biodegradable polymer sys-
tem depends on diffusion of the drug from the polymer and degradation prop-
erties of the matrix (4). A variety of drugs can be incorporated into the matrix
provided they do not chemically modify or interact with the backbone PCPP-
SA (5).

PCPP-SA is primarily designed for hydrophobic agents, such as BCNU, but
its use with hydrophilic agents has been complicated by degradation of the
impregnated drug (5). An additional matrix fatty acid dimer-sebacic acid (FAD-
SC) was approved for clinical trials for the delivery of hydrophilic agents. The
FAD-SC polymer prevents degradation of the loaded drug and allows for its
delivery to a lesion (5). An additional polymer matrix has been developed using
a poly(lactide-co-glyoclide) polymer (5,29,67), which enables the polymer to
form microspheres (29). Microspheres can be introduced into a lesion with
stereotactic placement or during surgical resection (5,57). Animal and clinical
studies with microspheres loaded with 5-FU or various cytokines have shown
promise in the treatment of malignant gliomas and the development of tumor
vaccines (29,30,68).

The volume of distribution of drug and its sustained delivery are largely
dependent on concentration gradients established by drug diffusion (7,28).
These properties are determined primarily by the drug loaded into the polymer
matrix (51). This mechanism is ultimately responsible for the limited volume of
distribution that can be achieved since diffusion is exceedingly slow in solid tis-
sues. A transient increase in interstitial fluid may promote a limited degree of
convection that may occur as a result of increased ICP at the site of polymer
insertion (7,61). Diffusion remains the primary mechanism by which drugs are
delivered with polymer implants and can be verified with experiments that
show an exponential decrease in drug concentration as distance from the poly-
mer implant is increased (2,12). This is the likely explanation for the limited effi-
cacy in clinical trials.

Experiments to optimize the therapeutic delivery and volume of distribution
with polymers have focused on two facets. The first is altering the matrix and
its structure. The second is changing the concentration of the drug loaded into
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the polymer (8,10,28,51,56). Subsequent studies revealed that changing to 50%
PCPP and 50% SA offered no improvement in survival, but when the BCNU
was increased to 20%, an increase in survival was possible while maintaining
limited toxicity (8).

Although most studies report a mild gliosis to the polymer at autopsy, there
may be more significant adverse effects. Severe brain edema unresponsive to
corticosteroid therapy, perioperative seizures, wound infections, CSF leaks,
sepsis, wound dehiscence, and cyst formation have all been reported (3,8,28).
Intracranial air collection and fragments of a degradable polymer are a concern,
as they may migrate through the parenchyma and penetrate the ventricular sys-
tem, contributing to the observed CSF leaks and chemical meningitis (28).
Wound dehiscence is thought to be caused by inhibition of epidermal cell
growth by BCNU leaking from the wafer. Gliosis in response to the polymer
may, however, be advantageous, as it may help to recruit components of the
inflammatory response, further suppressing tumor growth (28,58).

A further limiting factor is that the polymers, unlike pumps, CED, and reser-
voirs, cannot be refilled with the therapeutic agent of choice. This translates into
subsequent surgeries for placement of additional drug wafers if the therapeutic
response is suboptimal. Finally, the possibility of developing tumor resistance
to a single therapeutic agent when it is released from a polymer has been
explored (5).

Clinical Applications of Polymer Technology

Research investigations with polymer technology have included its use in 
the treatment of malignant gliomas, cerebral infections (51), Parkinson’s disease
(57,60), Huntington’s disease (59), cerebral edema with dexamethasone release
(57), and models of tumor metastasis with breast cancer. The diversity is a
reflection of the unique versatility of polymer technology to address a wide
range of CNS disorders. 

The initial studies completed with polymer wafers centered on the treatment
of malignant gliomas. Initial animal studies (13,51) and phase I/II clinical stud-
ies (10) focused on establishing the safety, efficacy, and combination of drug and
polymer that would be optimal. These initial studies were responsible for the
FDA’s approval of Gliadel wafers, 3.85% BCNU impregnated in a 20% PPCA,
and 80% SA polymer (10). Early results from phase I/II clinical trials revealed
that the wafers could be used safely in a population of patients with histologi-
cally graded III and IV astrocytomas. This study helped to establish the afore-
mentioned BCNU dose of 3.85% and helped elucidate that increased dose did
not necessarily result in improved clinical outcome. Patients did experience
cerebral edema; however, no significant adverse events were found to be attrib-
utable to the wafers. 

A subsequent prospective clinical study randomized placebo-controlled
patients and 222 patients with malignant gliomas from 27 centers in the United
States and Canadal (56). Patients with glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) had the
most significant improvement with the drug-loaded wafers, although overall
results showed minimal improvement in survival. As with the previous study,
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cerebral edema occurred and was treated with corticosteroids (28,56). Subse-
quent studies helped to establish Gliadel wafers as acceptable treatments for
patients undergoing their initial surgery for GBM (28). Further studies,
repeated in 1997 (53 )and 1999 (28), revealed that a significant complication rate
is associated with polymer treatment using Gliadel wafers. 

These studies elucidated the pharmacokinetics of the Gliadel system, demon-
strating that BCNU was released in vivo over a period of three weeks with 50%
of the drug being released within the first 24 h and 95% of the BCNU being
released in 120 h (3,61). Wafers were found to degrade within 6–8 wk. Further
characterization of the pharmacokinetics revealed that the depth of BCNU was
predicted to be limited to 5mm at 100 h, owing to a high transvascular perme-
ability and rapid reabsorption into the systemic circulation (28). Measurable
penetration of BCNU may be limited to 1 to 2 cm from the site of implantation
(28), but effective therapeutic concentrations are even more limited, with a mil-
limeter range that limits its effect on invaded brain tissue.

Additional clinical research with BCNU wafers has explored its use in a
model of breast cancer metastasis to the brain (43) and in combination with
radiation (9). Initial results have shown promise in combining radiation therapy

Fig. 3. Diagram demonstrating convection-enhanced delivery. Therapeutic com-
pounds are slowly pumped into a catheter implanted in brain tissue. A pressure gradient
is established that distributes the compound through the interstitial space by bulk flow.
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with polymer technology including the use of halogenated pyrimidines as
potent radiosensitizers for human gliomas (63). Studies using IUdR impreg-
nated in a PCPP-SA polymer coupled with radiation to treat malignant gliomas
are currently under way (63). Additional chemotherapeutic agents being inves-
tigated include mitoxanthrone, doxetaxel, and platinum base (3).

As polymer technology moves into the future, its versatility as a treatment
modality may make it suitable for targeting specific molecular proteins and sig-
nal transduction cascades. One such example is the use of O6-benzylguanine to
potentiate the antitumor effect of BCNU polymers (55). Recent studies coupling
immunotherapy and polymer technology have utilized IL-2 coupled with
BCNU or carboplatin wafers (58,60). This combined approach to treatment may
be helpful when one is trying to avoid tumor cell resistance.

CONVECTION ENHANCED DELIVERY

Mathematical modeling, physiological studies, and increasing numbers of
animal and clinical studies have helped to establish CED as one of the most
promising of future strategies for the treatment of CNS disorders. The perpet-
ual efforts to improve on local delivery techniques have helped move this
method to the forefront, as it has distinct advantages over other local treatment
modalities. CED has been described in the scientific literature by different
names, including convection-enhanced intracerebral infusion, high-flow
microinfusion, high-flow interstitial infusion, direct intraparenchymal con-
trolled-rate infusion, intracerebral clysis, and direct convective delivery (Fig. 3)
(95). The term CED has emerged as the current accepted nomenclature. 

Principles

Within the extracellular environment of the CNS, fluid can move either
through diffusion along concentration gradients or by bulk flow along pressure
gradients. Whereas diffusion has a limited capacity to deliver high-molecular-
weight solutes, bulk flow is largely independent of size and molecular weight
(75). Bulk flow can, therefore, achieve homogenous solution concentrations that
are less dependent on molecular size. In the CNS, volumes of distribution
achievable with bulk flow strategies such as CED are orders of magnitude
greater than those achievable with diffusion strategies including direct injec-
tion, polymers, or systemic delivery. 

CED involves infusion of a solution into the brain interstitium through a
microcannula, thereby establishing a positive pressure gradient for flow (83).
The delivered infusate moves radially outward from the cannula to penetrate
the surrounding parenchyma (75). The interstitial velocities achieved exceed
those present endogenously, and drug is allowed to follow fiber tracts present in
white and gray matter (80). An additional feature of CED is precise placement of
the cannula through stereotactic technology, allowing delivery to specific and
eloquent areas of the brain (97). Lesions of rat brainstem and spinal cord and of
primate globus pallida have been successfully targeted, suggesting that CED can
address varying CNS disorders in a site-specific manner (85–87,97)
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The volume of distribution achievable by the infusion is determined by sev-
eral variables including the rate of infusion, tissue architecture, the size of the
cannula, the volume of infusion, and the rate of efflux. A possible dependence
on dose has also been suggested (84). Rate of infusion is shown to be an essen-
tial determinant in the success of CED (74). Rates of infusion for CED are in the
range of several microliters per minute and are optimal for establishing the
high-flow microinfusion pressures required for effective drug delivery (78). If,
however, these rates are exceeded, there can be leak-back through the cannula
tract and subsequent loss of infusion pressure (77). To avoid an artificially low
resistance pathway created by the cannula placement, a small cannula is pre-
ferred to a large one (74).

The architecture of the tissue being infused also helps determine the volume
of distribution achieved in CED (75). Placement of the cannula into white or
gray matter exploits the inherent fluid dynamic differences between these two
microenvironments. The high-flow microinfusion utilized by CED is dependent
on channels that develop in the brain’s parenchyma and allow passage of solu-
tions and molecules (71). Convective gradients normally exist within white
matter as a result of anisotropic pathways along the parallel myelinated fibers
(83,84). The parallel arrangement of these oriented fiber tracks creates a state
with low resistance to interstitial infusion (81,83). CED infusion into white mat-
ter tracks therefore attains a greater volume of distribution along these low-
resistance pathways (71,78). The gray matter, in contrast, is more uniform, and
a more spherical volume of distribution can be obtained (2). This is significant
when considering both the type of lesion treated and the placement of the can-
nula into the brain. Appropriate targeting can obtain desired volumes of distri-
bution and allow for the specific targeting of local lesions. 

The volume of infusion determines the volume of distribution through a lin-
ear relationship (75,77,87). Through this linear relationship, equilibrium is
eventually reached at the edge of the drug delivery sphere radiating from the
cannula after a certain volume has been infused. At the periphery of the sphere,
the rate of infusion is equal to the rate of efflux. At the periphery, diffusion
works to carry drug further into the parenchyma, and the property of expo-
nential decline in drug concentration away from the equilibrium point is appli-
cable (2,81). Excessive tissue binding, leak-back through the cannula tract, large
infusion rates, and differing flow patterns between white and gray matter can
affect the linear ratio between infusion volume and volume of distribution. 

When applying CED in practice, the properties of the infusate, including the
efflux and clearance of these same molecules, must be taken into consideration,
as they determine the volume of distribution. Clearance of the infusate is ulti-
mately by catabolism, efflux through the BBB to the systemic vasculature, and
dilution in the CSF (75,95). Efflux may also be influenced by P-glycoprotein, an
ATP-dependent efflux pump with broad substrate specificity (66,89,98,94). The
process of efflux associated with CED is counterintuitive. Increased vascular
permeability actually acts to increase drug efflux and lowers the subsequent
volume of distribution with CED (2). It becomes hypothetically desirable, there-
fore, to use drugs that are more hydrophilic in order to reduce crossing of the
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BBB (69). Longer half-lives, larger local concentrations, and larger volume of
distribution achieved with CED help to promote the efflux of infusate follow-
ing infusion.

Several methods have been used to measure the volume of distribution with
CED including autoradiography with radioactive isotopes (74,75,77,81) and his-
tological sections after dye injection. The various dyes used to visualize the
extent of spread of the infusate include fluorescein isothiocyanante (87,95) and
Evans Blue (78). The effects of treatment can be easily measured with these tech-
niques and coupled with magnetic resonance imaging technology to monitor
the progression of various CNS lesions (84,95).

Neurotoxic events are the limiting factors in treatment and dictate the dose
and rate of infusion (2,81). The toxicity can be divided into two components:
mass effect related to increased volume of infusion and neurotoxicity from
direct effects of drug on neurons and glial cells (81). The mild increase in ICP
during infusion (77,80,84) is thought to be minimal (95) and has not been shown
to alter local tissue structure significantly. Although remodeling of the
parenchyma with dilation of channels in the interstitium can occur, it has not
been associated with neuronal dysfunction (78,81). CED has also been docu-
mented to cause a mild gliosis that results either from the infusate or the infu-
sion process. This inflammation is associated with increased glialfibrillary
acidic protein immunoreactivity in the CNS local environment surrounding the
cannula (78). This is a sensitive marker for astrocytic responses to neuronal
trauma (75) and possibly represents a reversible phenomenon that results from
changes in the interstitium (78) without significant changes to neuronal func-
tioning. Each particular infusate will have its own toxicity profile associated
with CED. These complications should be addressed when one is considering
clinical trials and further research efforts. Indeed, the pH, the osmolarity, and
the ionic composition of the infusate solution should be considered as well (2).
The various cells of the CNS have different tolerances to different drugs, and
further work needs to clarify these potential side effects of treatment with CED. 

A final limitation to CED revolves around its inherent dependence on the
directional bulk flow in the treatment of gliomas. If a tumor is removed, edema
that had been present quickly resolves. The associated convection of fluid is
now directed into the resection cavity and effectively reverses the direction of
the pressure gradient (3). CED may potentially be limited to a role as a pre-
treatment method or as an alternative treatment for recurring lesions (3).

Clinical Applications 

A more uniform and predictable distribution of drug, a larger volume of dis-
tribution, and the potential for treating eloquent areas of the brainstem and
spinal cord have helped support CED as a leading treatment modality for CNS
disorders. To capitalize on these advantages, researchers have sought to couple
this method with the latest treatment modalities made available in oncology,
virology, and immunology. Researchers have targeted gliomas and discussed
treating other CNS disorders such as Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s dis-
ease with CED (97). Progress has primarily come in the realm of establishing
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CED as a safe and efficacious method with animal models that has been effec-
tively translated into human clinical trials (96.97).

Studies thus far have used models to apply CED to a variety of therapeutic
agents to treat gliomas and other biochemical imbalances in the CNS. The var-
ious agents utilized include those involving chemotherapy (75,77,78,90,91),
immunotherapy (92), and genetic targeting (71). The ideal therapeutic agent for
CED takes advantage of its potential to deliver therapy to a larger volume of
distribution more quickly with greater control of local concentrations (69).
Drugs chosen for treatment with CED, however, are held to the same standards
used for systemic treatment, namely, specificity for the lesion, lack of local tox-
icity, pharmacodynamic stability, and some lipophilicity to promote entry into
the cell. 

Capitalizing on the wealth of knowledge surrounding the genetic and pro-
tein signal transduction cascades involved in tumorigenesis, researchers are
now using CED to target specific enzymes (82) involved in aberrant DNA repli-
cation. One such family of nuclear enzymes is the topoisomerase group that the
cell uses to coordinate unwinding of the DNA strands to replication and DNA
repair. This enzyme is a prime candidate for CED treatment, given its essential
role in regulation of DNA turnover (69). Drugs such as the family of cam-
pothecins, which specifically target topoisomerase I, have been shown to be
effective in the clinical treatment of gliomas. CED was shown to improve long-
term survival, local concentration, and volume of distribution in animal glioma
models (69). Clinical trials with chemotherapeutic agents such as topotecan and
paclitaxel are currently underway in glioma patients (76). If successful, a new
horizon for chemotherapeutic approaches to human gliomas may be opened for
future research efforts. 

Further studies have sought to establish the efficacy of using CED with novel
treatment approaches such as antisense oligonucleotides (71), cytokines (72,92),
and immunotoxins. The strategy that is furthest developed in clinical trials
involves immunotoxins, which are molecules composed of a ligand such as
transferrin or Il-4 that will bind with high specificity to rapidly dividing glioma
cells, coupled with a toxin that will inhibit cell proliferation or induce apopto-
sis, such as diphtheria toxin or Pseudomonas toxin. The diphtheria–transferrin
toxin was used with CED to treat patients with recurrent gliomas since systemic
delivery would not be feasible with such a complex macromolecule. By bypass-
ing the systemic circulation, the large molecular weight (140-kDa) protein prod-
uct could be delivered unaltered at high concentrations to tumors in the CNS.
The advantage of using the transferrin receptor as a target is that it is up-regu-
lated on rapidly dividing cells, including gliomas, conferring a high level of
glioma specificity while avoiding local toxicity to surrounding neurons. Once
inside the cells, diphtheria toxin can function to inhibit cell signaling and
induce apoptosis within the tumor. In a phase I trial, tumor regression occurred
in 60% of patients (9/15) treated, with complete remission in two patients. More
importantly, delivery of this immunotoxin was well tolerated, and toxicity was
minimal at lower doses (70). Seizures and focal brain injury were the primary
complications in this study and occurred only at higher doses. This study offers
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the first promising result of using CED in conjunction with immunotherapy to
treat human gliomas. 

Success with the transferrin–diphtheria immunotoxin led to the develop-
ment of other toxin conjugates for high-grade gliomas, including a formulation
coupling IL-4 with Pseudomonas toxin. As with transferrin, IL-4 receptors are
overexpressed in malignant glioma cells but not on other cells in the CNS,
allowing the IL-4–pseudomonas organism conjugate to achieve a high degree of
specificity. The Pseudomonas toxin is toxic to malignant glioma cells and induces
apoptosis within tumors by ADP ribosylation of elongation factor 2, which is
used in translation to form cellular proteins. In the initial clinical study, 6/9
patients had a responding tumor that underwent necrosis, while the neurotox-
icity was minimal. Increased ICP was associated with pretreatment edema but
was also associated with necrotic tumor-induced edema. Both factors are
believed to have contributed to some level of toxicity seen in the few patients
who experienced altered neurological function. The need for further studies on
CED-induced toxicity is evident; however, the results of coupling CED with
novel antitumor compounds show promise for a significant contribution to
glioma therapy in the future (72).

Although most CED investigations have involved the treatment of gliomas,
this strategy may prove to be more applicable to other CNS disease states, par-
ticularly those with more limited anatomic targets. Research on treating dis-
eases such as Parkinson’s and Huntington’s with CED offers new hope for
applying animal studies to human disease states (97). Additional work with
CED to address spinal cord injury offers yet another avenue for exploring the
applications of this treatment modality (85–87). The ultimate test for CED is to
demonstrate its efficacy in clinical trials and to provide information for the
development of future therapeutic modalities. Future studies will also be
needed to investigate infusion parameters to optimize volumes of distribution.
The development of appropriate contrast agents and imaging methods will
lead to safer and more effective clinical uses of CED and more individualized
therapy.

CONCLUSIONS

Local delivery strategies have proved to be safe and effective in providing
new treatment alternatives for various CNS lesions and diseases. Gliomas are
the most established area of research with local delivery. These aggressive
lesions have remained resistant to conventional treatment methods and
require new treatment options. Local delivery strategies have evolved from
local injection to polymer technology to CED, to meet these demands. As neu-
rosurgeons move forward, they will need to address the growing need for new
technology, and CED may offer the most promise. CED will allow versatility
for incorporating new chemotherapeutic and immunotherapeutic agents into
clinical studies, as it has already been validated as a safe treatment strategy in
clinical trials. Ongoing and future clinical trials will further elucidate the safety
and efficacy of CED and the other local delivery strategies with previously
untested agents in the hope of improving the treatment of CNS diseases.
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INTRODUCTION

Pediatric neurosurgery, which by its nature overlaps multiple neurosurgical
subspecialties, has benefited greatly from the advances in minimally invasive
neurosurgical techniques. Not only can it take advantage of the progress in the
areas of vascular, spine, trauma, and tumor neurosurgery, but as a subspecialty
it has significantly advanced the minimally invasive treatment of hydro-
cephalus and intraventricular lesions. 

There have been substantial technological advances in the treatment of
hydrocephalus in the past half century. Ventricular shunts, our current main-
stay of treatment, can be considered a minimally invasive alternative to the
techniques that preceded them for the treatment of hydrocephalus. However,
neuroendoscopy is now the leading edge technology in the treatment of this
condition and has become an important part of the armamentarium of all pedi-
atric neurosurgeons. The current goal in hydrocephalus is to treat the patient
without a shunt, or at least to simplify shunt systems as much as possible by
fenestration of loculated fluid spaces. In this chapter we review how pediatric
neurosurgeons employ minimally invasive techniques in their practice for the
treatment of hydrocephalus, cysts, tumors, and vascular and congenital abnor-
malities of the brain and spine. 

HYDROCEPHALUS

Endoscopy

Hydrocephalus is a common entity in pediatric neurosurgery, and treatment
often encompasses a large percentage of the neurosurgical volume in a pedi-
atric institution. Whether the condition has been caused by congenital etiolo-
gies, intraventricular hemorrhage, infection, or tumors, minimally invasive
techniques are becoming the standard in its treatment. Minimally invasive tech-
niques using the endoscope and image guidance have led to improved shunt
placement, simplification of shunt systems, and shunt independence in select
patients.
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A significant development in pediatric neurosurgery during the past decade
has been the evolution of neuroendoscopy and its application to the manage-
ment of childhood hydrocephalus. The first endoscopic neurosurgical proce-
dure was performed by Lespinasse, a urologist, in 1910. He used a cystoscope
to fulgurate the choroid plexus in two children (1). Walter Dandy used a “ven-
triculoscope” (a rigid cystoscope) to treat hydrocephalus via choroid plexus ful-
guration or third ventriculostomy (2), but this fell out of favor with the
development of cerebrol spinal fluid (CSF) diversion catheters. However, the
cerebral ventricles, when pathologically dilated, are ideally suited to neurosur-
gical endoscopy. This fact, along with technological advances in optics and
imaging, have brought on a resurgence in endoscopy for the treatment of pedi-
atric hydrocephalus.

Armed with the endoscope as both a diagnostic and therapeutic surgical
adjunct, the neurosurgeon can now fenestrate cysts and obstructing mem-
branes. This permits the conversion of complicated shunts into more easily
managed systems, and in many instances diversion of CSF can be accomplished
without valve-regulated shunt systems. Advance planning of the endoscopic
procedure with high-resolution neuroimaging helps to minimize potential con-
fusion when the neurosurgeon encounters variable anatomy within the ven-
tricular system. This can also be combined with stereotactic techniques for more
precise localization when anatomy is altered by pathology.

Therapeutic procedures aimed at treating hydrocephalus with the endoscope
can be divided into shunt catheter placement, membrane fenestration, and, in
limited conditions, tumor resection aimed at relieving ventricular obstruction. 

Many studies indicate that ventricular catheter blockage is the most common
site of the shunt obstruction. Although no study has demonstrated improved
shunt patency with catheter tip position (3,4), it is suggested by the fact that the
most commonly found materials causing ventricular catheter obstruction are
connective, glial, and granulomatous tissue. Concerning the optimal placement
of the ventricular portion of a shunt system, endoscopy serves as an adjunct in
that it provides an intraoperative confirmation of optimal catheter placement.
This may be particularly useful in cases of multiple ventricular septations or
small ventricles. Image guidance, especially employing intraoperative ultra-
sound, has also been responsible for improved catheter placement in ventricu-
lar shunting procedures. In very difficult cases, stereotactic image guidance or
intraoperative planar imaging can also be useful. Although optimizing catheter
tip position in the frontal horn may not be necessary for shunt longevity, con-
firmation of placement within the ventricle as opposed to a CSF cistern using
these techniques has certainly prevented many reoperations. 

Neonatal germinal matrix hemorrhage, as well as meningitis, usually pro-
duces a multiloculated hydrocephalus. This condition can lead to complex
shunt systems and numerous shunt revisions in patients unfortunate enough to
have loculated hydrocephalus. A variety of therapeutic options are available to
treat multiloculated hydrocephalus, including placement of multiple shunt
catheters, stereotactic aspiration, craniotomy with lysis of septations, and endo-
scopic fenestrations. Unfortunately, none is entirely effective in all cases, and
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the treatment of these children often involves combining two or more of these
techniques. Cystic membranes often collapse and scar around shunt catheters,
necessitating frequent revisions or placement of additional shunt catheters,
thus creating complex shunts. Stereotactic aspiration effectively decompresses
the cyst, but the wall is neither devascularized nor widely fenestrated, increas-
ing the probability for future recurrence. Craniotomy for cyst fenestration can
effectively reduce the rate of shunt revisions or repeat craniotomies, although
access to all loculations is not always feasible, and the procedure can be quite
complex. Endoscopic cyst fenestration has been reported to provide a safe and
less invasive, yet effective, therapeutic alternative without the higher rate of
failure (5). The endoscope can be used through a burr hole or as an adjunct to
loculated spaces during an open craniotomy. Although shunt independence is
not always possible, reducing the number of shunt catheters can reduce the risk
of infection and greatly simplify operative revisions at the time of a shunt mal-
function.

Third Ventriculostomy

Third ventriculostomy was first performed by Dandy in 1922, and soon
thereafter Mixter reported the first endoscopic third ventriculostomy (6). The
introduction of shunting procedures by Holter and colleagues in the early 1950s
brought about a dramatic improvement in the treatment of hydrocephalus, and
thereafter third ventriculostomy and ablation of the choroid plexus fell out of
vogue. Renewed interest in the technique resurfaced with improved endo-
scopic technology and the realization that shunt-dependent hydrocephalus has
a significant long-term morbidity including infection, need for operative revi-
sion, and increased risk of death. In 1978, Vries (7) reported the utility of the
endoscopic third ventriculostomy with the use of modern instrumentation, and
a second wave of interest has emerged.

The effectiveness of third ventriculostomy is highly dependent on patient
selection. The ideal candidate is a patient with adolescent- or adult-onset aque-
ductal stenosis, with a predicted response rate of 80–90% (8,9), Because most
hydrocephalus patients do not fit this category, the decision must be made on a
patient-by-patient basis. Inherent in this decision is the consideration of what
constitutes a success, which in turn is dependent on the initial indications for the
procedure. In newly diagnosed hydrocephalus, the desired effect of treatment is
the abatement or reversal of symptoms caused by increased intracranial pres-
sure and reduction in ventriculomegaly. However, for third ventriculostomy it is
interesting that symptoms may resolve without a significant change in ventricu-
lar size (10). Whereas this may seem counterintuitive, as normalization of ven-
tricular size often seems a sign of successful treatment in a shunted patient, there
are definite advantages in maintaining enlarged ventricles in a patient with
chronic ventriculomegaly. For instance, the physiological drainage offered by
third ventriculostomy seems to reduce the rate of subdural formation seen when
these same patients with chronic ventriculomegaly are shunted. 

A second group of patients who benefit from third ventriculostomy are those
who are already shunted but have had shunt-related complications, such as fre-
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quent obstructions, difficulty in achieving the proper intracranial pressure
dynamics, and shunt infections. The goal in this population may be to make
them less shunt-dependent, or to minimalize the malfunction rate, or to free
them from shunts altogether. Patients with noncommunicating hydrocephalus,
who are known to decline rapidly with life-threatening symptoms when their
shunt fails, may be aided by third ventriculostomy even if they remain shunt
dependent. Conversion of noncommunicating to communicating hydro-
cephalus gives a much larger CSF reserve and can thereby make shunt failures
in these same individuals a less urgent surgical imperative, with less chance of
a morbid outcome.

Beyond selection of appropriate patients based on underlying disease and
age considerations, other practical issues should be addressed. The preopera-
tive image of choice is the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). This modality
allows for a more accurate assessment of third ventricular anatomy (i.e., width
of the floor, attenuated floor, and bulging down into the interpeduncular cis-
tern). Several contraindications to third ventriculostomy exist. Owing to the
possibility of intraoperative bleeding, patients who have received prior brain
radiation therapy may be at greater risk from endoscopy. Patients with fungal
basal meningitis are poor candidates secondary to thickening of the floor and
obliteration of the interpeduncular cisterns. The preoperative MRI may identify
vascular abnormalities involving the basilar apex, thereby obviating endo-
scopic exploration. Patients with grossly abnormal anatomy, such as severely
involved Chiari II syndromes, may be at an increased risk because of the inabil-
ity to identify anatomical landmarks (11).

The complication rate of third ventriculostomy has not been clearly defined,
although it is considered to be low in experienced hands. Jones et al. (12)
attempted 103 third ventriculostomies and had a 6% complication rate, with no
mortalities reported. Numerous isolated complications have been reported fol-
lowing endoscopic third ventriculostomy, including scalp abscesses, ataxia,
drowsiness, hypothalamic damage (i.e., SIADH, DI, aberrant temperature reg-
ulation), cardiac arrest, injury to the basilar artery (i.e., catastrophic hemor-
rhage, pseudoaneurysm formation, and stroke), and visual impairment.

Implanted Shunts

Some recent advances in shunt technology have led to more minimally inva-
sive approaches to hydrocephalus in select patients. Adjustable valves serve as
a good example. Although they do not seem to have affected shunt failure rates
(13), there are two definite patient populations in whom these valves have
allowed for fewer surgical procedures. The first includes those with severe ven-
triculomegaly, who generally need a higher pressure valve early on to prevent
overdrainage and subdural formation, but a lower pressure later on as the ven-
tricles decrease in size to allow for adequate drainage. The second involves
those with slit ventricle syndrome, in whom gradually turning the valve pres-
sure up has allowed for progressive dilation of the ventricles over time.

Since most shunt failures are proximal blockages of the ventricular catheter,
percutaneous clearance of the ventricular catheter has recently been employed
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as a method of avoiding shunt surgery at the time of a failure. Two methods,
one involving endoscopic exploration of the catheter itself combined with
coagulation to clear the blockage, and the other being ultrasonic disruption of
the blockage, are both currently under investigation (14,15), In both cases the
catheter is entered percutaneously, without a skin incision. Success rates have
been reported comparable to those for open surgical exchange of the catheter.

Laparoscopic assisted placement of the distal shunt, into either the pleura or
the peritoneum, is another way in which minimally invasive techniques are aid-
ing in the treatment of hydrocephalus (16).

INTRACRANIAL CYSTS

The treatment of intra- and extraventricular cysts has also become signifi-
cantly less invasive over time. Craniotomy is often effective because wide fenes-
tration of septations is possible. However, this is obviously a maximally invasive
technique. Others have advocated shunting of cysts (17). This can be associated
with failures secondary to scarring and collapse of the cyst around the catheter,
requiring surgical revision. Stereotactic aspiration is appealing owing to the
minimally invasive nature of the procedure, but cyst recurrence is likely, sec-
ondary to closure of the small fenestration. Endoscopy coupled with an image
guidance system allows for an accurate, safe approach and wide fenestration of
the cysts. It combines the success of open fenestration techniques with the min-
imally invasive advantages offered by the improved optics of an endoscope. It is
especially useful for suprasellar arachnoid cysts extending up to the third ven-
tricle and causing hydrocephalus, where through and through fenestration is
often successful at treating both the cyst and the hydrocephalus without need for
craniotomy or shunting (Fig. 1; see Color Plate 6 following p. 112).

TUMOR BIOPSY/RESECTION

Tumor surgery has greatly benefited from minimally invasive techniques
including limited corridors of entry, preoperative embolization, brachytherapy,
image guidance, and endocopic assistance. Many of these techniques are dis-
cussed in other chapters, but the use of the endoscope in pediatric tumor sur-
gery is worth discussing here. The endoscope can be employed to biopsy
and/or resect intraventricular tumors safely. Midline lesions that abut the ven-
tricular system pose an increased surgical risk with stereotactic methods owing
to the proximity of critical neurovascular structures, and they also require a
large craniotomy to attain the necessary exposure. Ventricular endoscopy may
allow safe biopsy in such cases, again touting the advantage of directly visual-
izing the tumor and the ability to select a less vascular portion of the lesion. In
general, endoscopic biopsy is contraindicated in highly vascular lesions as it is
hard to control bleeding with the endoscope. The risk of intraventricular seed-
ing of the tumor must be considered, although endoscopy may be advanta-
geous compared with craniotomy because immediate whole craniospinal
radiotherapy can be initiated following the minimally invasive endoscopic sur-
gery. Endoscopic biopsy of germinoma in the posterior third ventricle is an
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Fig. 1. (A) Preoperative sagittal MRI image of large suprasellar cyst causing obstruc-
tive hydrocephalus. (B) Endoscopic view at the foramen of Monroe prior to cyst fenes-
tration. (C) View after initial puncture through the cyst wall. (D) Endoscopic image after
wide fenestration of the cyst with the pituitary gland and infundibulum visible through
the cyst wall. (E) Postoperative sagittal MRI revealing decreased cyst size and reestab-
lishment of normal third ventricle anatomy. (Figure courtesy of Dr. Liliana Goumnerova.
See Color Plate 6 following p. 112.)
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excellent example of this. For cases presenting with hydrocephalus, the tumor
can be biopsied with either associated third ventriculostomy or immediate
postoperative irradiation to treat the hydrocephalus. There is an existing litera-
ture on use of the endoscope to resect colloid cysts of the third ventricle (18)
with a low complication and recurrence rate; as comfort levels and technology
grow, the use of endoscopy will only grow. 

CRANIOSYNOSTOSIS

Premature closure of skull sutures is associated with compensatory cranial
and facial deformational changes that often require major reconstructive proce-
dures. In the early years of synostosis surgery, releases at an early age were felt
to be the standard of care for treating these patients. Strip craniectomy, a tech-
nique first reported in the late 1800s (19) that involves the removal of the fused
suture, was for many years the preferred treatment for craniosynostosis, How-
ever, over time it was felt that the cosmetic results were often disappointing,
and the surgeries required large incisions and frequent need for blood transfu-
sion since extensive scalp mobilization was required for adequate exposure. In
a child less than 2 mo of age, skull exposure alone can lead to significant blood
loss. Furthermore, the failure to correct the skull shape adequately in a signifi-
cant percentage of patients led to the evolution of cranial vault remodeling as
the preferred technique for synostosis repair. Obviously, these procedures con-
tinue to use large bicoronal skin incisions and have an even greater likelihood
of blood tranfusion. 

The significant invasiveness of current procedures, combined with the
advent of newer technologies, has recently brought about innovative approaches
in craniosynostosis repair that combine the old and the new. Multiple authors,
following the lead of Jimenez and Barone (20,21), have described combined
techniques using small incisions, endocopic strip craniectomies, and postoper-
ative orthotic cranial banding to correct synostosis. This allows for a minimally
invasive, low blood loss way of doing strip craniectomies, with the orthosis
leading to improved cosmetic outcomes compared with the stand-alone strip
craniectomies. Endoscopic strip craniectomy is now commonly being used in
children less than 2 mo of age to treat sagittal synostosis, with more recent use
of the technique for coronal and metopic synostosis as well. The endoscope has
minimized the scalp incision, decreased the blood loss, and shortened the oper-
ative and recovery time; the authors believe the clinical result is acceptable. The
endoscopic technique does have the disadvantage of requiring the patient to
wear a molding helmet postoperatively both to help reshape the cranium and
to maintain head shapes in the long term. Jimenez advocates the use of the hel-
met until the child is 1 yr of age. Many consider this a significant drawback to
the technique and would rather pursue a more aggressive surgical approach
without the need for postoperative orthosis. 

Some authors have combined open techniques with more minimally invasive
techniques to try and take advantage of each. These newer procedures tend to
involve multiple strategically located smaller incisions, along with use of the
endoscope, to achieve results similar to those of open procedures in a mini-
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mally invasive fashion, involving less blood loss. Although the newer proce-
dures in craniofacial surgery seem to involve lower transfusion rates and
shorter operative times than more conventional procedures, the ultimate out-
come measures of function and appearance are harder to compare. Although
the cephalic index data appear favorable in the correction of sagittal synostosis
(21), there are fewer well-accepted objective measurements for the comparison
of coronal and metopic synostosis repairs. 

VASCULAR ABNORMALITIES

Endovascular treatment of vascular malformations is becoming safer and
more effective in obliterating lesions that were traditionally treated with large
craniotomies and brain surgeries. Combining endovascular therapy with radi-
ation has permitted “bloodless” surgery for many of the smaller vascular
lesions located in eloquent areas of the brain. Much of this is covered in other
chapters and is not reviewed here; however, one disease process deserves spe-
cial attention.

Vein of Galen malformation is a disease process specific to pediatric neuro-
surgery. These lesions, which comprise a fistulous connection of the arterial
circulation to the vein of Galen or nearby venous structures with resultant dila-
tion of the vein of Galen, can have significant effects on newborns. In some less
fortunate cases, the circulatory steal is so severe that children are born with
severe hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy and often do not survive. However,
others are born with more benign symptoms such as high-output cardiac fail-
ure or hydrocephalus. Although some lesions can thrombose without treatment
(22), the majority require obliteration. Endovascular obliteration of the fistula,
either from the arterial or venous side, has become the treatment of choice, and
open surgery is now really just of historical interest for the treatment of vein of
Galen malformations. The results are often remarkable, with instantaneous
resolution of the heart failure and the children often going on to live normal
lives (23).

SPINAL ABNORMALITIES

As with vascular lesions, many minimally invasive spine procedures mimic
those in the adult population and do not need special attention in this chapter.
However, some spine pathologies are specific to children. Intrauterine
myelomeningocele closures are changing the face of traditional spinal surgery
and perhaps blurring the boundaries of disease as we have the opportunity to
intervene so early that the sequelae of disease do not even develop. In many
respects this would be minimally invasive, but the hypothesis remains to be
proved. In addition, it introduces ethical issues, as what may be less invasive
for the baby is clearly maximally invasive for the mother. 

In the authors’ personal experience, tethered cord release is becoming sig-
nificantly less invasive. Procedures for filar lipomas, done previously with large
incisions and laminectomies, are now done microscopically with small incisions
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and operating between adjacent lamina. It remains to be seen whether endo-
scopic techniques might be applicable to this surgery in the future. 

In general, smaller incisions and exposure seem to be significantly aiding
pediatric spine procedures. This is especially true because the bone healing in
children is so robust that simply exposing additional levels or facets can lead to
unwanted autofusion of the spinal column. Pediatric neurosurgeons often take
advantage of this robust fusion in other ways by performing laminoplasty in
place of laminectomy, as it is likely that the child’s bone will fuse and reestab-
lish normal anatomy. 

PAIN/SPASTICITY

Pediatric neurosurgery has witnessed significant minimally invasive
advances in the treatment of spasticity. Although it is still being performed,
selective dorsal rhizotomy has seen a marked falloff in favor of the insertion of
baclofen pumps. In these procedures, a lumbar puncture or lumbar drain is per-
formed to allow for a test dose of intrathecal baclofen. If this is successful, the
definitive implanted pump can then be inserted by implanting a lumbar
catheter, which is then tunneled subcutaneously and attached to a small, refill-
able pump placed in the subcutaneous space in the abdominal wall. Depending
on the level of spasticity, the cathether tip can be placed all the way up to the
cervical region from the lumbar space (24). Intrathecal baclofen pump implan-
tation has improved quality of life and helped to reduce the need for the multi-
ple orthopedic procedures that are often performed to release contracted
tendons and “locked” joints in the patients with severe spasticity.

EPILEPSY

The neurosurgeon’s role in treating epilepsy has ranged from small cran-
iotomies and resection of focal lesions to hemispherectomy. Large brain resec-
tion for intractable seizures has fallen out of vogue primarily because of more
effective anticonvulsant medications and better electrophysiological monitor-
ing, permitting a more precise localization of epileptiform focus. In the last
decade, a relatively minimally invasive technique has gained acceptance as a
viable alternative in treating epilepsy. In patients for whom monitoring cannot
accurately localize a seizure focus or who have bilateral foci, with poor seizure
control despite administration of multiple oral anticonvulsants, vagal nerve
stimulation provides a safe and effective option. At many centers, this tech-
nique has replaced corpus collosotomy as the treatment of choice for poorly
localized secondarily generalizing epilepsy. It is a safe, well-tolerated procedure
that can improve the seizure frequency and severity in many patients (25).

CONCLUSIONS

Pediatric neurosurgery as a specialty has benefited perhaps more than any
other neurosurgical subspecialty from minimally invasive techniques. It has
revolutionized the treatment of hydrocephalus for many patients, leaving them
free of shunts or with fewer shunt catheters. Craniosynostosis repair is at a
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crossroads where a whole new method of correction can be offered as an option
to some patients. Treatment of tumors, vascular lesions, spine pathology,
epilepsy, and spasticity in children are all being revolutionized. The possibili-
ties are many, and new technologies will continue to be integrated on a regular
basis.
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Minimally Invasive Techniques 

in Vascular Neurosurgery

Prithvi Narayan, MD and Daniel L. Barrow, MD

INTRODUCTION

A number of options exist to minimize the invasiveness of surgical interven-
tion for neurovascular disorders. These include techniques such as endovascu-
lar therapy and stereotactic radiosurgery, which eliminate or reduce the need
for traditional surgical approaches, and surgical adjuncts such as image guid-
ance and microsurgical techniques, which reduce the invasiveness of those tra-
ditional surgical approaches.

Endovascular management of cerebrovascular disorders was first developed
by Serbinenko and introduced to the Western world by Debrun (1,2). Initially
used to treat carotid cavernous fistulae, endovascular techniques have
advanced rapidly with the development of modern catheters and devices and
currently provide therapeutic options for the management of a large number of
cerebrovascular disorders. For selected cerebrovascular disorders, such as cav-
ernous malformations, there is currently no endovascular option. Endovascular
therapy may serve as an adjunct to the surgical treatment of selected conditions
such as arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) to reduce the morbidity of the
definitive vascular procedure or, as is the case with intracranial aneurysms,
may provide a therapeutic alternative to open surgery.

Image guidance is of less value in vascular neurosurgery than in other areas
of the specialty. This technique can be of great assistance in localizing vascular
malformations such as AVMs or cavernous malformations that are below the
surface of the brain, minimizing retraction and dissection, and more accurately
placing a craniotomy. A role for image guidance in the treatment of intracranial
aneurysms and any benefit of reduction in the size of the craniotomy for
addressing intracranial aneurysms remain speculative.

Stereotactic radiosurgery is a minimally invasive neurosurgical option for
selected neurovascular disorders. The greatest experience has been in the treat-
ment of AVMs of the brain, for which stereotactic radiosurgery has been
successful in obliterating well-selected lesions. In many instances, it is an alter-
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native to open neurosurgical resection. The efficacy of stereotactic radiosurgery in
the treatment of cavernous malformations is unproven and more controversial.

The most valuable minimally invasive technique in vascular neurosurgery
remains microsurgery. Despite remarkable advances in endovascular therapy, it
should be pointed out that the field of microsurgery is not static, and advances
in this discipline continue. Use of the operating microscope, combined with
appropriate microsurgical instruments and a knowledge of microneurosurgical
anatomy, allows one to utilize cisternal anatomy to obtain brain relaxation and
exposure of the vascular lesion with minimal or no retraction. Furthermore, sul-
cal approaches to selected vascular lesions are one of the most important mini-
mally invasive techniques in vascular neurosurgery. Skull base techniques are
used to remove bone, minimize brain retraction, open surgical corridors, and
bring the surgeon closer to the pathology.

The potential usefulness of each of these minimally invasive techniques
varies significantly with the specific neurovascular pathology. This chapter dis-
cusses the pathological entities most commonly encountered in a neurovascu-
lar practice and the role of minimally invasive procedures in the management
of these disorders.

ANEURYSMS

Microsurgery

Surgical treatment of intracranial aneurysms originated in the 1930s, prior to
which the treatment of choice was hunterian ligation of the parent vessel. The
morbidity and mortality were quite high before the advent of the operating
microscope. Refinement of microscopic technology and development of micro-
surgical techniques have established clip ligation as a time-honored, durable,
and standard treatment for intracranial aneurysms. A thorough knowledge of
the cisternal and vascular anatomy and microsurgical navigation through the
cisterns, with egress of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) affording brain relaxation, has
established surgical clip ligation as a minimally invasive, low-risk, and effica-
cious treatment option for these lesions. The pterional approach, described by
Yasargil and Fox (3), is the most widely used approach compared with bifrontal
and frontolateral craniotomies for access to the anterior circulation. A criticism
of this approach has been the limited resection of the gyrus rectus necessary for
exposure and control of the anterior communicating (ACOM) artery complex
despite the lack of evidence of adverse neurological sequelae. Also, the cosmetic
results from a standard pterional approach can be disturbing owing to tempo-
ralis muscle atrophy. This has given impetus to the development of minimally
invasive surgical techniques (4–6).

The goal of microsurgical techniques developed during the last few decades
has been to reduce iatrogenic trauma and improve postoperative outcomes.
This has been enhanced by the increased sophistication of microscopes, neuro-
navigation systems, stereotactic techniques, and intraoperative endoscopes.
Concomitantly, there has been an evolution of diagnostic and preoperative
imaging techniques allowing precise localization of lesions and providing
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exquisite anatomic details for operative planning. These developments have led
to the keyhole concept of microneurosurgery.

A transorbital keyhole approach to ACOM artery aneurysms has recently been
described (7). The rationale behind this technique is to render the dissection of the
ACOM complex completely extracerebral, obviating the need for or minimizing
the gyrus rectus resection. Also, temporalis muscle dissection is minimized. The
eyebrow keyhole approach is another attempt at reducing the invasiveness of
standard microsurgery (8). The skin incision is made in the lateral two-thirds of
the eyebrow, followed by a small supraorbital craniotomy. This is especially use-
ful cosmetically in people with receding hairlines. Paladino et al. (8) used this
approach with an endoscope to visualize the neck better to treat 37 patients with
40 intracranial aneurysms with no mortality and excellent cosmetic results.

The disadvantages of the keyhole approach are the narrow viewing angles,
limited space for manipulating microinstruments, and reduced operating field
light intensity. One method of improving the light intensity with keyhole cran-
iotomies is the use of endoscopes. The first endoscopic neurosurgical procedure
was performed in 1910 to cauterize the choroid plexus in hydrocephalic infants
(9). Since then, endoscopic technology has undergone major advances (10,11).
The introduction of the rigid rod lens scope has revived interest in neuroen-
doscopy. There are a growing number of applications for treating lesions in the
intraventricular and subarachnoid spaces. Recently, Kalavakonda et al. (12)
described the use of an endoscope in assisting microsurgery for aneurysms in
55 patients with 79 aneurysms. The endoscope reportedly provides additional
views not available with a standard microscope. In 26 aneurysms, the authors
reported that endoscopic assistance provided a better view than would have
been possible with the microscope alone. However, in more than half the cases,
the endoscope did not seem to provide useful information.

The use of navigation systems in aneurysm surgery is limited. 3D subtraction
angiography and 3D computed tomographic angiography (CTA) are emerging
technologies that may be useful for preoperative planning in patients with
intracranial aneurysms (13,14). However, their use in determining the size and
placement of craniotomies is limited. In our experience, these advances have
been more useful in determining the viability of endovascular options and
more often in revealing anatomic details that suggest surgical clip ligation may
be better suited for a particular aneurysm.

It has been suggested that keyhole microneurosurgery may contribute to
improved postoperative results through shorter hospitalization times by reduc-
ing complications such as bleeding, infection, CSF leak, and neurological dete-
rioration with brain retraction (8). Although it certainly is a useful addition to
the armamentarium for microsurgery, its routine use is not recommended. Sim-
plicity and cosmetic results are important in craniotomies, but it should not be
at the expense of safety and efficacy.

Endovascular Treatment

Endovascular treatment of intracranial aneurysms began in the 1960s and
1970s. Serbinenko (1), with the creation of a latex detachable balloon for
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endovascular obliteration, is arguably the father of endovascular therapy. In
1981, Debrun et al. (2) used detachable balloons for parent vessel occlusion in
patients with giant aneurysms and began the North American experience. Sub-
sequently balloon occlusion of aneurysms was replaced by coil embolization.
Guido Guglielmi invented detachable coils, which revolutionized the endovas-
cular treatment of aneurysms through the development of Guglielmi detach-
able coils (GDCs; Boston Scientific/Target Therapeutics, Fremont, CA) (15).
The major advantage of this system is the softness and compliance of the coil,
allowing packing of the aneurysm dome. Other benefits include controlled
delivery and retrievability. However, the GDC technique has some limitations.
Large and giant aneurysms, as well as wide-necked and complex aneurysms,
are difficult to pack densely with this technique. This led to the development
of adjuncts to coiling, such as balloon remodeling (16) and stenting (17–20). In
the remodeling technique, the balloon not only functions as an external barrier
and prevents coils from escaping into the parent artery, but also allows for
tighter packing of the dome with coils. The development of new flexible,
intravascular stents has further improved the density of packing. Stents func-
tion as scaffolds, preventing the coils from escaping into the parent vessel.
(Fig. 1) The safety and efficacy of this technique have been reported recently
(17–21). Recently, the Neuroform microdelivery stent system (SMART Thera-
peutics, San Leandro, CA) has been approved for use with embolic coils specif-
ically for the treatment of wide-necked saccular aneurysms. Its efficacy
remains to be established.

Endovascular therapy has generated not only great enthusiasm but also great
controversy because of its potential therapeutic benefits vs lack of long-term
data to establish its durability. The International Subarachnoid Aneurysm Trial
Collaborative Group (ISAT) reported the results of its randomized trial of coil-
ing vs clipping of intracranial aneurysms (22). In this study, 9559 patients with
subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) were seen in multiple centers. Of these, 7416
patients were excluded form the study and 2143 were randomized. At the end
of 1 yr, 190 of 801 patients (23.7%) allocated to endovascular treatment were
dependent or dead compared with 243 of 793 (30.6%) allocated to surgery. 
The relative risk reduction was 22.6%, with an absolute risk reduction of 6.9%.
The conclusions reached from the trial’s data were that endovascular coiling is
significantly more likely to result in survival free of disability 1 yr after SAH
than neurosurgical treatment. Longer term follow-up, however, is vital to
answer the question of durability of benefit (22).

This study has come under criticism for a number of reasons, including selec-
tion bias, the large number of patients who were not randomized, short follow-
up, and subjective outcome assessment. The overwhelming majority of patients
randomized had small aneurysms (93%) on the anterior circulation (97.3%) and
were good grade (88%) (22). Outcomes after aneurysm treatment should be
determined by the rate of periprocedural complications and the success in the
reduction of rebleeding. One of the great drawbacks of endovascular therapy
with the current technology is the incomplete obliteration of the dome of the
aneurysm which can directly result in increased rebleeding rates. Therefore, a
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1-yr follow-up is insufficient to establish the durability of coiling compared
with clipping. There has also been a tendency to apply the ISAT data to all
patients harboring intracranial aneurysms. This is dangerous since endovascu-
lar coiling of all aneurysms irrespective of the width of the neck, dome-to-neck
ratio, and complexity of the vascular anatomy could result in higher complica-
tions. Another striking aspect of the ISAT trial is the poor surgical outcome.
This highly selective patient population had a higher rate (almost 10%) of poor
outcome compared with similar patient populations in large prospective surgi-
cal series. Despite these criticisms, it should be acknowledged that endovascu-
lar therapy is a viable alternative treatment for intracranial aneurysms in
carefully selected patients. The angiographic and long-term follow-up data
from the ISAT trial may shed some light on the rebleeding rates and patient
outcomes. Until there is clear evidence of improved outcomes with endovascu-
lar therapy, surgical clip ligation should be considered the first line of therapy,
especially in good-grade patients harboring aneurysms.

ARTERIOVENOUS MALFORMATIONS

Microsurgery

Surgery for the treatment of AVMs yielded dismal results until the introduc-
tion of angiography and microsurgical techniques in the 1940s and the 1960s,

Fig. 1. Stent coiling of intracranial aneurysm. (A) Right internal carotid
angiogram after endovascular coiling of large aneurysm involving the entire
lateral wall of the carotid. Note the irregular interface between the coil mass
and the lumen of the parent artery (arrow). (B) Anteroposterior film demon-
strates endovascular stent (arrow) within the lumen of the carotid bolstering
the coil mass within the wide-necked aneurysm.
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respectively. The goal of surgical treatment for most AVMs is to cure the mal-
formation and eliminate the risk of hemorrhage. An important advantage of
surgery over other treatment options such as radiosurgery and endovascular
techniques is the immediate protection from hemorrhage. Despite the various
advances in endovascular technology and radiosurgery, microsurgical resection
remains the treatment of choice for most parenchymal AVMs (23–25).

Various surgical treatment concepts have evolved depending on the size and
natural history of the lesions. These include staged resections or combination
with preoperative embolization or radiosurgery (26–28). The tenet of micro-
surgery for AVMs is the resection of the nidus with minimal hemorrhage and
brain retraction. There is no place for minimally invasive, small craniotomy
flaps in AVM resection. A wide exposure is important to accommodate brain
swelling, identify the surface and vascular anatomy, and allow for safe resec-
tion of the AVM in the event of catastrophic bleeding.

Stereotactically guided resection of AVMs was one of the first applications of
this modality (29). Although its value for the volumetric resection of tumors is
widely accepted, its use in AVM resection has been slow to take off. AVMs, sim-
ilar to tumors, can be defined by volumes in stereotactic space based on imag-
ing. It seems logical that image guidance can be used to identify the margins of
the nidus and the major feeding arteries. Recently, a novel method using image
guidance for the resection of AVMs in 22 patients was described (30). Preoper-
ative helical CTA with 3D reconstruction was obtained, and intraoperative neu-
ronavigation was used. Temporary clips were placed on all identifiable feeding
arteries greater than 3 mm in diameter to decompress the nidus. The dissection
was then performed along the main draining veins based on image guidance.
The morbidity and mortality rates were 14 and 0%, respectively. The 4-mo
follow-up was too short to make any meaningful conclusions compared with
the literature. Larger published series with longer follow-ups are needed to
determine whether surgical outcomes can be improved with these evolving
techniques.

Endovascular Treatment

The endovascular treatment of AVMs has made significant progress since the
obliteration of a carotid-cavernous fistula (CCF) with a muscle embolus
reported by Barney Brooks in 1931 (31). This led to the search for an ideal
embolic agent in the following years, including silastic spheres, spheres with
silk sutures to increase thrombogenicity, porcelain beads, Gelfoam, steel balls,
and Teflon-coated spheres (32–34). The major drawback of these early attempts
was the lack of microcatheters and control over the emboli, which resulted in
unacceptable morbidity and neurological deficits. Advances in imaging tech-
niques and delivery catheters and development of a solidifying liquid embolic
agent (35) have revolutionized modern-day embolization (Fig. 2). Road-
mapping techniques allow the interventionalist to advance the catheter safely
in tortuous arteries using a negative map of the vascular tree with a superim-
posed image of the catheter tip. Despite these major advances, endovascular
treatment of AVMs remains primarily an adjunct to microsurgery or radio-
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surgery. Complete obliteration of AVMs is possible only in rare cases, and the
morbidity associated with it is not insignificant.

Radiosurgery

Radiosurgery is a viable minimally invasive treatment alternative for AVMs
that are not suitable for surgical resection. Radiosurgery appears to induce a
pathological process in the nidus that leads to gradual thickening of the vessels,
leading to thrombosis (36,37). Obliteration rates from 70 to 98% have been
reported, depending on the nidus volume and the dose delivered (38). Larger
AVMs pose a greater problem with lower obliteration rates owing to the diffi-

Fig. 2. Embolization of pial arteriovenous malformation. (A) Axial MRI
shows small AVM on lateral edge of brainstem (arrow). (B) AP vertebral
angiogram reveals the AVM fed by a single branch of the anterior inferior cere-
bellar artery. (C) AP film shows “glue” in nidus of AVM after embolization.
(D) AP vertebral angiogram after embolization documents complete oblitera-
tion of AVM.
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culty of defining the complete nidus volume and using reduced doses for
safety. Incomplete obliteration fails to reduce the risk of hemorrhage, thereby
requiring other treatment modalities such as surgery, embolization, or alternate
strategies of radiosurgery. Repetitive radiosurgery is an evolving concept. A
2-yr obliteration rate of 62% (62 of 101 patients) was reported by Karlson et al.
(39) after repetitive radiosurgery to treat AVMs. Fourteen patients developed
radiation-induced deficits and six experienced additional hemorrhage. This
concept will continue to evolve as more AVMs in critical areas continue to be
treated with this modality. Another strategy for large AVMs is prospectively
staged radiosurgery, in which two adjacent volumes of the AVM nidus are
treated at intervals of 3–6 mo. This allows for the delivery of a larger total dose
and minimizes radiation to adjacent normal tissue (40).

DURAL ARTERIOVENOUS MALFORMATIONS

Advances in endovascular therapy have established this modality as the pri-
mary treatment option for a majority of dural arteriovenous malformations
(DAVMs). Transvenous embolization is the preferred route (Fig. 3). For those
lesions that are not amenable to endovascular therapy, surgical interruption of
the venous drainage provides immediate elimination of the lesion.

The treatment of DAVMs with radiosurgery is highly controversial. Link et al.
(41) have recently reported on the use of stereotactic radiosurgery for the treat-
ment of DAVMs as the primary treatment modality. The protocol involved
radiosurgery followed by transarterial embolization 48 h after the radiation.
The authors reported good results in their short-term follow-up (1 yr) of the 105
patients with various DAVMs. Although knowledge of the natural history of
DAVMs is incomplete, it is well known that those lesions associated with lep-
tomeningeal venous drainage have a very aggressive clinical course compared
to those draining into a dural sinus (42,43). The former are associated with rates
of intracranial hemorrhage, nonhemorrhagic neurological deficit, and mortality
of 14.2, 10.9, and 19.3% per lesion per year, respectively (43). In these cases, the
use of stereotactic radiosurgery, with its long interval to therapeutic benefit,
exposes the patient to unnecessary risks, especially when the fistulae can be
immediately obliterated by endovascular or surgical interruption of the venous
drainage. In addition, partial treatment of these lesions may turn them into
more aggressive ones by altering the venous drainage pattern. Although radio-
surgery is a less invasive treatment modality, its efficacy in the treatment of
DAVMs has not been established.

CAVERNOUS MALFORMATIONS

Cavernous malformations are angiographically occult; therefore, endovascu-
lar techniques have no role in the treatment of these lesions. Although the nat-
ural history of these lesions is incompletely understood and variable, it is
significantly more benign than the natural course of AVMs. Nonoperative ther-
apy is probably the best course for most incidentally discovered cavernous mal-
formations. Symptomatic lesions are best treated with standard microsurgical
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techniques. A useful addition to the surgical armamentarium is the availability
of intraoperative stereotactic localization. A number of frameless stereotactic
systems are now available with acceptable accuracy that are extremely useful
for planning small craniotomies, locating deep-seated lesions, minimizing
brain retraction, and limiting the corticectomy. (Fig. 4)

Radiosurgery has been attempted for the treatment of deep-seated cavernous
malformations (14). There is a higher incidence of complications compared with
similar series of patients with AVMs. This is probably owing to the deleterious

Fig. 3. Transvenous embolization of dural arteriovenous fistula. (A) AP and
(B) lateral venograms through a microcatheter placed at the precise site of the
fistula. Arrows point to endovascular coils deposited at the site of the fistula to
obliterate the lesion.
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effects of radiation injury. It is also well known that cavernous malformations
undergo spontaneous reduction in size after a hemorrhage. Although it has
been suggested that radiosurgery may reduce the subsequent risk of hemor-
rhage, this remains to be proved, and evidence of disappearance of cavernous
malformations following radiosurgery is lacking. Because of these factors,
radiosurgery is not recommended as a treatment option for these lesions except
experimentally, utilizing carefully selected criteria. An exception to this is
extracerebral cavernous malformations of the middle fossae. Surgical extirpa-
tion of these lesions can be formidable because of their propensity to cause 
life-threatening intraoperative hemorrhages. Initial biopsy followed by radio-
surgery and surgical resection provides the best results (44).

CAROTID CAVERNOUS FISTULAE (CCF)

Endovascular technology has advanced to the point that it has monopolized
the treatment of CCF. The creation of microcatheters and a variety of embolic

Fig. 4. Frameless stereotactic localization of cavernous malformation. Axial
MRI shows small cavernous malformation below the surface of the brain that
was readily located and removed utilizing frameless stereotactic guidance.
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agents has established this modality as the treatment of choice for CCFs. The
goal of therapy is to obliterate the fistula and preserve the parent artery. In rare
cases, the cavernous carotid artery may have to be sacrificed to preserve visual
function. CCFs are classified into two types: direct and indirect, with indirect
fistula further classified on the basis of arterial supply (45). The direct, or type
A, fistula is generally posttraumatic in nature and involves a direct connection
between the internal carotid artery (ICA) and cavernous sinus. These may also
result from rupture of an intracavernous aneurysm. The indirect type is an arte-
riovenous fistula located within the dura surrounding the cavernous sinus and
is characterized by multiple arteries from the dura supplying the fistule. Type
B CCFs are supplied by small branches of the cavernous segment of the ICA
and is exceedingly rare. Type C CCFs are supplied by dural branches of the
external carotid artery. Type D CCFs are supplied by branches from both the
internal and external carotid arteries (45).

The transarterial approach is preferred for most direct CCFs. Alternatively,
the transvenous approach can be used when the transarterial route is impossi-
ble. The cavernous sinus can be accessed either through the inferior petrosal
sinus or the superior ophthalmic vein (46,47). In complex cases, a combination
of the two may be necessary. Surgical exposure of the sinus may be necessary
when the endovascular routes are impermeable or embolic materials result in
venous outflow obstruction leading to clinical deterioration (48). More recently,
we have utilized an approach to selected cases through transorbital puncture of
the cavernous sinus through the superior orbital fissure (49). The transvenous
route carries the lowest risk but also the lowest success rate owing to difficulty
in negotiating the multicompartmental sinuses (50).

The treatment of indirect CCFs is through the tranvenous route. The multi-
ple arterial feeders supplying these lesions make transarterial embolization less
successful. Continued advances in catheter technology and embolic agents may
improve the obliteration rates, with minimal complications.

FUTURE TRENDS

The trend toward making microneurosurgery less invasive continues with
advances in neuronavigation, and neuroendoscopy and refinement of skull
base techniques and surgical approaches to minimize brain retraction. Robot-
ics in microneurosurgery seems to be the next wave of technological innova-
tion to minimize the invasiveness of standard techniques. Certainly, they
cannot replace surgeons. Their primary use in neurosurgery would be dex-
terity enhancement with dampening of physiologic tremor. This may then
allow one to operate through narrow corridors safely with the use of endo-
scopes. Surgery using robotic systems has already been applied in many sur-
gical fields such as the Robodoc System (Integrated Surgical Systems, Davis,
CA) for hip joint replacement surgery (51), and the da Vinci System (Intuitive
Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA) for coronary artery bypass surgery (52). The Neu-
Robot telecontrolled micromanipulator system currently under development
and in preliminary testing seems to be promising in terms of improving accu-
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racy while minimizing invasiveness. This system has been tested on cadavers
to open the sylvian fissure and the floor of the third ventricle through a sin-
gle burr hole working through multiple working channels (53). Whether these
technological advances will make a difference in terms of patient outcome
remains to be seen.

Despite the controversies surrounding the use of endovascular therapy in
neurosurgery, the use of this modality is increasing exponentially. Several cen-
ters throughout the world have adopted this modality as the treatment of
choice for intracranial aneurysms. The general thinking is that the current con-
cepts and technology are in evolution, and with improvements in coils, embolic
materials, microcatheters, and stents, this modality will become the definitive
therapy for many neurovascular disorders. Similarly, rapid developments in
neuroimaging, stereotactic techniques, and robotic technology are contributing
to the improvement of results and expanding the indications for stereotactic
radiosurgery.

The future is exciting, with unlimited scope for these new technological
advances to enhance patient care. It is important that with such dramatic
advances, patient care and outcome be the sole determinant of the treatment
paradigm rather than technology.
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Minimally Invasive Treatment for Brain Tumors

Dennis S. Oh, MD and Peter M. Black, MD, PhD

INTRODUCTION

Minimally invasive techniques have significantly changed our ability to do
expert and safe surgery for brain tumors. These techniques include neuroen-
doscopy, image-guided surgery in the traditional operating room, intraopera-
tive imaging, radiosurgery, laser hypothermia, and focused ultrasound. With
these, the contemporary neurosurgical oncologist has a powerful armamentar-
ium to help in the management of brain and spinal cord tumors.

MINIMALLY INVASIVE NEUROSURGERY 
AS MINIMALLY DISRUPTIVE NEUROSURGERY

Minimally invasive neurosurgery is typically thought to be surgery through
small openings. However, there is another interpretation. This interpretation
suggests that minimally invasive neurosurgery is surgery minimally disruptive
to the patient. Although it may not have a small opening in the scalp or the
bone, it has as a goal the least possible effect on brain tissue around the abnor-
mality being dealt with. 

This concept of minimally disruptive neurosurgery is extremely important as
a general principle for neurosurgical oncology in the last decade. Such tech-
niques as brain mapping, functional magnetic resonance (MR), magnetoen-
cephalography, and other systems that establish safe trajectories are valuable in
achieving this goal.

Carrying out surgical procedures under intravenous sedation anesthesia has
allowed the surgeon to operate in areas of vision, primary motor, or sensory
cortex and in speech areas with significantly greater resection and lessening of
morbidity (1,2). These techniques for low-grade gliomas, for example, allow
resection of a tumor that may often act as an extraaxial mass, displacing tissue
rather than destroying it. For larger malignant tumors, similar resection can be
done with accuracy and safety (3,4).

Carrying out surgery under intravenous sedation allows direct mapping of
the brain. However, a number of preoperative technologies that have also been
used for achieving this kind of minimal invasiveness with minimal disruption.
These include magnetoencephalography, functional MR, and diffusion tensor
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imaging. Magnetoencephalography (5–9) uses the magnetic field of the brain to
evaluate the region where a particular function is represented and is particu-
larly useful for motor cortex analysis. It requires very sophisticated equipment
and staff. 

Functional MR appears to assess the change in blood flow on the surface of
the cortex that accompanies a particular activity such as arm or hand move-
ment or speech (10–12). Again, it requires sophisticated paradigms both for test-
ing and analysis of data, (13–15), but is an extremely useful technology.
Diffusion tensor imaging allows analysis of the fiber tracts leading from the cor-
tex to the brainstem (16–18) It can be extremely helpful in defining motor and
sensory tracts noninvasively (19,20).

Taken together, these techniques, which emphasize minimal disruption and
therefore minimal invasiveness in the patient’s life, have made neurosurgical
oncology a newly revitalized specialty. For glioblastoma multiforme, they allow
resection of discrete tumor, which markedly improves the morbidity after sur-
gery and seems to increase survival (21–23). For low-grade gliomas, they have
similarly revolutionized our ability to resect tumors. For metastatic tumors, it is
now possible to combine them with localization techniques to be able to remove
tumors even from eloquent areas (24).

NEUROENDOSCOPY IN TUMOR SURGERY

Endoscopy has not had the same revolutionary impact in brain tumor sur-
gery as it has in general and gastrointestinal surgery or in thoracic oncology.
This may be because the brain does not have abundant open channels that can
be readily used as navigational pathways. The use of endoscopy has been lim-
ited primarily to the ventricular system, to pituitary surgery, and to some extent
to verification of resection in some sites such as the internal auditory meatus. 

Intraventricular Tumors

As has been discussed elsewhere, neuroendoscopy has been suggested for a
variety of uses including both biopsy and resection of tumors and cysts of the
brain and ventricular system (25–28). Clearly, its most important application is
for intraventricular tumors (29). Pineal region tumors can be biopsied and par-
tially resected (30,31), and colloid cysts of the third ventricle may also be
removed. 

These tumors account for fewer than 5% of adult neurosurgical oncology
cases, although they may be slightly more common in pediatric practice. The
morbidity of endoscopy is primarily bleeding and is approx 2–3%. Its ability to
biopsy tumors is great, but the capacity to remove tumors with endoscopic
techniques is extremely limited. Tumors that are cystic may be removed. 

Pituitary Tumors

Perhaps the most successful recent application of endoscopy has been in
resecting pituitary adenomas (32–34). The endoscope in this case allows the use
of a small opening at the back of the nostril and thereby avoids having to ele-
vate a large flap. In experienced hands, it will permit very satisfactory resection
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of an adenoma. Usually both nostrils are used, one for visualization and the
other for manipulation. In this application the major problem is bleeding, which
can be significant and can obscure the surgical field, making it difficult to iden-
tify the structure being manipulated. For large, bloody adenomas, this could be
a major problem. The reason for considering endoscopic surgery is that the
morbidity of nose manipulation (35,36), including the need for nasal packs for
more than a day, is lessened and patients may go home within a day or two of
their procedure. Despite these advantages, this technique has not become the
norm for most pituitary surgeons. The endoscope can, however, be very help-
ful in confirming that there is removal of tumor laterally and also superiorly
when there may be some question of suprasellar residual tumor (37).

Other Endoscopic Applications

Some surgeons have suggested that the internal auditory meatus can be
inspected with a small endoscope, for residual tumor in vestibular schwan-
noma surgery (38–40), or in skull base surgery potential components can be
inspected, including what may be behind residual tumor.

Summary

Although neuroendoscopy has been suggested as being useful for a number
of applications in tumor surgery, its use remains the preview of a few surgeons
and has not been generalized for all neurosurgical applications.

SMALL INCISIONS FOR TRADITIONAL PROCEDURES

In the late 1990s, some microneurosurgeons made a strong case for small
openings to manage traditional neurosurgical procedures such as aneurysm
clipping. This was equated with silver dollar openings in such procedures as
vascular repositioning and anterior circulation aneurysm surgery. Often these
claims were associated with claims of virtuoso capability in neurosurgery, and
it became difficult to separate the advantages of minimal invasive management
from self-promotion. However, it is clear that microsurgical approaches less-
ened morbidity enough at sites such as the cerebellar pontine angle or the cir-
cle of Willis for us neurosurgeons to think of more parsimonious openings and
approaches. This in turn led to the general concept of small, discrete operative
approaches rather than the more traditional exploratory flap.

The influence of this on neurosurgical practice is very important. With small
openings, healing is quicker, incisions are more attractive, and, in general, the
impact on the body is sufficiently less that such incisions dramatically change a
patient’s response to the surgery. This is particularly true in the posterior fossa. 

IMAGE-GUIDED SURGERY IN THE TRADITIONAL OPERATING ROOM

The most influential technology for minimally invasive brain tumor surgery
has been image-guided surgery using navigational devices in the traditional
operating room. These have allowed accurate localization of tumors and resec-
tion from areas previously thought impossible. They have further allowed
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smaller incisions, especially over the cortex, with such precision that they pro-
duce the concept of earlier management of some benign tumors as well as
definitive surgical management of malignant tumors, such as metastatic
lesions.

The concept behind these devices is fairly straightforward. They use recon-
struction of a MR scan to create the image of a mass and then the registration
through fiducials or surface registration to superimpose that image on the
patient’s actual physiognomy. When this is done, the surgeon can use the image
created preoperatively to guide him or her. 

Many systems available with a number of different advantages. They include
the Stealth System (Medtronic), the InstaTrak System (General Electric), the ISG
Viewing Wand (ISG Technologies), and others. They all have common features:
(1) preoperative acquisition of MR or computed tomography scans by specific
protocols, (2) reconstruction capacities with differing sophistication of segmen-
tation of tumor in other areas, (3) a registration system that might include scalp
fuducials or surface-to-surface registration, and (4) a navigational system,
which links the computer with the actual image. There may be substantial vari-
ations in any of these. The Instatrak system from General Electric, for example,
uses an electromagnetic system rather than a visual system. This allows the sur-
geon to avoid blockage of navigation by blind sight obstruction. These tech-
niques have truly changed tumor surgery. For glioma surgery, they allow
identification of the sites and margins of low-grade gliomas. Dr. Patrick Kelly
(41,42) in the early days and, more recently, Drs. Mitchell Berger, Peter Black,
and others have reported on this capacity. For malignant gliomas, including
glioblastoma, they have also demonstrated the capacity to localize the margins;
taken in conjunction with the intravenous sedation and other systems dis-
cussed previously, they have also increased our ability to do aggressive surgery.
This has lessened morbidity and increased survival for patients (21–23,43,44).
The most striking applications, however, may be in metastatic tumors. The new
techniques allow identification of small tumors or tumors that are in eloquent
areas with great precision (45,46). The issue of brain shift, discussed later, is not
as much of a problem. 

These techniques have made a difference not only for metastatic tumors but
also for convexity meningiomas. They allow accurate localization of a mass.
This means that tumors that once required large craniotomy flaps can now be
resected with a small linear incision and essentially cured in patients who have
many years before them. This can be an extremely helpful solution for the prob-
lem of continued monitoring and uncertainty about seizures and other mani-
festations of tumor. 

INTRAOPERATIVE IMAGING

Further development in the capacity to do image-guided surgery is the
recent creation of intraoperative imaging for immediate confirmation of surgi-
cal manipulation. Over the last decade a number of solutions to the problem of
immediate verification of surgical effect have been offered (47).
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One of the earliest was the GE Signa System, which has an open MR
design allowing navigation in real time within the magnet and immediate
update of resection (48). This technology allows surgery to be done in the
magnet. The patient is managed in precisely the same way he or she would
be in a traditional operating room. All the instruments and anesthesia equip-
ment are nonmagnetic. The result is an operating system in which the sur-
geon has MRI vision with the capacity to confirm his or her surgical effect
immediately. 

Using this device, which is situated at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital
in Boston, our group has done over 700 craniotomies for brain tumor. These
have primarily been resections for low-grade or recurrent tumors, although
anaplastic gliomas and glioblastomas have also been removed in this device.
Our complication rate has been the same as in the traditional operating room.
In terms of infection and other surgical problems, the instance of immediate
neurologic deficit is lower than in the traditional operating room because of
the ability to see residual tumor. With transsphenoidal procedures, the leak-
age of spinal fluid is slightly more prevalent because more aggressive surgery
is suggested.

A similar solution to the problem of intraoperative verification of removal is
the concept of moving the patient into and out of the MR scanner. This has been
particularly useful in the Siemens Magnetom System, in which the operating
table is moved in and out of the scanning device. Fahlbusch et al. have used this
concept, first for the 0.2-T scanner and then for the 1.5-T scanner, with very
good intraoperative pictures (49,50). (See Chapter 6.)

A third solution has been to bring the scanner to the patient. An elaborate
example of this is the IMRIS System, in which the 1.5-T intraoperative MR scan-
ner is brought from a shielded cage into the region of the patient to obtain high-
quality images and verify removal of tissue (51). One advantage of this system
is that the room can be used for traditional surgery when it is not being used for
intraoperative imaging. Such devices have been described in detail, and the
applications they bring to tumor surgery are significant, with markedly
improved resections. They have also demonstrated their usefulness for low-
grade gliomas, pituitary adenomas, and malignant gliomas. 

A variant that is increasing in popularity is the Odin PoleStar System, which
gives a limited view of the brain, and has modest navigational capacities but
can be used within the traditional operating room (52,53). This is a very low-
field (0.1-T) magnet, but it may be useful for some applications.

These developments in image-guided surgery have made it possible to con-
sider very different approaches to be certain that the desired result is achieved
in planning surgery. They are extremely important as new advances in mini-
mally invasive neurosurgery.

These techniques may also be combined with other minimally invasive tech-
niques so that endoscopy, for example, can be combined with image-guided
frameless systems or the intraoperative MR to think about new ways of guid-
ing endoscopes (54–56).
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LOCAL APPLICATIONS AND CHEMOTHERAPY 

One of the most interesting and potentially important minimally invasive
therapies for brain tumors is the future potential for local applications of gene
therapy and chemotherapy (also discussed in Chapters 13 and 14). Infusion
technology with catheters in tumor or ventricles for convection-enhanced deliv-
ery is one example; another is the application of cells or slow-release polymers
to the tumor bed (57–59). It may be possible for the patient then to benefit from
minimally invasive techniques for direct and local chemotherapy (60,61) and
gene therapy (62,63).

FUTURE MINIMALLY INVASIVE SYSTEMS

Following the concept of minimal invasion, several technologies are now
being developed that may further change our capacity to deal with specific
tumors. One of these is laser hypothermia, in which a laser fiber is introduced
to the center of a lesion (64). The changes that occur with heating can be fol-
lowed nicely, and the patient can have complete destruction of the lesion.
Examples of this use include a hypothalamic hamartoma or low-grade glioma
of the hypothalamus. 

A second future potential therapy is focused ultrasound (65–67). With the
capacity to calculate differential absorption of energy through the skull, it is
possible to develop the technology of multiple source high-energy ultrasound
that can destroy a target noninvasively. This is still in the development phase
but may be an important addition as well. (See Chapter 12.)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Neurosurgical oncology has been transformed by the capacity to do mini-
mally invasive neurosurgery. If minimal disruptiois included, the world of
brain tumor surgery is markedly different today than it was even a decade ago.
Image-guided neurosurgery whether in the traditional operating room or with
intraoperative imaging has made a substantial difference. The ability to do
brain mapping and use intravenous sedation anesthesia techniques has further
limited the potential problems of this surgery. 
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New Directions in Spinal Surgery

Ian F. Dunn, MD and Marc E. Eichler, MD

INTRODUCTION

Evolving technological sophistication has resulted in ongoing modifications
of traditional surgical approaches to correct disorders of the spinal axis.
Advances in instrumentation and pre- and intraoperative imaging have fueled
a move toward minimally invasive, minimal access spine surgery (1), by which
the same surgical goals of conventional open techniques are met through a
smaller access corridor. An early and now well-accepted example is the surgi-
cal approach to a herniated paracentral lumbar disc, originally performed via
complete laminectomy and now performed by microsurgical discectomy thor-
ough a 15–25-mm incision and hemilaminectomy.

This chapter reviews current concepts in minimal access spinal surgery. We
first focus on modifications of traditional posterior and anterior approaches
and then evaluate the increasing role of completely novel approaches, such as
kyphoplasty for the treatment of vertebral compression fractures or the use of
intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to define surgical anatomy
better. Lastly, we discuss advances in biologic instrumentation such as bone
morphogenetic proteins and bioabsorbable polymers.

POSTERIOR APPROACHES AND THEIR MODIFICATIONS

Discectomy

The complete laminectomy and transdural approach to herniated lumbar
discs, first propounded by Mixter and Barr, was long ago replaced by strategies
to reduce blood loss, incision length, and intraoperative morbidity. Currently, a
microsurgical discectomy through a 15–25-mm incision is the standard treat-
ment for lumbar disc herniation, with success rates between 88 and 98% (2–8).
The widespread acceptance of microsurgical discectomy as a successful and
low-risk alternative to the conventional approach of a wide laminectomy,
fueled the search for even less invasive approaches. For example, chemonucle-
olysis, percutaneous nucleotomy, and laser discectomy, are all attempts to refine
microdiscectomy further for the treatment of lumbar disc disease (9–13).

Recent strategies to refine minimally invasive approaches have focused on
endoscopically assisted discectomy. Initial reports involved the use of endoscopy
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to facilitate percutaneous nucleotomy (11). The approach is comprised of a
biportal system with instruments in one port and the endoscope in the other.
Mayer and Brock have described their percutaneous endoscopic lumbar discec-
tomy (PELD) technique (13). They employed straight, angled, and flexible rigid

Fig. 1. (A) Typical operating room setup for a left-sided disc herniation. The location
of the microscope should be determined prior to the case by the neurosurgeon. (B) A
20-gage spinal needle is inserted into the paraspinous musculature one fingerbreadth
(1–1.5 cm) off the midline at the appropriate disc level. Location is confirmed using lat-
eral C-arm fluoroscopy. The spinal needle is removed, and a vertical incision through
the fascia is made at the puncture site. (C) A guidewire has been placed through the
incision and directed toward the inferior aspect of the superior lamina. (D) A cannu-
lated soft tissue dilator is inserted over the guide wire using a twisting motion. (E) Sec-
ond and third dilators are sequentially placed over the initial dilator down to the
lamina, and the endoscope is attached.
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forceps, an automated high-power suction shaver/cutter system, and monitor-
ing with a 70°-angled endoscope for contained or small noncontained disc
fragments. They reported results comparable to those of open microdiscectomy
(14,15). It should be noted that this technique does not permit bony decom-
pression and employs only intermittent endoscopy through one cannula. Other
authors have since presented notably improved endoscopic approaches, includ-
ing transforaminal or foraminoscopic techniques (16,17). Such techniques
expand endosurgical indications to include free fragments along with small
noncontained and contained disc herniations by utilizing smaller and more
flexible endoscopes. These smaller endoscopes are able to pass into the spinal
canal to allow better visualization of disc and nerve roots.

The latest innovation of the endoscopic discectomy is a hybrid between
PELD and the open microsurgical discetomy called microendoscopic discec-
tomy (MED). First described by Smith and Foley in 1998 (18), this procedure

Fig. 1. (continued)
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employs a K-wire followed by sequential, as well as continuous, endoscopy to
provide a portal through which a hemilaminectomy and discectomy may be
performed. The endoscopically guided surgery begins with level confirmation
by fluoroscopy followed by a 15-mm vertical incision just off midline and place-
ment of a K-wire onto the inferior aspect of the superior lamina under fluoro-
scopic guidance (Fig. 1). A series of dilators of progressively increasing
diameter are placed over the K-wire and aid in sweeping the paraspinal mus-
culature off the lamina. The working channel is then placed over the final dila-
tor and the endoscope attached (Fig. 2). A standard microdiscectomy with
hemilaminectomy and (rarely) medial facetectomy is then performed, followed
by identification and protection of the nerve root. This sequential dilator sys-
tem, the METRx-MED system (Medtronic Sofamor Danek), has also been
designed so that an operating microscope may be used rather than an endo-
scope. Complications are similar to those associated with open microdiscec-
tomy. The particular strengths of the METRx-MED system over other
minimally invasive endoscopic techniques for herniated discs is that it allows
the surgeon to address not only contained lumbar disc herniations but also free-
fragment disc pathology and symptomatic lateral recess stenosis secondary to
bony hypertrophy. Initial results have been promising, with more than 85% of
patients reporting excellent results and a mean hospital stay of 9.5 h (18); data
from longer term follow-up have corroborated these initial encouraging results
(19). Cost–benefit analyses will assist in determining whether the added
expense of the dilator system is outweighed by faster recovery and decreased
hospital stay.

Fusion: Posterior Lumbar Interbody Fusion (PLIF) and 
Transforaminal Lumbar Interbody Fusion (TLIF)
PLIF

Much has changed since Mercer’s contention in 1936 (20) that although “the
ideal operation for fusing the spine would be an interbody fusion . . . the surgi-
cal difficulties encountered in performing such a feat would make the operation
technically impossible” (21). Cloward popularized the technique and described
the earliest large case series a few years later, reporting an 85% rate of satisfac-
tory outcomes among 331 patients. His published indications were “the treat-
ment of low back pain with or without sciatica due to lumbar disc disease” (21),
with the goals of surgery including decompression of the entrapped neural ele-
ments, enlargement of the intervertebral foramina through disc space elevation,
disc removal, and stabilization of the motion segment.

Cloward’s original technique for interbody fusion has since been modified.
Traditionally, graft choice was morcellized or structural autologous cortico-
cancellous iliac crest bone. Present alternatives now include allograft cancel-
lous blocks, calcium carbonate, and, more recently, hybrid spacers such as
metallic or carbon fiber ramps and circular cages filled with osteoconductive
and osteoinductive materials (22–25) (Fig. 3). Cage implants and spacers have
understandably gained in popularity owing to the availability of a wide range
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Fig. 2. (A) Electrocautery is used to help with soft tissue dissection and hemostasis.
(B) The laminar edge is identified, and the ligamentum flavum is detached from the
undersurface of the lamina with a small angled curet. (C) A hemilaminotomy is accom-
plished with a Kerrison punch or high-speed drill. (D) The ligamentum flavum is then
penetrated with a curet and removed with a Kerrison punch. (E) The thecal sac and
nerve root are identified and retracted medially using a Penfield dissector. (F) An annu-
lotomy can then be performed if necessary and the herniated disc is then removed with
a pituitary rongeur.
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Fig. 3. Various titanium cages, allograft bone dowels, and allograft cancellous blocks
are just some of the implements used as interbody spaces.

of shapes and sizes and to the equal or greater stiffness of metallic cage designs
compared with allograft bone graft in biomechanical studies (26–30). Current
choices for cage implants are cylindrical devices with openings that allow bone
ingrowth, promoting fusion. Examples include the Ray TFC Threaded Fusion
Cage (Surgical Dynamics, Norwalk, CT), the BAK cage (Spine Tech, Min-
neapolis, MN), the cylindrical threaded interbody fusion device (Sofamor-
Danek, Memphis, TN), and the Brantigan I/F cage (Depuy AcroMed,
Raynham, MA).

The introduction of adjunctive segmental instrumentation for improved
spinal manipulation and stability (31,32) has been as significant as the evolution
in graft choices. Adjunctive segmental instrumental involves the use of pedicle
screws and plate distraction to elevate the disc space and allow for ease of
interbody graft placement, restoring normal disc space height and enlarging the
neural foramina. These technical developments have aided in expanding the
indications for posterior interbody fusion to include spondylolisthesis, recur-
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rent disc herniation, failed back surgery syndrome, bilateral or massive midline
disc herniation, segmental instability, and degenerative disc disease with
mechanical back pain.

Minimally Invasive PLIF

The technical obstacles first voiced by Mercer in performing posterior inter-
body fusion have been overcome, and authors have since reported excellent
outcomes in 85% of patients with fusion rates of more than 90% (33,34) using
instrumented PLIF. Significant emphasis is now being placed on ways to reduce
iatrogenic injury to the dorsal musculoligamentous complex during open PLIF
with a view toward more rapid patient recovery and shorter hospital stays.
Khoo et al. (35) were the first to report their experience with the minimally inva-
sive percutaneous PLIF (MIP-PLIF) in a cadaveric and patient series.Building
on earlier work describing percutaneously placed pedicle screws, they used a
combination of the METRx-MED endoscopic/microscopic tubular dilator sys-
tem (Medtronic Sofamor-Danek), Tangent (Medtronic) interbody instruments,
and Sextant percutaneous pedicle screw system (36,37). Each of the three
patients presented with mechanical back pain, L4 or L5 radiculopathies, and
grade I L4–5 spondylolistheses.

Patients were positioned prone on the Wilson frame and Jackson table, and
the appropriate laminofacet junction was targeted by fluoroscopy. A stab inci-
sion was made 1–1.5 inches off midline to permit fluoroscopically guided dock-
ing of the Steinman pin on the appropriate facet. The incision was then
extended to a total length of 2 cm to permit introduction of the METRx sequen-
tial dilator and tubular retractor system to dilate the lumbar musculature in a
manner similar to that described above for the microendoscopic discectomy. A
standard PLIF decompressive hemilaminotomy and discecotomy was per-
formed through the METRx portal under microscopic guidance, after which
interbody distractors were placed to a final distraction between 10 and 12 mm,
depending on the patient’s initial lateral radiographs. The contralateral hemil-
aminotomy and discectomy were then performed in similar fashion and the
distractor placed. Both endplates were prepared under endoscopic guidance
with the round shaver and cutting chisel to remove any remaining cartilage,
disc material, or soft tissue and to prepare graft troughs for the Tangent allo-
graft.

For bone graft, the authors employed a combination of morcellized autograft
from the hemilaminotomies and iliac crest, as well as two Tangent allografts of
between 10 and 12 mm in height and 22 mm in length placed with a long
inserter handle. Placement was confirmed by fluoroscopy. The METRx/MD
tubular retractor device was then removed for percutaneous pedicle screw
placement, which began with positioning a #11 Jamshidi needle on the appro-
priate lumbar pedicle under fluoroscopic guidance. The initial trajectory of the
pedicle screws was then established by K-wire guidance followed by sequential
dilation of the tract with METRx/MD dilators, and finally a preparatory tap
passed over the K-wire. Sextant pedicle screws were then placed under fluoro-
scopic guidance, each attached to a screw extender (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. (A) A 22-gage spinal needle is placed on the appropriate lumbar pedicle under
fluoroscopic guidance at the intersection of the facet and transverse process. (B) An
11-gage bone biopsy needle is then used to gain access to the pedicle. Utilizing AP and
lateral fluoroscopy, the needle is advanced partially through the pedicle. (C) The inner
trocar of the needle is removed, and a guidewire is then inserted through the needle
into the pedicle. The needle is then removed. (D) A cannulated awl is then placed over
the guidewire and advanced through the pedicle.
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Rod attachment with the Sextant system depends on precise alignment of the
screw heads by connecting the screw extenders outside the skin. The rod is pre-
contoured in increments of either 5 mm for 1 level cases or 1 cm for 2 level cases.
The rod inserter is an arc-shaped device that attaches to the screw extenders. This
ensures the precise geometrical arrangement permitting the rod inserter attached
to the rod to swing through a small stab incision through subcutaneous tissue and
fascia along a path subtended by the screw heads. Rod positioning in the screw
heads was confirmed fluoroscopically. Then a hex driver is passed through the
extender sleeve, engaging the locking bolts to lock the screw to the rod while
simultaneously releasing the screws from their extension sleeves by a torque-lim-
iting break-off force. The rod inserter is then swung out of the stab wound (Fig. 5).

Fessler’s group reported decreased length of stay (mean 2.8 d), decreased
need for intravenous narcotic pain medication, and solid fusion by anteropos-

Fig. 4. (E) Dilators are then utilized to dilate the fascia and muscle to allow eventual
screw placement. (F) The pedicle is prepared for screw placement by placing a tap over
the guidewire and tapping the pedicle. (G) Pedicle screws are then placed using a screw
extender assembly.
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terior (AP)/lateral plain radiographs (35). Initial results with the MIP-PLIF
technique—although only with three patients—are promising enough to merit
larger scale comparisons of this technique with the conventional instrumented
PLIF. Combining this technique with the use of synthetic cage implants could

Fig. 5. (A) After placement of two pedicle screws into, the extenders are rotated so
there is no gap between them. (B) A rod inserter is attached to the screw/extender
assembly. (C) Appropriate rod length is then determined using templates, and a small
skin incision is utilized to insert the rod through the screw heads. (D) After verifying
with AP and lateral views that the rod is seated in the heads of both screws, the set
screws are then tightened.
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also represent a viable modification. However, as with most new minimally
invasive procedures, widespread adoption of this procedure is contingent not
only on larger scale efficacy studies but also on solid cost–benefit analyses that
take into account the expense of all required equipment.

TLIF

The transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion (TLIF) is a relatively new proce-
dure. It is a modification of the PLIF procedure but offers the advantage of
access to the spinal canal and disc unilaterally through the foramen, thereby
minimizing retraction on the nerve roots and dural sac. This approach reduces
the risk of neurologic injury and spares the posterior tension band. Addition-
ally, the TLIF achieves a single-stage circumferential fusion through a posterior
approach alone and as such may be considered a minimally invasive alternative
to a combined anterior/posterior approach or instrumented PLIF.

First developed in 1982 (38), the TLIF has been performed in patients with
mechanical back pain and radiculopathy with or without spondylolisthesis and
especially in patients who have had previous surgery (39,40). The patient is
placed in the prone position and a midline incision is made and transverse
processes exposed after subperiosteal dissection of the paraspinous muscles. If
the patient has a radiculopathy, the laminectomy and inferior facetectomy are
performed on the side of the radicular pain; otherwise, the side of bony decom-
pression is chosen arbitrarily. The contralateral interspinous ligament and liga-
mentum flavum are left intact. The nerve root is identified and protected.
Thereafter, pedicle screws are placed in standard fashion; however, some authors
perform this step before unilateral bony exposure (40). A discectomy is then per-
formed from the side of the laminectomy, the endplates are prepared for graft
placement by removing the posterior lip of the endplate and exposing bleeding
cancellous bone, and the interspace is distracted for maximum disc height. Can-
cellous bone is packed anterolaterally and two cages are placed, the first con-
tralaterally and the second on the ipsilateral side. All interbody material is placed
through the unilateral approach. Disc space distraction is released and the
rod–screw system tightened, after which cancellous bone graft is laid over the
decorticated transverse processes to complete the circumferential fusion (39–41).

Initial results in small retrospective case series have been encouraging, with
fusion rates and patient satisfaction between 85–90% and 75–85%, respectively
(39–42). Complications included transient L5 injury and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
leak. Although surgically demanding, the TLIF is a viable alternative to conven-
tional approaches to circumferential fusion in degenerative lumbar spine disease,
offering maximal stability through minimal posterior column disruption. Fur-
thermore, it is an attractive choice in patients with scarring from prior operations.

MINIMALLY INVASIVE ANTERIOR APPROACHES: THORACOSCOPY
AND ANTERIOR LUMBAR INTERBODY FUSION (ALIF)

Thoracoscopy

Thoracoscopic surgery is a standard tool in thoracic surgery for a variety of
indications (43,44) owing to the lower rates of morbidity compared with open
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thoracotomy. In the early 1950s, spinal indications for thoracoscopy were lim-
ited to accessing the spine in cases of Potts disease (45). However, improve-
ments in thoracoscopy have permitted improved access to the disc space,
vertebral bodies, spinal cord, nerve roots, and sympathetic chain, allowing neu-
rosurgeons to utilize endoscopic approaches to the thoracic spine with increas-
ing frequency and for varied indications.

Unique features of this rapidly evolving technology include the type of anes-
thesia employed and the equipment used. In most cases, patients undergoing
thoracoscopic surgery are ventilated by single-lung ventilation to allow manip-
ulation of the other lung for access to the spine. Patients need thorough pre-
operative evaluations to ascertain whether their cardiorespiratory systems can
handle a potentially lengthy operation under single-lung ventilation. The
equipment used in thoracoscopy is also radically different from the standard
operative set. The components of a thorascopic imaging system include a tele-
scope, light source, video camera, and projection system. Standard telescopes
for endoscopic procedures are 5–10 mm rigid scopes that transmit an image to
a video camera on the opposite end. The camera contains one to three charge-
coupled devices (CCDs), which convert photons to electrical signals that are
then processed into a video image. Endoscopes may also be angled so that the
angle of view varies from a perpendicular axis; both the 0- and 30-degree scopes
are commonly employed in spine surgery. Trocars are key elements of the
endoscopy set and are the access devices to the thoracic cavity through which
the endoscope and surgical instruments are introduced. Unlike in laparoscopy,
the thoracic cavity does not require carbon dioxide insufflation; thus trocars
need not be “closed” to retain the insufflated gas. Lastly, a wide range of surgi-
cal instruments designed specifically for endoscopic use are available, includ-
ing fan retractors, suction-irrigators, clip appliers, needle holders,
electrocautery, and standard tools for bony decompression engineered for use
through a trocar.

Sympathectomy

Exposure and ligation of the sympathetic chain is exceedingly amenable to
thoracoscopic intervention. The most common clinical indication for the pro-
cedure is palmar hyperhidrosis but can also include axillary sweating, facial
sweating (blushing), and upper extremity pain syndromes (46–51). Although
the lateral decubitus position is favored for a unilateral sympathectomy, some
have advocated a supine approach if bilateral sympathectomies are contem-
plated (46). A biportal approach is most commonly used with trocars intro-
duced in the third and fifth intercostal spaces as the ipsilateral lung is
collapsed by the anesthesiologist. The lung is carefully retracted, and the
pleura overlying the vertebra is divided to expose the T2 and T3 ganglia,
which supply the sympathetic innervation to the lower trunk of the brachial
plexus and ipsilateral upper extremity. Great care is taken to avoid the stellate
ganglion and azygos vein located just cephalad to the second rib. Once
exposed, the T2 ganglion, as well as its eponymous ventral ramus—the nerve
of Kuntz—and the T3 ganglion are cauterized. Once hemostasis is achieved, an
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18- or 20-Fr chest tube is placed through one of the portals, and trocars are
removed. The lung can then be reinflated and a Valsalva maneuver applied
during incisional closure to prevent pneumothorax. Chest tubes are removed
either the same or the following day. Reported rates of symptomatic alleviation
are nearing 100% with minimal lengths of stay and infrequent complications,
which have included Horner’s syndrome, intercostal neuralgia, and compen-
satory hyperhidrosis (46,47,52–58).

Discectomy

Anterior approaches to the thoracic spinal column are recommended for
ventral disc herniations, with thoracotomy remaining the standard open pro-
cedure that provides optimal exposure to the anterior spinal canal. Although
costotransversectomy and transpedicular techniques avoid opening the chest,
direct visualization of the ventral spinal cord is compromised, making mid-
line calcified discs particularly difficult to address owing to poor ventral
visualization. The thoracoscopic discectomy is an alternative to open surgical
approaches in the treatment of thoracic disc herniation. Thoracoscopic discec-
tomy allows adequate ventral exposure and is advantageous over the open
techniques because of decreased postoperative pain, less shoulder girdle
dysfunction, reduced blood loss and morbidity, and decreased hospital 
stays (59–61).

For thorascopic discectomy, patients are placed in the left or right lateral
decubitus position depending on the laterality of the disc extrusion. Bilateral
herniations are usually approached from the right to avoid the ascending tho-
racic aorta (62–64). The appropriate level is scouted with C-arm fluoroscopy,
and up to four portals are placed in the anterior and posterior axillary lines
after the lung is deflated. The ipsilateral lung is mobilized off the anterior sur-
face of the spine, and the level is definitively determined by counting ribs,
beginning caudally. The pleura overlying the associated rib and disc space is
mobilized, and costotransvese and costovertebral ligaments are detached to
facilitate removal of the proximal 2–3 cm of rib and superior pedicle. This
allows visualization of the anterolateral aspect of the dura, to expose the disc
space. At this point, further decompression requires the creation of a trough
in the dorsal aspect of the disc space and vertebral bodies above and below
the disc space to facilitate maximal removal of disc material. Disc material is
then removed in standard fashion with a pituitary rongeur and angled curets
(Fig. 6). Chest tubes are placed through existing portals before closing and are
usually left in for no longer than 24 h, depending on output. Indications
include myelopathy and thoracic radicular pain. Results from thorascopic
discectomy are encouraging, with symptomatic improvement in 70–89% of
patients and more than 85% of patients reporting satisfaction with the proce-
dure. Operative time was shorter in a series comparing thoracoscopy with
thoracotomy; reported complications included durotomy, hemothorax, pleu-
ral effusion, misidentified level, and retained disc fragment. Practitioners
have emphasized the technically demanding nature of thoracoscopic discec-
tomy (59–67).
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Corpectomy/Vertebrectomy and Fusion

Operative techniques in thoracoscopic spine surgery have broadened as tech-
nical aspects of the procedure have advanced. Present indications include not
only discectomy and sympathectomy but also corpectomy, vertebrectomy, ante-
rior instrumentation, and corrective procedures for adult and pediatric scolio-

Fig. 6. (A) Four portals are placed in the anterior and posterior axillary lines of a
patient in the lateral decubitus position after the lung is deflated. (B) The ipsilateral
lung is mobilized off the anterior surface of the spine, fluoroscopy is utilized to confirm
the appropriate level, and the pleura overlying the associated rib and disc space is
mobilized to facilitate removal of the proximal 2–3 cm of rib and superior pedicle. (C)
The superior portion of the pedicle is removed using a diamond burr and a Kerrison
rongeur. The dura can then be visualized.
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sis. Vertebrectomy and corpectomy have been performed with identical indica-
tions as open surgery including myelopathy or radiculopathy from infection,
tumor, vertebral body fractures, and large transdural heavily calcified discs
(68–70). Port placement and patient positioning are similar to discectomy. The
proximal 3 cm of rib head above and below the involved vertebral body are
resected to expose the pedicles, and dura and disc spaces above and below the
level(s) of pathology are prepared. This is followed by the fashioning of a large
cavity in the vertebral body with a combination of an osteotome, drill, curet,
and rongeur. The posterior longitudinal ligament (PLL) is taken, and the end-
plates of the vertebral bodies above and below are decorticated in preparation
for graft placement. Candidate grafts have included autologous iliac crest, allo-
graft humerus, distractible titanium mesh cages, and methylmethacrylate intro-
duced through Silastic tubing telescoped into the superior and inferior
endplates spanning the vertebrectomy (68–71). Grafts are brought through the
portal end and positioned in standard fashion with a combination of Babcocks,
impactors, and tamps. Anterior plate stabilization after grafting to prevent
excessive movement of the spine and graft displacement may be accomplished
with the Z-plate (Sofamor-Danek) or with the more recently described MACS-
TL plate (Aesculap, Tuttlingen, Germany) (71).

Proponents of the techniques cite less blood loss, less chest tube drainage,
less pain medication usage, and shorter intensive care unit and hospital stays
compared with the patients who undergo thoracotomy as reasons to favor the
thoracoscopy (48,68–71). Furthermore, anterior and anterolateral reconstruction
with grafting and plate stabilization offers the biomechanical advantage of
anterior and middle column restoration. However, disadvantages include poor
exposure of the posterior elements and potential complications including pneu-
mothorax, hemothorax, chylothorax, atelectasis, pneumonia, injury to any tho-
racic or mediastinal vascular and visceral structures, spinal instability, cardiac
arrhythmias, and spinal cord injury.

ALIF/Laparoscopic ALIF

Minimally invasive posterior approaches to the lumbar spine have previously
been discussed. Anterior lumbar interbody fusion (ALIF) has emerged as an
alternative approach to the surgical treatment of degenerative disc disease and
spondylolisthesis (reviewed in refs. 72 and 73). ALIF results in decreased opera-
tive time, reduced blood loss, and decreased postoperative pain and hospital
stays compared with conventional posterior fusion techniques (73–75). Addi-
tionally, ALIF proponents maintain that anterior column reconstruction is bio-
mechanically superior to posterior column reconstruction and avoids paraspinal
muscle trauma and denervation compared with posterior techniques.

There are currently two minimally invasive ALIF techniques that have
improved on the traditional open laparotomy: the mini-open ALIF and the
laparoscopic ALIF. The mini-open technique, first described by Mayer in 1997,
reduces postoperative morbidity by using a smaller incision combined with a
muscle-splitting exposure (76,77). Access to the lumbar interspaces is obtained
by making a 4-cm transverse paramedian incision in the supine or left lateral
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decubitus patient at the appropriate level (Fig. 7). This is followed by a muscle-
splitting dissection through external obliques, internal obliques, transverse
abdominus, and traversalis fascia to the retroperitoneal space. For the psoas
muscle, genitofemoral nerve, iliac vessel bifurcation, and lumbar interspace,
any of a number of retractor systems (we use the Syn retractor from Synthes)
may be introduced to retract the peritoneal contents to enlarge the surgical cor-
ridor. At the L4–5 level, care must be taken to avoid avulsing the iliolumbar
vein. The iliac vessels should also be handled carefully; often only the right
iliacs require mobilization. Complete disc space exposure at L5–S1 requires
mobilization of the hypogastric nerve plexus, which if injured may lead to ret-
rograde ejaculation in men. As such, dissecting tools like the Kittner should be
used instead of electrocautery once the disc space is visualized. Once the disc
space and neighboring endplates are appropriately exposed, an annulotomy
and discectomy are performed followed by preparation of the neighboring end-
plates by removal of the remaining cartilaginous attachments. Candidate grafts
include autograft, femoral ring allograft, titanium cages, and carbon fiber cages.
The particular interbody graft employed often depends on the surgeon’s
predilections. Fusion rates at 6 mo are approx 90–95%, and reported complica-
tions include visceral injury, vascular injury, retrograde ejaculation, and, more
commonly, postoperative ileus (73–76,78,79).

The overall safety and efficacy of the laparoscopic ALIF, first described by
Obenchian and Zucherman (80,81), has been reported (82–86). However, a
growing list of comparative studies indicates that the laparoscopic approach
does not confer any particular advantage to the surgeon performing a mini-

Fig. 7. Positioning and incisions for a mini-open ALIF at the L4–5 level.
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open ALIF (74,78,79). A report by Zdeblick and David on mini-open vs
laparoscopic ALIF at the L4–5 level noted a statistically significant increase in
complications in the laparoscopic group compared with the open group (20%
vs 4%) and overall found no convincing reasons to support a laparoscopic ALIF
at the L4–5 level (Fig. 8). More recently, Kaiser et al. (78) performed a retro-
spective analysis on their experiences using the mini-open ALIF and the laparo-
scopic ALIF. They reported an increase in mean operative time for the
laparoscopic ALIF at the L5–S1 level and also a striking increase in the inci-
dence of retrograde ejaculation in patients undergoing the laparoscopic
approach compared with the mini-open procedure (45% vs 6%). They theorized
that mobilization of the hypograstric plexus with laparoscopic tools was some-
how more traumatic than sweeping the plexus off the disc space with cot-
tonoids under direct visualization. Other authors have also reported increased
complication rates in patients undergoing laparoscopic ALIF instead of mini-
open ALIF. The authors noted not only an increased number of complications
during the laparoscopic approach but also a 20–35% necessity to convert the
laparoscopic approach to an open one to enhance exposure (74,87). Interbody
graft choice is also limited by the laparoscopic approach. Moreover, length of
hospital stay, blood loss, and postoperative discomfort—parameters that make
minimally invasive procedures more attractive than conventional open
approaches—are similar between the two approaches.

KYPHOPLASTY: PERCUTANEOUS AND OPEN

Percutaneous Kyphoplasty

Percutaneous techniques of stabilizing thoracic and lumbar compression
fractures were first developed in France by Deramond in the late 1980s to treat
pain from aggressive vertebral hemangiomas (88). Current techniques for these
fractures now include vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty. Vertebroplasty is the

Fig. 8. AP and lateral diagrams showing a laparoscopic L5–S1 ALIF.
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minimally invasive internal fixation of a vertebral compression fracture (VCF)
by the percutaneous injection of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) under high
pressures into the involved vertebral body. However, this approach does not
restore vertebral height. Kyphoplasty, developed more recently, addresses not
only the fracture but also the resultant kyphotic spinal deformity. This tech-
nique employs a minimally invasive inflatable bone tamp to restore body
height, leaving a cavity that is filled with PMMA, which is injected at lower
pressures. Both kyphoplasty and vertebroplasty were developed specifically for
pain reduction in patients with VCFs. This section reviews the techniques and
expanding indications for the minimally invasive internal fixation and reduc-
tion of VCFs, focusing particularly on kyphoplasty.

Kyphoplasty procedures are commonly performed under local anesthesia
but can also be performed under general anesthesia. In the lumbar spine, a
transpedicular route is favored; an extrapedicular route is used in the thoracic
spine. During kyphoplasty, the patient is positioned prone, and an 11-gage tro-
car with a cannula is introduced through the pedicle into the posterior aspect of
the vertebral body using biplanar fluoroscopic guidance. In an attempt to
restore the collapsed vertebra to a normal position, an inflatable balloon tamp
is introduced through the cannula and inflated under controlled pressure. The
balloon is typically inflated to a maximum of 250 psi with 1.5–6 mL of saline,
creating a space within the vertebral body for the injection of PMMA cement.
The balloon is then withdrawn, and PMMA mixed with barium is injected into
the vertebral body under fluoroscopic control to ensure that the cement remains
within the vertebral body (89–91) (Fig 9).

Osteoporosis

Vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty have been studied most extensively in the
treatment of painful osteporotic VCFs and are now viable alternatives to con-
servative bracing or open surgical reduction and fixation. Patients with
osteporotic VCFs have progressive kyphosis, chronic pain, and impaired ambu-
latory capacity, which can also lead to depression, malnutrition, and dimin-
ished pulmonary function (92). Osteoporotic VCFs are now the most common
etiology of vertebral body fractures, with nearly 700,000 new VCFs sustained
each year (93). Patients with these fractures rarely present with neurologic
deficits, making percutaenous intervention feasible, provided the posterior ele-
ments and posterior cortical wall of the vertebral body are intact and no radi-
ographic retropulsed bone in the spinal canal is evident.

One goal of these techniques is to reduce pain by stabilizing the fracture.
Data from veretebroplasty have been encouraging, with more than 60% of
patients reporting a significant improvement in pain and more than 50% of
patients reporting improved ambulation (94–96). However, the relatively high
rate of PMMA extravasation reported during vertebroplasty for a variety of
indications is concerning. Epidural and foraminal extravasation of PMMA has
been reported to occur in 26–70% of treated levels, whereas a recent study
reported only a 2.7% incidence of such extravasation in kyphoplasty (89,97–99).
The reduction of PMMA extravasation in kyphoplasty is probably related to
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Fig. 9. (A) Fluoroscopy reveals an inflated kyphoplasty balloon under controlled
pressure in a previously collapsed thoracic osteoporotic compression fracture. (B) PMMA
is injected into the space in the vertebral body created by the balloon tamp.
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injection of cement at the lower pressures permitted by the creation of a bone
cavity.

In kyphoplasty, goals of therapy include restoration of body height and sagit-
tal spinal alignment as well as fracture stabilization and pain relief. Initial stud-
ies with short-term follow up reported that more than 90% of patients had
improvement in symptoms following kyphoplasty with an average body
height restoration of 35–40%, and longer term studies also noted substantial
symptomatic improvements (89,90,95).

Osteolytic Metastatic Disease

Nonsurgical treatment options for malignant spinal disease now include per-
cutaneous fracture stabilization techniques along with traditional options like
analgesia, radiotherapy, hormone therapy, bisphosphonates, cytotoxic drugs,
embolization, and bracing. Multiple myeloma has received particular attention
because 70–100% of cases have bony involvement in the form of painful com-
pression fractures at multiple levels throughout the vertebral column. Although
the disease remains incurable, advances in chemotherapeutic options have
focused attention on reducing the attendant morbidity. Data on kyphoplasty for
osteolytic metastatic disease from myeloma and other types of cancer have been
encouraging, with authors reporting alleviation of pain and body height
restoration of an average 35–45% (91,100).

Future Directions

Kyphoplasty is rapidly becoming an important therapeutic option for neuro-
surgeons treating vertebral compression fractures from osteoporosis and
metastatic disease. Kyphoplasty’s effectiveness for reducing pain, restoring ver-
tebral body height, and on the improving functional outcome in patients war-
rant its practice by neurosurgeons. Future refinements will undoubtedly
include clarification of the ideal time to perform kyphoplasty after a fracture, as
well as the use of select bone substitutes rather than PMMA. Furthermore, bio-
mechanical studies will help us to understand the effects of kyphoplasty on sur-
rounding structures and could complement our existing knowledge of
vertebroplasty mechanics. Lastly, we await data on the long-term efficacy of
percutaneously fixed and restored vertebral bodies.

Open Kyphoplasty

Kyphoplasty may also be performed during open surgery, offering a new
adjunct to surgical treatment of those compression fractures that involve posterior
cortical compromise and/or retropulsion of bone into the spinal canal with or
without neurologic deficits. Currently, these fractures are contraindications to per-
cutaneous kyphoplasty owing to the potential for causing or exacerbating neuro-
logic injury and increased risk of epidural PMMA extravasation. Boszczyk et al.
(101) reported good pain relief and kyphosis correction in 17 of 23 patients who
underwent a microsurgical interlaminary kyphoplasty or vertebroplasty. Their
approach lies between percutaneous augmentation and conventional open recon-
struction on the treatment continuum (101). Boszczyk’s results complement ear-
lier work by Wenger and Markwalder, who are advocates of the benefits of open
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kyphoplasty, which helps with better visualization of vertebral body anatomy
and the spinal canal during vertebral body stabilization by kyphoplasty (102).

ADVANCES IN BIOLOGIC INSTRUMENTATION: BONE
MORPHOGENETIC PROTEINS AND BIOABSORBABLE POLYMERS

Bone Morphogenetic Proteins

Evolving technological sophistication has allowed the development of mini-
mal access surgery. Equally exciting is the ongoing research into biologically
based techniques for spinal fusion and their nascent clinical applications.
Receiving particular attention from spine surgeons are the bone morphogenetic
proteins (BMPs). In 1965 the existence of BMPs, a class of low-molecular-weight
glycoproteins, was first proposed, and BMPs are now recognized as playing
vital roles in inducing bone formation (103–105). They appear to play critical
roles in the formation and maturation of skeletal tissues, with isoforms BMP-2
and BMP-7 receiving particular attention.

Naturally, the osteoinductive ability of BMPs, leading to de novo bone forma-
tion, has led to considerable interest in using these proteins to enhance spinal
arthrodesis, either in concert with auto- or allograft or as stand-alone fusion
inducers. Early clinical trials with recombinant human BMP-2 (rhBMP-2) have
been encouraging. Boden et al. (106) compared lumbar interbody arthrodesis
using autograft iliac crest vs a tapered cylindrical threaded fusion cage filled
with rhBMP-2 and collagen carrier protein. The study included 14 patients with
single-level lumbar degenerative disc disease refractory to nonoperative man-
agement who were randomly placed into either the rhBMP-2 group or the con-
trol autograft group. After 6 mo, radiographic arthrodesis had occurred more
reliably in the rhBMP-2 group with superior outcomes measures (106). Other
studies have shown successful laparoscopic ALIF fusions using rhBMP-2-
soaked collagen sponges placed within tapered titanium cages (107). In addi-
tion, other authors have shown superior rates of lumbar fusion using tapered
titanium fusion cages “packed” with rhBMP-2 compared with laparoscopic
ALIF utilizing autologous iliac crest bone graft (108).

The demonstrated efficacy of BMP-2 for inducing bony fusion—and the
absence of associated serious side effects—has led to Food and Drug Adminis-
tration approval of rhBMP-2 for lumbar interbody fusion with titanium cages.
Continued research will focus both on appropriate carrier matrices through
which to deliver and release recombinant BMPs and the potential for rhBMP-2
delivery by gene therapy (109).

Bioabsorbable Polymers

New techniques for stabilizing adjacent spinal segments while waiting for
bony fusion are also emerging. Although conventional metallic spinal implants
are effective in maintaining spinal alignment and preventing graft migration,
they have disadvantages such as degraded imaging, occasional failure and
migration, and fusion stress shielding. Thus, interest in bioabsorbable implants
has emerged. Bioabsorbable polymers have several advantages: they are radi-
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olucent, lack of metallic implant migration, have no of radiographic artifact,
and have the ability to transfer axial loads from implant to bone as the implant
degrades over time (110,111) (Fig 10). The polymers utilized most often for
spinal applications are poly-lactic acid (PLA) and poly-glycolic acid (PGA).

The utility of bioabsorbable plates in anterior cervical discectomy has been
demonstrated in a small number of patients. The bioabsorbable implants
showed enough structural strength to maintain disc space height during the
fusion process but appeared to prevent stress shielding, thereby enhancing
bony fusion (112). More recent work demonstrated successful fusion in one-
and two-level anterior cervical discectomies using the Macropore bioabsorbable
plate and screw system (Macropore, San Diego, CA). This plate has the added
benefit that the PLA construct is translucent, thereby allowing visualization of
the endplates and disc space during plate application (113). In posterior appli-

Fig. 10. A radiolucent resorbable implant (Cornerstone HSR).
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cations, 3-yr follow-up using PLA cages in lumbar interbody fusion in animal
models has shown adequate fusion and maintenance of cage height at 6 mo, as
well as 50% cage reabsorption at 36 mo (114). Subach et al. (115) reported on a
series of 15 patients with spondylosis or spondylolisthesis in whom bioab-
sorbable cages were placed bilaterally with posterior instrumentation; 6-mo
follow-up showed maintenance of disc height and foraminal diameter.

The clear advantages of a bioabsorbable system include the stability of adja-
cent segments during bony fusion, the eventual transfer of axial load from
implant to bone as the implant degrades over time, and the avoidance of metal-
related complications such as migration and imaging artifact. Larger scale stud-
ies will determine efficacy and feasibility on a statistically significant scale.

NOVEL IMAGE-GUIDANCE TECHNIQUES: INTRAOPERATIVE MRI

The development of the intraoperative MRI (iMRI) system by the Brigham
and Women’s Hospital and General Electric Medical Systems represented a sig-
nificant advance in surgical navigation. The iMRI system allows neurosurgeons
to obtain real-time dynamic imaging during surgery as opposed to relying on
preoperative imaging registered with a patient’s anatomy (116). The current
0.5-T iMRI (SIGNA SP, Boston, MA) has a vertical gap within its magnet, allow-
ing space for surgeons on either side of the operating table, which is enclosed
within the magnet. The iMRI images may be acquired during the surgery and
may be obtained in conjunction with optical tracking of surgical instruments.
The images are viewed on monitors within the magnet gap. The images are con-
stantly updated to help eliminate errors that can arise during frame-based or
frameless navigation systems. Use of the iMRI in cranial surgery has been well
described, and it is particularly useful in defining tumor margins during resec-
tion and accounting for brain shift, which may occur during tumor debulking.

The first spinal procedure using iMRI guidance was performed in 1996 for
the evacuation of an extraaxial cervical cyst, followed shortly thereafter by cer-
vical decompression for myelopathy (116). Since then, other spinal procedures
performed in the iMRI have included lumbar discectomies, anterior cervical
discectomies with all graft fusion, cervical vertebrectomies with allograft
fusion, cervical foraminotomies, and decompressive cervical laminectomy (117).
The iMRI was able to provide fast and precise localization in all the listed cases
and allowed determination of the degree of neural decompression in more than
80% of cases. Future applications of the iMRI for spine surgery will undoubtedly
include its use in the resection of spine and spinal cord tumors and the refine-
ment of trajectory planning for spinal endoscopy or screw fixation.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has reviewed the application of new minimal access techniques
to the conventional surgical approaches for the treatment of spine disease. The
common theme behind the derivation of these newer technical approaches is
that “less is more,” that is, a minimally invasive approach is a priori superior to
the same procedure performed in a conventional “open” fashion. Although
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procedures such as the thorascopic sympathectomy support this contention
compared with open thoracotomy, other minimally invasive approaches, like
the laparoscopic ALIF, have shown fewer advantages compared with more con-
ventional open techniques. The best approach is the one that yields the superior
outcome. Cases in which minimally invasive techniques are proving to be as
effective as conventional open approaches bear consideration, especially when
procedural costs, decreased hospital stays, and decreased postoperative dis-
comfort can be obtained while still achieving similar outcomes. The application
of advancing technologies to age-old problems in spinal surgery has certainly
provided neurosurgeons with numerous innovative ways to treat patients;
however, sound clinical decision making is still the foundation required to
apply these new techniques.
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Endoscopic Techniques in the Management 

of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

David F. Jimenez, MD, FACS

INTRODUCTION

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) represents the most common form of periph-
eral nerve entrapment. Although idiopathic and systemic etiologies are not
uncommon, repetitive and stressful wrist motion activities represent a large
majority of the cases. Its clinical presentation is classic, and diagnosis can easily
be corroborated with electrodiagnostic studies. As a single clinical entity, CTS
was not recognized until 1854, when it was first described by Paget (1). His
description included a patient who sustained traumatic compressive injury of
the median nerve at the distal radius. Subsequently, in 1880, Putnam (2)
reported on a series of patients who presented with symptoms consistent with
CTS. The first report of surgical release of a compressed median nerve follow-
ing a traumatic injury was by Learmonth in 1933 (3). In 1946, Cannon and Love
(4) first reported the first surgical release of a nontraumatic entrapped median
nerve at the wrist. However, beginning in 1950, and during the subsequent two
decades, Phalen (5–10) reported on a large number of patients with idiopathic
spontaneous CTS, treated by surgical transection of the transverse carpal liga-
ment. He is acknowledged as single-handedly popularizing the surgical treat-
ment of CTS.

In all surgical procedures, the basic principle in the treatment of CTS is the
sectioning of the transverse carpal ligament, thereby increasing the carpal tun-
nel’s capacity. The main variation between the open surgical releases centers
around the location and length of the incisions. Some advocate small (<2 cm)
palmar incisions, whereas others are proponents of long incisions extending
from midpalm across the distal wrist crease and into the forearm. In all these
procedures, normal structures (dermis, subcutaneous fat, palmar fat pad, pal-
mar aponeurosis, and palmar brevis muscle) are sectioned and dissected to gain
access to the transverse carpal ligament. In the process, dissection of these richly
innervated structures can lead to longer and more painful recovery periods. As
with many other minimally invasive techniques introduced into neurosurgery,
the goals of endoscopic carpal tunnel release include less postoperative pain,
less tissue disruption, earlier return to work, increased patient satisfaction, and
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comparable or better outcomes to proven open surgical techniques. This chapter
describes the different types of endoscopic carpal tunnel releases and the
author’s preferred method for sectioning the transverse carpal ligament.

ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES

The first report of an endoscopic technique for the release of an entrapped
median nerve in the carpal tunnel was by the Japanese orthopedist Okutsu in
1987 (11). An accomplished arthroscopist, Okutsu presented a single-portal
(one incision) approach using a rigid arthroscope. In his introduction of the
technique, he described a single transverse incision proximal to the distal wrist
crease. Dissection through the antebrachial fascia allowed placement of a clear
tubular plastic sheath for the introduction of a 30-degree rigid arthroscope. By
rotating the arthroscope 90 degrees counterclockwise or clockwise, he achieved
visualization of the carpal tunnel contents. A hook shaped cutting blade was
inserted along side of the sheath, and under direct visualization, the transverse
carpal ligament was cut in its entirety. He reported a 99.4% success rate in 750
procedures (12,13). His instrumentation was never marketed or approved in
North America, and the only experiences available are those reported by him.
Nonetheless, his report led others to refine endoscopic techniques further and
present large series of patients in subsequent years.

Endoscopic approaches to the carpal tunnel are divided into two groups
depending on the number of incisions made to accomplish the procedure.
Single-portal techniques have been reported by Okutsu (11), Menon (14), et al.
Agee (15–17), and Worseg et al. (18). In all of these procedures, a single incision
is made in the distal volar forearm, and access to the carpal tunnel in gained
proximally. A variety of endoscopic systems have been designed that allow the
surgeon to cut the transverse carpal ligament in its entirety and under direct
visualization. Some of the systems had flaws and had to be redesigned after a
number of serious complications occurred (17). Biportal techniques refer to a
group of procedures that utilize two small incisions to gain access and visuali-
zation to the carpal tunnel. Originally described by Chow (19) in 1989, the first
biportal technique consisted of a small transverse incision in the distal forearm
and a small stab incision in the midpalm. Chow first described a transbursal
approach with dissection of the ulnar neurovascular bundle. A high number of
ulnar postoperative paresthesias led to modification of the technique to a sub-
ligamentous approach by Resnik and Miller (20). Using similar landmarks and
with smaller, more ergonomic instruments, Brown et al. (21,22) introduced a
biportal technique that has proved to be safe, reliable, and effective. The Brown
biportal technique is the author’s preferred method for releasing the carpal tun-
nel and is described in detail in this chapter.

SURGICAL ANATOMY

The median nerve originates from nerve roots that comprise the lateral and
medial cords of the brachial plexus. As the nerve enters the arm, it does not
branch until it passes below the elbow ultimately to innervate the numerous
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wrist and digital flexors. As it enters the hand, the median nerve innervates the
LOAF muscles, which include the first and second lumbricales, the opponens
pollicis, the abductor pollicis brevis, and the flexor pollicis brevis. The recurrent
motor branch, which may arise in the carpal tunnel, can reach the thenar muscles
either by looping around the distal end of the transverse carpal ligament (most
common type) or through the ligament anywhere along its length. The motor
branch innervates the abductor pollicis brevis, the opponens pollicis, and the
superficial head of the flexor pollicis brevis. The palmar cutaneous branch of the
median nerve exits the median nerve prior to its entry into the carpal tunnel and
then travels superficially alongside the median nerve into the palm, where it
divides into a medial and lateral branch supplying the skin over the median emi-
nence and extending medially to the fourth metacarpal bone. The branch most
commonly originates about 2 cm proximal to the proximal border of the flexor
retinaculum but may have a variable origin and course. The sensory supply of the
median nerve extends to the radial 31/2 digits of the hand via the common pal-
mar digital branches. The rest of the sensory innervation of the hand is supplied
by the sensory branch of the ulnar nerve as it branches from the main trunk in
the distal forearm and immediately radial to the tendon of the flexor carpi
ulnaris.

The floor of the carpal tunnel is comprised of the carpal bones, the ligamentous
extensions between the carpal bones, and the overlying radiocarpal ligament. The
roof of the tunnel is formed by the transverse carpal ligament as it extends radi-
ally from the tuberosity of the scaphoid and the crest of the trapezius to its ulnar
attachments at the hook of the hamate and the pisiform bone. Proximally, the
transverse carpal ligament blends with the fibers of the antebrachial fascia at the
distal wrist crease. The ligament extends distally into the palmar approx 3.0 ±
0.25 cm to end near Kaplan’s cardinal line. Kaplan’s cardinal line is a line defined
to be parallel to the distal palmar crease; it runs along the base of the fully
extended thumb. In relation to an endoscopic approach to the carpal tunnel, sev-
eral key anatomical features need to be highlighted.

Access to the tunnel is made ulnar to the palmaris longus, whereas the
median nerve is located radial to the palmaris longus, thereby keeping it well
away from the endoscopic instrumentation. Although the recurrent motor
branch of the median nerve has a variety of branching patterns, the most com-
mon is the extraligamentous and recurrent type extending radially to the thenar
musculature. Again, this anatomical arrangement keeps the motor branch away
from the endoscopic approach. By placing the proximal incision immediately
ulnar to the palmaris longus, the surgeon stays away from both the main ulnar
nerve and its cutaneous sensory branch. By aiming the distal incision to the
third web space, entrance into Guyon’s canal is avoided as well as any ulnar
neurovascular injuries. By placing the distal incision immediately distal (≤ 1cm)
to the distal end of the transverse carpal ligament, the vascular palmar arch is
easily avoided. Therefore, an anatomically safe corridor exists between the
proximal and distal incisions located immediately radial to the hook of the
hamate, where the transverse carpal ligament can be safely and completely sec-
tioned to release the compromised carpal tunnel (Fig. 1).
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SURGICAL PROCEDURE

After careful assessment of the different types of endoscopic approaches to
the carpal tunnel, it is the author’s preference to use the biportal technique
described by Brown. This section depicts that procedure in detail. As with any
open technique, the type of anesthesia used is the surgeon’s choice. Local,
regional (Bier block), or general nonendotracheal anesthesia can be used. Inser-
tion of the endoscopic instrumentation can cause discomfort and pain to the
patient, making local anesthesia less desirable. Regional anesthesia via Bier
block can be used in most patients safely and rapidly with little discomfort.
This type of anesthesia is particularly useful in patients with higher American
Society of Anesthesiologiest (ASA) grades, in those with a history of esophageal

Fig. 1. Diagram demonstrates key anatomical landmarks. A proximal incision is
made 1–2 cm proximal to the distal wrist crease on the ulnar side of the palmaris longus
tendon. A distal wound is made within a 1-cm-radius circle with an epicenter at 4 cm
distal to the wrist crease along the third web space. Line A depicts Kaplan’s cardinal
line. The intersection of line B with line A points to the location of the hook of the
hamate. Median nerve is located on the radial side of the palmaris longus tendon.
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reflux, and in those for whom general anesthesia in contraindicated. In healthy,
otherwise well individuals, general anesthesia with a laryngeal mask airway
and intravenous sedation can also be safely used. Induction is achieved with a
bolus of propofol followed by a maintenance dose during a very short proce-
dure time. At the end of the procedure, the patients awaken quickly and can be
discharged home within 1–2 hr.

As with any endoscopic surgery, the video equipment is connected and
checked for proper functioning prior to anesthetic induction. It is imperative
that the appropriate orientation be obtained so that the TV monitor image cor-
relates with the appropriate spatial orientation of the patient. The operating
room set-up is somewhat different than the standard carpal tunnel surgery. The
surgeon should sit with his/her dominant hand toward the patient. The TV
monitor is then placed directly across from the surgeon, and the scrub nurse/
assistant sits at the end of the patient’s extended arm. The scrub nurse is situ-
ated between the surgeon and the first assistant if one is available for the pro-
cedure (Fig. 2).

The skin marks must be properly localized and marked at this point. The dis-
tal wrist crease is the most important landmark because all others are based on
its location. Location of the palmaris longus tendon is corroborated by asking
the patient to flex the wrist and oppose the thumb and fifth digit. The proximal
incision is made in an area located between 1 and 2 cm proximal to the distal
wrist crease and immediately ulnar to palmaris longus tendon (Fig. 3). The
length of this incision should be 1 cm or less. The distal incision is made along
a line perpendicular to the distal wrist crease and running towards the third

Fig. 2. Operating room configuration shows the surgeon with his dominant hand
closest to the patient, sitting directly across from the TV monitor. Assistant sits at the
end of the table and helps with management of the endoscope and other equipment.
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web space. Along that line, a point is marked 3 cm distal to the distal wrist
crease. In most patients, this will mark the end of the transverse carpal ligament
±0.5 cm. On the same line, another dot is marked at 4 cm distal to the wrist
crease. and a .5-cm circle is drawn circumferentially around the 4-cm mark. This
circle encompasses the safe area where the second distal portal can be made.
One should note that the corridor between the proximal and distal portals
encompasses an area where only the transverse carpal tunnel is present and
where it is safe to section it.

Following the induction of anesthesia, the arm is elevated, and a rubber
Esmarch bandage is applied to exsanguinate the extremities. A tourniquet is
applied and inflated to pressures above systolic, and the Esmarch bandage is
removed. The hand is then freely held and placed in a slight extension on a pair
of rolled-up towels. The proximal incision is made, taking care not to extend it
more than 1 cm in the ulnar direction. Tenotomy scissors are then used to
spread the subcutaneous tissue apart and allow visualization of the ante-
brachial fascial fibers. These are easily identified by visualizing white glisten-
ing fibers running in multiple directions. Following exposure of the
antebrachial fascia, the fibers are spread apart bluntly with the tips of the scis-
sors. Care should be taken not to cut the fascial fibers, as this may inadvertently
lead to sectioning of a tendon. Following blunt dissection of the antebrachial
fascia, the longitudinally running fibers of the tendons can be easily visualized.
No attempt is made to visualize the median nerve. A pair of Adson forceps is
used to grasp and elevate the distal edge of the divided antebrachial fascia. A
synovial elevator is then gently inserted under the fascial fibers and advanced
distally at an acute angle of approx 60° (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Intraoperative photograph shows the location of the two skin portals. A prox-
imal incision is made 1–2 cm proximal to the distal wrist crease ulnar to the palmaris
longus. A second portal is made within a 1-cm circle located 4 cm distal to the distal
wrist crease along the third web space.
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Once inside the carpal tunnel, the tip of the synovial elevator is directed
superficially in order to strip the synovium from the undersurface of the trans-
versely running fibers of the transverse carpal ligament (TCL). This anatomical
arrangement will produce a “washboard”-type sensation as the tip of the ele-
vator moves across these transversely oriented fibers. By palpating this wash-
board sensation, the surgeon corroborates that the synovial elevator is inside
the carpal tunnel. As the tip of the elevator is advanced distally past the distal
edge of the TCL, the washboard feeling will disappear, thereby indicating the
location of the distal end of the TCL. 

Once these internal landmarks are palpated and prior to removal of the syn-
ovial elevator, the antebrachial fascial edge should be grasped in order to main-
tain an open tract into the carpal tunnel. Next, an obturator–canula assembly is
inserted into this tract beneath the TCL (Fig. 5). As the tip of the obturator is
passed distally into the carpal tunnel, the patient’s hand and wrist should be
maintained in a neutral position. The obturator should be gently pressed radi-
ally against the hook of the hamate. This maneuver will ensure that Guyon’s
canal is not entered. Once the obturator tip is passed beyond the hook of the
hamate, the wrist is extended to approx 30°. As the tip of the obturator
approaches the previously drawn circle, the surgeon’s nondominant hand is
used to apply pressure over the obturator (Fig. 6). The tip of the obturator is
easily felt under the skin and at this point, only the skin should lie between the
surgeon’s thumb and the obturator’s tip. A #15 blade is used to create a small
stab wound over the tip of the obturator, which is then gently pushed through
this skin incision (Fig. 7).

Fig. 4. The synovial elevator is placed through the dissected fibers of the antebrachial
fascia and into the carpal tunnel. Note that the original angle of insertion is between
45 and 60°.
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Fig. 5. The obturator–cannula assembly is inserted into the same compartment as the
synovial elevator. Using the tip of the assembly, the “washboard” sensation can be felt,
ensuring that the assembly is inside the carpal tunnel.

Fig. 6. The surgeon’s nondominant hand presses tightly against the skin over the
obturator tip. As the assistant pushes the obturator handle, a scalpel is used to make a
stab incision over the tip of the obturator.

Once the obturator is removed and the canula is left inside the carpal tunnel,
it is then gently rotated approx 10–15° ulnarward (Fig. 8). The endoscope is then
inserted at the distal end of the canula (Fig. 9) and advanced proximally to
allow full visualization of the undersurface of the TCL. The wide glistening
fibers of the TCL should be easily visualized. If there are remnants of synovium,
these can be gently removed with a hooked instrument or with a rasper. The
distal end of the TCL will be easily visualized as the yellow fat pad will easily
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drape over the edge of the ligament. A hooked blade is then inserted using the
surgeon’s dominant hand through the proximal opening in the canula (Fig. 10).
As the endoscope is advanced proximally and the blade is advanced distally,
these two instruments should come to rest close to each other. Following this,
the blade and the endoscope are moved in unison with the separation of
0.5–1 cm. Before sectioning the TCL, care must be taken to note whether there
are any longitudinally running fibers in the field of vision. If this is the case,
one must suspect that a tendon is trapped above the slotted cannula. Care
must be taken not to section any fiber that is running longitudinally, as this
may be either a tendon or a nerve. 

Once the entirety of the undersurface of the TCL is well visualized, the blade
is then hooked onto the distal end of the TCL and steadily moved proximally to
section the ligament under direct visualization (Fig. 11). Depending on the

Fig. 7. The obturator–cannula assembly inside the carpal tunnel. Note its entrance
through the proximal portal and its exit within the circle located 4 cm distal to the dis-
tal wrist crease.
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Fig. 8. The obturator has been removed, leaving the open cannula in place. Note that
the cannula has been rotated approx 15° ulnarward, thereby directing the dissecting
knife away from the median nerve.

severity of the syndrome, multiple passes may be needed to section the TCL in
its entirety. Once the ligament is sectioned, the fat pad will fall into endoscopic
view and obscure visualization. As this occurs, one can be assured that the lig-
ament has been completely sectioned. At this point, the slotted cannula is
removed, and, if a Tinel’s sign has been found preoperatively proximal to the
distal wrist crease, a proximal volar fasciotomy can be performed using a pair
of tenotomy scissors under direct visualization (Fig. 12). The tourniquet is taken
down, pressure is applied, and hemostasis obtained as necessary. Several single
nonabsorbable sutures are used to close the skin edges. To prevent hyperflexion
of the wrist at the early stages, a short-volar splint is used, leaving the fingers
free to be used. Sutures are removed within 1 wk, and the patient may return to
full use of the hand after suture removal.
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RESULTS

As previously reported by the author (23) in an extensive review of the liter-
ature, a total of 8068 endoscopic carpal tunnel release  procedures have been
reported (Table 1). These reports were classified according to the technique
used and the type of study conducted. The success rate varied between 78 and
100%, although the definition of success was not uniform from paper to paper.

Fig. 9. Drawings depict the transverse carpal ligament being sectioned midway. The
wrist is slightly hyperextended as the ligament is sectioned. Lower diagram shows that
only the ligament cut and the superficial structures are left intact.

Fig. 10. As the endoscope is guided with the nondominant hand, the hooked knife is
controlled with the dominant hand and used to section the transverse carpal ligament
under direct visualization.
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Fig. 11. Diagram demonstrates the insertion of the endoscope through the distal inci-
sion. As the endoscope is advanced proximally, the cutting blade is advanced distally
until they meet. Both instruments are then moved in unison. Insert shows endoscopic
view of transverse carpal ligament being sectioned.

Fig. 12. A proximal volar fasciotomy can be easily performed with tenotomy scissors
if there are clinical signs of nerve compression proximal to the distal wrist crease.
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Return to work times averaged 21.75 d, ranging between 4 and 39.8 d. Patients
not receiving Workers’ Compensation had a mean return to work time of 17.8
days, ranging between 10.8 and 22.3 d.

Nine articles have been published describing results obtained using Agee’s
monoportal technique in a total of 1463 patients undergoing 1570 procedures
(15–17,24–28). The combined success rate reported in these articles was 96.2%,
with a complication rate of 1.83% and a failure rate of 1.44%. The complications
associated with this technique include reflex sympathetic dystrophy, ulnar neu-
ropraxias, palmar sensory loss, infection, pillar pain, weak grip, scar tender-
ness, flexor digitorum sublimis laceration, and hematoma. Three articles were
published describing results obtained using the original singe-portal Okutsu
technique in a total of 508 patients undergoing 750 procedures (13,29,30).
Okutsu reported a success rate of 99.63%, with a complication rate of 0.4% and
a failure rate of 0.3%. The only reported complication was a subcutaneous
hematoma. The articles published by Menon (14,31) on his technique reported
a total of 87 patients undergoing 100 procedures. He reported a success rate of
94% and the highest complication rate of all articles, at 9%, and a recurrence rate
of 0.6%. Complications reported included pillar pain, neuropraxia, and ulnar
nerve communicating branch injury. Only one article (18) dealt with Worseg’s
technique, and it was included for completeness. He reported on 64 procedures
in 64 patients. The success rate was 95%, with a complication rate of 1.56% and
the highest failure rate of 4.7%. Complications reported included postoperative
pain and transient neuropraxia of the third common digital nerve.

The most widely performed and reported procedure was Chow’s dual-por-
tal technique. There were 20 articles describing 3505 patients undergoing 4112
procedures (3,19,20,27,28,32–46). The average success rate reported in these
publications was 98.3%, with a complication rate of 1.87% and a failure rate of
1.44% Complications included ulnar nerve neuropraxia and paresthesias,
which were most common when ulnar nerve retraction was used during the
earlier transbursal method. The incidence of ulnar nerve neuropraxia decreased
with the advent of the extrabursal method. Other complications included reflex
sympathetic dystrophy, superficial palmar arch injury, interdigital lesion,

Table 1
Summary of Reported Cases According to Type of Endoscopic Technique Performed

No. of No. of Avg. patient Success Complication Failure
Method patients procedures age (yr) rate (%) rate (%) rate (%)

Chow 3505 4112 46.05 98.3 1.87 1.44
Brown 1464 1472 57 96.01 1.41 1.78
Agee 1463 1570 47.2 96.2 1.83 1.44
Okutsu 508 750 54.07 99.63 0.4 0.3
Menon 87 100 48.3 94 9 0.6
Worseg 64 64 58 95 1.56 4.7

Total 7091 8068 51.77 96.52 2.67 2.61
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Guyon’s canal release, and scarring (47). A total of 1464 patients underwent sur-
gery via Brown’s dual-portal technique (21,22). A total of 1472 procedures were
performed with a reported success rate of 96%, a complication rate of 1.41%,
and a failure rate of 1.78%. Transient paresthesias, reflex sympathetic dystro-
phy, and injury to the superficial palmar arch were reported complications with
this procedure. Five papers dealt strictly with complications of endoscopic
techniques (48–52). Complications reported included transection of the motor
branch of the ulnar nerve, laceration of the ulnar nerve at Guyon’s canal,
pseudoaneurysm of the superficial palmar arch, median nerve transection, and
laceration of the flexor digitorum superficialis four and five.

CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of endoscopic techniques to the management of CTS has
greatly improved patient satisfaction while achieving results similar to those of
the open technique. Proper training is paramount to successful outcomes. For
those surgeons not familiar with endoscopy, the learning curve can be some-
what steep. Nevertheless, by following simple anatomical and surgical princi-
ples, this procedure can be safely and successfully done. Careful patient
selection is also important for good results. Contraindications include patients
with previous carpal tunnel surgery, history of wrist fractures, or anatomical
anomalies (ganglion cysts, tumors) or patients with tenosynovitis. In properly
selected patients, endoscopic carpal tunnel release provides an excellent surgi-
cal option with superior results.
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INTRODUCTION

Minimally invasive procedures (either diagnostic or therapeutic, neurosurgi-
cal or multidisciplinary) play a major role in the management of patients with
traumatic brain injury (TBI). Minimalism is the backbone of multimodality
monitoring, which plays such an important role in preventing secondary cere-
bral insults and neurological decline (1–5). Such surgical techniques are also
used in respiratory and nutritional management of patients with severe head
injury who need long-term rehabilitation (6).

Multimodality monitoring measures used in neurotrauma intensive care
units include SpO2, End-Tidal pCO2, intracranial pressure (ICP), cerebral perfu-
sion pressure (CPP), SjVO2, PbrO2 and perhaps in the future microdialysis
(7–11). Minimally invasive surgical techniques are used in percutaneous
drainage of subdural hematomas, percutaneous tracheostomy, and gastroje-
junostomies (6,12,13).

Prior to sectional imaging, treatment of TBI was primarily based on anec-
dotal expert opinion and not evidence based. Studies of Quickenstd (14) indi-
cated increased intracranial pressure in TBI; however, Lundberg and Langfitt
for the first time showed us how important it was to monitor intracranial pres-
sure (14–16). In the 1970s, with the introduction of the Glasgow Coma Scale GCS
and computed tomography (CT) scan, clinicians attempted a more aggressive
approach in managing severe head injury (17). The importance of ICP in out-
come was clearly defined by Miller et al. (18). Experimental and clinical studies
indicated low cerebral blood flow very early after major head trauma, setting
the stage for the introduction of monitoring CPP and the state of brain tissue
oxygenation by jugular bulb oxygen saturation and brain tissue oxygenation
(19–22). Whether microdialysis and continuous monitoring of cerebral blood
flow (CBF) will become a part of our daily monitoring of brain metabolism
remains to be seen (23).
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ICP MONITORING

Parenchymal Devices

ICP monitors can be placed early in the care of severe TBI with relatively low
risk. Generally, the upper threshold for treatment of intracranial hypertension
is 20–25 mmHg. Pressure transducers are commercially available in sterile
packages and can be inserted to determine ICP rapidly.

With the patient supine, the head is raised to approx 30° The preferred inser-
tion site is the right frontal cortex at Kocher’s point: 1–2 cm anterior to the coro-
nal suture, which can be palpated, and 2–3 cm off the midline (24). However,
the surgeon may choose to insert on the left side or in a slightly removed site in
effort to avoid areas of contusion or craniotomy flaps. The hair is shaved, and
the site of insertion is marked. The skin is cleaned with a combination of alco-
hol and povidone–iodine. The area is draped with sterile towels and drape.
After the injection of local anesthesia, a stab incision is made with a #11 scalpel.
In the Camino monitoring kit (Integra NeuroSciences), a drill bit is provided
that has an adjustable safety stop. A hex wrench is used to set the safety stop
approx 5 mm clear from the thread on the bit. The drill bit is then fastened to a
twist drill and a hole is made carefully through the skull and across the inner
table (Fig. 1A). After drilling, the Camino bolt is screwed completely into the
hole (Fig. 1B). A stylet is then inserted into the bolt for the purpose of piercing
the dura. After this step, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) may exit through the bolt
opening (Fig. 1C).

To zero the monitor, the transducer connecter is attached to the monitor’s
preamp connector. Either the surgeon or the assistant, while preserving sterile
boundaries, then calibrates the monitor using the provided screwdriver so that
atmospheric pressure registers as zero. The pressure transducer is then inserted
into the bolt to approx the 5-cm mark (Fig. 1D), which allows the tip to be 5 mm
beyond the end of the bolt in the subarachnoid space. A waveform should be
confirmed on the monitor with an ICP value. The transducer is then secured in
place by tightening the compression cap on top of the bolt. A strain relief sheath
slides down over the transducer catheter and is secured on the compression cap
(Fig. 1E). Dressing for the bolt is gauze wrapped around the area of insertion
and soaked with povidone–iodine solution.

External Ventricular Drainage

In the treatment of severe TBI, an intraventricular catheter (IVC) or external
ventriculostomy is a treatment modality for intracranial hypertension. The
advantage to this device is that it can transduce ICP readings while therapeuti-
cally lowering ICP with the external drainage of CSF. Additional risks include
ventriculostomy-related CSF infection and intraparenchymal hemorrhage (25).

The standard insertion site is Kocher’s point in the right frontal lobe, which
is 1–2 cm anterior to the coronal suture and 2–3 cm off the midline, or the mid-
pupillary line. However, the ventriculostomy can be made on the left side
depending on the presence of underlying subarachnoid hemorrhage, intra-
parenchymal hemorrhage, or intraventricular hemorrhage or depending on the
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Fig. 1. Insertion of the Camino (Integra NeuroSciences) ICP monitor. The drill bit
safety stop is adjusted and fitted to a twist drill. (A) A hole is carefully made through
the skull. (B) The bolt is screwed into the hole. (C) The stylet is advanced to the first
marking to pierce the dura. (D) The transducer is inserted to the 5-cm mark. (E) After
screwing the compression cap, the sheath slides over the catheter and is secured.
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characteristics of the lateral ventricle on imaging studies. Often severe TBI
results in slit ventricles from edema, which may be more severe on one side
than the other.

With the patient supine, the hair is shaved, and the site of insertion is
marked. The skin is cleaned with a combination of alcohol and povidone–
iodine. The area is draped in sterile fashion. After the injection of local anes-
thetic, a 3-cm linear incision is made over the planned site of insertion. After
self-retaining retraction, the periosteum is cleared with an elevator. The coronal
suture should then be visible. With a twist drill, a hole is made through the skull
1–2 cm anterior to the suture (Fig. 2A). Bone at the inner table can be cleared
with a curet.

The dura is then incised with a cruciate incision. The intraventricular
catheter, along with the inner stylet, is inserted through this hole in a direction
that is orthogonal to the plane of the skull (Fig. 2B). This angle can be approxi-
mated by aiming toward the ipsilateral medial canthus in the coronal plane and
toward the ipsilateral tragus of the ear in the sagittal plane. The Ghajar guide
was developed to direct the catheter in the orthogonal plane if this angle can-
not be determined visually (26,27). Both CT-guided (28) and ultrasound-guided
(29) techniques have been proposed to assist in tapping the ventricular system.

The target for the catheter tip is in the frontal horn of the lateral ventricle
above the intraventricular foramen of Monroe. The catheter with a stylet should
be inserted from 4 to 5 cm in an adult. A change in resistance should be felt
when the catheter tip enters the ventricle. When CSF rises through the column
of the catheter, the stylet is removed. The surgeon may advance the catheter an
additional centimeter while ensuring the continual flow of CSF. A trocar is
attached to the end of the catheter, and it is tunneled in the subgaleal space to
an exit point about 3–5 cm away from the incision. With the trocar still under
the skin, a tunnel stitch may be passed around the trocar using a curved needle
(Fig. 2C). Once the trocar is pulled out of the scalp, this stitch can be tied to
reduce the risk of CSF leak around the subgaleal catheter. The catheter can then
be secured to the skin at the exit site using a pursestring stitch.

The catheter is connected to a three-way stopcock. One port is connected to
a drainage bag, and the other is connected a pressure transducer (Fig. 2D).
Either the tubing to the transducer is filled with sterile preservative-free saline,
or the column is allowed to fill with CSF. Once the transducer is attached to a
pressure monitor, a waveform and ICP value can be confirmed. The skin is
closed and sterile dressing is applied. The stopcock can be turned so that the
transducer directly reads the ICP from the catheter. If the stopcock is turned so
that all three ports are open, there is continuous drainage into the bag, which is
raised to a set level relative to the patient’s ear. Note that an accurate ICP read-
ing is reflected only while the stopcock is turned off to the drainage bag.

Epidural, Subarachnoid, and Subdural Devices

Intracranial pressure can also be monitored by implanting devices in the
epidural space (Ladd monitor), the subdural space, or the subarachnoid region
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Fig. 2. Insertion of an intraventricular catheter (IVC). (A) A twist drill is used to make
a burr hole. (B) While feeling for facial landmarks with one hand, the surgeon uses the
other hand to pass the catheter in a direction that is orthogonal to the plane of the skull
at the burr hole. (C) While the catheter trocar still lies in the subgaleal space, a suture is
passed around it. This suture is then tied around the catheter to reduce the risk of CSF
leakage. (D) A three-way stopcock connects the IVC (left), drainage bag (right), and
fluid-filled pressure transducer (above).

(Richmond screw). The main advantage of these devices is that they are less
invasive and are less likely to cause postoperative infection. Epidural drains are
especially worthwhile in patients with coagulopathies. These devices tend to
overexpress the intracranial pressure and may drift frequently. To place the
Ladd monitor one places a burr hole near the coronal suture and 3–5 cm off the
midline, dissects the dura, and places the pneumatic device in the epidural
space. To place the Richmond screw, a twist drill is placed in that region, the
dura is opened, and the screw is fixed in the skull, producing a fluid column
connecting to the subarachnoid space. This fluid column is connected to a pres-
sure sensor followed by calibration (Fig. 3).
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BRAIN TISSUE OXYGEN MONITORING

Licox Device

Investigators have proposed the prognostic value of monitoring brain tissue
oxygenation (pbtO2) in the setting of TBI (21,29a). The goal of monitoring pbtO2
is to provide additional information about the local cerebral perfusion of
injured cerebral tissue.

The patient is prepared in a similar fashion as in the insertion of the ICP mon-
itor described above. The standard insertion site at Kocher’s point may be used,
or the surgeon may choose to aim the probe toward a specific tissue in question.
pbtO2 monitors such as the Licox (Integra NeuroSciences) are commercially
available. To begin, the drill stop on the drill bit is adjusted to penetrate the
skull. A small incision is made, and a burr hole is made with the twist drill. The
dura is then incised with a #11 scalpel. The bolt is twisted into the hole (Fig.
4A). Subsequent insertion of the stylet through the bolt ensures an adequate
dural opening.

An introducer with three ports (ICP, oxygen, and temperature) is inserted
through the bolt, and the compression screw is loosely fastened around it
(Fig. 4B). The ICP transducer, or Camino, is calibrated as described above and
inserted through the appropriate port of the introducer in lieu of its obturator.
The ICP tracing can be visualized on the monitor to ensure placement in the
subarachnoid space or parenchymal surface. The depth of the Camino catheter
is adjusted by pulling the white plastic sleeve until the black ring is visible
(Fig. 4C). The catheter is then secured by tightening the adjacent compressor
cap. The oxygen and temperature probes are then inserted in the remaining
ports and secured with a Luer lock system (Fig. 4D). Finally, the compression
cap at the bolt is secured to contain the sterile entry point. Dressing, as with the
ICP monitor, is sterile gauze wrapped around the insertion site and soaked with
povidone–iodine solution. The temperature and oxygen probes are attached to

Fig. 3. (A) Richmond bolt fixed into the skull with opened dura in order to monitor
intracranial pressure through a fluid filled tube connected to a strain gauge sensor. (B)
Epidural sensor (pneumatic) placed over the dura and connected a box for calibration
of a pneumatic device such as Ladd Monitor.
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Fig. 4. Insertion of a Licox (Integra NeuroSciences) monitor. (A) The bolt is screwed
into a burr hole. (B) An introducer with three ports (ICP, oxygen, and temperature) is
inserted through the bolt and the compression screw is loosely fastened around it. The
Camino transducer is zeroed and placed in the appropriate port. Its depth is adjusted
by pulling to expose the black ring (C) and tightening the adjacent compressor cap. (D)
Oxygen and temperature probes are placed in the remaining ports. (E) Colorcoded
cables attach these probes to the monitor (F).
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their appropriate cables, which are then connected to the monitor. With the
Licox, the monitor is calibrated by inserting a card that is packaged with the
probes (Fig. 4F).

Codman Device

The Codman device is a solid-state parenchymal monitor used in trauma
centers. The cable is more pliable than the Camino fiberoptic parenchymal
device.

JUGULAR VENOUS SATURATION

Jugular bulb oxygen saturation is a measure of global oxygen requirement
(30). If SjVO2 drops below 55%, there may be global desaturation. Perez et al.
(31) showed a relationship between poor outcome and multiple encounters of
Jsat < 55% in 27 children with severe head injury (31). This device has played a
major role in predicting global desaturation and preventing secondary insults
during moderate hyperventilation (32–34). The device is inserted inside the
jugular bulb via the internal jugular vein under fluoroscopy. Utilization of this
device is labor intensive, and the percentage of good data acquisition is about
50%. Jsat is crucial under conditions (don’t completely understand the meaning
of this) such as hemodynamic and pulmonary dysfunction, hyperventilation,
and high ICPs. (30,31,33–37). Using Jsat in conjunction with a brain tissue oxy-
gen monitoring device may aid in the decision-making process regarding cere-
bral oxygen metabolism globally and locally. In six patients with acute subdural
hematomas Verweij et al. (37) noticed immediate improvements of Jsat and CBF
upon craniotomy and removal of the subdural hematoma.

CEREBRAL MICRODIALYSIS

Dialysis of the extracellular fluid of brain tissue has attracted attention and
may have an important future in the management of TBI. Biochemical mole-
cules in the neuronal microenvironment may be a clear indication of brain
metabolism (23,38).

CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW

Clinical studies have repeatedly indicated that CBF is decreased during the
first 24 h and especially during the first 6 h following severe head injury. The
decreased flow is usually not at the level of major arteries at the base of skull
but at the level of arterioles and capillaries (39–43). Traditionally we have used
perfusion pressure as an index of adequacy of cerebral perfusion. However,
brain perfusion can be more accurately imaged in head trauma patients using
different techniques, including stable xenon-CT (44,45) and single-photon emis-
sion computed tomography (SPECT) (46,47). These brain perfusion imaging
techniques suffer different drawbacks. SPECT does not afford quantitative
results, but only a qualitative comparison between the right and left hemi-
spheres (48). On the other hand, stable xenon-CT is quantitatively accurate but
requires specialized and expensive equipment. A typical study is relatively
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long, approx 10 min. Side effects, such as respiratory rate decrease, headaches,
nausea, and vomiting, as well as convulsions, are observed in 4.4% of patients
(49). Consequently, stable xenon-CT is difficult to perform in severe trauma
patients in the emergency settings.

Recently, perfusion-CT has been introduced as a simple imaging technique to
be used in routine clinical practice (50,51). Perfusion-CT involves dynamic
acquisition of sequential CT slices in a cine mode during intravenous adminis-
tration of nonionic iodinated contrast material. We believe that the perfusion-
CT technique can be implemented in all hospital institutions equipped with CT
units, which are usually available around the clock and 7 d a week. It necessi-
tates neither specialized technologists nor extra material but only requires ded-
icated postprocessing software. It affords real-time postprocessing, with a
complete set of parametric maps typically generated within 5 min of complet-
ing data acquisition. Perfusion-CT provides quantitatively accurate assessment
of brain perfusion: its results have been validated by comparison with stable
xenon CT (52) and positron emission tomography (PET) (53) (Fig. 5).

Perfusion-CT can easily be performed as a complement to conventional non-
contrast and contrast-enhanced cerebral CT and does not interfere with the con-
trast-enhanced thoracoabdominal CT survey performed in severe trauma
patients (52). In our institution, as in most trauma centers, we obtain contrast-
enhanced chest, abdomen, and pelvic CT routinely in severe trauma patients, to
rule out aortic injuries. The contrast material administration is performed even
in obtunded patients unable to report possible previous contrast reactions and
without knowing the renal function, because the risk associated with these con-
ditions is outweighed significantly by the risk of a missed traumatic aortic
injury. The dose of contrast material (40–50 mL) added for the perfusion-CT is
minor compared with the dose used for the chest, abdomen, and pelvis
(100–120 mL).

Perfusion-CT affords insight into regional brain perfusion alterations caused
by head trauma, with the major advantage of being able to detect regional het-
erogeneity (52). It has a higher sensitivity for the diagnosis of cerebral contu-
sions compared with admission noncontrast cerebral CT, with a sensitivity
reaching 87.5% vs 39.6% for conventional CT (52). Perfusion-CT results show
specific patterns, linked to cerebral edema and intracranial hypertension (52).
Finally, the number of arterial territories with “low” rCBV values on perfusion-
CT has a relationship with functional outcome as early as the time of admission
(52). The potential repercussions of perfusion-CT on the clinical management of
severe head trauma patients remain to be evaluated. However, patients with
altered brain perfusion-CT results might be considered for more aggressive and
earlier treatment to prevent intracranial hypertension, whereas patients with
preserved brain perfusion might benefit from less invasive treatment.

Patients with subacute and chronic subdural hematomas have preserved per-
fusion CT. Many of these older patients are on aspirin, Plavix, antiinflammato-
ries, or sodium warfarin. A minor fall can result in acute subdural hematoma
(SDH), which typically increases in size and converts to a subacute or chronic
SDH within a few weeks. Over the years many surgical procedures have been
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attempted to evacuate these collections based on the general condition of the
patient or the chronicity of the hematoma with or without a membrane. It is
often possible to start with less invasive procedures such as subdural twist drill
drains, burr holes with or without drains, and, if necessary, craniotomy. In a lit-
erature review from 1981 to 2001, Weigel et al. (12) recommended that the first
tier of treatment should be twist drill or burr hole evacuation of the SGH, and
the craniotomy should be a second-tier approach because of the rate of compli-
cations associated with the latter (12). Reviewing their experience with 500

Fig. 5. A patient who fell from a 6-m height was admitted with a Glasgow Coma
Scale score of 9. Neurological examination in the emergency room reveals an asymme-
try of tone and deep tendon reflex involving both right upper and lower limbs. Admis-
sion contrast enhanced cerebral CT demonstrates a displaced left parietal skull fracture,
associated with a large cephalohematoma. A small left parieto-occipital epidural
hematoma (white arrowhead) and a small contusion area (white star) could also be
identified on the conventional CT images. Perfusion-CT demonstrates a much wider
area of brain perfusion compromise (white arrows) and involvement of the whole left
temporal and parietal lobes, the latter showing increased mean transit time (MTT) and
decreased regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and volume (rCBV). Thus, perfusion-CT
affords a better understanding of the neurological examination findings on admission
than conventional CT. (See Color Plate 7 following p. 112.)
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patients with chronic and subacute SDH, Lind et al. (57) found less recurrence
if drains were used after burr hole evacuation of the subdural hematoma.
Recurrence rate was 19% if a drain was not used vs 10% if a postop drain was
taken into consideration (54). In the Williams series of 62 patients with chronic
SDH, of the 11 patients who had twist drill evacuation of their SDH, 64%
needed repeat surgery because of recurrence (55). Using drains after SDH evac-
uation was also recommended by Marwalder and Weir (13,56). Overall, it is rec-
ommended that in patients with subacute and chronic SDH without a thick
membrane less invasive procedures be used and that craniotomy be reservde
for resection of thick membranes. In using twist drill holes, one should remem-
ber to place the drill a little obliquely to prevent the entrance of the drain into
the brain tissue, as shown in Fig. 6 (arrow).

PERCUTANEOUS TRACHEOSTOMY AND GASTROSTOMY

Two basic supportive therapies frequently necessary for neurotrauma
patients are mechanical ventilation and enteral nutrition. Patients with (TBI
requiring early endotracheal intubation include those with altered sensorium
resulting in respiratory depression, hypoventilation, apnea, or inability to
maintain or protect the airway. Patients with agitation or disorientation requir-
ing sedative medications may also require mechanical ventilatory support. In
those patients with spinal cord injury, high cervical lesions may result in respi-
ratory dysfunction, may manifest as an inability to initiate adequate breaths,
and typically require early endotracheal intubation. Finally, patients with mul-
tisystem trauma and hemorrhagic shock benefit from early airway control.

In critically ill trauma patients, enteral nutritional support is typically begun
soon after admission to promote anabolism. Nasogastric or orogastric intuba-
tion is the usual early access route for feeding. Prolonged nutritional support
provided by tube feeding may be necessary in those patients with TBI requir-
ing prolonged ventilator support or those suffering from dysphagia.

Fig. 6. Subdural drain connected through a closed system to a draining chamber.
Note the oblique drill passage (arrow) to prevent entrance into the brain. 
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Long-term mechanical ventilatory support in patients with respiratory fail-
ure and long-term airway control in comatose patients ultimately require tra-
cheostomy. In these same patients and those with prolonged dysphagia,
definitive enteral access with a gastrostomy tube is necessary for long-term
nutritional support. These procedures are often essential to continue caring for
those patients entering the rehabilitation phase of their injuries (6). The follow-
ing sections describe the minimally invasive techniques of percutaneous tra-
cheostomy and percutaneous gastrostomy and their practical applications to
neurotrauma patients.

Percutaneous Tracheostomy

Early tracheostomy in the critically injured trauma patient has been shown to
facilitate patient management and reduce morbidity. There are many advan-
tages of converting the translaryngeal endotracheal tube to tracheostomy. The
shorter tube length decreases overall airway flow resistance compared with an
endotracheal tube of the same internal diameter. It also allows easier tracheal
suctioning of secretions and has a reduced risk of air flow obstruction by intra-
luminal concretion deposits. Easy exchange or cleaning of the disposable tra-
cheostomy inner cannula may be routinely performed, in those models
equipped with an inner cannula. Suturing of the tracheostomy flange to the
skin of the patient’s neck, in addition to ties around the neck, provides more
secure airway stabilization compared with simply tying or taping endotracheal
tubes to the patient’s lips and face. In patients requiring prolonged ventilator
support, removal of an orotracheal or nasotracheal tube markedly enhances
patient comfort, improves oral hygiene, and reduces the risk of sinusitis.

Mechanical ventilator weaning may assume a more aggressive approach in
patients with tracheostomy whereby patients may be liberated from the venti-
lator and placed on supplemental humidified oxygen by collar. In those
patients with marginal respiratory function, mechanical ventilation may be eas-
ily resumed at scheduled and intermittent durations or when the patient
exhibits any signs of fatigue. The neurotrauma patient with persistent altered
sensorium may have specific needs for an artificial airway separate from the
delivery of mechanical ventilation. The neurologically impaired patient no
longer requiring ventilator support may have a poor spontaneous cough and
may have poor oropharyngeal tone. These patients are at risk for atelectasis,
mucus plugging, and airway obstruction. Tracheostomy provides access for
endotracheal suctioning to maintain a patent airway.

Studies have reported reduction of complications and economic advantages
of tracheostomy. Early tracheostomy, within 72 h of injury, has been shown in a
randomized trial to reduce the incidence of ventilator-associated pneumonia
(57). Tracheostomy has also been associated with reduction in ventilator days,
intensive care unit (ICU) length of stay, hospital length of stay, and reduced
hospital and patient costs (58).

The modern technique of surgical tracheostomy has been performed since
the 1900s and is one of the most frequently performed operative procedures
required of critically ill patients. Although the method of percutaneous tra-
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cheostomy was first introduced by Sheldon in 1957, it was not popularized
until Ciaglia described percutaneous dilatational tracheostomy (PDT) using a
modified Seldinger technique in 1985 (59,60). The dilatational technique revo-
lutionized bedside tracheostomy for its simplicity, ease of performance at the
ICU bedside by physicians in various specialties, and low incidence of compli-
cations. PDT allows tracheostomy to be performed without surgical exposure of
the tracheal landmarks and may be ideal in those patients in whom tracheal
dissection would be a challenge, including patients with thick, short necks and
those with substantial pretracheal edema from anasarca. Furthermore, those
trauma patients with cervical spine injury requiring immobilization and
patients with an uncleared cervical spine, in which neck extension is prohibited,
represent the population with potentially more difficult tracheal dissection.
Intensivists from surgical critical care, anesthesiology critical care, and pul-
monary critical care, along with general surgeons, trauma surgeons, thoracic
surgeons, otolaryngologists, and neurosurgeons have all been reported to per-
form this technique.

Table 1 and Fig. 7 briefly describe the most current version of the PDT tech-
nique. A commercial kit (Ciaglia Blue Rhino™ Percutaneous Tracheostomy
Introducer Set with EZ Pass Hydrophilic Coating, Cook Critical Care, Bloom-
ington, IN) is available that contains all the materials needed to perform the
procedure. The typical tracheostomy tube size inserted is either a #8 or #7 (8-
or 7-mm internal diameter equivalent).

Table 1
Abbreviated Instructions for Use of the 
Ciaglia Blue Rhino™ Percutaneous Tracheostomy Introducer Set

1. After local anesthesia, make a vertical skin incision from the lower edge of the
cricoid cartilage downward, in the midline, for a distance of 1–1.5 cm.

2. Use a curved clamp to dissect gently down to the anterior tracheal wall.
3. Place the tube at the level between the first and second tracheal cartilages or

between the second and third tracheal cartilages.
4. After the endotracheal tube is withdrawn slightly, direct the syringe and introducer

needle assembly in the tracheal midline, posterior and caudad.
5. When advancing the needle forward, verify entrance into the tracheal lumen by

aspiration with air bubble return.
6. When free flow of air is obtained with no impalement of the endotracheal tube,

advance the outer sheath and remove the inner needle.
7. Remove the syringe and needle, introduce the J-wire guide into the sheath, and

remove the sheath.
8. Advance the short, 14-Fr introducing dilator over the wire guide to dilate the initial

access site into the trachea.
9. Advance and pull back the Ciaglia Blue Rhino dilator and the guiding catheter as a

unit several times over the wire guide.
10. Advance the preloaded lubricated tracheostomy tube over the wire guide/guiding

catheter assembly as a unit into the trachea.
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Fig. 7. Four essential steps during the percutaneous dilatational tracheostomy (PDT)
procedure using the Ciaglia Blue Rhino™ Percutaneous Tracheostomy Introducer Set.
See Table 1 for details. (A) After the endotracheal tube is withdrawn slightly, direct the
syringe and introducer needle assembly in the tracheal midline. (B) Remove the syringe
and needle and introduce the J wire guide into the sheath. (C) Advance and pull back
the dilator and the guiding catheter as a unit several times over the wire guide. (D)
Advance the preloaded lubricated tracheostomy tube over the wire guide/catheter
assembly as a unit.
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In 1992, Ciaglia and Graniero (61) reported results and long-term follow-up
of their 165 patients undergoing their procedure. The most frequent periopera-
tive complication was inability to insert a #8 tracheostomy tube. This problem
has since been corrected by addition of a 36-F dilator and subsequently the
Ciaglia Blue Rhino dilator. Three patients were noted to have postoperative
bleeding, one patient requiring one suture and the other two patients achieving
hemostasis with topical Gelfoam. Of the 52 patients followed to decannulation,
only one patient had stomal infection, and one had a voice change. No patient
was noted to have laryngotracheal stenosis.

Several improvements to the original PDT technique have been adopted, with
two being particularly significant. In 1989, Paul et al. (62) reported the addition of
bronchoscopic monitoring by an assistant instead of the “blind” insertion tech-
nique. Subsequently other reports described the use of video-assisted bron-
choscopy during percutaneous tracheostomy, allowing the operator to view the
intraluminal events during the performance of the procedure. This monitor facil-
itated confirmation of adequate central, rather than lateral or paratracheal, nee-
dle entry into the tracheal lumen and reduced the risk of posterior tracheal wall
injury by the needle or dilator. Another improvement to the method was the
introduction of the Ciaglia Blue Rhino dilator. The original method utilized seven
semirigid dilators of increasing caliber from 12 to 36 Fr. The Ciaglia Blue Rhino
set utilizes a single dilator that is a 38-Fr flexible cone tapering down to a point.
This dilator simplifies and speeds up the dilatation step by requiring only one
single dilator rather than multiple passes of sequential dilators of increasing size.

Many others have reported good results with percutaneous tracheostomy.
Chen et al. (63) reported their experience with PDT, all performed by neurosur-
geons, in 22 neurosurgical coma patients with no complications requiring inter-
vention. Borm and Gleixner (64) reported that bedside PDT under bronchoscopic
control was safe and effective in 54 neurosurgical patients, with no increase in
ICP occurring. Moore et al. (6) reported a review of 27 patients with brain
injuries undergoing PDT and percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG),
with three patients having transient ICP elevation.

The most important postoperative complication that has been reported
involves subglottic tracheal stenosis. One theory suggests that the extent of the
cartilaginous and mucosal injury to the anterior trachea owing to the procedure
determines the risk for subsequent stenosis (65). Another theory suggests that
the nidus for stenosis is the displacement of tracheal cartilage into the tracheal
lumen surrounding the tracheotomy. Subsequent chronic irritation by the tra-
cheostomy tube leads to scar and granulation tissue formation (66). Although
tracheal stenosis should be recognized as a potential long-term complication in
all patients with tracheostomy, no satisfactory method of prevention has been
proposed. Instead, efforts should be directed toward monitoring and post-
decannulation tracheoscopy surveillance to identify these patients.

Percutaneous Gastrostomy

Early enteral nutritional support has increasingly been advocated following
critical illness and trauma. Many studies have reported the benefits of the
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enteral feeding route rather than the parenteral route, citing promotion of gas-
trointestinal trophism, improved anabolic outcome, and reduction of central
venous access mechanical complications and bloodstream infections. Trauma
patients and surgical patients without a contraindication for enteral feeding
should be provided with enteral nutrition as early as hospital d 1 or postoper-
ative d 1.

Patients requiring long-term enteral access include those requiring pro-
longed ventilator support and those with traumatic brain, head, or neck injury.
Patients with dysphagia or anorexia from neurological or pharyngeal dysfunc-
tion also benefit from gastrostomy tube feeding to prevent aspiration pneumo-
nia and malnutrition. A gastrostomy tube has several advantages over the
nasogastric or orogastric tube. Removal of the nasogastric or orogasstric tube
results in enhanced patient comfort and reduces the risk of sinusitis. Frequent
accidental tube withdrawal and need for reinsertion is essentially eliminated
with a gastrostomy tube. One disadvantage with most commercially available
gastrostomy tubes is that they lack an associated sump suction port. Patients
with a greater volume of gastric secretions, gastric dysmotility, or gastric outlet
obstruction may benefit from continuous suction. Gastrostomy tubes without
sump ports are only amenable to intermittent suction or straight gravity
drainage, and those patients requiring gastric drainage may benefit from a post-
pyloric or jejunal position of a feeding tube.

The percutaneous method for gastrostomy placement was popularized ear-
lier than that for tracheostomy placement. The first reported PEG was per-
formed in 1979 by Gauderer, with Ponsky as the endoscopist (67). PEG has since
become the method of choice for gastrostomy insertion. The surgical gastros-
tomy method is reserved for those patients in whom inadequate light transillu-
mination has prevented PEG from being completed or those in whom upper
endoscopy cannot be performed or is contraindicated, such as those with
pharyngoesophageal injury, stenosis, or obstruction and those with portal
hypertension, esophageal or gastric varices, and ascites. Therefore current con-
troversies do not involve whether to perform percutaneous or “open” gastros-
tomy but instead involve the ethical nature of whether to perform PEG at all to
sustain life (68). An increasing number of elderly patients with chronic diseases
and terminal illnesses are undergoing PEG as an adjunct to the prolongation
of life.

Table 2  and Fig. 8 briefly describe Ponsky’s pull-type technique for PEG. Sev-
eral commercial kits (MIC-PEG, Medical Innovations, Draper, UT, and
EndoVive™ Standard PEG Kit, Boston Scientific, Natick, MA) are available that
contain all the materials needed to complete the procedure. The standard com-

Fig. 8. Four essential steps during the pull-type percutaneous endoscopic gastros-
tomy (PEG) procedure. See Table 2 for details. (1) When the introducer cannula is
observed in the stomach, remove the internal piercing stylet. (2) Place the looped wire
through the cannula into the stomach, and grasp with a retrieval snare. (3,4) Connect
the looped wire with the tube loop. (5,6) Apply traction to pull the loop and tube back
through the oropharynx, esophagus, stomach, and abdominal wall.
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Table 2
Abbreviated Instructions for Pull-Type Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy Kits

1. Perform gastric endoscopy, insufflate the stomach with air, and transilluminate the
abdominal wall.

2. Select the gastrostomy site in the upper left quadrant, free of major vessels, viscera,
and scar tissue.

3. Prepare and drape the skin at the selected insertion site, and, following local anes-
thesia, make a 1-cm incision through the skin.

4. Insert the introducer cannula through the incision, advancing through the peri-
toneum and the stomach wall.

5. When the introducer cannula is observed in the stomach, remove the internal pierc-
ing stylet, leaving the blunt-end cannula within the stomach.

6. Place the looped placement wire through the cannula into the stomach, and grasp
with a retrieval snare.

7. Remove the endoscope and the looped placement wire through the oropharynx.
8. Connect the looped placement wire with the tube loop.
9. Apply traction to pull the placement loop and the tube back through the orophar-

ynx and esophagus and into the stomach.
10. Repeat the endoscopy and visually follow the gastrostomy tube as it exits the stom-

ach until the internal bumper rests against the stomach wall.
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mercial PEG tube is 20 Fr caliber. PEG insertion has been reportedly performed
by gastroenterologists, trauma surgeons, general surgeons, and otorhinolaryn-
gologists. In those patients in whom PEG is unsuccessful, there are alternatives
to surgical gastrostomy. Modifications of the PEG technique have allowed inter-
ventional radiologists to insert gastrostomy tubes with fluoroscopic guidance
(69). Laparoscope assisted placement of gastrostomy tubes allows peritoneal
visualization, to prevent accidental intestinal injury (70). Adjacent adhesions
may be lysed to mobilize and clear the anticipated site for tube placement.

Overall good results are associated with the PEG procedure. Gencosmanoglu
et al. (71) reported on a series of 115 patients with neuropathologic indications
undergoing PEG with low procedure-related morbidity and mortality rates.
One of the main concerns with PEG in neurotrauma is the subset of patients
with hydrocephalus. A review of neurosurgical patients undergoing simultane-
ous placement of a PEG and a ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt revealed a high
rate of peritoneal infective complications (72). A prospective study on 15
patients with VP shunt undergoing PEG after a minimum of 1 wk after VP
shunt placement resulted in no septic complications or shunt malfunctions,
regardless of whether the shunt was right or left sided (73). A planned delay in
PEG placement after VP shunt placement, or vice-versa, would be prudent.

SUMMARY

Tracheostomy and gastrostomy are the two most common general surgical
procedures required in neurotrauma patients. These procedures facilitate pro-
longed respiratory management and nutritional support. The minimally inva-
sive bedside techniques of PDT and PEG have allowed the procedures to
become more expeditious and more efficacious than the operative surgical
technique.
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imaging outside brain, 63, 65
prospects, 65, 67, 71
seizure, 63, 65

artifacts, 49, 50, 52–54, 57
diffusion tensor imaging of white matter,

104, 105
fast imaging,

advances, 71
echo planar imaging sequence, 45, 46
fast gradient-echo sequence, 43, 45
fast spin echo sequence, 45–47

flow imaging,
contrast agents, 41–43
gradient-echo imaging, 35, 36
phase-encoding technique, 37, 39, 40
phase shift effects, 36, 37
time of flight, 34, 36, 39–41
two-dimensional versus three-dimen-

sional imaging, 40, 41
guidance, see Image-guided surgery;

Intraoperative magnetic reso-
nance imaging

hematoma imaging, 57–62
historical perspective, 13
image foldover and field of view, 52, 53
intraoperative imaging, see Intraopera-

tive magnetic resonance imaging
Leksell frame, 114
magnet coils, 13, 14
magnetization transfer imaging, 49
neuroendoscopy patient evaluation, 7
perfusion imaging, see Functional mag-

netic resonance imaging
principles,

Fourier transformation, 16, 21
frequency encoding, 20
image acquisition, 16–22
k-space, 21–24
Larmor frequency, 17
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phase encoding, 20
proton density, 15
spin relaxation, 14
T1 images, 15, 16, 18
T2 images, 15, 16

pulse sequences,
diffusion weighting, 25, 26, 28, 29, 32
FLAIR for inversion recovery, 23, 24
overview, 17–19, 22, 23
STIR for fat suppression, 24

stereotactic radiosurgery planning, 230
thermal therapy guidance for brain tu-

mors,
energy delivery control, 262, 263
focused ultrasound therapy, 264, 265
interstitial laser therapy, 263, 264
prospects, 265, 266
rationale, 261, 262

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS),
abscess, 83
advantages, 75
brain tumor, 78, 79, 83
demyelinating disease, 83
diagnostic applications, 75
epilepsy, 83–85
infarction, 77, 78
metabolites and physiological signifi-

cance, 76, 77
principles, 75–77
proton spectrum, 77, 78
radiation necrosis, 83

Magnetoencephalography (MEG),
brain mapping applications, 93, 94
intraoperative imaging, 123
resolution, 92
seizure evaluation, 93
technique, 92, 93

Median nerve entrapment, see Carpal tunnel
syndrome

MEG, see Magnetoencephalography
Meningioma, see Brain tumor
MRI, see Magnetic resonance imaging
MRS, see Magnetic resonance spectroscopy

NBCA, see N-Butyl cyanoacrylate
Neuracryl M, arteriovenous malformation

embolization, 192, 193
Neuroendoscopy,

anesthesia, 6, 7

approaches, 7, 8
brain tumors,

acoustic neuroma, 347
intraventricular tumors, 346
pituitary tumors, 346, 347

flexible endoscopy,
equipment, 4
technique, 8

historical perspective, 3, 4
hydrocephalus, 319–321
irrigation, 7
preoperative assessment and evalua-

tion, 7
prospects, 10
rigid endoscopy,

equipment, 5, 6
technique, 8, 9

spinal surgery, 10
Neurovascular clipping, comparison with

endovascular coiling, 151–153,
334, 335

Onyx,
arteriovenous malformation emboliza-

tion, 190–192
embolic agent, 166

p53, cancer gene therapy targeting, 275
PDT, see Percutaneous dilatational tracheo-

stomy
Pediatric neurosurgery,

craniosynostosis, 325, 326
epilepsy, 327
hydrocephalus,

endoscopy, 319–321
shunt implantation, 322, 323
third ventriculostomy, 321, 322

intracranial cysts, 323
pain/spasticity, 327
prospects, 327, 328
spine procedures, 326, 327
tumor biopsy and resection, 323, 325
vascular malformations, 326

PEG, see Percutaneous gastrostomy
PELD, see Percutaneous endoscopic lumbar

discectomy
Percutaneous dilatational tracheostomy

(PDT), technique, 413–415
Percutaneous endoscopic lumbar discectomy

(PELD), technique, 356–357
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Percutaneous gastrostomy (PEG),
historical perspective, 416
outcomes, 418
pull-type technique, 416–418
traumatic brain injury patients, 411, 415,

416
PET, see Positron emission tomography
PLIF, see Posterior lumbar interbody fusion
Poliovirus, oncolytic virus for cancer treat-

ment, 285
Polymer implantation,

bioresorbable polymers in spine surgery,
375–377

drug delivery,
clinical applications, 305–307
materials, 304
principles, 302–305

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), arteriovenous
malformation embolization, 190

Positron emission tomography (PET),
brain mapping applications, 94, 95
glucose metabolism imaging, 95
intraoperative imaging, 122, 123
limitations, 94
sensitivity, 94

Posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF),
indications, 361
minimally invasive technique, 361–365
technique, 358, 360

PVA, see Polyvinyl alcohol

Radiation necrosis, MRS, 83
Radiofrequency lesioning (RFL),

hemifacial spasm, 221
indications, 209, 221, 222
magnetic resonance imaging-guided

thermal therapy for brain tu-
mors, 261, 266

principles, 209, 210
trigeminal neuralgia management,

advantages, 209
anatomic landmarks, 211, 212
complications,

motor paresis, 217, 219
ophthalmologic complications,

216, 217
rates, 216, 218

electrode insertion and localization,
212–214

equipment, 210, 211
lesioning technique, 215, 216
outcomes, 216, 217
patient preparation, 211, 212
recurrence rates, 219
stimulation procedures, 214, 215

vagoglossopharyngeal neuralgia, 219–
221

Registration, see Image-guided surgery
Reovirus, oncolytic virus for cancer treat-

ment, 283
Retrovirus, gene therapy vectors for glioma,

272
RFL, see Radiofrequency lesioning

SDH, see Subdural hematoma
Seizure,

intraoperative magnetic resonance imag-
ing, 137

magnetic resonance imaging, 63, 65
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 83–85
electrocortical stimulation mapping, 90
magnetoencephalography, 93
memory lateralization in medial temporal

lobe epilepsy, 103
pediatric neurosurgery for epilepsy, 327

Single-photon emission computed tomogra-
phy (SPECT), perfusion imag-
ing in traumatic brain injury,
408, 409

Spasticity, pediatric neurosurgery, 327
SPECT, see Single-photon emission com-

puted tomography
Spine,

anterior lumbar interbody fusion,
laparoscopic technique, 369–371
mini-open technique, 369
overview, 369

bioresorbable polymers in surgery, 375–
377

bone morphogenetic protein utilization in
surgery, 375

discectomy,
microendoscopic discectomy, 355–358
microsurgical discectomy, 355, 356
percutaneous endoscopic lumbar

discectomy, 356, 357
thoracoscopy, 365–369

intraoperative magnetic resonance imag-
ing, 377
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kyphoplasty,
bone metastasis management, 372,

374
open technique, 374
osteoporosis compression fracture

management, 372
percutaneous kyphoplasty, 371, 372,

374
prospects, 374

magnetic resonance imaging, 65
minimally invasive surgery prospects,

377, 378
neuroendoscopy, 10
pediatric neurosurgery, 326, 327
posterior lumbar interbody fusion,

indications, 358
minimally invasive technique, 360,

361, 363
technique, 358, 360, 361, 363

thoracoscopy,
corpectomy/vertebrectomy and fusion,

368
discectomy, 367
indications, 365, 366
instrumentation, 366
sympathectomy, 366, 367

transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion,
365

SRS, see Stereotactic radiosurgery
Stent angioplasty,

aneurysms,
balloon remodeling, 161, 163, 181
stent-assisted coil embolization, 163
stent types and techniques, 181, 183

atherosclerosis, intracranial,
epidemiology, 176
outcomes, 181
patient selection, 180, 181
rationale, 176–178
safety, 178
technique, 178, 179

prospects, 183, 184
Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS),

arteriovenous malformation outcomes,
233–237, 337, 338

benign tumor outcomes,
acoustic neuroma, 237–241
meningioma, 242–246
nonacoustic schwannomas, 241, 242

cavernous malformations, 339, 340
CyberKnife,

advantages over Gamma Knife, 126
image guidance, 126

dose distribution, 227
dose selection,

arteriovenous malformation, 231
brain tumors, 231

follow-up, 232, 233
Gamma Knife development, 225, 226
head ring application, 227
historical perspective, 225, 226
LINAC radiosurgery instrumentation,

226, 227
malignant brain tumor outcomes,

brain metastasis, 247–250
gliomas, 248, 251, 252

overview, 125, 126, 225, 226
particle beam radiosurgery, 225, 226
radiation delivery, 232
stereotactic image acquisition,

arteriovenous malformation, 229,
230

brain tumors, 230
treatment planning, 230

Subdural hematoma (SDH), drainage, 409–
411

TBI, see Traumatic brain injury
Thoracoscopy,

corpectomy/vertebrectomy and fusion,
368–369

discectomy, 367
instrumentation, 366
spinal indications, 367
sympathectomy, 366, 367

TLIF, see Transforaminal lumbar interbody
fusion

TMS, see Transcranial magnetic stimulation
Tracheostomy, percutaneous, 412–415
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS),

brain mapping applications, 91, 92
instrumentation, 90
language mapping, 91, 92
principles, 90, 91
prospects, 105

Transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion
(TLIF), technique, 365
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Traumatic brain injury (TBI),
gastrostomy, percutaneous, 411, 415–418
monitoring in intensive care unit,

brain tissue oxygen,
Codman device, 408
Licox device, 406, 408

cerebral blood flow,
computed tomography, 408, 409
single-photon emission computed

tomography, 408, 409
intracranial pressure,

epidural, subarachnoid, and subdu-
ral devices, 404, 405

external ventricular drainage, 402,
404

parenchymal devices, 402
jugular venous saturation, 408
microdialysis, 408
overview, 401

subdural hematoma drainage, 409–411
tracheostomy, percutaneous, 412–415

Trigeminal neuralgia, radiofrequency
lesioning,

advantages, 209
anatomic landmarks, 211, 212
complications,

motor paresis, 217, 219
ophthalmologic complications, 216, 217

rates, 216, 218
electrode insertion and localization, 212–

214
equipment, 210, 211
lesioning technique, 215, 216
outcomes, 216, 217
patient preparation, 211, 212
recurrence rates, 219
stimulation procedures, 214, 215

Trispan device, wide neck aneurysm treat-
ment, 165

Vagoglossopharyngeal neuralgia,
radiofrequency lesioning, 219–
221

Vascular neurosurgery,
aneurysms, 332, 333
arteriovenous malformations, 335, 336
carotid cavernous fistula, 340, 341
dural arteriovenous malformations, 336
prospects, 341, 342

Vein of Galen malformation, pediatric neu-
rosurgery, 326

Vestibular schwannoma, see Acoustic neu-
roma

Wada test, see Intracarotid amytal test
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